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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION 

 

Choreographing the Age of Anxiety: 

Dancing Poetry at the New York City Ballet 

 

by  

 

Jennie Sue Coffin Scholick 

Doctor of Philosophy in Comparative Literature 

University of California, Los Angeles, 2016 

Professor Kathleen L. Komar, Chair 

 

Taking the New York City Ballet as its center, “Choreographing the Age of Anxiety” reconsiders 

the relationships between dance, specifically ballet, text, and politics in the United States during 

the Cold War (1948-1962). Working interdisciplinarily between literary studies, dance studies, 

and Cold War studies, this dissertation argues that the relationship between poetry and dance 

during this period reveals a political engagement overlooked in previous studies of American 

Cold War modernism. The first two chapters of the dissertation consider the relationships 

between New York School poet and dance critic Edwin Denby’s dance training, dance writings, 

and poetry to argue that both his conception of American ballet and his poetic aesthetics are 

linked to his own education in German modern dance practices. The middle two chapters 

consider ballets by choreographer Jerome Robbins—1950’s Age of Anxiety, based on W.H. 

Auden’s poem of the same name, and 1953’s Afternoon of a Faun, based on Stéphane 
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Mallarmé’s L’Après-midi d’un faun—to argue that the ways in which these dances interact with 

their base texts articulate a Cold War modernism that emerges out of and responds to 

institutional anti-communism. The final two chapters work stereoscopically between the 1933 

and 1958 versions of George Balanchine, Bertolt Brecht, and Kurt Weill’s ballet-cantata, The 

Seven Deadly Sins, to argue that this ballet’s late 1950s revival forces a reconsideration of the 

possibilities for political art at the height of the Cold War. Throughout, “Choreographing the Age 

of Anxiety” argues that these artists use the friction between dance and text both to navigate the 

political moment of the Cold War and to open up a space for political expression and critique.
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INTRODUCTION 

Poetry, Politics, and Cold War Modernism at the New York City Ballet 

 
In the spring of 1962, the New York City Ballet published a commemorative program for their 

upcoming season, the highlight of which would be the premiere of Balanchine’s new production 

of A Midsummer Night’s Dream. The New York City Ballet had frequently produced such 

commemorative programs throughout the 1950s, often combining functional information about 

the company and season’s programming with dramatic photographs of the dancers, repertory, and 

backstage. But this one was unique: Rather than simply containing a précis of the upcoming 

season or biographies of the choreographers, dancers, and composers, this program contained new 

and excerpted poetry and prose from a variety of writers and artists living in and around New 

York, including, among others, W.S. Auden, Frank O’Hara, Robert Lowell, Marianne Moore, and 

James Merrill. Commissioned by New York City Ballet co-founder, Lincoln Kirstein, and 

organized in collaboration with poet and dance critic, Edwin Denby, the program serves as a 

snapshot of its moment, bringing together a diverse assortment of writers, with widely varying 

instincts, aesthetics, and reputations, all writing at the same time in the same city.  

This publication might well be read as a response to the Tibor de Nagy Gallery series of 

poet-artist collaborations from the early 1950s. While the Tibor de Nagy series asserted the 

gallery’s role in the collaborative ethos of the New York School poets and painters, this program, 

organized by two poets made more famous by their dance writings and well-connected friends 

than by their own poetry, presented City Center Theater as an alternate location where these kinds 

of collaborations and cross-fertilizations might occur and asserted the New York City Ballet as 

the instigator of these relationships. And the poetry itself bears out this idea: From Diane di Prima 

who wrote that “the dance takes on a clarity and cleanness of line, a fine and highly special 
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quality which is of this city, the air and substance of the streets we move in” to LeRoi Jones (later 

Amiri Baraka) who commented that “the dance, and what I have seen at the Center especially, 

proposes that performance is an artifact, as well as anybody’s printed word or hacked up metal,” 

from Frank O’Hara who termed the ballet “the most modern of the arts” to Robert Lowell’s 

assertion that “only Balanchine/has the razor edge/and knows that art of language,” these poets’ 

lines attest to the relationship they found between dance, particularly ballet, and poetic language, 

as well as to the centrality of the New York City Ballet to the artistic ferment of the city (Kirstein 

and Denby).  

 Six months later, on October 14th, 1962, New York City Ballet found itself at the center 

of a very different kind of ferment: the Cuban Missile Crisis. Sent to the Soviet Union by the 

State Department one week prior, on the day the United States government spotted Soviet 

missiles in Cuba, the company was set to perform at the Palaces of Congresses Theater in 

Moscow. With Soviet-defector George Balanchine at the helm, and Lincoln Kirstein as first 

mate, the company performed a variety of “American” ballets including Serenade (1934), a large 

ensemble piece set to Tchaikovsky’s Serenade for Strings, and the well-received Western 

Symphony (1954), a playful romp set in an Old West saloon. Generally insulated from the panic 

back home, the company dancers carried out their mission in the USSR by presenting the best of 

what American ballet had to offer and by offering a counterpoint to the Soviet claim to be the 

only system under which the most rarefied of Western arts could flourish.  

 While these two events of 1962—the commissioning by a ballet company of new literary 

works and the use of government funds to send a dance organization into the heart of Cold War 

hostilities—might seem unusual, and perhaps unrelated, each is in fact indicative of the 

increasingly important place that the New York City Ballet had the crafting of America’s self-
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image, both at home and abroad, in the early years of the Cold War, as well as of the long-

standing relationships between dance, poetry, and politics, particularly in the 20th century. From 

Stéphane Mallarmé’s assertion that dance is a “poem independent of any scribal apparatus” to 

Frank O’Hara’s dream of the shade of Fanny Elssler, from Vaslav Nijinsky’s 1912 L’après-midi 

d’un faune to Jerome Robbins’s 1953 Afternoon of a Faun, dance and poetry intertwined and 

inspired one another throughout the past century and, though each is often held up as a “pure” or 

“high” art, hovering delicately above the petty quarrels of politics, both were deeply implicated 

in the cultural and political events of their moment (Mallarmé; O'Hara Lunch Poems). While 

early modernism saw these relationships borne out in collaborations occurring in London, Paris, 

and Leningrad, during the post-WWII era, this interdisciplinary relationship moved to New York 

City, with the New York City Ballet becoming a major hub for the innovations founded upon 

this reciprocal exchange. 

More fancifully, the very creation of the New York City Ballet in 1948 might itself be 

read as the collaboration between an American poet and impresario, in Lincoln Kirstein, and a 

Georgian-born, Russian-trained, and French-inspired choreographer, in George Balanchine. 

Having met in Paris in 1933, when the much younger Kirstein convinced the former Ballets 

Russes-affiliated choreographer to come to New York, the two men’s efforts to create an 

American art institution out of the materials of European ballet had been, up to 1948, a series of 

moderately successful failures. Although the School of American Ballet, opened in 1933, 

operated continually, even through the war, the establishment of a professional company proved 

harder: several companies were founded and dissolved in the course of these fifteen years, a 

partnership with the Metropolitan Opera ended on bad terms, and Balanchine spent much of the 

1940s choreographing for other institutions, including the Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo and on 
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Broadway. In 1948, however, their fortunes turned, when Morton Baum offered to make Ballet 

Society, Kirstein and Balanchine’s latest attempt, and first post-war collaborative effort, the 

dance company in residence at City Center on W. 55th Street.1 The New York City Ballet was 

officially born. 

By 1962, when the company toured the Soviet Union as an emissary of the United States 

government—as a weapon in the service of a Cold War—their collaboration had truly borne 

fruit. Not only had their director, Balanchine, been heralded as “the founder of American ballet 

as an art,” and not only had the company become the toast of New York’s intelligentsia—both 

the downtown artist classes and the uptown wealthy elite who equally found themselves 

shoulder-to-shoulder in the foyers of City Center Theater—but, when they returned from the 

USSR, Eugene Staples, the American Consul of Diplomatic Affairs in Moscow, wrote Kirstein 

to credit the company with having “made a profound impression on the spirit of the Moscow and 

Leningrad intellectuals” that might “slowly trickle down into that frozen Russian artistic soul and 

eventually manifest itself in what must be coming—the transformation of this society into a 

society with which the rest of the world can live” (Staples). No longer a cultural import, the New 

                                                
1 Founded in 1946 as a subscription organization, Ballet Society capitalized on the post-war wealth and 
desire for exclusivity by New York’s elite—only 800 members were allowed at a time. Yet Ballet Society 
and the New York City Ballet had also grown out of a more populist impulse (Fried-Gintis). Although 
recent scholarship by James Steichen draws into question the true political and aesthetic stakes of 
Kirstein’s efforts to create an American ballet organization, his two prior attempts, The American Ballet, 
with Balanchine, and Ballet Caravan, with a variety of US-born choreographers, had exuded a more 
democratic flair, often linking nationalist themes, tropes, and folk tales to ballet technique (Garafola 
"Kirstein" 20; Steichen). Kirstein described Ballet Caravan as presenting “ballets conceived and executed 
by Americans, defining, perhaps for the first time on a scale worthy of its subject, what is most lyric, 
indigenous, and essential in the American legend” (qtd. in Garafola “Kirstein” 20). Ballet Society, on the 
other hand, while still presenting some work by American choreographers, was a step away from 
nationalist themes and toward the creation of a moneyed, educated class of ballet watchers, bolstered by 
subscriptions to journals like Ballet Index, and collaborations with other cultural institutions (Duberman 
410). The New York City Ballet merged these two conceptions of American ballet, combining the 
legacies of Ballet Society and Ballet Caravan, marking an assumption of the company’s populist, 
nationalistic past into its establishment, modernist future.  
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York City Ballet transformed ballet into one of the United States’ most important cultural 

exports and a key weapon in the ongoing fight for cultural supremacy over the Soviet Union.  

This dissertation traces these three interlocked histories— the generative but fraught 

relationship between poetry and dance, the artistic, political, and psychological implications of 

the Cold War on the arts in the United States, and the establishment of the New York City Ballet 

as America’s premiere ballet company—as a way to reconsider the relationships between dance, 

specifically ballet, poetry, and politics during the Cold War. In so doing, I argue against the 

depiction of postwar modernism as politically impotent, claiming instead that the dance/text 

collaborations of the 1950s reveal the contours of a politically engaged “Cold War modernism,” 

founded on the tensions and negotiations that take place between bodies and words, text and 

movement, art and politics. Moreover, I suggest that close examination of these encounters 

between dance and text brings to light previously under-explored relationships between earlier 

modernisms and these later literary and dance practices, countering the assertion that Cold War 

modernism maintained only the formal or decorative aspects of earlier modernisms. I thus 

contend that the friction between dance and text in these works sheds light instead on a subtle, 

subversive, and often surprising political engagement, even as the New York City Ballet became 

increasingly tied to the United States’ Cold War efforts both at home and abroad, in ways that 

might require a reevaluation of Cold War modernism as, if not apolitical, then unequivocally in-

line with establishment American ideologies. 

“An Unprecedented Dialogue”: Poetry and Dance in Modernism  

At the center of this dissertation is then this relationship between poetry and dance—between 

text and ballet—both as it developed over the first half of the century in and through the work of 

modernist experimenters and as it was challenged by the particular pressures of the Cold War. 
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For, although the relationship between Western literature, or writing, and dance stretches back at 

least to the coining of the term “choreography”—derived from the Greek words for dance, 

“choreia” and writing, “graph”—it was in fact in this very Cold War period that the twentieth-

century’s first sustained inquiry into the relationship between poetry and dance emerged, with 

the 1957 publication of Frank Kermode’s Romantic Image (Kermode Romantic Image 50).2 

Kermode’s study popularized the notion that late 19th and early 20th-century modern dancers and 

dance practices had an important impact on the development of modernist poetics, spawning a 

variety of scholarship that has culminated in Susan Jones’s 2013 assertion in Literature, 

Modernism, and Dance that the “reciprocal relationship” between dance and literature was often 

“the very substance of discussion during the modernist period” (Jones 3). 

 But it is poetry and dance that have, in particular, been frequent, if nervous, bedfellows, 

particularly from modernism forward. While drama’s need for performance, for embodiment, to 

fully articulate its meaning makes dance a close relative, and the novel’s scope and length and 

plethora of characters—Balanchine famously quipped that there can be no mothers-in-law in the 

ballet—seems particularly distant from 20th century concert dance’s move toward short, plotless 

works, poetry seems to find in dance a distorted vision of itself, as if running into a long-lost 

twin or looking through a funhouse mirror. Both are temporal arts, crafting seconds and images 

into rhythmic structures. Both rely on and rebel against formal structures. Both, unlike music, 

cannot seem to escape into a pure space of abstraction, though not for lack of trying: words and 

                                                
2 Joellen A. Meglin and Lynn Matlock Brooks’ recent essay “Embodied Texts, Textual Choreographies” 
in Dance Chronicle’s 2016 special issue on literature and dance traces a history of the intersection 
between dance and literature in the West, beginning in the late Renaissance, providing likely the most 
succinct accounting of this longstanding relationship (Meglin and Brooks). Their work builds on and 
references Mark Franko’s Dance as Text: Ideologies of the Baroque Body, Susan Foster’s Reading 
Dancing: Bodies and Subjects in Contemporary American Dance, and Susan Jones’ Literature, 
Modernism, and Dance.  
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bodies will always carry meaning with them. And both have, at various moments, claimed access 

to the ideal, the transcendent, and the sublime.  

For this reason, I think, dance has frequently been a favored topic for poets and 

balletomania a near epidemic, from the symbolists and modernists who wrote about dance and 

dancers, such as Stéphane Mallarmé, Arthur Symons, and Paul Valéry, to the more reluctantly 

fascinated such as W.H. Auden and T.S. Eliot, to devotees of the form in Edwin Denby, Frank 

O’Hara, and Lincoln Kirstein. And, in return, dancers and choreographers found in poetry 

sources and styles for their own work, from José Limon to Antony Tudor, Ruth Page to Pearl 

Primus, Vaslav Nijinsky to Martha Graham.  

The particular affinity between these two forms might have reached its peak in high 

modernism, a thesis at the core of Jones’s Literature, Modernism, and Dance which argues for 

the importance of this relationship to understanding transatlantic modernism (Jones 3). Stressing 

the idea that during the modernist period “an unprecedented dialogue” occurred between the two 

art forms such that each actively grappled with the aesthetic innovations of the other, she argues 

that dance “possess[s] a structural dynamic, a quality that not so much illustrates the aesthetic 

concerns of the writers of this period, but rather offers them a way of thinking about their 

practice, about forms of creativity and the troubling issue of creative authority” while also 

highlighting the ways that these aesthetic concerns (re)appeared in the work of dancers and 

choreographers (11). 

Jones’s examination of this reciprocal relationship builds on the work of other scholars, 

such as Terri Mester, Audrey T. Rodgers, and Julie Townsend, who have analyzed dance 

imagery in the work of American, British, and French poets, including Hart Crane, W.B. Yeats, 

Paul Valéry, and T.S Eliot, as well as those who have studied the impact of modernist poetry on 
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the development of twentieth century dance, such as Ann Daly, Amy Koritz, and Carrie Preston. 

Preston, in particular, has suggested that the relationship between the two forms is less reciprocal 

than related, locating in Delsartean posing a common ancestor of both modernist poetry and 

modern dance (Preston 6, 7). In so doing, Preston puts forth the argument that what she terms 

“modernist kinesthetics” were central to the development of literary, dance, and visual 

modernisms—an idea to which I will return in my discussion of Denby’s Cold War poetry.  

 This relationship between the two arts has not however always been easy or 

straightforward: the materials of their forms often seeming at odds with one another, the one’s 

seeming ephemerality against the other’s seeming permanence. In “Inscribing Dance,” André 

Lepecki builds on Susan Foster’s work to trace a genealogy of this theory of dance’s self-erasure, 

its supposed resistance to inscription, by locating in the late eighteenth century a move from “a 

perception of dance as unproblematically translatable from code to steps, and from steps back 

into code again” to “an understanding of dance as elusive presence, dance as the fleeting trace of 

an always irretrievable, never fully translatable motion: neither into notation, nor into writing” 

(Lepecki 127). He suggests that “the separation of disciplines [dance and text] follows and charts 

the by then unfolding project of modernity, anticipating the self-referentiality typical of the 

aesthetics of modernism” while also “allow[ing] the perception of dance as art in excess” (127). 

Indeed, it was perhaps dance’s resistance to language that made it such an evocative symbol for 

modernist writers: its seeming access to what Jones terms a “modernist sublime;” its belonging 

to what Kermode terms “a period before the self and the world were divided and so achieves 

naturally that ‘original unity’ which…modern poetry can produce only by a great and exhausting 

effort of fusion” (Kermode "Poet and Dancer before Diaghilev" 148; Jones 3). 
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Further, even as Jones and others have traced the ways in which choreographers and 

dancers used text or textual innovation as the basis for choreography throughout the modernist 

period, the idea that dance should be reliant on the literary arts for its substance increasingly fell 

out of favor. As Joellen A. Meglin and Lynn Matlock Brooks write, “the history of concert dance 

in Western Europe and the United States may be seen to vacillate back and forth between 

aesthetic paradigms that closely integrate dance with story, drama, or poetry, and those that 

render dance entirely independent of literary arts,” and, by the mid-twentieth century the 

pendulum had swung towards independence (Meglin and Brooks 2). From Isadora Duncan who, 

perhaps spuriously, claimed “If I could tell you what it meant, there would be no point in 

dancing it,” to dance critic John Martin, who decreed “When any art form has got itself to the 

point where it can be translated into words, it is dead as an art form,” to Balanchine, who wrote 

that “dancing is an absolutely independent art, not merely a secondary accompanying one.…A 

ballet may contain a story, but the visual spectacle . . . is the essential element,” the assertion of 

dance as a serious, autonomous art form became tied to its independence from literary 

characteristics (Bateson 137; Martin The Modern Dance 11; Balanchine). By the Cold War, 

dance, and ballet in particular, was moving away from literary themes and tropes and toward 

“plotless” works that relied not on story or narrative, but rather on movement and music for form 

and structure. 

It was, in fact, Balanchine’s plotless, abstract, “neoclassical,” and “modernist” works, 

those that stood apart from a reliance on the literary arts, that in large part allowed the New York 

City Ballet to gain in prominence among the intellectual classes of Cold War America and 

solidified Balanchine’s reputation as the master of American ballet. Although the New York City 

Ballet did not exist until 1948, Balanchine’s choreographic innovations stretched back to the 
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1920s. Beginning with his first major work, Apollo, choreographed for Diaghilev’s Ballets 

Russes in 1928, Balanchine had worked to strip ballet of its Romantic excesses, of its reliance on 

plot and narrative, and return to, or, rather, perhaps, create in the first place, an imagined classic 

dance. The 1940s, prior to the instantiation of the New York City Ballet, were a time of 

exploration for Balanchine in this vein. Ballet Caravan and Ballet Society, the two organizations 

that preceded the New York City Ballet, were the sites of creations like Ballet Imperial, 

Concerto Barocco, The Four Temperaments, and Symphonie Concertante, works that explored 

the possibilities for classical ballet to be presented in new ways: without story or plot, but with a 

kind of modernist exploration of form such that the audience might “see the music and hear the 

dance,” to paraphrase one of Balanchine’s most famous sayings. As these kinds of works 

established the New York City Ballet and Balanchine’s importance to the intellectual life of New 

York, they also helped establish their importance to the cultural diplomatic arm of the state—

issues to which I return in my discussions of Edwin Denby’s dance writings and Balanchine’s 

1958 production of The Seven Deadly Sins.  

And not only did ballet seem to move ever further away from a concern with narrative, or 

the literary arts, after WWII, but poets also seemed less obviously interested in dance, or the 

image of the dancer, as a source of poetic inspiration. Whereas in high modernism writers such 

as Mallarmé and Yeats, Crane and Eliot, used the image of the dancer—even of specific 

dancers—in their poetry, and dance as an analogue for poetry in their theoretical essays, post-

WWII, these references seemed to largely fade out of poets’ writings. The “modernist sublime” 

offered by dance seemingly had less a place in a world decimated by global war and under threat 

of nuclear annihilation. Moreover, whereas writers such as Gautier, Symons, Mallarmé, and 

Yeats—the great poet-critics who aligned their particular eras with certain kinds of dance—were 
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at least equally, if not better, known for their poetry as for their dance writings, Edwin Denby, 

the poet-critic of this particular era, remains largely unstudied in literary circles. For these 

reasons, perhaps, the relationship between these two arts during the Cold War has rarely been 

explored at any length. 

But what this dissertation seeks to suggest is that the dialogue between dance and poetry 

did not end with the start of the postwar era, rather, the terms of its engagement shifted. In 

particular, I suggest that poets continued to find, if not in the figure of the dancer, then in 

abstract, non-narrative ballet, a model for their expanding ideas of what poetry might be and how 

it might operate. Discussing literary criticism, Ellen Goellner suggests that, like dance, literary 

texts unfold dynamically and kinetically and that “the language of dance and its attendant ideas 

of motion, inertia, movement dynamics, even gravity, may allow the literary critic ways to 

conceive anew both motion and energy” in order to understand the “kinetic logic” of a text and 

the “formal elements that govern that logic;” more specifically, I might suggest that poetry by 

late modernist writers such as Denby puts forth a “kinetic” or “kinesthetic” idea of language, 

influenced by its poet’s encounter with mid-twentieth century ballet (Goellner 185). Although 

the connections between the two forms are not perhaps as overt as in high modernism, Cold War 

dance makers, even at the bastion of abstract, non-narrative work that was the New York City 

Ballet, continued to turn to poetry for inspiration; poets continued to find in dance, and 

specifically in Balanchine’s dance, material for their poetry; and attention to the relationship 

between the two forms continues to provide insight into questions of language, art, and 

embodiment as they mutated in the nuclear age.  
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“Politically Compromised Art”: Cold War Modernism in Current Scholarship 

The neglect of this relationship is not, however, restricted to these two arts, rather, Cold War 

studies—and the study of Cold War modernism in particular—is a fairly new field, emerging 

with force in the past twenty years. In 1998, Ann Douglas published an article in 

Modernism/Modernity critiquing the lack of attention by cultural critics to the Cold War as a 

term of periodization for post-1945 culture (Douglas). Arguing that the more popular descriptors 

of “postmodernism” and “postcolonialism” could not come into being separate from the context 

of the Cold War, she urged literary and cultural critics to consider more directly the ways that the 

products and imaginaries arising out of World War II—“atom bombs, television, computers, and 

the ever more powerful and intrusive multi-and transnational corporations”—undergird many of 

the defining attributes of both postmodernity and postcolonialism (75).  

 As Steven Belletto and Daniel Grausam point out in their introduction to American 

Literature and Culture in an Age of Cold War: A Critical Reassessment, by the time Douglas’s 

article was published, the Cold War was already gaining prominence as a term in use by literary 

critics, particularly with the publications of Thomas Schaub’s American Fiction in the Cold War 

in 1991 and Alan Nadel’s Containment Culture: American Narratives, Postmodernism, and the 

Atomic Age in 1995 (Belletto and Grausam 3-4). Nadel’s text in particular has become, over the 

past thirty years, the dominating text of Cold War literary discourse. It articulates a thesis that 

“What differentiates peak cold war American (1946-1964) from contemporary America… was 

the general acceptance during the cold war of a relatively small set of narratives by a relatively 

large portion of the population”—namely, the norms of containment first articulated in George 

Kennan’s 1947 essay “The Sources of Soviet Conduct” and put into play by Harry S. Truman 

and Dwight D. Eisenhower’s administrations (Nadel 4, 15). Nadel claims that a preponderance of 
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popular literary and filmic texts crafted in this period “repeat or modify the narrative that unifies 

the sexual, political, and economic aspects of containment, lodging the cold war in a gendered 

courtship narrative that is constantly trying to make impossible distinctions between Other and 

Same, partner and rival, for the purpose of acquiring or excluding, proliferating or containing 

proliferation” (6). Nadel argues that much as Kennan’s essay “embeds the cold war in a sexual 

narrative of courtship and rivalry,” literary texts in the period “equated containment of 

communism with containment of atomic secrets, of sexual license, of gender roles, of nuclear 

energy, and of artistic expression” such that what began as a policy of international diplomacy 

settled within the American public as a policy of domestic control (5). The continual repetition of 

these narrative tropes crafted within the population of the United States a belief that these 

narratives were “natural,” “common sense,” or, simply, “true” (8).  

Although Nadel’s approach remains powerfully present within Cold War studies—not 

least in the field of dance, in which scholarly focus has for the most part been on how 

containment culture related to the growing importance of formalism, high modernism, and ballet, 

largely of the Balanchine variety, within the post-war dance field—Belletto and Grausam make a 

case for the changing face of Cold War literary studies in the first decades of the 21st century.3 In 

particular, they note that between the years 2000 and the publication of their collection in 2012 

                                                
3 Rebekah Kowal, for example, in How to Do Things with Dance: Performing Change in Postwar 
America, examines the way that the “culture of containment” dovetailed with modernist dance’s emphasis 
on “universalism” in the postwar period (Kowal 20-21). Suggesting that the exertion of “forces of 
normalization” on postwar dance artists by entities such as the US State Department and American 
National Theater Academy (ANTA) Dance Panel contributed to the increasing emphasis on 
“universalism” in the creation and explanation of dance practices, Kowal highlights the complicated 
relationship between the government and modern dance (Kowal 21). She suggests that funding, 
particularly for foreign tours, was made contingent upon a lack of political content in dances, encouraging 
artists to present work that appeared artistically autonomous and “universal” (21). Dance was promoted as 
a useful national export because of its being “a medium of human commonality,” an idea taken up by 
Walter Terry and John Martin in their theoretical works about dance in the period, and as such it might 
“contain” foreign bodies and present a unified and superior vision of America abroad (27-30).  
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more than twenty-five books have been published on Cold War literature and, while many 

engage directly with Nadel’s theory (seven of the eight articles included in their collection take 

Nadel as their starting point), scholars have increasingly begun to theorize “the Cold War’s 

relationship to culture without relying primarily on the containment model” (Belletto and 

Grausam 4, 6, 8).4  

 But while the use of “Cold War” as a term of periodization and even of aesthetics has 

grown significantly over the past fifteen years, the critical exploration of “Cold War modernism” 

is a more recent development. Two monographs published in the last several years take this idea 

as their center: Greg Barnhisel’s Cold War Modernists: Art, Literature, and American Cultural 

Diplomacy and Roland Végsö’s The Naked Communist: Cold War Modernism and the Politics of 

Popular Culture. Although both propose theories of Cold War modernism, the two texts 

approach the idea from different ends: Barnhisel through an archival investigation into how “the 

diverse projects to disseminate American modernist art and literature abroad” operated, with 

particular attention to how “the rhetoric surrounding these projects….attached seemingly 

incongruous American values such as freedom and individualism to modernist artworks;” and 

Végsö through a theoretical interrogation into what he terms an “anti-Communist aesthetic 

                                                
4 This assertion builds on Belletto’s tracing of the “growing range and sophistication of the field” that he 
terms “cold war studies” in “Curbing Containment: Cold War Studies in the Twenty-first Century,” 
published in 2007 (Belletto 163). While some—like Douglas Field, who suggests the crucial attribute of 
the Cold War era was anxiety over the potential breakdown of “manifold boundaries, whether racial, 
sexual, political, or cultural”—remain fairly closely tied to containment as a theory even as they move 
away from the term, others—such as Andrew Hoberek, who suggests looking to economics and class, 
specifically the changing position of intellectual work following the end of World War II, as a lens 
through which to read canonical post-war texts—venture much further afield, broadening the critical 
scope of the period (Field 7; Hoberek; Belletto). Other productive methodologies that have been picked 
up by a variety of scholars include Leerom Modovoi’s use of the “three worlds concept” to triangulate the 
us-them containment approach or Rebecca Schreiber, Jodi Kim, Arthur Redding, and Adam Piette’s 
varied approaches to taking on a transnational analysis of Cold War culture, both in the United States and 
abroad (Medovoi; Schreiber; Kim; Redding; Piette; Belletto; Belletto and Grausam). 
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ideology” that asserted literary modernism and its “other,” anti-communist popular culture, as 

the aesthetic dimensions of Cold War liberalism (Barnhisel 4; Végsö 2-3).  

Végsö’s argument regarding Cold War modernist aesthetics is thus an aesthetic and 

political one, turning on the idea that “anti-Communist aesthetic ideology was born at the 

intersection of the politics of anti-Communism and the aesthetics of high modernism,” such that 

modernism’s exclusion of mass culture maps on to Cold War liberalism’s rejection of 

Communism (Végsö 82). Végsö claims that because Cold War modernist aesthetics demanded 

that its art be simultaneously apolitical and anti-Communist, then explicitly anti-Communist art 

must reside solely in the realm of mass culture: it cannot itself be high art. Modernist art, in other 

words, becomes emblematic of the “political realism” of the “vital center” of Cold War 

liberalism due to its “probing of the limits of representation”—understood in a “post-

Althussarian” sense—whereas popular literature’s aesthetic realism aligned it with the 

“sentimentalism” of “the fellow-traveling left” (83).  

Barnhisel, on the other hand, makes no such theoretical claims, arguing instead that 

“Cold War modernism” was not, in fact, an aesthetic undertaking, but a geopolitical one. 

Building on the “revisionist thesis” first put forth by Max Kozloff, Eva Crockroft, and David and 

Cecile Shapiro, and popularized by Serge Guilbaut and Frances Stoner Saunders, Barnhisel 

claims that “Cold War modernism isn’t a style or a period: it is a rhetorical reframing that 

capitalized on the conjunctions of government, business, and elite institutions” (Barnhisel 4). Or, 

alternately said, Cold War modernism appears not in the art itself, but rather in the 

“[governmental] programs that used modernism for pro-Western propaganda as well as the 

politically driven reinterpretation of the modernist movement that undergirded these programs” 

(3). But even as Barnhisel rejects the idea that Cold War modernism might be understood on 
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purely formal terms, he notes that it retained many “formal techniques and attitudes” of high 

modernism—including “allusiveness, abstraction, fragmentation and indirectness, the sense of 

being belated within a cultural tradition, the subsumption of emotion under formal technique, the 

retreat of the personality of the artist into the background behind different ‘masks’ or narrative 

voices, and, above all, high seriousness”—while rejecting “the more revolutionary or reactionary 

political associations that had marked modernism in the public mind in the first part of the 

century, replacing them with a celebration of the virtues of freedom and the assertion that the 

individual is sovereign” (3). In this way, Cold War modernism both “redefined” modernism such 

that it became “an affirmation of Western bourgeois liberal values that were considered 

particularly integral in the American self-construction” and “Americanized” the European artists 

who, in the years following WWII, relocated the hub of modernist art from Paris to New York 

(11).  

Balanchine, who was born in Georgia, raised and trained in Russia, and made his first 

important works in France, but who, by the end of the 1950s, was fully identified with American 

ballet as a form, might be a perfect example of this ability of Cold War modernism to 

Americanize foreign artists. And this is in fact the argument made by Gay Morris in A Game for 

Dancers: Performing Modernism in the Postwar Years, 1945-1960, which presents the postwar 

dance scene as a battle for the title of “most modernist,” as defined by literature and the visual 

arts. Morris links the increasing importance of this modernist aesthetic to Cold War politics, 

suggesting that the nationalistic and outwardly political art of the 1930s and early 40s was “too 

provincial” as well as too similar in tone to the art of Nazi Germany (Morris 9). She argues that 

ballet’s long history—its “permanent form,” as T.S. Eliot termed it—together with Lincoln 

Kirstein’s connections to the worlds of art and literature, positioned the ballet as particularly 
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capable of becoming the modernist dance par excellence during the Cold War period (Morris 

xiii; Eliot "Dialogue" 34). She notes that at the same time as Balanchine made use of a variety of 

modernist techniques in his work—such as borrowing from Africanist aesthetics, using Surrealist 

collage and dislocation, and abandoning narrative—Kirstein undertook a PR campaign that cast 

Balanchine and his choreography as American such that neoclassical abstraction in ballet came 

to be seen as both uniquely modernist and as a product of American innovation (51-57, 43). 

Morris argues that the alignment of modernism, American values, and Balanchine’s New York 

City Ballet became increasingly solidified throughout the 1950s and into the early 1960s, aided 

and abetted by both the company’s connection to visual and literary modernism and to an 

increasingly conservative political environment. 

But, as Catherine Gunther Kodat writes in Don’t Act, Just Dance: The Metapolitics of 

Cold War Culture: “I cannot agree with [some of] the…premises implied by much of this 

scholarship: that the political and social effects of an artwork are limited, a priori, to the 

intentions of its patron and/or handlers (publishers, museums, booking agents, gallery owners 

[and, I might add, governmental agencies]) and that to comprehend the history and variety of 

art’s service to power is to grasp all that is worth knowing about art and its effects” (Kodat Don't 

Act 37). Turning, like Végsö, to Jacques Rancière’s theory of representation, Kodat argues that 

even in “most politically compromised” art, “such as abstract late-modernist art, supposedly the 

star of postwar America’s program for global domination by cultural means” one might locate 

“the interrogatory, emancipatory effects of art itself” and thereby “open up new paths for 

understanding correlations between the [Cold War] era’s art and politics” (39). Moreover, she 

writes: 
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For the scholar of cold war culture, this understanding of an artwork’s tacit but potent 

capacity to produce dissensus raises the possibility that both government efforts to enlist 

art in the cold war and scholars’ efforts to read the era’s artworks for evidence of political 

complicity are driven by anxieties about the politically protean powers of art. In the light 

cast by Adorno and Rancière, both efforts emerge as attempts to contain and control 

those powers; both seek to set and thereby limit the parameters within which art 

circulates and has its political effects. Following Rancière, we might say that government 

uses of art during the cold war and the heretofore dominant mode of politically engaged 

reading that seeks to tie the art to those uses are practices not of politics but of the police 

(54).  

Kodat’s project thus takes artists and practices often read as “paradigmatically representative of 

establishment U.S. cultural and political values during the cold war”—ballet, Hollywood cinema, 

and opera—and reads them instead as “historically specific crystallizations of a set of abiding 

aesthetic concerns within a still-evolving modernist project…whose constantly shifting terms of 

association unfold in relation to a similarly mutable political landscape” (66). She argues that 

these works disrupt the idea that the Cold War and its art were “an age of consensus,” and that 

indeed “the dialectical understanding of art as simultaneously engaged and distant”—a concept 

borrowed from Rancière—“might be the cold war era’s most important contribution to the 

modernist project” (67-68). “To take this possibility seriously” she writes, is “to take our first 

steps toward recognizing the role artworks play in enlivening and staging dissent, even when 

dissent speaks sotto voce” (68). 

 This dissertation takes exactly this possibility seriously, locating precisely this sort of 

simultaneous engagement and distance, exactly these kind of sotto voce statements of dissent in 
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works that take place either under the aegis, or in the vicinity, of an institution that was to 

become one of the most established arts organizations in the United States and a key part of the 

United States’ Cold War cultural diplomacy: the New York City Ballet. Contrary to the idea that 

Cold War modernism took only the “formal techniques and attitudes” of the modernist project, 

rejecting its political associations, this dissertation argues that the artists discussed were in fact 

well aware of and engaged with the politics of their European modernist predecessors. Indeed, 

many of the men (and they are all men) discussed in this dissertation—Edwin Denby and W.H. 

Auden, Kurt Weill and Bertolt Brecht and George Balanchine—were not only Cold War artists, 

but also products of an earlier generation, one forged in a pre-war Europe, who became, with 

time, intimately dedicated to the creation of American modernism, suggesting that Cold War 

modernism, or at least a subset of it, was not as divorced from its earlier instantiations as is often 

implied. Rather, much of their crafting of an American aesthetic in the shadow of war was an 

attempt to negotiate with the political inheritance of modernism—sometimes to progressive or 

subversive and sometimes to conservative ends. Much as the United States’ Cold War cultural 

battles played out on European stages—in France and West Germany and Italy through 

initiatives like the Marshall Plan and the United States Information Agency—these artists 

worked in and through their European inheritances to develop a new vision of the United States’ 

artistic production. 

More specifically, I argue that these Cold War artworks that bring text and dance 

together—productively, generatively, antagonistically—draw attention to their possibility for 

“enlivening and staging dissent” through the friction that exists between the two forms and 

through poetry and dance’s longstanding centrality to the modernist project. Returning attention 

to this relationship in this late modernist moment, and, moreover to the ways in which the 
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creative works of this period engage with and reflect upon earlier modernisms, generates an 

understanding of Cold War modernism that is not devoid of modernism’s political potential, but 

is rather full of it, albeit in ways perhaps more covert, more occluded, and subtler than in 

previous instantiations. 

Dance, Poetry, and Politics at the New York City Ballet 

But, for the most part, this dissertation looks not at the kinds of works commonly understood to 

have made Balanchine and the New York City Ballet famous, nor at the kinds of ballet or poetry 

most often held up as representative of Cold War modernism, but rather at works that bring 

dance and text together, that reside at the interstices of these two forms, that continue the 

dialogue between dance and poetry begun in the earlier modernist period.  

Working interdisciplinarily between literary, dance, and Cold War studies, this 

dissertation analyzes Edwin Denby’s dance training, poetry, and dance criticism, Jerome 

Robbins’ 1950s ballets based on texts by W.H. Auden and Stéphane Mallarmé, and the 1958 

revival of the 1933 Balanchine-Kurt Weill-Bertolt Brecht collaboration, The Seven Deadly Sins. I 

suggest that these works, as is often the case in collaborations between different art forms, hold 

within themselves a certain tension—between text and movement, poetry and dance, past and 

present—that complicates our understanding of Cold War modernism. Although this dissertation 

focuses specifically on this coterie of men working with or around the New York City Ballet, in 

it I demonstrate the various ways that this seemingly small group of friends and associates were 

in fact connected to the many art worlds present in New York at the time, to previous European 

modernisms, and to various political policies and beliefs both at home and on the world stage, 

leaving open the door for further research into the ways in which other writers and 
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choreographers in the period—including Merce Cunningham, James Waring, Diane DiPrima, 

and Frank O’Hara—utilized this productive relationship. 

The first two chapters of the dissertation consider the relationship between New York 

School poet and dance critic Edwin Denby’s dance training, dance writings, and poetry. In the 

first, I argue that although critical scholarship has largely overlooked Denby’s dance career in 

Austria and Germany prior to WWII and its potential relationship to his dance writing, in fact 

Denby’s 1940s dance writings—which asserted a relationship between modernism, 

Americanism, and ballet that became central to how New York City Ballet’s aesthetic was 

understood at home and abroad—are predicated on ideas gleaned from this period. This 

understanding of Denby’s writing suggests a new way of reading the impact of Weimar dance on 

the development of Cold War modernism. The second chapter takes Denby’s Cold War era 

poetry as its center, specifically, his 1956 Mediterranean Cities, to consider the potential 

influence of Denby’s dance training and years of watching Balanchine’s ballet on his poetics. 

Using Carrie Preston and Susan Foster’s theories of “modernist kinesthetics,” I suggest that these 

poems articulate a kind of kinesthetic attention that troubles ideas regarding surveillance and 

citizenship during the Marshall Plan and McCarthyism.  

The middle two chapters look at poetic adaptations choreographed by Jerome Robbins 

while he was under investigation by the House Un-American Activities Committee: Age of 

Anxiety (1950) and Afternoon of a Faun (1953). Chapter three reads Robbins’s Age of Anxiety 

against Auden’s poem, arguing that the way in which the dance interacts with its foundational 

text reveals a particular political engagement with what it might mean to be Jewish in New York 

during the height of institutional anticommunism. In the following chapter, I argue that in its 

relationship to Nijinsky’s ballet, Robbins’s Afternoon of a Faun opens itself up to two separate, 
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but interrelated readings—one in line with Alan Nadal’s theory of “Containment Culture,” 

another that resists it—which together articulate a particular kind of Cold War modernism that 

responds obliquely to the United States government’s increased focus on and attack of the 

homosexual community in the early 1950s.  

 Chapters five and six move between the 1933 and 1958 versions of Balanchine, Brecht, 

and Weill’s The Seven Deadly Sins in order to consider the ways in which this ballet’s revival in 

1958 arose out of, crafted, and expressed a modernism at the intersection of Cold War liberalism 

and political resistance. The first chapter provides a historical backdrop by considering the ways 

that this revival, which included a new translation of the text by W.H. Auden and Chester 

Kallman, served to position the New York City Ballet as the rightful heir to a fading European 

avant-garde, while the second considers the substance of the dance work itself. Making use of 

recent work by Marcos Piason Natali, Gerald W. Creed, and Roland Végsö, this chapter argues 

that Balanchine’s 1958 revival of this production, in part due to the new Auden/Kallman 

translation, uses choreography to create an anti-Marxist nostalgia that undermines the original 

text’s political critique. This work, in its staging of a text about the perils of capitalism, both 

conforms to and resists the politics of the Cold War American government under which it was 

created and troubles perceived understandings of the New York City Ballet’s aesthetics and 

politics in the late 1950s.  

Finally, the dissertation concludes by looking briefly at two moments in 1962: first, the 

publication of a commemorative New York City Ballet Program, featuring writings by fifteen 

New York poets; and second, the New York City Ballet’s 1962 tour of the Soviet Union. These 

two moments serve as vantage points from which to look back at the relationships between 

dance, poetry, politics, at the New York City Ballet during the Cold War, while also signaling a 
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transition. The company’s increasing assumption into the establishment—by the city of New 

York when it moved to Lincoln Center in 1964 and by the United States government when it was 

increasingly sent abroad in cultural diplomatic efforts—changed the relationship of the company 

to both New York’s art worlds and to its political environment, minimizing these kinds of 

productive tensions between dance and text, poets and choreographers, artists and governments 

as the world moved into the 1960s.  

Throughout, this dissertation asserts that the slippage between text and dance allowed 

these artists to negotiate the unique pressures of Cold War America, from the domestic impact of 

McCarthyism to the international impact of State Department cultural diplomacy, and created 

unexpected space for political critique even in works lauded as abstract, apolitical, and 

exemplary of American values. As these writers and choreographers struggled with the creation 

of "American" forms of dance and poetry in the emergent political environment of the Cold War, 

they turn to disparate European models—from Mallarmé to Brecht to Dalcroze—and, binding 

them to aesthetics pulled from the grittiness of 2nd Ave, the glitz of Broadway, and the glamor of 

Hollywood, morph them into something that they term uniquely American, erasing or distorting 

the models on which they are predicated. Challenging the perception of mid-century art as 

retaining the formal elements while rejecting the radical potential of high modernism, this 

dissertation puts forth a new understanding of modernism in the Cold War period, using the 

friction between poetry and dance as a model for understanding the ways in which seemingly 

conservative art forms opened up space for critical discourse at the center of establishment 

politics. 
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CHAPTER 1 

“Balanchine’s American Ballet:” 

Re-Thinking Edwin Denby’s Dance Education 

In the spring of 1938, Edwin Denby published a review in Modern Music of the Metropolitan 

Opera Ballet performing George Balanchine’s signature work: Apollo. Of this work which had, 

in 1928, established Balanchine as a major choreographic talent, Denby writes: 

It is a ballet worth seeing several times because it is as full of touching detail as a Walt 

Disney, and you see new things each time … Did you see how touching it can be to hold 

a ballerina’s extended foot? The three Muses kneel on one knee and each stretches her 

other foot up, till Apollo comes and gathers the three of them in his supporting hand. Did 

you notice how he teaches them, turning, holding them by moments to bring each as far 

as the furthest possible and most surprising beauty? And it isn’t for his sake or hers, to 

show off or be attractive, but only for the sake of that extreme human possibility of 

balance, with a faith in it as impersonal and touching as a mathematician’s faith in an 

extreme of human reasoning. And did you notice the countermovement, the keenness of 

suspense, within the clear onward line of Terpsichore’s variation (what the moderns call 

the spatial multiplicity of stresses)? … And did you notice how much meaning—not 

literary meaning but plastic meaning—he gets out of any two or more dancers who do 

anything together? It’s as though they were extraordinarily sensitive to each other’s 

presence, each to the momentary physical strain of the other, and ready with an 

answering continuation, so that they stay in each other’s world, so to speak, like people 

who can understand each other, who can belong together (Denby Dance Writings 46-47). 
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Much as Apollo established Balanchine’s neoclassical style, reviews like this one—which 

fluctuate between sharply straightforward and elliptically poetic language, which describe dances 

both in terms of the visual and of the kinesthetic, which address their reader as if she were as 

eagerly attentive to the nuances and specifics of the dance as their writer, and which consider 

dance an intensely human art form that holds within it both “physical strain” and a “most 

surprising beauty”—established Denby as the foremost dance writer of his era.  

Denby’s criticism was not, however, simply of his era: It also wrote him into a long 

history of writers who, like him, were not only dance critics, but poets as well. Poet-critics like 

Théophile Gautier, Stéphane Mallarmé, Paul Valéry, and T.S. Eliot, whose interest in dance 

criticism lay not in writing about who danced where or when or how, but rather in interrogating 

the substance of dance itself as a way to understand the possibilities of language and of art, 

emerged as the forbears to Denby’s style of dance writing, leading, perhaps, to Lincoln 

Kirstein’s assertion in the New York Review of Books that he “was a great dance critic primarily 

because he was a fine poet” (Kirstein “On Edwin Denby”). If the relationship between poetry 

and dance, from Romanticism through Symbolism and into modernism, might be tracked 

through these writers, then it is Denby who picks up the mantle in the mid-century, Denby whose 

dance criticism and poetry offer a way into this discussion in the Cold War era.  

But as Kirstein was also to write, in contrast to Denby, “Gautier, Mallarmé, Valéry were 

not dancers,” and although “their gifts as lyric poets fulfilled the discrepancy,” “Edwin was both 

dancer and poet. His prose is textbook information, chapter and verse” (Kirstein “On Edwin 

Denby”). Indeed, while Denby was a poet, and a key part of that group of writers and painters 

who came to be known in the 1950s and 60s as the “New York School,” he was also, first, a 

dancer. And, while his care with words, his concern with form, certainly found their 
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“antecedents” as Lois Draegin phrased it, in the work of these poet-critics, the following two 

chapters suggest that perhaps these elements in his written work—both critical and poetic—were 

equally, if not more so, linked to the fact that, as Kirstein continued, Denby “was trained as a 

dancer. He knew in his own bone, mind and muscle how dancers feel about how they step” 

(Draegin; Kirstein "On Edwin Denby"). Inverting Kirstein’s formulation, these two chapters 

suggest not that Denby “was a great dance critic primarily because he was a fine poet,” but rather 

that he was in fact a fine poet because he was a great dance critic, or, perhaps, that his poetry and 

dance writing both emerge out of his own dance practice: that he was a great dance critic and a 

fine poet because he was, first, a dancer.  

 

In the context of this dissertation, Denby is, in a way, an outlier, in that he was never formally 

affiliated with the New York City Ballet. Although a frequent contributor to the company’s 

publications, he was not, like Jerome Robbins or George Balanchine who appear in the chapters 

that follow, a direct member of the organization. Nevertheless, he had, perhaps, as much to do 

with the company’s establishment as uniquely American, as much to do with its ability to 

become, as it did throughout the course of the 1950s, the United States’ answer to Soviet ballet, 

as any member of the company itself. There is little doubt that both broad public perception and 

the perception of New York’s artist class were influenced by Denby’s respect for Balanchine’s 

work, by his declaration in 1944 that: “George Balanchine is the greatest choreographer of our 

time” and “the founder of American ballet as an art” (Denby Dance Writings 214, 299). He 

would continue to say as much throughout the 1950s, helping to cement Balanchine and 

Balanchine’s aesthetic not only as important and groundbreaking, but as fundamentally 
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American in form and content.1 Although as Gay Morris and others have noted, Denby was not 

alone in “promot[ing] neoclassicism as an American ballet style, and Balanchine as the exemplar 

of that style”— Kirstein was making similar statements and arguments in the same period—

Denby’s writings made a particular impact on the field thanks to his status as critic for The New 

York Herald Tribune through the war years, the publication of his dance writings in Looking at 

the Dance in 1949, and his elaborate networks of friends and acquaintances among New York’s 

writers, artists, and dancers, both uptown and down (Morris 64).2  

 This assertion of Balanchine’s style as American, of the New York City Ballet as 

particularly emblematic of American values and art, did not however, emerge easily or 

organically out of Balanchine’s choreographic production. Rather, what this first chapter will 

argue, is that Denby’s writings from 1936-1948 (the years leading up to the instantiation of the 

New York City Ballet) manipulated ideas gleaned from German modernist dance practices to 

write about ballet—that Franco-Russian form—in a way that asserted a relationship between 

modernism, Americanism, and ballet. Diverging from standard interpretations of Denby’s dance 

writing, this reading foregrounds the impact of Denby’s own dance training on his critical 

practice and, by extension, on how the nascent New York City Ballet was framed in the 

immediate post-war years. Arguing that the occlusion of these influences was itself a product of 

Cold War culture, mirroring the United States’ new political and military involvement in Europe, 

I suggest that, through Denby, Weimar dance practices may have had a more central relationship 

                                                
1And Balanchine, though known for his dislike of dance criticism, was to return the compliment. When 
Denby’s review of Agon was published in The Evergreen Review in 1959, Balanchine clipped it from the 
journal and sent it along to Igor Stravinsky. 
 
2 Kirstein’s writings from this period are collected in Ballet: Bias & Belief. 
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to, if not the aesthetic development of Cold War modernist ballet in the years following WWII, 

then at least to its cultural reception than has been previously assumed. 

An International Life: Edwin Denby from 1903-1934 

Denby’s path to dance was circuitous.3 Born to American diplomats in China, Denby spent his 

early years abroad, mostly in Austria, Germany, and China, attending kindergarten in Shanghai 

and grade school in Vienna, before being sent to Hotchkiss to prep for Harvard, where he 

enrolled in 1919 (Denby "An Interview with Edwin Denby" 101, 105; Gruen 161; MacKay).4 

His time at Harvard was brief, dropping out in 1922 to move to New York to write poetry 

(Denby "An Interview with Edwin Denby" 105; Maxwell 66; Edwin Denby Harvard University 

File).5 

 He moved to Vienna around 1924 where he set out to write an epic in blank verse and to 

be analyzed by Sigmund Freud.6 Neither aim quite came to pass: three books in, he decided the 

                                                
3 The most complete biography of Denby is William MacKay’s touchingly personal and elegiac twenty-
five page “Edwin Denby, 1903-1983,” which appears in Dance Writings, a 1986 compilation of Denby’s 
dance criticism. In it, MacKay writes: 

Biographies irritated Edwin. “They are too simple and too complicated,” he once told me. 
“People want to tell stories,” and lives were not always completely stories. This distrust, 
combined with a courtly modesty, made him a difficult subject. When editor Rod Padgett began 
gathering details about Edwin’s life for the 1975 Collected Poems, he agreed (more than a little 
reluctantly) to help. Hours of interviews followed, Ron and Rudy Burckhardt painfully coaxing 
answers from Edwin between disclaimers and silence. But by the time the book appeared, 
Edwin’s relentless scalpel had reduced the biography to three authorized sentences:  

“Edwin Denby was born in Tientsin, China in 1903. He received his early education in 
Europe, to which he returned after several years at Harvard. Since the early 1930s he has lived 
mostly in New York” (MacKay 11). 

 
4 In Vienna, as a child, he saw his first ballet, Die Puppenfee and allegedly announced afterward that he 
would like to be a dancer—or pope (MacKay 13). 
 
5 He was later to say that he had little interest, then, in contemporary poetry, but was fascinated by 
Shakespeare’s sonnets and Arthur Waley’s translation of One Hundred and Sixty Chinese Poems (Denby 
"An Interview with Edwin Denby" 102, 105). 
 
6 He was, in the period, both depressed and, at times, suicidal, as well as grappling with the complexities 
of his own sexuality and personal relationships (Denby “An Interview with Edwin Denby” 108). 
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poetry was no good and gave up the project, and he didn’t meet Freud until near the end of his 

time in Vienna. He did, however, become a patient of Dr. Paul Federn, a close colleague of 

Freud’s and leader within the Vienna Psychoanalytic Society and he must have, at some point, 

sent some poetry along for submission in Poetry (Denby "An Interview with Edwin Denby" 108; 

Kaufman 39). His first published poems appeared in the June 1926 volume (Denby "Three 

Poems"). 

 While in Vienna, Denby encountered an American girl who showed him a “catalogue” 

for the dancing school at which she was on her way to enroll. The catalogue read, in part, “The 

student will have the experience of time and space,” a proclamation that Denby claimed he found 

absurd—“everybody knows what time and space are!”—but nevertheless, he went to visit her 

and shortly thereafter enrolled at the Hellerau-Laxenburg School as a student of gymnastics 

(Körperbildung), graduating in 1929 with a degree (Denby "An Interview with Edwin Denby" 

107; MacKay 17).7  

 Denby’s first paying dance job following graduation was as a dancer and assistant 

régisseur at the State Theater in Darmstadt (MacKay 19). Darmstadt was known for its 

modernistic, experimental repertoire producing works by Darius Milhaud, Eric Satie, and Bertolt 

Brecht, including the premiere of Mann ist Mann (Thomson "Edwin Denby Remembered -- Part 

I" 22). During the time that Denby was based there, the Darmstadt organization was run by Carl 

Ebert, Rudolf Bing, and choreographer Claire Eckstein. Two years later, Bing, Ebert, and 

                                                
7 During his time at Hellerau-Laxenburg, he also visited the Soviet Union for six weeks, sponsored by a 
combination of his brother’s financial generosity and a bureaucratic kindness: Anatoly Lunacharsky, the 
People’s Commissar of Education known for saving the Bolshoi Ballet and sponsoring Isadora Duncan’s 
famous trip to Russia, wrote a letter directing Soviet theaters to aid “American art historian E. Demby” in 
his study of theater in the USSR (MacKay 18). While there, he took in Vsevolod Meyerhold’s work and a 
performance of the Bolshoi Ballet (18). MacKay’s rendition of these experiences in the Soviet Union are 
based on journal entries Denby made while there.  
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Eckstein all moved to Berlin, where they took over the Städtische Oper (City Opera) in 

Charlottenburg (Thomson “Edwin Denby Remembered—Part I” 22). There, they collaborated 

with Caspar Neher, Kurt Weill, and Lotte Lenya on Die Bürgschaft and also danced in a variety 

of cabarets and dance festivals (MacKay 21).8  

Denby remained in Berlin, dancing with the opera and for Claire Eckstein’s company, 

until 1933, when Hitler’s rise made the city untenable for both him and his collaborators: 

suddenly, being an American performing in works that “satirized German middle-class 

pretensions” seemed unwise (MacKay 21). Upon leaving Berlin, he traveled briefly to Paris, 

where he saw Balanchine’s work for the first time under the auspices of Les Ballets 1933. He 

likely saw The Seven Deadly Sins and certainly Mozartiana, which made a major impression 

(Kodat "Reviewing" 45). He moved to Majorca to be near his family for close to a year, during 

which period he wrote his only novel, before heading to Basel, where he taught dance and met 

                                                
8 During this period Denby was not writing much poetry, but he was writing: mostly plays and librettos, 
largely in German, and working on translations (Denby "An Interview with Edwin Denby" 109; Thomson 
"Edwin Denby Remembered -- Part I" 22; Morris 74). Of particular note, in 1929, while at Darmstadt, he 
reached out to Virgil Thomson to see if he could work on Thomson’s version of Gertrude Stein’s Four 
Saints in Three Acts. He wanted to translate the work into German for performance by the theater 
company. Although Thomson gave permission, and Denby does seem to have completed the translation, 
the project never came to fruition (Thomson 22). Thomson was of the opinion that Ebert, Bing, and 
Eckstein left Darmstadt over his opera: 

They actually broke up on account of the Four Saints. In about 1931, Edwin had proposed that to 
some of the choreographers and the scene designers and directors. And they thought it was a fine 
idea. I sent them a piano-and-vocal score, but the musical director, who I think was no less than 
Karl Boehm, didn’t want to touch it. They’d done a number of modernistic things already in the 
last few years, including ballets by Milhaud and Satie, and there was complaint from the 
management that they better do a little more Puccini and things. In any case, this absurd text by 
Gertrude Stein with childish music by Virgil Thomson was more than Mr. Boehm could put 
himself behind. Whereupon, having been refused, the major staff all resigned and went up to 
Berlin, where they started working in Charlottenburg, at the Staatsoper. And from there, since 
there were a number of Jewish people and also Socialists involved, as there always were around 
an opera house in those days, they all went off to England, in about 1932 or 3, where they created 
Glyndebourne. Glyndebourne was essentially the Charlottenburg Opera, which was essentially 
the opera from Hesse-Darmstadt (Thomson Interview with Virgil Thomson (John Gruen)).  

The correspondence between Denby and Thomson during this period resides at Yale’s Music Library, in 
the Virgil Thomson Papers. 
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Rudolph Burckhardt, a photographer who would become a lifelong friend and collaborator, and 

then on to New York (MacKay 22). Many of those friends from Germany—Weill and Lenya, 

Brecht and Bing—also found themselves in New York shortly thereafter, forming part of 

Denby’s expansive group of friends, and it was the connection with Thomson that brought 

Denby his first writing gig for Modern Music. By the time the United States entered WWII in 

1941 and the New York Herald Tribune’s dance critic, Walter Terry, was sent overseas, Denby 

was well positioned to take over his post. While his days as a dancer were over, his life as a 

writer was just beginning.  

“Real Third Avenue:” Defining American Ballet 

Although Denby and Balanchine both moved to New York between 1933 and 1935, Denby’s 

first article about Balanchine was not written until 1937, when he reviewed Kirstein and 

Balanchine’s American Ballet in performance at the Metropolitan Opera House at 39th and 

Broadway for Modern Music. In this article, Denby reveals his clear admiration for Balanchine, 

whose work he had first seen a few years earlier in Paris. Entitled “Balanchine’s American 

Ballet,” this piece terms the still fairly new company a “first-class institution” and praises 

Balanchine as having “no interest in effects which are not danced, which are merely seen” 

(Denby Dance Writings 44-45). Denby also begins to interrogate Balanchine’s style, suggesting 

that he seems to have two: “One, like his Mozartiana, is brilliantly complex, full of surprising 

realizations and poignant interchanges and a subtle, very personal fragrance;” the other, 

“minimizes detail for the soloist or the ensemble” but “builds on unmistakable clarity of 

groupings and of directions; on rapid oppositions of mass, between single figures and a group; 

and above all on an amazing swiftness of locomotion” (45).  
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 Although this review and others reveal Denby’s near instantaneous admiration for 

Balanchine (in spite of not yet being a “balletomane” as he was to write) at the outset of his 

writing career, they do not however suggest Balanchine’s work as particularly “American.” 

Rather, in the late 1930s and early 1940s, Denby frequently advocated for the development and 

support of an “American ballet” by American-born choreographers in collaboration with 

American-born composers, commenting frequently on the lack of such at both the Ballet Russe 

de Monte Carlo (which had become an American company due to WWII) and at Ballet Theater, 

while praising American-born artists who seemed to interrogate questions of American national 

character and identity (66-67, 82, 128, 164).9 

A review of Kirstein’s Ballet Caravan in 1937, for example, which used dancers from the 

American Ballet—Kirstein’s company in partnership with Balanchine—but featured American-

born choreographers like William Dollar and Lew Christensen, read:  

The ballets…taken together show that an American kind of ballet is growing up, different 

from the nervous Franco-Russian style. From Balanchine it has learned plasticity and 

openness, and I imagine his teaching has fostered sincerity in these dancers as in others 

he has taught. But our own ballet has an easier, simpler character, a kind of American 

straightforwardness, that is thoroughly agreeable. None of these ballets is imitative or 

                                                
9 This interest in American art by American artists is reflected in his own creative work from the period, 
which was invested in exploring what American forms of art might be, and was likely influenced by his 
close relationships with Aaron Copeland, working on projects funded by the WPA, and with Orson Wells, 
John Houseman, Paul Bowles, and Virgil Thomson through the Federal Theater Project (Maxwell 67). In 
particular, his work with Copeland, Thomson, and Bowles showed, as Mary Maxwell writes, a particular 
“interest in the rhythms of American speech,” an interest in the creation of a specifically American style 
out of the gestures and language of American bodies (Maxwell 67). 
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artificial, and there is nothing pretentious about them…And the dancers themselves have 

an unspoiled, American, rather athletic quality of movement that is pleasant (48).10  

Here, Denby suggests Balanchine’s impact on American dancers and choreographers is in giving 

them technique and a kind of performance quality, but that “our own ballet” stands apart from 

that of Balanchine. Though Denby does seem to place Balanchine in a slightly different category 

than the “nervous Franco-Russian style,” he does not seem to find in his work the kind of 

“easier, simpler character,” the “straightforwardness” that he terms characteristic of American 

ballet. 

 Similarly, in 1943, Denby singles out Jerome Robbins in one of his early featured roles at 

Ballet Theatre for his distinctly American quality. “It is a part in straight American—real Third 

Avenue, in fact,” he writes:  

One of the interesting things about it is that, where everyone else dances with a particular 

vivacity, he moves with an American deliberateness. The difference is as striking as it 

used to be in peace time abroad, when a stray American youth appeared in a bustling 

French street, and the slow rhythm of his walk gave the effect of a sovereign unconcern. 

So Robbins on the stage, by being very natural, looks different enough to be a god; and 

that a god should be just like someone you see any day on the street is a nice joke (157). 

Here he seems again to identify those same qualities as “American” that he had noted several 

years previously: a kind of straightforwardness, an unconcern with pretension or performance. 

And he marks them again in writing about Robbins as a choreographer. Reviewing Fancy Free 

                                                
10 James Steichen’s recent article in Dance Research Journal, “American Ballet’s Caravan,” suggests that 
the origin of this company, for all of Kirstein’s propagandistic writing and rhetoric, was in no way born 
out of a legitimate attempt by Kirstein to “pursue an American artistic agenda,” but rather a safety net in 
case Balanchine’s ill health rendered him incapable of continuing the modernist trajectory of the 
American Ballet (Steichen 71, 85).  
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upon its premiere in 1944, Denby claims, “its sentiment of how people live in this country is 

completely intelligent and completely realistic. Its pantomime and its dances are witty, 

exuberant, and at every moment they feel natural. It is a direct, manly piece…in ballet 

terminology it is perfect American character ballet” (218).11  

Thus, although Gay Morris, in A Game For Dancers, claims that Denby identified “two 

branches of a distinctively American kind of ballet choreography. One was the neoclassicism of 

Balanchine; the other, the psychological ballet of Antony Tudor and the American folk ballet of 

Agnes de Mille and Jerome Robbins,” his early dance writings do not actually align Balanchine’s 

work with American values (Morris 77). Instead, his early reviews only consider these sorts of 

all-American collaborations as truly representative of American ballet and place Balanchine—for 

all his brilliance—off to the side. 

It is not until 1945, in an article written for Dance Index, that Denby begins to address 

Balanchine as an American choreographer, linking a change in Balanchine’s style to 

Balanchine’s experience in America: “Since 1940,” Denby writes, “Balanchine’s choreographic 

style has more and more clarified the dancer’s momentum in motion…You follow the variable 

momentum of the dancer’s phrase, and the dance impulse in it that animates her is clearly 

defined” (411). Denby describes this change as a shift from “modernism” to “classicism,” and 

                                                
11 But this final line, that “it is a perfect American character ballet,” suggests the emerging shift in 
Denby’s vision for an American ballet. In “ballet terminology,” to borrow Denby’s phrase, a “character 
ballet” is something different than a “classical ballet,” a divide predicated on the traditional structure of 
the 19th century full-length story ballet. In story ballets, the ballet’s (usually upper-class) protagonists 
dance in a high classical style—the danse d’école—whereas peasants usually perform “national dances” 
in a character style. Denby’s suggestion here thus casts Robbins’s ballet in a slightly different light: rather 
than claiming it as representative of an “American kind of ballet,” as he did in 1937 regarding Kirstein’s 
Ballet Caravan, he calls it an “American character ballet,” putting it in line with other “character ballets,” 
a genre designed for entertainment, but not really for artistic innovation; a style that parodied traditional 
dances, but was not the root of a universal art.  
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suggests that it “may be due to the fact that [Balanchine] has worked for the last eleven years 

wholly in America, and generally for American dancers, whose incompletely trained dance 

impetus had to be stressed to make it carry in performance” (412). Although he does not yet call 

Balanchine himself American, he credits American dancers—American life, in fact—with a new 

development in Balanchine’s aesthetic.  

And only a few weeks later, in a piece entitled “Balanchine: Ballet Magician” for the 

New York Herald Tribune, Denby does fully relocate Balanchine from the sidelines of American 

ballet to its center, tying this idea of Balanchine’s new style firmly to the idea of an American 

ballet. He writes:  

Balanchine is indeed the founder of American ballet as an art, and ballet lovers in this 

country are happy to have an occasion to express their sincere admiration…He has laid 

sound foundations for its development here by insisting on its integrity as an art, on its 

inheritance as a bicentennial tradition of expressive movement, and by working with 

Americans—in all our theater forms, for that matter—continuously for eleven years. He 

shows no nostalgia for Europe, either in his work or in his teaching. And his unique 

genius as ballet choreographer—he is the greatest and the most advanced of 

choreographers anywhere—has already made and will continue to make American ballet 

the envy and admiration of dance lovers all over the world. We hope they get a chance to 

see it soon and share with us one of our most civilized pleasures (299). 

With this review, Denby finishes off the knot that unites Balanchine’s emerging 1940s aesthetic 

with the idea of ballet as an American art form. From this point forward Denby not only locates 

in Balanchine’s dances great dancing or choreography, but also choreography that is “a United 
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States product that no country of Western Europe could have equaled,” fundamentally shifting 

his analysis of American ballet (321).  

 What I mean to argue in the rest of this chapter is that this switch in the mid-1940s away 

from one conception of “American” art towards another is not in fact the endorsement of an 

entirely new aesthetic, or even entirely linked to a fundamental change in Balanchine’s 

choreography, but rather a return to the aesthetics of Denby’s youth in a new guise, to the idea of 

a “pure dance” as learned in his early dance training. Inspired by, or at least in tandem with, 

changing understandings of the relationship of American art to Europe and its history of 

modernist experimentation in the wake of WWII, Denby’s writings from 1945 onward assert 

values and ideas associated with his time in Weimar-era Austria and Germany as uniquely 

American. In ways not dissimilar from Greg Barnhisel’s description of Cold War modernism as 

redefining modernism such that it might both become “an affirmation of Western bourgeois 

liberal values” and “Americanize” artworks and artists fleeing Europe in the 1940s, Denby’s 

writings from the mid-1940s manage to define American ballet through ideas and values learned 

in German modernist dance (Barnhisel 11). 

“A Lyric Form of Dancing”: Weimar Dance in Austria and Germany 

Although it may seem self-evident that Denby’s dance training would have had an impact on his 

dance writing, this period of his life is little discussed and even less so analyzed in connection 

with his work. While accounts of Denby’s life frequently gesture to the years from 1926-1935, 

especially insofar as they hold the roots of his friendships with Virgil Thompson and New 

York’s German émigrés, they are often written off—both by him and by others—as unimportant, 

even irrelevant, to his later life as a dance critic. Denby himself was incredibly modest regarding 

his own work—particularly his creative work as a poet—and so it is hardly surprising that he, in 
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interviews throughout his life, brushed aside questions regarding his own dance practice. It was 

“a sort of lyric form of dancing,” he would tell John Gruen, that “doesn’t exist any more;” or to 

Mark Hillringhouse he would say that “having been brought up modern and not ballet, I didn’t 

know that a dancer is a special type of being. It was more like Judson Church than modern dance 

in those days” (Gruen 162; Denby "An Interview with Edwin Denby" 108).  

That other critics and scholars have written off the potential importance of these dancing 

years to Denby’s later work is more puzzling. Although scholars—in particular, Gay Morris—

have discussed Denby’s dance writings in relation to the assertion of a modernist take on the 

ballet and Balanchine in particular, those modernist ideals have not been tied into his own dance 

practices or the specific kind of Austro-Germanic modernism that he experienced as a young 

man abroad. Nor have they considered the relationship to Denby’s coining of Balanchine’s 

American aesthetic. 

On the other hand, the people who knew him in his life, Francis Mason and Lincoln 

Kirstein, as mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, and Minna Lederman, his editor at 

Modern Music, seem to have more seriously considered the impact of his dancing on his dance 

criticism. Lederman, in particular, noted after his death that “in describing a ballet, he uses 

terminology of the modernist movement, familiar to him from his studies in Germany and his 

experience there as a professional dancer. So that we have for the first time phrases like ‘motoric 

logic,’ ‘counter accent,’ ‘movement motives,’ freely deployed as structural criticism. (In later 

pieces his favored concepts were ‘impetus’ and ‘momentum’)” (Lederman 24). That these critics 

who were writing contemporaneously with Denby find a link between his dance writing and his 

dancing—even if they do not explore it at length—seems to invite greater inquiry into the topic 

than current scholarship has afforded.  
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In general, the issue seems to lie in a fairly limited understanding of the kinds of dance 

training and performance in which Denby engaged during these years and in a belief that the 

work he did could not have contributed to his later interest in ballet.12 Catherine Gunther Kodat 

writes, for example:  

Denby’s admiration for Balanchine is well known, but the grounds for that admiration are 

not at all obvious, especially given Denby’s early training in a school of movement 

almost completely antithetical to ballet. Ausdruckstanz has much more in common with 

the emotive, nearly confessional movement style of Martha Graham than with the formal 

equanimity and emotional reserve characteristic of ballet generally and, for some, only 

too typical of Balanchine particularly, whose work has been criticized as excessively cold 

and cerebral (Kodat "Reviewing" 52). 

Kodat’s statement makes two major, albeit common, assumptions that deserve interrogation: 

first, that Denby’s early training would have been “almost completely antithetical to ballet,” and 

second, that “Ausdruckstanz” was at its core “confessional” and Balanchine’s ballet, in contrast, 

“cold and cerebral.”  

 In fact, what the past several years of scholarship in dance studies have shown is that 

“Ausdruckstanz” was much more multivalent than many assumed. In her recent monograph, 

Watching Weimar Dance, Kate Elswit advocates for dance studies to adopt the term “Weimar 

dance” “as a generic term….in order to better account for the heterogeneous choreographic and 

teaching strategies of German dance in the first third of the twentieth century” (Elswit xxiv).13 

                                                
12 Or to his interest in formally-structured poetry—a topic to which I’ll turn in the next chapter. 
 
13 Elswit, building on Susanne Franco’s work in “Ausdruckstanz: Traditions, Translations, 
Transmissions,” suggests that “although scholarship has…pushed toward understandings of 
Ausdruckstanz as an increasingly generic term for any dance that rebelled against the codified shapes of 
ballet in the first third of the twentieth century,” the term is still “shadowed” by its association with these 
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She notes that while the term “Ausdruck” was in contemporary use during the 1920s and 1930s, 

“Ausdruckstanz” was not a standard descriptor of German modern dance until after World War II 

(xxiv-xxv). The term came of age in the post-war years in both East and West Germany in order 

to “imagine new dance practices [for each state] by contrast to earlier ones:” in the West, 

Ausdruckstanz became an emotional, mystical opposite to a dance practice that moved back 

toward classical ballet, and in the East, it became an overly formal style in contrast to Socialist 

Realism (xxv, 146). It was in this period that Weimar dance assumed its, to quote Susanne 

Franco, “falsely monolithic image” of ideological and aesthetic alignment with expressionism, 

its alignment with, to return to Kodat, “emotive, nearly confessional movement” (Franco 80; 

Elswit 146). In this way, the conception of “Ausdruckstanz” both as a term to connote the dance 

practices occurring in Germany during the pre-war period and as a description of those dances as 

fundamentally expressionistic is itself a Cold War creation.  

Thus, while Weimar dance did actively reject the conventions of ballet, and while 

Denby’s training in Austria and his performance career in Germany little resembled Balanchine’s 

own in Russia, writing off this period in his life as irrelevant—or even counter—to his later 

dance writing seems short-sighted. In fact, Denby’s training and career in Vienna, Darmsdardt, 

and Berlin would have exposed him to a variety of the disparate modernist experimentations 

happening during the Weimar period. So, we might ask, what was Denby doing and learning for 

all those years abroad? What kinds of bodily training did he undergo and how might that training 

                                                
1940s “definitions and indictments,” “which refer…to a kind of dance that never existed in consolidated 
form until it was later required in order to imagine the future” (Elswitt 147; Franco 80-98). Moreover, the 
term was reconfigured again in the 1970s and 80s when proponents of German Tansztheater resurrected 
Ausdruckstanz as a predecessor for the innovations of Pina Bausch and her associates. This 
“reconfiguration” and “reconstitution” of both the term and the dance it represents further muddled the 
ability to comprehend the variety of dance practices that existed in pre-war Germany. In the United 
States, understandings of “Ausdruckstanz”—both as it existed in Germany and as it traveled to the United 
States—are further limited by the particular historiography of American modern dance. 
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have influenced his later work and, in particular, the ways in which he wrote about and 

positioned Balanchine’s work? 

Music, Rhythm, Attention: Physical Training at Hellerau-Laxenburg 

Denby’s years of training, as mentioned above, took place at the Hellerau-Laxenburg School, an 

outgrowth of the more famous Hellerau School founded by Émile Jaques-Dalcroze in 1909 in 

Dresden. Dalcroze was a Swiss educator and musician who aimed to craft a theory of movement 

that could “create by the help of rhythm a rapid and regular current of communication between 

brain and body” in order to both “create a heightened condition of individual freedom as well as 

a stronger sense of social unity” (Jaques-Dalcroze 19; Toepfer 18).  

Originally designed to “promote alertness, expressiveness, and a sense of phrasing and 

musical structure” in musicians, Dalcroze  created a “bodily method”—called rhythmische 

Gymnastik or, in English, eurhythmics—that combined “movement and gesture from musical 

conducting, marching drills, breath training, and Delsartean expression” in order to make 

manifest the relationships between body, movement, space, and time (Spencer; Oberzaucher-

Schüller and Giel 13; Odom "The Dalcroze Method, Marie Rambert, and Le Sacre Du 

Printemps" 9). As Selma Landen Odom writes of his training methods:   

Students made impulses ‘travel’ from one part of the body to another and worked against 

real or imaginary resistances. They analyzed how time, space, and energy interconnect 

and how they could use body weight and energy to respond to music and to produce it. 

(Odom "The Dalcroze Method, Marie Rambert, and Le Sacre Du Printemps" 11).14 

                                                
14 And this method of musical knowledge was also a way toward self-knowledge: eurhythmics was used 
as a method of training students to “listen” to their own bodily rhythms by listening to musical rhythms 
(Toepfer 18). His method posited that, “a body’s unique response to different rhythms was the result of a 
distinctive heartbeat. Then a drumbeat and eventually piano tunes would permit the students to explore 
different rhythms” (18). In other words, Dalcroze’s system asked its students to pay close attention to 
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Instead of using physical movement to articulate ideas or themes or narratives, Dalcrozian 

eurhythmics made visible pre-existing musical and bodily rhythms, making it thus more so a 

form of musical visualization, a revelation of musical structure, than a creative endeavor in and 

of itself.15  

 But by the time Denby arrived at the school, this intense focus on movement as purely an 

expression of music had waned, replaced by a new emphasis on eurhythmics as a basis for dance 

movement. During World War I, Dalcroze returned to Switzerland and the eurhythmics complex 

at Hellerau was taken over by two German disciples, Ernst Ferand and Valeria Kratina, and an 

American, Christine Baer-Frissell (Toepfer 17).16 This group was interested in emphasizing the 

dance applications of Dalcroze’s method and in stepping away from its intense reliance on music 

and musical form (Oberzaucher-Schüller and Giel 18).  

 This tension between the Dalcroze method’s traditional adherence to music and the new 

leaders’ emphasis on music and eurhythmics as origin points for choreography seems to have 

made a deep impression on Denby, whose attention to the relationship between “musical 

rhythm” and “dance rhythm” remained a preoccupation throughout his 1930s and 40s dance 

                                                
musical form and rhythm in order to respond to those forms physically; it asserts a kind of physical 
intelligence, a bodily response to music that is both innate—in heartbeat and breath—but also able to be 
trained and developed. 
 
15 The system proved popular in a Germany that was increasingly developing new forms of “body 
culture,” and by 1912, the school had over 600 students. Dalcroze himself was not interested in dance, but 
dancers were drawn to his work and exported his techniques throughout Germany. It had also become of 
interest to a variety of artists abroad: Sergei Diaghilev, with Vaslav Nijinsky in tow, visited the institute 
under Dalcroze’s direction, as did Sergei Volkonsky, Konstantin Stanislavsky, Anna Pavlova, Upton 
Sinclair, and Paul Claudel (Carnegy 185).  
 
16 This group of educators thus had a very different vision for the school than did Dalcroze—he even 
considered them something close to apostates (Toepfer 119). In 1925, they were invited to move the 
entire school to the castle of Laxenburg, on the outskirts of Vienna (17). Although this version of the 
school originally only accepted female students, following WWI, they reopened their doors to men to 
study “gymnastics” and eurhythmics and to participate in the performances (119). 
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writings. In one of his first reviews for Modern Music, for example, he writes, “the rhythmic 

structure of dance and that of music are parallel but not interchangeable…A dance needs a 

certain rhythmic independence—similar in a sense to the rhythmic elasticity the voice is given in 

our popular songs (Denby Dance Writings 42-43).17 Denby’s attentiveness and attunement to the 

differences between how dancers and musicians, choreography and musical composition, handle, 

feel, and experience rhythm and stress throughout his career seem a likely remnant of his 

experience and training at Hellerau-Laxenburg, even a specific remnant of the school’s turn 

away from strict Dalcrozian fundamentals in the period during which he was a student.18  

And as the school turned away from pure Dalcrozian exercises, it turned toward a 

renewed attention to bodily awareness, toward, to cite the brochure that Denby remembered so 

many years later, the experience of the body in space as well as time. According to Ferand, the 

school was invested in “avoid[ing] the lopsidedness that results from the exclusive dependence 

of body eurhythmics and movement on music by activating two elements at the same time: 

musical feeling and body awareness” (Toepfer 18). Resisting “acrobatics, dance virtuosity, and a 

                                                
17 Later, in the Herald Tribune:  

When a dancer makes his gesture coincide as closely as possible with the time length and time 
emphasis of musical rhythm, he is apt to be as pleased as a hen is who has laid an egg. He tells 
everybody ‘Look how musical I am,’ and everybody cackles back ‘Isn’t he just the most musical 
thing!’ Rationally it seems odd to confuse the metrics of music with musicality. And also to 
assume that the metrics of dancing are identical with those of music. It strikes me that there is in 
fact an inherent disparity. The proportioning of time, as well as the proportioning of emphasis, 
between the stress and the follow-through of a single metric unit is much more regular in music 
than it is in movement. Apart from theory, in practice this kind of measured gesture draws 
attention to itself and away from the body as a whole. In practice, too, the dancer loses a certain 
surprise of attack, which is one of his characteristic rhythmic possibilities (Denby Dance Writings 
78). 

 
18 These ideas appear consistently throughout his dance criticism, and, ultimately, the musicality of 
Balanchine’s dances and the syncopations which he borrowed from American Africanist practices—his 
“complex rhythms” which nonetheless “never…violate the real nature of a dancer’s body”—emerged for 
Denby as a particularly great example of physical rhythm, alongside the choreography of Merce 
Cunningham and Jerome Robbins (Denby Dance Writings 65). 
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focus on the perfection of movement,” the school in the late 1920s worked toward the “creative 

development of body consciousness” and “a feeling for movement and for music” through 

improvisational practices (Toepfer 119; Oberzaucher-Schüller and Giel 31). 

 Denby’s final thesis project, “On the Soul’s Reactions to Gymnastics,” suggests his 

particular interest in this idea of “body consciousness,” especially as it related to his 

psychoanalytic practice with Federn, but even more revealing than his thesis was an article he 

published right as he was graduating from Hellerau-Laxenburg in 1929—his first published piece 

of dance writing—in Theatre Guild Magazine entitled “Art and Craft in Dancing: Conflicting 

Tendencies and Schools in Contemporary Europe.”19 This brief article was a report of sorts on 

the 1928 German Dance Congress which Denby attended while a student and reveals a variety of 

the ideas Denby had gained in these years regarding the nature of dance as a form (Partsch-

Bergsohn 42).20 In this article, Denby asserts that dance consists of “two elements: the position 

                                                
19 “On the Soul’s Reaction to Gymnastics” was written in German and published only in that language. 
Michael Whitman and George Jackson translated it for Ballet Review in the year following Denby’s death 
(Denby "On the Soul's Reactions to Gymnastics"). In it, Denby asserts that “changes in body awareness 
are parallel to changes in self-perception and self-awareness,” and that gymnastics—which includes 
modern dance—create in a dancer an understanding of the “inter-relationship between self-awareness and 
awareness of the body” (46). Central to Denby’s understanding of this relationship between body and 
psyche seems to be an awareness of the body in space, not as it “should be,” but as it is, a sensitivity to 
apprehending things as they are that is to appear in his later dance writings, not as an awareness that a 
dancer must have, but as the key insight of the critic, who must “look at daily life or at art for the mere 
pleasure of seeing, without trying to put yourself actively in it, without meaning to do anything about it” 
(Denby Dance Writings 552). He writes:  

The body must be experienced from within—as occupying space, as weighty with its natural 
mass, as internally alive. Even in the absence of ecstasy, such an awareness of the body contains 
no pain, no compartmentalization. There is a joyous feeling, sometimes even an elation. I call this 
awareness real because it apprehends the body as it appears and functions in the daily world, not 
as it looks or should look according to unrealistic Hellenistic preconceptions, but as it is (Denby 
“On the Soul’s Reactions to Gymnastics” 48).  

 
20 The article also foreshadowed his later tendencies to expound upon what, exactly, the nature of dance 
should be in his reviews. In spite of a 1944 article entitled “A Forum on Dance Criticism” which claims 
that that “to direct new movements, to popularize the appreciation of masterpieces, to encourage artists, 
these are not the critic’s function” and that, in fact, “the critic looks ridiculous in the role of a dictator of 
taste,” numerous articles Denby wrote in the 1930s and 40s attempt to do those very things, even going so 
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of the body on the stage—the pose, which appeals to the eye; and the activity of the body in the 

stage-space—the movement, which appeals to our motor sense;” and contrasts dance to 

“geometry and sculpture” which are “visual or static, they do not appeal primarily to the kinetic 

or motor sense in the way a moving body does; they do not involve that constant subsequence in 

space which is the heart of dancing” (Denby "Art and Craft" 35). 

 This idea of the “motor sense” or of “bodily consciousness,” was not just, as Lederman 

would say, apparent in Denby’s use of words like “motoric logic,” “impetus” and “momentum,” 

but was in fact, for Denby, the key element of dance aesthetics beginning during his time in 

Austria (Lederman 24; Denby Dance Writings 57). “Dancing is less pictorial than plastic, and 

pictures in dancing leave a void in the imagination,” he would write in 1938, “They arrest the 

drama of dancing which the imagination craves to continue, stimulated by all the kinetic senses 

of the body that demand a new movement to answer the one just past” (53). His writings from 

the 30s and 40s would frequently trace a dancer’s “impulse,” which, should “flow out, so to 

speak, thorough the arms and legs, which delineate the dance figure lightly, as it were in 

passing”—a term that also seems borrowed from Dalcroze’s improvisatory exercises (74). This 

idea of dance as being related to a kinetic sense, not a pictorial one, to how the body feels in 

motion and to how that body speaks kinesthetically to the bodies in the audience, seems a clear 

inheritance from his time at Hellerau-Laxenburg.21  

                                                
far as to direct his audiences toward readings and giving them quick run-downs of ballet technique to help 
them better appreciate the ballet on display in their city (Denby Dance Writings 206).  
 
21 This idea was inspired, in part, by Selma Landen Odom, who, in a private correspondence wrote that “I 
wouldn’t call Denby’s dance writing ‘Dalcrozian’ per se, but I think he trusts feelings and the body as 
Dalcroze people do, drawing on internalized knowledge of both movement and music” (Odom 
Information About Edwin Denby). 
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 Finally, Denby’s writings in this period do suggest a search for a kind of “pure dance,” a 

trans-or international form.22 Toepfer writes, “a peculiarity of the Hellerau-Laxenburg school 

was its cultivation of dance as a sign of both internationality and modernity…Wherever it 

operated in Europe, the Dalcroze system appeared as a foreign doctrine, and (like Dalcroze 

himself) one became a successful product of the doctrine by accepting the identity of a stranger 

to it and, quite often, to one’s audiences” (Toepfer 121).23 In his article on the German Dance 

Congress, Denby seems to locate this idea, the kind of dancing that might create true “space-

dance,” not in the German dancers, but rather in a “Javanese prince,” Rhadan Mas Jojdand, 

whose “dancing showed the fruits of a true dance tradition; precision, nobility and grace, and a 

certain simple acceptance of dancing as an essential of cultivated life, a part of manners” (Denby 

"Art and Craft" 37). Jojdand’s dancing, Denby writes, “is a symbolic, a religious pantomime, 

which expresses not the individual artist, but the beliefs, the state of a society; it expresses a 

culture”—an idea that seems as equally related to modernist borrowings from non-Western 

cultures as to Eliot’s idea of the relationship between tradition and the individual talent (37). 

Thus, in contrast to understandings of Weimar era dance as purely expressionistic or 

nationalistic, for Denby, the dancing he experienced at Hellerau-Laxenburg likely suggested a 

kind of modernist internationalism and universality, one of interest to all of Western culture, 

from Sergei Diaghilev to Vsevolod Meyerhold to Mary Wigman, not unlike how ballet and ballet 

technique circulated both in the 1920s and again, later, at the height of the Cold War.  

                                                
22 The school, between 1923 and 1933, trained approximately 2600 students, who came from as many as 
thirty-five different countries (Witoszynskyj and Hille 65). 
  
23 On a personal level, the time Denby spent at Hellerau-Laxenburg might have further cultivated his own 
sense of self as existing between a variety of worlds—the American born and raised abroad; the poet in 
the family of diplomats; the gay man in the midst of straight society. This idea becomes particularly 
relevant to Denby’s poetry, especially in the mid-50s, an idea I will explore in the following chapter.  
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Idiosyncratic Individuals: Dancing with Claire Eckstein 

But Denby’s time as a dancer did not end outside of Vienna in 1929: He also danced and 

choreographed with Claire Eckstein for nearly four years in Germany. Eckstein, whom Denby 

met in Darmstadt before following her to Berlin, was a student of Mary Wigman, the 

dancer/choreographer often regarded as the mother of German expressionist dance. Although 

Wigman did briefly train with Dalcroze at Hellerau, her work was much more influenced by that 

of Rudolf Laban and more so resembled stereotypical “Ausdruckstanz.”24  

Eckstein was one of a number of Wigman’s students who, in the 1920s, sought to 

relocate dance from the realm of German body culture and into the opera house, blending 

influences from Wigman, Laban, and Dalcroze with the theatricality and production values of 

ballet (Manning 134).25 Karl Toepfer’s Empire of Ecstasy: Nudity and Movement in German 

Body Culture, 1910-1935 is the only English-language text that deals with Eckstein’s dance 

practice in any depth. He suggests that while Eckstein’s aesthetic was close to that of Kurt Jooss 

in its “caricaturizations of ordinary movements,” it achieved a “comic intensity,” that Jooss’s 

                                                
24 Manning’s Ecstasy and the Demon: The Dances of Mary Wigman traces the development of Wigman’s 
work from the kind of feminist, nationalism modernism I mention here into a fascist aesthetic under the 
Third Reich (Manning Ecstacy and the Demon). Building on Laban’s theories, which emphasized 
oppositional qualities such as tension/release, rising/falling, and stability/mobility, to develop her 
movement style, Wigman was most interested in the emotional impact of her dances on her audiences, 
often exploring tensions between groups and individuals in the service of what Manning has termed a 
feminist and nationalist modernism (Toepfer 110-111; Manning Ecstacy and the Demon 92) Eckstein 
would have likely trained with Wigman at the Wigman School in Dresden, which operated from 1920-
1932 and was the site of her modernist experimentations.  
 
25 Eckstein’s dance work has not been widely studied—in German or in English—but it is often referred 
to as “grotesque dance,” a form that seems to have blended a “distinctive modernist ambiance” with 
gestures pulled from people’s everyday gestures and habits (Toepfer 291). And it was popular: 
newspapers report ovations lasting several minutes, especially for pieces in which Denby and Eckstein 
danced together as partners (MacKay 20). Denby was reportedly very funny. Denby’s leaving in 1933 
was a major blow for Eckstein; she did not choreograph again until 1942. Reinking posited that without 
Denby, she could “no longer open herself up,” stunting her artistic process (Toepfer 293).  
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work never exhibited (Toepfer 292).26 Her partner Wilhelm Reinking was to later write about 

Eckstein: “She had the gift of being able to observe the movements of people and to arrange 

these observations into dance-like gestures, in which the bearing and character of these observed 

persons became strikingly revealed in a lightly caricatured or at least exaggerated form” (qtd. in 

Toepfer 292). Moreover, unlike Jooss, whose interest lay in exposing the absurdity of social 

classes or groups, Eckstein was interested in the individual and in “expos[ing] the power of 

dance to treat social norms as sources of humor rather than anxiety” (292). Her work was highly 

theatrical: photos of her and Denby show him frequently in wigs, boots, and eccentric makeup 

and her in high heels and hats, idiosyncratic choices that highlight the relationships between 

body, performance, and individuality (Atelier Robertson; Toepfer 293).  

While these features of Eckstein’s dance may seem far removed both from what Denby 

would have studied at Hellerau-Laxenburg and from his later admiration of Balanchine, in one 

key way they were similar: in their move away from dance as a narrative form. Although she 

made use of character and characterization, it was not in the service of a narrative impulse. 

Toepfer writes:  

Eckstein, though entirely theatrical in her attitude toward dance, had little interest in 

subordinating dance to narrative… her dances were not ballets at all but ‘little theatre 

pieces,’ in which actions and relations between bodies unfolded in strange fragments and 

the climax resulted from the accumulation of idiosyncratic effects rather than from the 

resolution of an intensifying conflict (293).  

                                                
26 For more information regarding Jooss’s choreographic style, see “Revivals, Revisions, and 
Retranslations II.” 
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While separating dance and narrative in this period or in this location was not itself new—Laban 

had done it, as had Wigman—it was new in the space of the opera house and a move that further 

distanced her aesthetic from Jooss or Wigman’s more famous ones.  

Even as Denby was reportedly always uncomfortable with the overtly theatrical aspect of 

Eckstein’s work, always concerned that he was more the butt of the joke than its creator, the 

lessons from this period of his life seems nevertheless to appear throughout his early dance 

writing. From the outset of his dance criticism, for example, Denby displayed a particular 

interest in the distinction between the individual’s personality, her status “as a person,” and what 

the choreography or role asked of her (Denby Dance Writings 44). And more often than Denby 

criticized dancers’ over-performance—which he did with some frequency27—he praised those 

dancers who he felt maintained their individuality within a group, who maintained a sense of 

humanity within the clockwork structure of a dance. This was a quality that Denby frequently 

found in Balanchine’s dancers, writing in 1937 that “Without losing their freshness, they emerge 

as individually interesting” and, later, that the dancer in Balanchine’s work remains “a person… 

a man or a woman dancing, not as an unhappily defective instrument of a choreographer’s flights 

of fancy” (94).28 These passages seem in a way a carry-over from his work with Eckstein: They 

                                                
27 Contrasting Alicia Markova and Irina Baronova in 1944, for example, Denby would write, “[Markova] 
does not make the part a vehicle for her own glamour. She takes it disinterestedly. And what you see is 
not Markova as Giselle, but Giselle in the figure of Markova. In this unselfconsciousness, so to speak, her 
dancing become serious and sincere poetry,” whereas Baronova “hams with a heartlessness that is 
frightening. She ogles, flounces, capers, and cuddles, jumps, turns, and stands, slapping down each effect 
like a virago operating a cash register” (84). This kind of absorption into a role, the contrast between 
becoming a character and performing a character, might be an outgrowth of his time thinking about 
exactly such questions in his own performances as even—or especially—in caricature, the line between 
flouncing and parodying is slim.  
 
28 This sentence seems too a response to Stéphane Mallarmé’s famous formulation that:  

the dancer is not a woman dancing, for these juxtaposed reasons: that she is not a woman, but a 
metaphor summing up one of the elementary aspects of our form: knife, goblet, flower, etc., and 
that she is not dancing, but suggesting, through the miracle of bends and leaps, a kind of corporal 
writing, what it would take pages of prose, dialogue, and description to express, if it were 
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suggest her interest in the individuality of her dancers, her interest in the ways in which dance 

might articulate how individuals interact in and with a group, but they depart from her extremes, 

her caricatures of movement, suggesting instead that a great choreographer allows his or her 

dancers to be who they are rather than imposing a new character on them, disfiguring them with 

hats or wigs or clunky shoes.  

 A few years later, in his influential piece “On Meaning in Dance,” Denby seems to draw 

again from his time with Eckstein, inaugurating what would become a frequent distinction in his 

work between what he terms “pantomime ballet” and “dance ballet.” In that piece, Denby 

contrasts these two types of dance, stating that: “The pantomime ballet focuses the attention of 

stylized movement; the dance ballet, on a suite of dances” (131). He defines “stylized 

movement” as movement “that looks a little like dancing but more like nondancing. It is a 

movement derived from what people do when they are not dancing. It is a gesture from life 

deformed to suit music (music heard or imagined)” (131). For the audience watching a piece of 

“pantomime ballet,” he claims:  

The pleasure of watching it lies in guessing the action it was derived from, in guessing 

what it originally looked like… The interest becomes like that of a detective story. The 

audience peers eagerly, delighted to have caught on, anxious not to miss a clue. It solves 

harder and harder riddles. The storytelling gathers momentum; as in driving a car, it’s the 

speed that’s thrilling, not the incidental scenery. One is, so to speak, hypnotized by the 

future destination. One merely wants to know what happened, as in watching a motion 

picture (132).  

                                                
transcribed: a poem independent of any scribal apparatus (Mallarmé 130). 
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A dance ballet, on the other hand, asks of its audience “a sort of suspension in judgement, a wait 

and a wonder till the dance is completed, till the dancer has come to rest” (132). It is seen, in the 

end, as a “whole;” “One has understood the dance as one does a melody—as a continuity that 

began and ended. It is a nonverbal meaning, like the meaning of music” (132). Thinking about 

these ideas in relation to Eckstein’s oeuvre—both her manipulation of gesture from everyday life 

and her way of structuring a work around the accumulation of those gestures and effects rather 

than conflict or climax—seems to reveal a potential source for Denby’s ruminations on these 

topics that well predates his encounter with Balanchine’s work or with the kind of abstract, 

“apolitical” dances popularized in Cold War America.  

Thus, while it is, of course, impossible to assert exactly what Denby took away from his 

years dancing in Austria and Germany, these hints in both Denby’s writings and in the accounts 

of students, teachers, and collaborators suggest a variety of tantalizing possibilities. From 

Hellerau-Laxenburg: a sense of attentiveness and awareness of the body as it occupies space; an 

understanding of rhythmic and musical structure, especially as it can or should be expressed in 

and through the body; and of dance as a way of expressing universal values, as a means for 

speaking of and through culture. From Eckstein: a sense of the individual’s personality and 

idiosyncrasies; a freeing of dance from the conventions of narrative; and this idea of “actions and 

relations between bodies” and their “accumulation of idiosyncratic effects” substituting for “an 

intensifying conflict” in an artwork. While his ideas on these topics may not have been fully 

formed in 1929, or even in 1933, questions of the pictorial versus the kinetic, of the relationship 

between gesture and dance, between rhythm and dance, of the multiple ways in which to build a 

dance work’s internal structure would have likely been on Denby’s mind well before his meeting 

with Burckhardt in 1934 and before his encounters with Balanchine in 1933 Paris or 1935 New 
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York. And, in the 1940s, Denby would reframe these modernist dance aesthetics as American 

aesthetics, a move that would transform a Russian choreographer into the founder of American 

ballet.  

“The Founder of American Ballet as an Art:” Making Balanchine American 

So to return to New York in the 1940s, when in 1945 Denby wrote that Balanchine was “the 

founder of American ballet in an art,” his appreciation of ballet, of Balanchine, of the American 

qualities in Balanchine’s work were not a shift away from the values Denby learned in 1930s 

Europe, but rather a shift toward them. The change occurs instead in where he locates these 

aspects of dance performance—increasingly in Balanchine’s work—and in how those values 

relate to the articulation of a national aesthetic: It is a change in rhetoric, rather than aesthetics, a 

relocation of values drawn from Weimar-era dance onto the bodies of American dancers. In 

Denby’s move away from advocating for an American ballet created by American-born artists, 

his actual aesthetic preoccupations return to those which derived from his early dance training: 

the kinetic impulse of the dancers, the bodily rhythm of the choreography, the ability for dancers 

to assert their own, individual, American selves.  

Beginning in 1945, Denby defines Balanchine’s style as one in which the dancer becomes 

“an active, intelligent character…and because this rise and fall of the dancer’s momentum is so 

clear and so expressive and the extended phrases appear to be the free dance impulse of an 

interesting human character, the dancer herself remains the force onstage you watch, the force 

that moves you” (Denby Dance Writings 412). He describes this new style, inspired, he claims 

by Balanchine’s encounter with American bodies, as “animated, constantly shifting, plotless, and 

unneurotic,” created by “stressing the dancer’s impetus” (414). In these dances, “the dancer is no 

longer divided between divergent impulses of motion, and as there is no longer a conflict for 
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precedence between dancer and choreographer, so there is as you watch no painful split of 

emotion between your social consciousness and your dance pleasure” (414).  

Indeed, these dancers’ lack of “self-consciousness,” their “active intelligence,” their 

“impetus,” recall Denby’s description sixteen years earlier of Rhadan Mas Jojdand, whose 

“dancing showed the fruits of a true dance tradition; precision, nobility and grace, and a certain 

simple acceptance of dancing as an essential of cultivated life, a part of manners;” they recall his 

descriptions of other dancers in and from other countries whose work exemplified the kind of 

“space-dance”—pure dance—that he had always espoused (299, 37). Now, however, Denby 

suggests that this kind of ideal dance, this sense of grace and manners and impetus, can emerge 

only at the intersection of classic form and American dancers, where the innocence of untrained 

bodies encounters the civilizing language of the ballet, resulting in a new dance that contains the 

best of each.  

Denby’s advocacy for Balanchine’s work as both exemplary and as fundamentally 

American does not then emerge fully formed and separate from Denby’s own dance practice and 

training. Rather his “grounds for admiration,” to use Kodat’s phrase, appear as a development of 

that training in Germany and Austria in the 1920s: a sensitivity to body consciousness, to kinetic 

impulse, to danced and musical rhythm, an understanding of dance structure as “plotless,” yet 

“animated [and] constantly shifting.” Denby simply renames these virtues “classical” and 

“American.” By the mid-1940s, no longer is American ballet articulated through a kind of 

straightforward directness, a mimicry of the manners and athleticism of American movement, 

but instead through an articulation of the values and ideas he studied in Austria and Germany in 

the 1930s.  
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Denby effects this change in part by highlighting Balanchine’s “classicism,” his links not 

to the modernist experimentations of the 1920s—although he was a part of them—but rather to 

the Imperial Russian collaborations of Marius Petipa and Lev Ivanov in the 1890s. Denby writes 

that Balanchine’s choreography is “like the classic Petipa-Ivanov style of the nineties:” 

“Balanchine’s style…moves you by the act of dancing and not, as the fashion was from 1910 to 

1940, by opposing to that act obstacles of various kinds of mimicry—pictorial, psychological, 

musical, or social” (Denby Dance Writings 412). The analogy Denby makes between Petipa and 

Balanchine is useful—and ultimately makes itself a particularly valuable Cold War metaphor—

because, like Balanchine, Petipa was both a foreigner and the father of high Russian classical 

ballet. Born, raised, and trained in France, his move to Russia instigated the rapid development 

of Russian ballet in the late 19th century. Elsewhere, Denby further explores this parallel, writing:  

By showing us that the young Americans, who form most of the company, can dance 

straight classic ballet without self-consciousness—as naturally as people speak their 

native tongue—[Balanchine] has proved that ballet can become as native an art here as it 

did long ago in Russia; and it can develop, as it did there, a native and spontaneous 

brilliance (299). 

To assert that Balanchine is reviving the legacy of Petipa implies that, as Petipa did in Russia, a 

foreign influence can be the generator of a nation’s particular dance tradition. Upon his move 

from Paris to St. Petersburg, his move from working with French dancers to working with 

Russian bodies, Petipa became Russian; similarly, with his move to New York, Balanchine has 

become fully American, his work becoming an example of how the United States creates an 

environment in which ballet and the high arts might flourish. It is in the encounter between 

American bodies and a foreign choreographer that American ballet might emerge.  
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Denby’s writings thus re-frame Balanchine’s relationship to both Europe and America in 

a way that asserts the United States as the “new Russia,” as the place that will be the hub for 

dance innovation in the way that Paris was prior to 1940 and that St. Petersburg was prior to 

1910, allowing him to settle the mantle of “founder of American ballet” on the shoulders of a 

Russian-born and trained choreographer. In each case, like New York, these cities absorbed a 

foreign influence—French Petipa to Russia; Russian Diaghilev to France—in the creation of new 

type of ballet that was simultaneously national and international in scope. Rather than insisting 

that an American aesthetic must, by its very nature, emerge organically out of American soil, out 

of a kind of American attitude or kinesthetic, this new assertion of Balanchinian classicism as 

American suggests that if a foreign art can “develop…a native and spontaneous brilliance” in its 

new country, then it does indeed belong to that place, regardless of origin, much as Dalcrozian 

eurhythmics came to be associated with German aesthetics. Such rhetoric around the idea of a 

“native” impulse—a term that Denby uses frequently throughout his criticism—suggests not a 

hybridization, or “grafting” to use one of Kirstein’s terms, of American themes to European 

dance, but rather a kind of absorption, an ability for American dancers to become fully fluent, or 

“native,” speakers of a new language, and, in so doing, shifts cultural and artistic agency and 

power from Europe to the United States. 

Equally important in this rhetorical shift is Denby’s rejection of the term “modernism” at 

this same moment that he asserts Balanchine as particularly American, writing: “Modernism in 

dancing is really a conservative tendency. Inside and outside of ballet, modernism has 

emphasized the interest in bit-by-bit gesture, gesture deformed, interrupted, or explosive” (233). 

Denby further claims that Balanchine’s work, “due to the fact that he has worked for the last 

eleven years wholly in America, and generally for American dancers,” has laid “modernism” to 
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rest in favor of “classicism” (412). What this disavowal of “modernism” and its attendant 

emphasis on “various kinds of mimicry—pictorial, psychological, musical, or social,” its 

“interest in bit-by-bit gesture, gesture deformed, interrupted, or explosive,” in favor of 

“classicism,” effectively does is separate Balanchine’s work from both European and American 

modern dancers and from the Diaghilevian history of ballet (298, 233).29 Denby seems to use the 

term “modernism” to connote an aesthetic based in the literary and visual arts, one exemplified, 

perhaps, by the large-scale collaborative efforts of Diaghilev’s Ballets Russes or by the 

experiments of modern dancers on both sides of the Atlantic, each of which attempted to 

interrogate the material of dance itself by moving beyond or outside of traditional ballet 

technique. He thus establishes Balanchine as distinct from both the “Russian ballet”—to use 

Lincoln Kirstein’s phrase—that toured the United States throughout WWII with former stars of 

the Diaghilev era as well as from the experimentations of modern dance choreographers like 

Martha Graham. 

And perhaps more importantly, Denby’s shift from the term “modernism” to “classicism” 

effects a distance between his own dance practices and the ballet aesthetics that he is now 

promoting. It serves as a kind of rejection of his own time as a dancer and dance-maker: Whereas 

Denby’s early reviews reference his time in Germany with some frequency, from 1944 forward, 

                                                
29 Ironically, in his assertion that “modernism is a conservative tendency” in dance, that this way of 
thinking about dance is over and dead, Denby makes what is an almost perfect modernist claim: that one 
must consistently “make it new,” that one must find the relationship between the “individual” and the 
history of that individual’s “poetic form,” that one must locate what is essential to the form—in dance, its 
rhythmic impulse—and interrogate that materiality, all themes that relate back to Weimar dance 
experimentations in their own ways. Furthermore, the “classical” dance he describes is, in effect, exactly 
what came to be understood as “dance modernism” by the mid-1950s. As Gay Morris and Mark Franko 
have each articulated, “modernism” remained the key term in American dance well into the 1960s, 
denoting not the kind of “bit-by-bit gesture” or “pictorial, psychological, musical, or social” mimicry that 
Denby derides, but rather the high formalism of Balanchine, the pure, “unneurotic” dance of the New 
York City Ballet (Morris; Franko Work of Dance; Franko Dancing Modernism). 
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Denby largely avoids reference to his own dance past in print. Insofar as he does discuss his own 

dance practices from this point on, Denby tends to imply that they were a kind of failed 

experiment, unworthy of being dwelled upon at any length, likely resulting in the in the lack of 

attention given to the potential connections between his own dance practices and the aesthetics 

he espoused.  

This divorcing of the ideas learned in his time in Austria and Germany from the 

“American” aesthetics he located in Balanchine’s work seems a particular effect of this early 

Cold War moment, of the post-WWII refiguring of the history of Ausdruckstanz both in the 

United States and in Europe. As Susan Manning writes in Ecstasy and the Demon, “over the 

course of the 1930s [dance critic] John Martin wrote Ausdruckstanz out of the history of 

American modern dance, and in so doing enabled subsequent critics to celebrate modern dance 

as an American invention” (Manning Ecstacy and the Demon xxii). She contends that this elision 

of the impact of German modern dance practices on the American form is a result of the 

“historiographical convention of writing dance histories in relation to the nation-state. In 

retrospect, it becomes clear that the process of nationalizing the histories of Ausdruckstanz and 

American modern dance took hold during the 1930s and consolidated during the Cold War 

years” (xxi).30 Similarly, Denby’s mid-40s rhetorical move to align Balanchine’s dance with 

American innovation manages to erase its connections to German modernist experimentation, 

leaving in its place the idea that these effects are uniquely the product of Balanchine’s encounter 

with American bodies.  

Taking Denby’s bodily and intellectual experience as a dancer seriously thus asks us to 

reconsider both the origins of his dance writings and the impact of Weimar dance on the 

                                                
30 She elaborates this argument in “Ausdruckstanz across the Atlantic” in 2007’s Dance Discourses: 
Keywords in Dance Research (Manning "Ausdruckstanz across the Atlantic" 46-60). 
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development of American dance practices. Weimar dance, insofar as it is understood as having 

an impact on the development of American modernist dance at all, is usually restricted to 

American modern dance and seen to have no bearing on the development of ballet in the United 

States. But given Denby’s role in championing the New York City Ballet and his training in this 

dance form, it seems necessary to reconsider this assumption. As Manning writes, “The image of 

the German choreographer became a projection through which John Martin, Lincoln Kirstein, 

and their colleagues debated which genre—ballet or modern dance—was the appropriate form 

for American dance. Advocates of ballet saw Wigman as a negative argument for their cause; 

advocates of modern dance saw her as an inspiration and a competitive spur” (Manning Ecstacy 

and the Demon 255-256). But Denby’s trajectory suggests something slightly different: that the 

kinds of training undergone with those same teachers who trained Wigman and were trained by 

her in fact contributed, not as a “negative argument,” but as a source of dance ideals for the 

ballet.  

Dancing Words and Writing Bodies: From Hellerau-Laxenburg to City Center Theater 

And Denby’s move from a focus on American art by American artists to the promotion of 

Balanchine as exemplary of American values also aligns with and contributes to a new way of 

imagining the United States in relation to transatlantic artistic movements that developed in this 

particular historical moment. As Serge Guilbaut, Michael L. Krenn, and others have discussed 

with relation to the art world, in the years between the ascent of Hitler in 1933 and the immediate 

aftermath of World War II in 1945, the United States’ relationship to art, to Europe, and to its 

role in the global political landscape fundamentally changed, altering ideas about what it meant 

to create and produce American art.  
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 Prior to WWII, the United States maintained a firm policy of non-intervention that 

asserted the country’s distance—physical, ideological, and aesthetic—from Europe and 

American art, like American politics, similarly kept its distance from some of the more radical 

experiments of European modernism.31 But the fall of Paris in 1940 served to accelerate an 

already in-progress movement of New York from the edges of the art world to its center. Marion 

Deshmukh estimates that between 1933 and 1945 over 700 artists from Germany, Austria, 

France, Italy, and Russia emigrated to the United States, suddenly transforming New York into 

the de facto center of the international art scene (Deshmukh). Denby and Balanchine, were, of 

course, among this group fleeing fascist regimes in Europe, as were Bertolt Brecht and Kurt 

Weill, Igor Stravinsky and Theodor Adorno. But even more important than the literal 

transposition of Europe’s art culture to the United States was its metaphorical shift. The fall of 

Paris was seen as opening up an “enormous void” in Western culture which might, left unfilled, 

                                                
31 In the 1930s, the United States, and New York in particular, had thriving and well-developed art and 
dance scenes—modern dance was, after all, invented by American women in the first half of the 
century—both of which were influenced by the transnational circulation of modernism, but which were 
also peripheral to the “center” of the art establishment in Paris and which had a particular interest in the 
exploration of American themes, rhythms, gestures, and voices. The period was marked by the tension 
between, as Guilbaut writes, “the American tradition [of modernism] on the one hand and Marxism and 
revolutionary literature on the other,” a debate which played out in the pages of The Partisan Review well 
into the 1940s (Guilbaut 23). Ellen Graff, in Stepping Left: Dance and Politics in New York City, and 
Mark Franko, in The Work of Dance: Labor, Movement, and Identity in the 1930s describe this 1930s 
dance scene in great detail, articulating the divide between the two types of modern dance present in New 
York during the 1930s: on the one hand, dance dominated by the formal innovation, personal effacement, 
and claims to universality and on the other, politically radical dance and agitprop. Both authors use their 
texts to draw attention to the massive influence of radical leftist dance in the 1930s and that kind of 
dance’s influence on the development of what is now understood as “American modern dance” (Graff; 
Franko Work of Dance). Although by no means were all of these artists members of the Communist Party, 
a vast number of the artists—from the visual arts to writers to composers and choreographers—working 
in New York prior to the United States’ entrance into WWII in 1941 had ties, loose or otherwise, with 
that organization and even more were funded by New Deal-era Works Progress Administration grants. 
American art and American dance in the period thus occupied the entire range of possibility from the 
(nearly-socialist) realist to the highly formal, from the emotional to the affective (to borrow Mark 
Franko’s division), from the nationalistic to the revolutionary. 
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result in a return to “barbarism,” in the disintegration and destruction of Western culture and 

civilization (Guilbaut 51).  

The country’s entrance into WWII in 1941 marked the official abandonment of the 

United States’ theory of non-intervention and isolationism. In its place emerged a sense that the 

United States must take up the mantle of Western civilization that Europe was no longer in a 

position to hold. From this point onward, Guilbaut suggests that the United States’ government 

had its eye set on a new world order: one in which American power would be synonymous with 

world power and in which New York would replace Paris as the cultural capital of the world 

(55).32  

It was not, however, just that the United States would shield or protect European art, 

rather, as Walter Krenn argues, it was that art might be a key part of peacekeeping efforts and 

that specifically American art would be a central part of creating and maintaining Western 

civilization (Krenn 13). Thus, as Krenn writes, “The ideas that art was in some way the keeper of 

civilization’s flame and a force for international understanding and peace were powerful ones 

during and immediately after World War II…As important as art was during the war, its 

supporters also made clear that it was equally significant for achieving a lasting peace. To a large 

degree, art’s principal role was seen as that of an international ‘language’ that could help bring a 

shattered world together” and American art would “be in the vanguard of this cultural crusade” 

(11, 14).  

                                                
32 An article published only a week following the United States’ entrance into the war by Peyton Boswell 
suggests that, in effect, this change has already occurred: “the first two years of the Hitlerian war shifted 
the art capital of the world from Paris to New York, making America, in effect, the custodian of Western 
culture. We Americans accepted the responsibility eagerly…[and] we have meanwhile shielded the torch 
of Western culture from the aggressive blows out of the Far East and out of Hitler’s degraded Europe” 
(qtd. in Krenn 13). 
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 Read against this backdrop, Denby’s shift away from locating an American ballet 

aesthetic in the work of American-born choreographers and composers and toward the 

“civilizing” influence of Balanchine’s neoclassicism—which might also be termed, high, abstract 

modernism—reflects a new interest in thinking of the United States as the bastion of 

international Western culture and of American art as an antidote to the terror of both fascism and 

global warfare. That he did so in a way that emerged out of and drew upon inter-war German 

dance practices—that he asserted as American aesthetic ideals drawn from Weimar dance—

alters the received history of the period by placing a new emphasis on the role German 

modernism might have played in the construction of a Cold War American dance aesthetic.33 

Read this way, Denby emerges less as a purely American writer espousing a vision of American 

ballet and more as one of the European intellectuals who, like him, fled to New York in the 

1930s and early 1940s as Fascist regimes took hold and war broke out.  

And, like those writers and artists who fled Europe in the wake of WWII, as well as those 

already in New York, whose work interrogated questions of what a world might look like after 

fascism, world war, the Holocaust, in these years, Denby’s dance writings begin to circle around 

this idea of “civilization,” of the part that dance, and ballet in particular, might play in the 

creation of a kind of world apart, an alternate space separate from either the brutal body politics 

                                                
33 Granted, the ideas presented above as derived from Denby’s dance training are ideas that map easily 
onto broader international modernisms, and to assert that Denby and others in the soon-to-be New York 
City Ballet’s circle held these ideals is not new. Like Denby, Kirstein, for example, wrote substantially 
about Balanchine as both creating a particularly modernist take on ballet and as particularly American, 
but his status as an arts patron and as the co-director of most of Balanchine’s artistic endeavors likely 
tainted his ability to be seen as an impartial critic by either a public or among his artistic circles. 
Moreover, Kirstein was much more interested than Denby in asserting ballet as the only possible 
modernist or American dance form, even citing T.S. Eliot’s idea of the artist in “Tradition and the 
Individual Talent” in his pamphlet “Blast at Ballet” to explain why modern dance—which had no 
“tradition”—could not be the dance form to exemplify American aesthetics (Kirstein and Reynolds 252).  
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of fascism or the horrors of warfare. In May 1943, in his final article for Modern Music, just 

before taking over at the Herald Tribune for Walter Terry who was leaving for the front, Denby 

wrote: 

A number of people have asked me the reason for the present wave of balletomania that 

is sweeping from coast to coast, and that packed the Metropolitan for the longest ballet 

season in our history. My personal opinion is that ballet—when it is well danced—is the 

least provoking of our theatrical forms. Nobody on the stage says a word all evening. 

Nobody bothers much about sexiness or self-importance. The performers are bright, 

tender, agile, well mannered, they are serious and perfectly civilized. It is good for one’s 

morale, because it appeals to the higher instincts. You feel sociable and friendly and at 

the same time wide awake. I think that’s why so many people are delighted. Civilization 

is really a great pleasure (Denby Dance Writings 109-110). 

A year later, in a piece advocating for a permanent company in the city of New York, he was to 

write: “But the audience seems to go nowadays for the lift it gets out of the entire show. It seems 

to enjoy the cordial gaiety, the civilized tone a first-rate ballet evening can be counted on to 

have. Perhaps such qualities are valued more in times like these, when the sustaining warmth of 

the world of poetry rises in contrast to the vicious ruin of war” (199). And finally, in 1945, he 

brings this idea of civilization to rest on Balanchine’s work, writing in one review that, 

“Unpretentiousness in abundance, ease in correctness are Balanchine’s contributions to restoring 

ballet to its true cordial and civilized animation” and, in another, “Balanchine, by asking his 

dancers to do what they best can, by allowing each to be independently interesting, by combining 

the figures easily and following the emotional overtones of the rhythm and line of a human body 

in action, leaves the dancer his naturalness, his freshness, his dignity. The secrets of emotion he 
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reveals are like those of Mozart, tender, joyous, and true. He leaves the audience with a civilized 

happiness. His art is peaceful and exciting, as classic art has always been” (290, 300). And, as I 

cited above: that “his unique genius as ballet choreographer—he is the greatest and the most 

advanced of choreographers anywhere—has already made and will continue to make American 

ballet the envy and admiration of dance lovers all over the world. We hope they get a chance to 

see it soon and share with us one of our most civilized pleasures” (299). 

Balanchine’s art then, in Denby’s view, creates a space in which, against all odds, 

civilization might be allowed to flourish, where, as at Hellerau-Laxenburg, many nations might 

exist together, where the history of Western culture that Nazism and Stalinism have attempted to 

destroy and the new “active, intelligence” of the United States might come together to revitalize 

a civilization in decline. By simultaneously asserting Balanchine’s art as specifically American, 

Denby enters Balanchine expertly and explicitly into this new post-war way of conceptualizing 

both American art practices and the role of art in society. In so doing, Denby suggests that 

Balanchine’s art—that American art—provides an image of society under democracy, an image 

of what Western art might become under a free system, in a way that conforms easily and 

expertly with United States political concerns.  

But alternately, I want to suggest, as this chapter comes to a close, that Denby’s 

ruminations on civilization might suggest something else, and something less perfectly in-line 

with governmental ideologies. Denby was, in the 1930s, as were his colleagues and friends, such 

as Copeland and Thomson, invested in what some biographers have termed “anti-fascism,” or, to 

be more specific, with Popular Front, or even communist, politics. Kenward Elmslie wrote, 

following Denby’s death, that “a major missing beat” in some biographies of Denby was his 

“political fervor in the Thirties & Forties;” his “deep involvement in fighting the evil and 
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inequities in ‘Capitalism’, and the yearning for the wondrous possibilities this other system 

seemed to promise” (Elmslie). And he was always actively involved in what, to borrow from 

Peter Stoneley, one might call “queer coteries,” organized around the ballet and literature and art, 

and he was writing poetry that Kodat has claimed “trac[es] the aesthetic contours of an a-

closeted (not exactly out, but not completely masked) gay Cold War world” (Stoneley 111; 

Kodat "Reviewing" 41). 

What might it mean then to read Denby’s statement that ballet appeals to one’s “higher 

instincts” through this lens? That it is not only “civilized,” but that it “is the least provoking of 

our theatrical forms. Nobody on the stage says a word all evening. Nobody bothers much about 

sexiness or self-importance?” Might it be that the space of the ballet—both on stage and in the 

audience—is a space that exists outside of language or discord, a space in which divisions 

between people—political, sexual, national—break down? Nadine Hubbs has suggested that 

music held an appeal for 20th century “queer subjects” as it “has no standpoint, or is at least 

understood as such; makes no truth claims or assertions; and can seemingly obviate words 

altogether” (Hubbs 95). Similarly, perhaps, for Denby, we might read the ballet, and 

Balanchine’s ballet in particular, as, not a purely American place, but a space in which a lack of 

language—ironic, perhaps for a poet—might allow for a kind civilization founded not on 

national borders or economic systems, but rather on the ability “to do what [one] best can,” to be 

“independently interesting,” but also “combin[e]…easily.” Balanchine’s art lies in its creation of 

a world on stage that both allows for the bringing together of groups and for individuals’ 

continued independence, allows for people to do what they do best and to do it in the service of a 

larger group, a world in which, instead of a great trauma, civilization might, indeed, be a “great 

pleasure.” 
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CHAPTER 2 

A Poet Among Dancers: 

Kinesthetic Attention in Edwin Denby’s Mediterranean Cities 

 
Returning to New York in the winter of 1952 from an extended Guggenheim-funded trip to 

Europe, Edwin Denby mused, in an article in Ballet: 

I hadn’t expected so intense a pleasure, looking at New York again, in the high white 

February sunlight, the childishly euphoric climate; looking down Second Avenue, where 

herds of vehicles go charging one way all day long disappearing into the sky at the end 

like on a prairie; looking up a side of a skyscraper, a flat and flat and a long and long, and 

the air drops down on your head like a solid. Like a solid too the air that slices down 

between two neighbor skyscrapers…And the faces on the street by day: large, 

unhandsome, lumped with the residue of every possible human experience, and how 

neutral, left exposed, left out unprotected, uncommitted. I have never seen anything so 

marvelous (Denby Dance Writings & Poetry 216-217). 

But it was not simply New York, the city, its colors and its rhythms, that entranced Denby, his 

eyes and ears accustomed to the different gestures and meters of Mediterranean villages, but also 

its ballet: George Balanchine’s New York City Ballet, to be exact.  

 “The day after I arrived,” he continues, “friends took me to see a morning run-through of 

a new Balanchine that was to open a few days later” (217). He goes on to describe his impression 

of the company and its dancers in that rehearsal and then throughout the ballet season, finally 

writing that: “American ballet is like a straight and narrow path compared to the pretty primrose 

fields the French tumble in so happily. The NYC style is the most particularized and the clearest 

defined of all the American ones; the most Puritan in its uprightness” (222). And then he crafts 
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the sentence that was to define the New York City Ballet and coin the virtues of American dance 

for the next half-century: “Limpid, easy, large, open, bounding; calm in temper and steady in 

pulse; virtuoso in precision, in stamina, in rapidity” (222).1  

Edwin Denby’s dance writings, like this one, offer a corrective to the—clichéd yet 

undeniable—ephemerality which characterizes dance works and practices. For, while the history 

of Western theatrical dance is rife with attempts to preserve, codify, and perpetuate dance 

through notation, text, and film, at its core, dance is a bodily art and an oral history, passed from 

one dancer’s body to another, from one viewer’s memory to the next. Dances change in their 

performance and in their transmission, slowly morphing, altering, paraphrasing and translating 

from one moment and body to a new moment and a new body. Dance history can often feel like 

the close reading of a non-existent text, the dissection of a slowly fading memory. Criticism like 

Denby’s, in its sharpness and its clarity, its evocative descriptions and its sense of place, its 

seemingly immediate translation of dance into language, offers one type of counterbalance to the 

paraphrasing and transformation that happens across time, that gives dance its very ever-present-

ness.2 

                                                
1 Though the ideas of a “straight and narrow path” and the “limpid, easy, large, open, bounding,” may 
seem contradictory, together they articulate the two sides of the NYCB aesthetic as it came to be 
understood in the period, largely through Denby’s writings: on the one hand, emotionless and reserved, 
refusing to play to the audience in the way the French or Russian companies did, and on the other, 
virtuosic, expansive, and, above all, fast and big in its movements. 
 
2 Denby is certainly not alone in his ability to capture dance in writing, but he has been often cited by 
other critics, including the four women whom Diana Theodores categorizes as the New York School of 
Dance Criticism in her book First We Take Manhattan, as influential in shaping their own writing, 
particularly due to his “poetic and analytical descriptiveness” (Theodores 19). At the same time that Cyril 
Beaumont, the great British dance critic, believed his role was to “try and inform the reader what the 
ballet is about,” and John Martin of the New York Times focused on educating his audience in how to 
watch dance, Denby’s writing, as described in the previous chapter, remained trained on the movement 
itself, its impetus and momentum (13). As a researcher, though, I must admit to being equally indebted to 
the Denbys who seem to pin the feeling or momentum of a dance down in text as I am to those who tell 
me who danced what and when and where. 
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 It is perhaps fitting, then, that the second most important event for Denby in 1952 is most 

famously recounted not in his own writing, but via a reporting of something he said, someone 

else’s inscription of a momentary, fleeting, and bodily transmission: Ann Waldman’s 

“Paraphrase of Edwin Denby Speaking on the ‘New York School.’” It reads, in part: 

Met these four boys Frank O’Hara, John Ashbery, Kenneth Koch, and Jimmy Schuyler 

(who I had met first abroad) at the Cedar Bar in ’52 or ’53. Met them through Bill 

(deKooning) who was a friend of their [sic] and they admired Kline and all those people. 

The painters who went to the Cedar had more or less coined the phrase ‘New York 

School’ in opposition to the School of Paris (which also originated as a joke in opposition 

to the School of Florence and the School of Venice)… So the poets adopted the 

expression “New York School” out of homage to the people who had de-provincialized 

American painting. It’s a complicated double-joke…I have never belonged to any of 

these groups. Frank [O’Hara] accepted me and Rudy [Burckhardt] too (Waldman 32-33). 

Denby’s encounter with O’Hara, Ashbery, Koch, and Schuyler was to be transformative, serving, 

he was to say, as a “catalyst” for his own work, and also entering him firmly into that coterie 

which he defines here, of the New York School of Poets (Lehman 173).  

 But in spite of—or, perhaps, due to—his proximity to these poets whose fame always 

over shadowed his own, Denby’s poetic work has never gained the same critical attention as that 

of the other “first generation” New York School writers or as that of his own dance criticism. 

This chapter thus aims to bring these two sides of Denby’s literary life together, the dance 

writing and the poetry, the dance critic and the poet. Taking Denby’s Cold War era poetry as its 

center, specifically, his 1956 Mediterranean Cities, this chapter builds on the previous in order to 

consider the potential impact of Denby’s dance training and of his years of watching dance, in 
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particular, Balanchine’s ballet, on his poetics. In so doing, I suggest that these poems written in 

the early 1950s articulate a kind of kinesthetic attention, a way of observing the world as if an 

audience member at the New York City Ballet. Although these poems are not dance poems, they 

put forth a way of seeing—both in form and in content—that seems drawn from Denby’s dance 

criticism and training and that engage with how an audience member relates to the bodies and 

shapes that take place on stage. I argue that Denby’s poetry engages with a liminality—an 

audience member is neither of the stage, nor in the world—that troubles ideas of what it might 

mean to be a citizen, both at home and abroad, in the early years of the Cold War, against the 

backdrop of both the Marshall Plan and McCarthyism. Moreover, I suggest such a reading of 

Denby’s “kinesthetic attention” might offer a new lens through which to consider the “aesthetic 

of attention” often attributed to the New York School by flagging its potential relationship to 

dance, thereby entering the dance world, and the New York City Ballet in particular, more fully 

into conversations around the emerging literary aesthetics of the Cold War.  

Between New York and Europe: Edwin Denby from 1935-1956 

When Denby landed in Manhattan in 1935 and moved into the loft on 21st Street in which he 

would live, on and off, for the rest of his life, his real work as a professional writer was yet to 

begin. As suggested in the previous chapter, the late 1930s and early 1940s were a particularly 

productive period for Denby, both artistically and personally. In these years he met Rudy 

Burckhardt, his lifelong friend and collaborator; Minna Lederman, his editor at Modern Music, 

through Virgil Thomson; and Willem and Elaine de Kooning, who lived next door and would 

introduce both Denby and Burckhardt to their artistic milieu. He also wrote prolifically: a variety 

of Works Progress Administration libretti in collaboration with Aaron Copeland; a Federal 

Theater Project-funded play with music by Paul Bowles and orchestration by Virgil Thomson; 
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his first dance reviews for Modern Music and then, once the war began, for The New York 

Herald Tribune; and the poems that were eventually collected in his first poetry collection, In 

Public, In Private.3 

 In Public, In Private was written during what had been Denby’s longest stay in the United 

States—thirteen years—and, by the time it was published in 1948, he had already left again for 

Europe on a Guggenheim Fellowship, with the aim of writing a book on European ballet.4 

Although that book never materialized, his first collection of dance writings was published in 

1949 as Looking at the Dance, solidifying his place as the United States’ foremost dance critic.  

Denby remained in Europe for the next four years, moving frequently between Paris, 

Italy, and Greece, as well as a three-month stint in Tangiers with Paul and Jane Bowles, during 

                                                
3 Denby recalled in an interview much later that he had planned the collection for publication “just before 
the war” but it was postponed by Decker until 1948, when it appeared in two subsidized editions (Padgett 
Biographical Note; Denby Dance Writings). It is difficult to state exactly when the poems in In Public, In 
Private were written. Both published editions were rife with errors—hence the second edition—and it is 
hard to tell how many of the errors were due to the publisher and how many due to Denby’s obsessive 
editing and re-editing of his poetic work. It seems that Denby continued throughout the war to revise the 
pre-war poems and to add new ones to the collection. Publication histories suggest that most of the poems 
in the collection were composed right as the United States entered WWII: The “Songs intended for 
singing”— “A woman,” “A girl,” “A man,” “A chorus,” and “A woman,”—were written in 1940 and 
1941 for two libretti, The Sontag Gang and Miltie Is a Hackie. Denby later recalled that “Dishonor: A 
Sonnet Sequence” was written in a depression, shortly after The Sontag Games. “First Warm Days” was 
published in The Penguin Book of Sonnets in 1943; “Held” appeared in Tomorrow in 1942; the title of 
“On the Home Front—1942,” suggests it was written then or shortly thereafter; and correspondence 
between Denby and Virgil Thomson in the mid-forties includes a poem entitled “Manhattan in Wartime” 
that was never published (Denby Manhattan in Wartime; Padgett "Introduction"; Padgett Biographical 
Note; Denby The Complete Poems). Thomson also sent a poem of Denby’s to John Bernard Meyers of 
the Tibor de Nagy Gallery in 1945, but Meyers wasn’t able to find it a publisher (Meyers). When it was 
finally published, the collection received mixed reviews, at best, from Nicholas Moore in Poetry 
Quarterly, Dudley Fitts in Partisan Review, and R.W. Flint in Kenyon Review. Moore found the 
collection “not unskillful” but lacking in control. He writes, “[Denby’s] idiom is colloquial, his vision 
mud, his language violent” (Moore). Fitts was even less impressed than Moore, claiming that “Mr. 
Denby…has neither taste, nor ear, nor control” and that he “can discover nothing in In Public, In Private 
but mishandled metres, a yammering diction, and a brash inconsequence of intent” (Padgett Notes; Fitts). 
Fitts was a classmate of Denby’s at Harvard. One has to imagine they didn’t know each other there. 
 
4 Virgil Thomson was a recommender for the award (Thomson Letter to Henry Allen Moe, 4 December 
1947). 
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which time he began working on the poems that were to become Mediterranean Cities, alongside 

writing short dance reviews for publication in a variety of trade magazines (Maxwell 74).5 The 

project was always conceived as a collaboration between Denby and Burckhardt, with the one 

providing poems and the other providing accompanying photographic images.6  

It was upon Denby’s return to New York in 1952 that he first encountered the group of 

“boys” who would soon become known as “The New York School.” Although it is often 

assumed that de Kooning introduced him to the group—in fact, that is what Denby later 

claimed—he had, in fact, already met James Schuyler, in Ischia in 1948, through W.H. Auden, 

and John Ashbery and artist Jane Freilicher had appeared in one of Burckhardt’s films as early as 

1950 (Maxwell 74). Regardless of how they met, Denby quickly became a denizen of the coterie, 

sitting on a panel with O’Hara at the Eighth Street Club on April 11, 1952 titled “The Image in 

Poetry and Painting,” and beginning a romantic relationship with Schuyler that lasted until the 

summer of 1953 (Maxwell 74). 

Following the end of the affair with Schuyler, Denby turned serious attention to the idea 

of having Mediterranean Cities published, seemingly at the encouragement of Lincoln Kirstein 

                                                
5 As with In Public, In Private, there was a lag between the writing of the poems and their publication, 
making it difficult to precisely date the poems’ production, but it seems that most were drafted in 1951 
and ‘52, prior to Denby’s return to the United States, and heavily edited and revised between 1953 and 
their publication in 1956. Mediterranean Cities is a focused text: all sonnets, titled for a variety of cities 
and towns in Italy and Greece, and intended to accompany, or be accompanied by, photographs by Rudy 
Burckhardt. 
 
6 The Burckhardts, like Denby, spent much of the period from 1947 to 1951 in Europe, mostly in Italy 
right outside of Rome, and it seems that Denby always envisioned Mediterranean Cities as a 
collaboration between text and image, refusing in 1954 to publish the poems without their accompanying 
photographs. Many years later, Burckhardt’s first wife, the artist, Edith Schloss Burckhardt, wrote that 
she had in fact taken the photograph on page 23 of Mediterranean Cities, of their garden in 
Castelgandolfo in 1951 (Burckhardt 2006). 
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(Denby Letter to Lincoln Kirstein, Summer 1955).7 Ultimately, Denby and Burckhardt had the 

collection printed in Verona in the summer of 1955, and distributed in the United States by 

Wittenborn—though Denby did, off-hand, suggest that Kirstein himself should just become a 

publisher in order to re-release a variety of worthwhile texts (Denby Letter to Lincoln Kirstein, 

25 July 1955).8  

                                                
7 Kirstein put Denby in touch with Harry Duncan, then running the Cummington Press out of Rowe, MA, 
and although Duncan and Cummington did not, in the end, publish Mediterranean Cities—too expensive, 
even with a promised commission by Kirstein—letters between Duncan, Kirstein, and Denby reveal the 
importance to Denby of the interrelation of the collection’s photography and poetry. In a letter to Duncan, 
Denby writes:  

I realize it is practically impossible to balance the page-appearance of a book consisting of photos 
and brief verses. Pictures live by being looked at, verse by being read, and the two operations 
have no visual equivalence. Just the same my interest in the book lies in printing the poems and 
pictures together. As for the make-up, I am sure that the pictures – as essentially visual—should 
determine it. If the result looks like a picture book with a few poems thrown in, it will still be 
more attractive to look at than if the two elements are forced into a competition for visual 
attention (Denby Letter to Harry Duncan, 1954).  

And, although Mediterranean Cities would not have been the first New York School collection to include 
original art—the Tibor de Nagy Gallery had already published several of their poet-artist collaborations—
this kind of close collaboration was still seen as new, with Duncan writing to Kirstein that: “the poems 
can be read on their own, as you say; but to make a book of poems and photographs so closely related in 
sensibility would be in itself an original project, at least I know of none similar. This has two virtues: the 
book as an object in itself would be interesting; and we believe that the sale would be increased, despite 
the bigger asking price” (Duncan).  
 
8 Edith Schloss Burckhardt writes: 

Rudy & Jacob & I stayed in Garda, Lago di Garda all summer [of 1955] near Verona, while 
Edwin came and went to Verona to survey what the Mardersteigs were hatching there in their 
exquisite print-shop studio. Jacob wasn’t in school yet so it must have been in 1955. Before the 
book happened we were somewhere else in Italy. Then one day we got a telegram from Edwin. 
“Meet you at San Zeno at noon on June 1” (It may have been July one or some other date, but it 
was certainly summer.) We had no idea what San Zeno was but figured out it was a church in 
Verona. It was. We stood there after a hair-raising drive on a narrow autostrada, in the sharp 
shadow of an Italian summer noon, San Zeno with an ax in his head on the apex of the church 
roof above us, waiting for Edwin. And sure enough, there he appeared from nowhere. The 
Mardersteigs, father and son, and Edwin & Rudy worked together all that summer, R & E 
submitting to the printers’ wise suggestions. They all chose the photos and poems together. Rudy, 
J&I stayed in a gothic house on the main square in Garda, rending a room in a fisherman’s family 
apartment. (Rudy painted that small ptg with the cypress that Jacob got from my mother, in a 
valley near Garda) Jacob ate with the children & to their astonishment drank milk while to our 
astonishment they drank wine. The Grandfather was the occasional poet of Garda (Burckhardt). 
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Mediterranean Cities’ only review was by O’Hara in Poetry the following year. Terming 

the collection Proustian in nature with its “progression of sensation, reflection, awareness, 

spontaneous memory and apotheosis,” O’Hara writes that in Mediterranean Cities, Denby “has 

created something modern and intrinsic, sensitive and strong:” poems that “light up from within 

with a kind of Mallarméan lucidity,” poems that “give…in the present tense” (O'Hara "The 

Poetry of Edwin Denby" 179-181). 

Writing Sonnets in the Wake of War: Mediterranean Cities, the Marshall Plan, and McCarthyism 

Dear head to one side, in summer dusk, Olga 

On her terrace waters potted azaleas 

Thoughts of friends, their fine successes, their failures 

Greek reliefs, Russian poets, all water with her; 

The plants rejoice; across the street, the high wall 

Reaches the decayed park of a long dead Pope 

Urchins stole the sphinx near the fence up the hill 

Where woods grow thick, sold it to a Yank I hope; 

Now young priests smoke at the basin, by blurred sea-gods 

Above them rises a hairy thicket of palms 

That male in their joint green dusk yield Rome the odds 

Returning with the night into primeval realms 

As laughing Olga, feeding through the window cat-shadows 

Then reading, then sinking into slumber, too does 

So opens Mediterranean Cities with “Trastavere • A Dedication,” setting the stage for the 

progression of sonnets that Denby never officially termed a sonnet sequence, and yet whose 
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sequence seems, as O’Hara states in his review, “very important, and concerns itself with 

evaluations of art and life, historical and personal, in a serious lyrical manner” (O'Hara "The 

Poetry of Edwin Denby" 179-180). This opening poem, this dedication with its glimpse of easy 

domesticity in the Trastevere district of Rome, as the speaker watches Olga, “dear head to one 

side, in summer dusk,” who “On her terrace waters potted azaleas,” foreshadows the coming 

exploration of, as the book jacket terms it, an “awkwardly intense middle-aged traveler,” who 

will traverse the Mediterranean countryside in search of a newly heightened awareness of self 

and place and time (Denby The Complete Poems 87; Maxwell 77).  

Consisting of twenty-nine sonnets, each taking a different place-name as title, 

Mediterranean Cities begins in Rome and then follows its speaker from Venice, down the 

western coast of Italy, around Sicily, up to Brindisi where “Ghostly Greece whispers in the 

waves lapping lips,” and then across the Adriatic to Athens, Mycenae, Thebes, Delphi, Delos, 

Mykonos, and then back to Rome “to see Moscow’s dancing girl” before ending in New York, 

where another year and a half has passed. In this time “Jacob, a two year old American” has 

become “three and a half” and now “goes to school…behaves aggressively” (Denby The 

Complete Poems 25, 34). This final poem dates, if not necessarily the writing of the poems 

themselves, then their events: in the summer of 1951, Denby flew from Greece to Rome to see 

Galina Ulanova dance; by 1953, Denby, along with Rudy, Jacob, and Edith Schloss Burkhardt, 

was back in New York.9  

 “Trastavere • A Dedication” is, in many ways, a miniaturized version of the structure 

O’Hara attributes to the collection as a whole: a “progression of sensation, reflection, awareness, 

                                                
9 Drafts of the poems found among Freilicher’s papers at Harvard suggest that he rigorously edited them 
before publication, with only seven of the twenty-nine poems not undergoing significant revisions (Denby 
Mediterranean Cities). 
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spontaneous memory and apotheosis” as we move from Olga, within her domestic space, to her 

thoughts and reflections on persons both alive and dead, close friends and distant arts, to an 

awareness of the world outside this dusky terrace, with its “long dead Popes” and mischievous 

“urchins” who disrupt the slumber of ancient sphinxes, to the speaker, that “I” who sees the 

smoking “young priests” and “laughing Olga” and her descent into sleep.  

Moreover, it immediately enters the reader into Denby’s sense of formal play, his 

blending of traditional poetic elements with phrases and images that seem taken from modern 

life and the “contemporary language of the city” (Schmidt 112). This opening poem which trips 

along, never settling quite into a perfect iambic line, whose first quatrain’s rhyme scheme does 

not quite work (is “Olga” supposed to rhyme with “failures”? or “her”? “azaleas” with 

“failures?”), immediately unsettles the reader, creating a disorienting effect that seems to subvert 

what one expects a sonnet to do. And its syntactical twists—“Where woods grow thick, sold it to 

a Yank I hope;” “Then reading, then sinking into slumber, too does”—similarly disorient, 

suggesting the difficulty of wedding thought and form, the speaker’s modern speech and 

elliptical thoughts with classical forms.  

The idea of the friction between modern vernacular and classical poetry, between 

American bodies and the ancient shapes of Italy and Greece, are themes that undergird 

Mediterranean Cities as a whole, suggesting perhaps that, as Ron Padgett wrote regarding In 

Public, In Private, these awkward phrasings are not “ineptitude” but rather “suitably jerky 

rhythms” that weld together form and function (Padgett Notes).10 For, fundamentally, these 

                                                
10 After Denby died in 1983, Padgett, whose Full Court Press had published 1975’s Collected Poems, 
decided to release a new Complete Poems, together with a new biography of Denby. Padgett’s research 
for this project resides at Yale’s Beinecke Library as part of the Ron Padgett Papers and is, in effect, the 
most complete publically accessible archive of Denby’s life and work. It contains not only all of Denby’s 
prep school and college files, but also drafts of various poems, an inventory of Denby’s journals, with 
some copied excerpts, and transcripts of a variety of interviews with Denby and Burckhardt. Padgett’s 
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poems are products and reflections of the first years of the Cold War; or, perhaps better yet, of 

the lingering impacts of a World War that turned the United States into an unambiguous world 

power while crippling the Mediterranean nations of Europe. From “Are you Russians the boy 

said seeing us strange,” to “a clinic by American grants/Built” to “an American in the exposed 

ruins/They meet him like a face unrecognized from home/The mute wide-angle look, to Europe 

alien,” Marshall Plan rebuilding and post-war American tourism serve as their essential 

backdrops (Denby The Complete Poems).  

Denby’s time in Europe corresponded almost precisely with the four-year span of the 

Marshall Plan, which also ran from 1948 to 1952 and poured $13 billon into Western European 

countries with the stated goal of rebuilding their economies and the implicit goal of promoting 

American agendas in Europe. Both Italy and Greece, the two countries at the heart of 

Mediterranean Cities, were beneficiaries of Marshall Plan Funding and these questions about 

nation and nationality appear throughout the collection. “Trastavere • A Dedication” opens the 

collection with these concerns: moving from its Italian title, to the “Greek reliefs” and “Russian 

poets,” to the “Yank” to whom the sphinx—that ancient creature and emblem of past empire—

might have been sold by the urchins in the woods. This middle quatrain could even be read as 

orienting the sonnet sequence as a whole: The coziness of “Yank” and “I” suggest the speaker’s 

own nationality and the pejorative term the ambiguity of that position; the sale of the spoils of a 

                                                
commentary runs through these files, including the note I cite above which reads, in response to the two 
published reviews of In Public, In Private:   

Interesting, too, that what we perceive as the dislocated, urban, suitably jerky rhythms of Edwin’s 
poetry are seen as simple ineptitude by these reviewers.  It’s more understandable when you leaf 
through the periodicals of their time and read the poetry in them, a poetry dominated by the idea 
of the ‘well-made,’ artful, smooth, high-toned, ‘proper’ diction, the very thing that made a 
William Carlos Williams not very highly thought of in such quarters.  Maybe these reviewers also 
had trouble reconciling what in IPIP amounts to the poetry of a well-bred-man-become-a-poet-of-
the-streets (Padgett Notes). 
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“long dead Pope’s” empire to the representative of the new world power and a slight joking fear 

implied by the “I hope” that it might have been sold elsewhere, perhaps to Russia instead, who 

were equally angling for presence and power in Western Europe.  

 But while the geopolitical politics of the Cold War—the presence of newly ascendant 

Americans and Russians upon the ruins of Greek and Roman empire; the fundamental lack of 

difference between them—play a major role as background and context to these poems, as Aaron 

Deveson writes, “the more obvious theme” is of “erotic and psychic recovery amid the potent 

ruins and openings of the classical world,” of what Mary Maxwell terms, “the self-reflected 

sexuality of an aging man,” recording “a return to the poet’s sexual and aesthetic awakening, the 

Europe of Denby’s childhood” (Deveson "Open Like a Day" 77; Maxwell 74). Maxwell 

continues to say these poems are, “still, relatively speaking, ‘oblique speech,’ for its time (the 

publication date is the same as Howl) [but] the sexuality of the images seems daring and even 

uncloseted, the act of cruising obscured only by the verse’s conventional stanzas” (Maxwell 78). 

She specifically references “Villa Adriana,” in which the speaker identifies with the emperor 

Hadrian, “who watched [his lover] Antinous smile in yellow water” and “Brindisi,” in which the 

speaker recalls “the Greece when I was ten that/Seduced me, god-like it shone,” as examples. 

Equally, however, poems such as “Paestum,” in which Denby writes “the god rises toward me; 

prayer/Begins to spread me, trembles unused to proof,” or “Sant’Angelo D’Ischia,” in which he 

sees “The old hermit poke with a stick the blond lame boy/Speaking obscenities, smiling weird 

and ravished” seem to describe acts of cruising and open homosexual behavior (Maxwell 78; 

Denby The Complete Poems 95, 98, 101, 106).11  

                                                
11 Maxwell also links these poems specifically to Denby’s relationship with James Schuyler, whom 
Denby met on Ischia. Schuyler seems to have thought similarly about this collection: In a diary that 
Maxwell quotes, Schuyler references the poem “Thebes,” in which a “toy acrobat,” given to the speaker 
in Greece, later perishes with a “crunch of anguish” in a room “on the Hudson.” Schuyler writes: “You 
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But this “sexual and aesthetic awakening” is not, in fact, separate from the Cold War 

environment in which it occurs, but rather an outgrowth of it, a reflection of a gay world that was 

under siege by the United States government in the early 1950s under the guise of 

anticommunism: what David K. Johnson has termed the Lavender Scare.12 The time Denby spent 

in Europe coincided with the height of the Red Scare and McCarthyism and, although he does 

not seem to have been an official member of the Communist Party USA, his political leanings in 

the 1930s, his close friendship and collaboration with Copeland—who was brought up before the 

House Un-American Affairs Committee in 1953—and his identity as a gay man, might well have 

encouraged him to stay in Europe for as long as his Guggenheim funding would allow. 

At the same time, however, in spite of, or perhaps even in response to, anti-gay 

governmental pressures, New York and southern Europe in the 1950s were home to a vibrant 

homosexual artist class, what Catherine Gunther Kodat has termed “an a-closeted (not exactly 

out, but not completely masked) gay Cold War world” (Kodat “Reviewing” 41).13  

                                                
would have to have Edwin ‘fall in love with you’—the mandarin manners, the dancer’s walk, the 
beautiful penis, the censoriousness, the sudden put-down and rug-yank, the hysterics—the self-indulgent, 
self-created hysterics: ‘the crunch of anguish,’ my ass: I was there, after all: did he want me to ‘make love 
to him’ or not? and I mean, ‘suck his beautiful dick’” (Schuyler qtd. in Maxwell 79). 
 
12 See “‘A Different Faun and a Different Nymph: The Lavender Scare and Jerome Robbins’ Afternoon of 
a Faun.”  
 
13 Indeed, as Kodat implies, in certain—through not all—parts of Cold War culture, the “closet” was 
nearly non-existent and, as a term, anachronistic: it was not used in the 1950s. An “open secret” is likely a 
more accurate term. Or, to be more precise, in mid-century New York and in tourist hot-spots in Europe, 
as artists, homosexuals, and others fled McCarthyism, there existed a large contingent of gay men who 
worked and cruised in and around the arts, broadly defined, with some degree of openness. As Michael 
Sherry writes, in contrast to governmental employees or civil servants, “in a rough and uneven way, the 
"open secret" of many artists' identity was public, and within inner circles of artistic politics and society, 
frankly spoken knowledge was common” (Sherry 38). Denby’s social and artistic circles, consisting as 
they did of Aaron Copeland and Virgil Thomson, W.H. Auden, Paul Bowles, and Lincoln Kirstein, not to 
mention his later association with the New York School, could hardly be considered closeted, but rather 
part of a particular Cold War milieu that was both vibrant and, especially between 1948 and 1953—right 
as Denby and others fled to Europe—particularly under attack. In fact, it was this group’s very lack of 
closeting—their visibility—in the early parts of the 1950s that made them a particular target of Cold War 
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Denby’s use of the sonnet has been explicitly linked to this particular Cold War context, 

as a tactic that, through its seemingly apolitical classicism, allowed him to trace the contours of 

modern gay life with less fear of censure or retribution. As Tyler T. Schmidt writes, Denby’s use 

of “a highly styled, insular form” in conjunction with homosexual sensibilities and an 

exploration of the private emotions of a queer subject, both “reflects” and “refutes” containment 

politics, creating a space for “queer poetics” within the contained form of the sonnet (Schmidt 

115). Similarly, Kodat asserts that “Working within this highly traditional form [the sonnet], 

Denby developed a classically civilized poetic practice that, in its linking of public and 

private…deprovincializes (which is to say, demarginalizes) the gay speaking subject and assures 

him his place in the metropole of love’s civilization” (Kodat “Reviewing” 52). The particular 

emphasis in Mediterranean Cities on the sonnet might then be read as a response to this 

particular political and social environment.  

And, indeed, these poems are fairly clear about their subject matter when read through 

the codes they invoke. Poems like “Villa Adriana” in which the speaker imagines Hadrian 

watching Antinous, or “Sant’Angelo d’Ischia” in which he and his companion watch an “old 

hermit poke with a stick the blond lame boy” before “pour[ing] wine together/On a beach, four 

males in a brilliant weather,” seem perfect examples of the kind of coding and deflection that 

both delineated and protected homosexual coteries in the 1950s. Taken together, this negotiation 

between explicit and overt homosexuality, the containment of formal verse, and the use of 

language—both classical references and New York slang—that requires a “sophisticated” reader, 

one attuned to the codes and clues of gay urbanity seems itself representative of the gay artistic 

circles in which Denby lived: open in its own way, but also insulated against the encroaching 

                                                
anxieties. 
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forces of American anticommunism and homophobia.  

“Ballet was Originally an Italian Dance,” or, Did Denby Write Dance Poetry? 

But, while these poems are travel poems, are sonnets, are Cold War poems, and are gay poems, 

what these poems are not, are dance poems. That said, Mediterranean Cities might be read as the 

closest Denby every came to writing dance poetry; to writing poems that, in form and in content, 

mirror the writing he was doing on dance.  

At the moment when Denby was working on the poems that would become 

Mediterranean Cities, his dance writings suggest that he was actively contemplating what it 

might mean to look at the world from the perspective of a dance critic, or perhaps from the 

perspective of a devoted ballet fan. From 1950 to 1954—those years during which Denby was 

traveling between the United States and Europe with some regularity and during which he was 

working on Mediterranean Cities—his dance writings are full of ruminations on the ways in 

which people in different countries move, on how the ways that people walk and the ways that 

people dance relate to their places of origin. In “the Paris style,” for example, “Ranking dancers 

are expected to dance against each other as acute conversationalists are expected to talk each 

other down;” or, describing Soviet ballerina Galina Ulanova, “Just as what Parisians think pretty 

New Yorkers are likely to think affected, and just as Parisians think mechanical what we see as 

unaffected and friendly, so there was about the Soviet atmosphere a strange absence of chic or 

bite or risk or individualized projection. It struck us who were foreign to it as homey, and goody-

goody;” or, “On the analogy of painting the French go in for texture, the Americans for drawing” 

(Denby Dance Writings 370, 373, 422). Similarly, in “Dancers, Buildings, and People in the 

Streets,” Denby compares the “miraculous” walk of people in the Caribbean to the way Italians 

have “another beautiful way of strolling…more complex in their plasticity, with girls deliciously 
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turning their breast very slightly, deliciously pointing their feet” to the way “Americans occupy a 

much larger space than their actual bodies do,” which, of course, “annoys many Europeans” 

(553). 

This idea of seeing the world through the eyes of a dance critic—or, a “ballet fan”—

appears most clearly in an essay entitled “Forms in Motion and in Thought,” drafted in 1954 just 

as Denby was preparing Mediterranean Cities for publication. He writes: 

In ancient Italian towns the narrow main street at dusk becomes a kind of theater…A 

foreigner in Rome who loses his way among the fifteenth- and sixteenth-century alleys 

and squares, hunting in those neighborhoods for the sibyls of Raphael or the birthplace of 

Metastasio, discovers how bright about their grace the local young Romans can be. They 

appreciate it in themselves and in each other equally. Their stroll is as responsive as if it 

were a physical conversation. Chunkily built through they are, they place their feet; they 

articulate the arms and legs; the boys stress the opening, and the girls the closing, of the 

limbs. Their necks and waists have an insinuating harmony. They move from the waist 

turning to look, or stepping back in effacé to let a girl pass, or advancing a sheltering arm 

(like in croisé). They present their person and they put an arm around each other’s waist 

or shoulder with a graceful intimacy. Their liveliness makes these courteous 

formalities—which recall ballet—a mutual game of skill. The foreign ballet fan as he 

goes home through the purple Roman dusk, charmed by the physical caress of it, 

confuses the shapes of Raphael with those of the performance. But he realizes what it 

means that ballet was originally an Italian dance, and he becomes aware of the lively 

sociability of its spirit and of its forms (Denby Dance Writings 569). 
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Although he was to claim elsewhere that “there is quite a difference between seeing people 

dance as part of daily life, and seeing them dance in a theater performance,” this particular 

passage suggests the link Denby found between the moving bodies of (specifically) Italian 

people in the streets and the bodies of (specifically) ballet dancers on stage (555). In bringing 

ballet terms and positions to bear on the moving bodies of these Italian young people—which, 

with its images of limbs opening and closing, of easy articulations of croisé and effacé, evokes 

the opening movement of Balanchine’s “Symphony in C,” composed in 1948—this passage 

suggests that, in fact, Denby found much similarity between the two ways of seeing: that his 

writing about moving pedestrians was not truly that different from his writing about moving 

dancers. 

 Perhaps for this reason, Mediterranean Cities—even more so than his other poetic 

work—has been frequently read through the lens of his dance criticism. O’Hara’s reference to 

Mallarmé in his review of Mediterranean Cities may well be a reference—oblique though it is—

to Denby’s more vaunted role as a dance critic, for, of course, Mallarmé is perhaps the most 

famous poet who wrote on dance. 

More specifically and more recently, critics have located in Mediterranean Cities specific 

relationships—formal and thematic—to Balanchine’s choreography of the late 1940s and early 

1950s. Kodat, for example, has tied together Mediterranean Cities and Denby’s late-1940s dance 

criticism by claiming that “Seeing how the ‘civilized’ values of ‘good manners and handsome 

behavior’ were embodied in Balanchine’s revised classicism, such that audiences willingly took 

in exciting action without quite knowing what was going on, cleared the way for Denby to 

embrace as legitimate his love of the sonnet” (Kodat “Reviewing” 50-52). In so doing, she 

suggests that Denby’s poetry, which weds classic form to vernacular speech and homosexual 
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subject matter, is fundamentally linked to an idea that he located in Balanchine’s work: that 

classic form might allow the exploration of modern topics.14 Similarly, Aaron Deveson has tied 

Denby’s “admirable phenomenological attentiveness toward the way bodies move through space 

and time” and his “temporally rich, ballet-influenced mode of apprehending street life” to what 

he considers the universalizing and homogenizing aesthetics of Balanchinian neoclassicism 

(Deveson "Open Like a Day" 75-76; Deveson "A Time to Dance" 170, 168). 

But, while both Kodat and Deveson’s work informs my own analysis, particularly with 

regard to Denby’s relationship to the changing Cold War realities of early 1950s Europe and how 

those politics manifest in his poetry, it is Ron Padgett’s reading of Mediterranean Cities that will 

serve as my launching point into this relationship between Denby’s poetry and his dance 

criticism, between the poems he wrote and the dance he viewed.  

In the short biography that prefaces the 1986 publication of Denby’s Complete Poems, 

Padgett writes: “This turning outward [in Mediterranean Cities] may have been an outgrowth of 

Edwin’s work as a dance critic, which required that he focus his attention externally, see clearly 

without prejudice, and then write about what he saw” (Padgett "Introduction" xxiii). Padgett’s 

simple analysis, that focuses not on what Denby watched, but rather on the function of a dance 

critic as someone who is able to “see clearly without prejudice,” mirrors O’Hara’s formulation in 

his preface to the 1965 publication of Dancers, Buildings, and People in the Streets, that Denby: 

“sees and hears more clearly than anyone else I have ever known” (O'Hara "Introduction"). It is 

this idea of how Denby saw—that his way of seeing was specifically tied to his role as a dance 

                                                
14 This reading of Mediterranean Cities dovetails with Robert von Hallberg’s broader study of post-war 
tourist poems, which suggests that in the immediate post-war years, “Nearly all the poets who responded 
to [the need to prove American poetry equal to that of Europe] by writing tourist poems were 
conservative in terms of poetic technique” so as to “display” their “competence” on an international stage 
(Von Hallberg 74). 
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critic and to the kinds of dancing he was watching—that will inform my analysis of 

Mediterranean Cities in order to suggest that these poems, which show Italy and Greece not just 

from the perspective of a “middle-aged traveler” but from the perspective of a middle-aged 

dance critic, or a middle-aged ballet fan, offer up a way of seeing both informed by and resistant 

to the kinds of watching, looking, and surveilling that were a key part of the Cold War 

experience.  

Seeing Kinesthetically: Watching Dance as Edwin Denby 

But what might it mean to “see like a dance critic” or even like a ballet fan? Many writers, when 

considering Denby’s dance criticism, focus on his, to quote Kodat, “strong visual sense,” on his 

ability to “see and hear more clearly,” to use O’Hara’s phrase. And, indeed, Denby’s dance 

writings are preoccupied with modes of seeing, with the ways in which dance, and Balanchine’s 

ballets, in particular, remove the viewer from a linear or literary mode of attention and ask for 

attention to a multiplicity of ever-disappearing detail. But Denby’s understanding of dance 

viewership is not primarily “visual” or “pictorial.” Rather, as Deveson writes, his texts contain a 

“phenomenological attentiveness toward the way bodies move through space and time,” an 

attentiveness to the sense of movement, of kinetics, of “impulse,” that he found in dance 

generally and at the New York City Ballet specifically (Deveson "A Time to Dance" 170). It is, 

as Arlene Croce writes, “the ‘kinetic senses of the body,’ more than the optic nerve” that 

“stimulate [Denby’s] imagination,” suggesting a mode of dance viewership that is less visual 

than it is kinetic or kinesthetic (Croce 337). 

The idea that watching dance is not a purely visual process, but also a rhythmic or bodily 

one, is borne out in various writings on which Denby was working at the same time as he was 
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writing Mediterranean Cities, many of which consider directly the role of the dance critic.15 In 

“Dancers, Buildings, and People in the Streets,” for example, Denby writes, “Dance criticism has 

two different aspects: one is being made drunk for a second by seeing something happen; the 

other is expressing lucidly what you saw when you were drunk” (Denby Dance Writings 550). 

Denby’s metaphor, that the process of dance criticism is of “becoming drunk” and then writing 

about what was experienced while drunk, suggests both the embodied aspect of watching 

dance—for drunkenness, after all, is a physical condition—as well as the difficulty of memory, 

of the way in which a dance—like, perhaps an evening that included a drink too many—becomes 

difficult to remember the next day, its vividness of experience faded into flashes of sensation and 

memory. 

Writing specifically about Balanchine’s non-narrative ballets of the early 1950s, Denby 

suggests that they, “do not invite you to bother with a ‘meaning,’” but rather invite the audience 

to note, “an image of behavior, and many momentary ones; a sense of instinctive manners and 

cruel innocence; unconscious images suggested by devices of structure rather than by devices of 

gesture” (Denby Dance Writings 418). “The force of the image,” he writes, “comes not from her 

will but from the rhythm of the company’s dancing and from the physical strength of the step” 

(418). And these types of Balanchine ballets—that are abstract, non-narrative, “modernist”— 

operate through: “the cumulative effect of the many momentary images they present, dramatic, 

                                                
15 Denby’s theories regarding dance criticism appear in two main essays: an entry on “Dance Criticism,” 
published in The Dance Encyclopedia in 1949, and in “Dancers, Buildings, and People in the Streets,” 
written as a speech to New School students in 1954, but never delivered. In more or less the same time 
frame, he also wrote two articles—“A Letter on New York City’s Ballet,” published in Ballet in 1952 and 
“Some Thoughts About Classicism and George Balanchine,” in Dance Magazine in 1953—that suggest 
how Denby thought about what it was like to be an audience member at Balanchine’s ballet, what kind of 
seeing was evoked in an attentive audience member at City Center Theater.  
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lyric, or choral” (436). The act of watching these dances, then, is not a static, visual act but 

instead a relationship between moving, changing, rhythmic structures.  

And while Deveson makes use of the phrase “phenomenological attentiveness” to 

describe this aspect of Denby’s dance observation and description, I want to suggest instead that 

the term “kinesthetic attentiveness” may be a more apt descriptor of this kind of viewing. My use 

of this term derives from Carrie Preston’s theory of a “modernist kinesthetic,” in her monograph, 

Modernism’s Mythic Pose, in which she suggests that “For the [high modernist] period’s 

theorists of poetry, dance, and film, the idea that art could produce kinesthetic experiences was 

much more than a figure of speech” (Preston 7). Rather, choreographers and writers aimed to 

create in the “stationary reader or audience member” a physical response (25). She claims that, 

“Modernist experiments in literary kinesthetics demand imaginative leaps from texts to bodies” 

such that “Modernist kinesthetics encouraged readers to imagine a tongue and mouth moving or 

to read poetry aloud and watch dance with attention to responsive feelings of movement in their 

own bodies” (25). Preston’s analysis dovetails with that of Susan Leigh Foster, who has noted 

that, in dance and dance studies, the term “kinesthesia” has been carefully cultivated as a way to 

describe “a designated way of experiencing physicality and movement that, in turn, summons 

other bodies into a specific way of feeling towards it” (Foster Choreographing Empathy 2). 

While Preston and Foster trace the idea of modernist kinesthetics through Lee, Laban, and 

Delsarte, Denby’s Dalcrozian-influenced dance training at Hellerau-Laxenburg as well as his 

Wigman-esque experience with Eckstein would have traded in similar ideas.  

That said, Denby does not seem as interested in contemplating how the audience’s body 

might respond to a dance, or in, to use Preston’s phrase, “watch[ing] dance with attention to 

responsive feelings of movement” in his own body as, for instance, his contemporary John 
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Martin, who proposed a theory of “inner mimicry” such that “viewers’ bodies, even in their 

seated stillness, nonetheless felt what the dancing body was feeling” (Foster Choreographing 

Empathy 157). Rather, Denby writes that the critic must, “look at daily life or at art for the mere 

pleasure of seeing, without trying to put yourself actively in it, without meaning to do anything 

about it,” that “the kind of identification one feels at a dance performance with the performers is 

not a literal kind” (Denby Dance Writings 551-552). Instead, recognition of how a dance 

operates in space—its structure—is contingent on the audience’s suspension of its desire to 

“know what happened, as in watching a motion picture” (132). The work’s structure can be 

understood only in retrospect, or in memory; only through the kind of distance that exists 

between the experience of its happening and the recollection of it.  

For this reason—the lack of desire to “put yourself actively in it”— the term 

“phenomenological” seems a poor fit for Denby’s dance writing, notwithstanding Kirstein’s 

assertion that because Denby “was trained as a dancer, he knew in his own bone, mind and 

muscle how dancers feel about how they step” (Kirstein). And it might simultaneously rule out 

“kinesthetic,” as a summoning of a viewer’s body to feel a certain way.  

And yet although the term “kinesthetic,” in its strictest sense, may not quite apply to 

Denby’s dance writing, his writings do suggest a way of watching, of observing, bodies in 

movement and in stillness—that is attentive to detail and to nuance, to impulse, to rhythm—that 

is different from the kind of visual attention that one might give to a painting or a photograph. 

Even as Denby proclaims that a critic should not try to “put oneself in the dance,” that the kind 

of “identification” between audience member and dancer is not literal, he still claims that a great 

dance, such as many Balanchine ballets, might use its “rhythmic power” to “collect… the 

audience’s magic mind, its imaginative attention,” to “put…[the viewer] into another time sense 
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than that of practical action,” to create a sense of time that is fundamentally different from the 

everyday experience of life (Denby Dance Writings 419-420).16 In this way, attentive audience 

members are not a part of the world on stage, but they may be transformed by it; they view its 

happenings, but they do not judge them in the moment, rather, they allow themselves to become 

drunk by them, to be swept up in the “force of the image,” to be given over to “the cumulative 

effect of the many momentary images,” until, finally, in the end, they recognize its structure.  

Moreover, Denby also seem to have believed that great dance criticism might be able to 

have a similar kinesthetic effect on its reader. “Reading a good critic’s description,” Denby 

writes, creates a “sharpened eye and limberer imagination;” it shows the reader “an unexpected 

aspect of one’s own sensibility” that is “still a part of your own identity” (540). The best critics, 

he writes, will create “the illusion of being present at a performance, of watching it with an 

unusually active interest and seeing unexpected possibilities take place” (539-540). And they 

will “make [one] appreciate in dancing the magic communal beat of rhythm and the civilized 

tradition of a personal and measured communication” (Denby Dance Writings 541).  

For Denby, then, a dance critic must occupy the liminal space between a total, 

kinesthetic, absorption into the unfurling moment of a dance and a critical distance from the 

                                                
16 Denby’s idea in this particular passage that dance might put the viewer “into another time sense than 
that of practical action” seems potentially influenced by fellow poet-critic Paul Valéry’s 1936’s 
“Philosophy of the Dance,” in which Valéry suggests that dance is itself “the creation of a kind of time, or 
of a very distinct and singular species of time” and that “a part of our pleasure as spectators consists in 
feeling ourselves possessed by the rhythms so that we ourselves are virtually dancing” (Valéry 59, 62). 
Moreover, like Denby’s, Valéry’s writings suggest in dance viewership a simultaneous kinesthetic 
absorption into the action of the stage and a critical, or philosophical, distance from it. But, while for 
Denby, this critical distance seems a necessity of the critic, as Julie Townsend writes, Valéry’s spectators 
alternately seem always to be “failed spectators,” unable to fully give themselves over to this “virtual 
dancing” (Townsend 61). Using Valéry’s 1921 “Dance and the Soul” as her example, Townsend suggests 
that while Valéry’s dancer is transformed by her dancing, his spectators remain “unchanged” and 
“comfortably within their established discursive models,” unable to attain the Symbolist “Idéal” offered 
by dance (Townsend 64).  
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events on the stage: the space between “becoming drunk” on the thing and then remembering it. 

And it is not enough just to see in this way: it is the ability to write about the experience such 

that it effects the same process on one’s reader that makes one a great dance critic. 

Paying Attention: Reading Mediterranean Cities through Denby’s Criticism 

So to return to Mediterranean Cities, in what remains of this chapter, I mean to argue that these 

poems, written in a period when Denby was actively considering the relationship between dance 

viewing and people watching, engage with the idea of what it might mean to “see” life like a 

dance critic, or like an audience member at a Balanchine ballet. Building on Padgett’s suggestion 

that “In Mediterranean Cities the poet comes through not so much in what he says about himself 

as in what he says about things outside himself,” I argue that these poems articulate a kinesthetic 

rather than a phenomenological attentiveness, a turn outward, rather than inward, a 

communication between bodies, an act of identification and empathy, be it conscious or 

unconscious, while keeping the kind of emotional distance that Denby found necessary for the 

critic (Padgett "Introduction" xxii).17  

Thus, although these poems are not in any traditional sense “dance poems,” they do play 

with the role of the dance critic, with the idea that a great critic can create “the illusion of being 

present at a performance, of watching it with an unusually active interest and seeing unexpected 

possibilities take place,” and also with the way in which a dance critic watches dance: with a 

simultaneous attention to the kinetic and kinesthetic effects of a dance and a kind of distance, a 

                                                
17 This is not to say that all of Mediterranean Cities engages with the idea of the kinesthetic or that none 
of them deal in the phenomenological. Indeed, a poem like “Villa d’Este,” which reads “Beneath me this 
dark garden plunges, buoyant/Drops through the trees to basins furtive below/Under me wobbles the tip 
of a mast-thick fountain/I laugh and run down; the fat trunks heavily grow,” or “Naples,” “I feel of night 
streets as of a reek, squamous/Grotto-wash,” do certainly work within the idea of the phenomenological 
exploration of the individual’s physicality and consciousness (93, 97).  
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resistance to “trying to put yourself actively in it,” to trying to “do anything about it” (Denby 

Dance Writings 539-540, 555). 

The relationship of these poems to how the dance critic sees and how he then might 

write—how he might create in his reader a sense of “being present at a performance”—is 

apparent, first, in their narrative structure, which seems to mimic the dance critic’s arresting and 

then setting into flight the single “image of behavior, and many momentary ones” of a dance: by 

first setting a visual scene, then articulating what is happening within it, and then coalescing it 

down into a kind of “afterimage.” Denby often uses the sonnet as a way to organize these spatial 

and temporal dissolves, quatrains serving to shift the reader’s attention to a new space or time, 

such as in “Forza d’Agro,” in which we move from a description of a journey “by bus, afoot/Past 

a wild sea-keep,” to a description of a “Cold poor town” and its people and paintings, to the trip 

“safely home” across its four main quatrains. Its final couplet shifts attention to a “lithe girl 

watching her goats, sparkling and fifteen…as sleep and tearing grief return” (Denby The 

Complete Poems 105). Poems like “Syracuse” and “Segesta” travel from the speaker’s particular 

place “in a Baroque and Byzantine slum” or “in the ghost stones/Of a theatre,” to the “distant 

slope” or “crumbled ruins” on which “a goatherd, yellow eyes and auburn down/Smelling of 

milk” cavorts or “a small shepherd…Leaps away,” before the poem twists, bringing past and 

present to coalesce in the speaker’s mind, as “slowly desire turns her grace/Across the years, and 

eases the grief we bear” or as “The dead come close trusting to embrace, and glare;/Beyond 

where rode an American fleet, Pindar’s/Snowy Etna, pillar of Sicily, blows cinders” (102-103). 

The single heightened moment expands outward in space and time before returning to the mind 

of the speaker so he can “tie it down in verse,” to borrow from Denby’s earlier “Elegy—The 

Streets.” Their structure implies a process of becoming drunk by the moment and then writing 
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about it, what Maxwell terms these poems’ “quality of immediate engagement followed by 

recollection,” that seems intimately related to Denby’s dance criticism.  

Building on this idea, the poems in Mediterranean Cities do not, in fact, evoke static 

images but instead the kind of moving, flowing dissolutions that appear in a dance.18 In poems 

like “Venice,” which begins “She opens with the gondola’s floated gloze/Lapping along the 

marble, the stir of swill/Open to night sky like in tenement hallways,” or “Delos,” who “lies 

dazzled, floating, as remote as meaning,” the cities and their people seem to be ever-moving, the 

flow of people and rivers and city streets blurring into one another. The scenes of these poems 

are, for the most part, “plastic” rather than “pictorial,” suggesting “unconscious images 

suggested by devices of structure rather than by devices of gesture… as they flash past” (Denby 

Dance Writings 418). 

But the idea that these poems express a dance critic’s vision of the world, a simultaneous 

kinesthetic absorption into and intentional distance from the passing events of life, is seen 

perhaps most clearly in the many poems in Mediterranean Cities that find the speaker observing 

other humans, often in stillness—as  in “Via Appia,” wherein “by a parked scooter a couple 

quarrel/Intently, standing in stillness anonymous,” or “the boys…Easy in grace by a poster with 

                                                
18 Given these poems’ creation as a collaboration with Burckhardt’s photography, it is easy to read this 
capturing of images of life “as they flash past” in relation to that body of work. This is a move that 
Deveson makes, pulling from Clive Scott’s 2007 book, Street Photography, which contrasts documentary 
photography’s “unified” temporality with the “multi-faceted temporality” of street photography, such as 
Burckhardt’s, to suggest that the poems of Mediterranean Cities reflect the collaboration between these 
two artists in their evocation of “an experience of expansion and multidirectionality.” But Denby’s 
assertion that “Pictures live by being looked at, verse by being read, and the two operations have no visual 
equivalence,” suggests instead the great difference Denby found between something “looked at” and 
something “read;” one not, perhaps, dissimilar from his distinction between the “pictorial” and the 
“plastic” (Denby Letter to Harry Duncan, 1954). If dance unites the visual and the temporal—it exists as 
Denby learned in his dance training, in space and in time—then, in a way, perhaps these poems, which, 
like the Burckhardt photographs which accompany them, deal in the visual, but which exist in time as 
they are read, like a dance exists in time as it is watched, might aim at something similar. 
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bicycles” of “Syracuse”—but also in movement, as in “Amalfi’s” “groups strolling 

witty/Provocative meet foolish eyes and sweet” (Denby The Complete Poems 94, 102, 100). 

These poems play on that very problem for the critic which Denby identifies: the need to be 

swept up in a given moment, but then to recall it later, the fact of needing to remain always 

outside of it in order to see its structure, to understand its meaning.  

But the speaker in these poems is not, or at least not explicitly, the dance critic who wrote 

them, but rather that other person who, like the audience member, is always caught between two 

worlds: the tourist, whose own experience can never fully comprehend the experience of the 

other people and cultures at which he is looking. Mediterranean Cities is thus full of poems that 

explore the tension between a moment of kinesthetic identification—of bodily connection not 

through touch, but rather through sight and image— and the inability to become fully the people 

and places observed. As in “Forza D’Agro,” for example, when a “sweetly priest and a youth 

leaping showed the path down” and then “We ran down lost in sunset to make the bus” (105). 

The repeated use of “down” suggests the connection between the leap and the run, the moment 

of connection between Italian youth and middle-aged tourist, but the return “home” by bus on a 

“black winter night” to the “bambino” who had been left there, the kind of distance—literal and 

figurative—between this speaker and his new acquaintances (105). Or as in “Attica,” in which:  

Spaciously outdoors of cafes Greeks put chairs 

Set way across a square or a bare road roomy 

As if huddling weren’t the point of architecture 

They remain present; so Greeks sit firm, ungloomy (109). 

The contrast between the vowel-heavy first two lines and the consonant-full third suggests the 

speaker’s return to his own body from his moment of identification with the Greeks, implying his 
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seeming longing to sit, like the Greeks, “ungloomy,” away from his own “unlimited dark,” and 

yet his inability to truly do so: their way of being in the world is too different from his own New 

York-ian “huddling.”  

In some poems, the desire to become a part of the image, to “do something about it,” 

seems to overtake the poet. In “Sant’Angelo D’Ischia,” for example, the speaker, from his 

position “on a white beach:” 

[…]watch[es] astonished 

The old hermit poke with a stick the blond lame boy 

Speaking obscenities, smiling weird and ravished 

Who came from New York to die twenty years ago (98). 

Here, he watches from “a distant end of beach” this human interaction as if watching a ballet, 

describing for his reader this strange “image of behavior… a sense of instinctive manners and 

cruel innocence” (Denby Dance Writings 418). But in this rumination on the “wonders of 

senility,” he seems unable to remain fully detached from the scene of life he sees and so in the 

poem’s final couplet: “So at a wild farmer’s cave we pour wine together/On a beach, four males 

in a brilliant weather.” From its fully self-absorbed opening—“Wasps between by bare toes 

crawl and tickle”—his body, separate, “at a distant end of beach,” at the poem’s outset, 

ultimately joins with three others (who is the third?) in a homosocial, if not homosexual 

encounter. Joining in on the “weird and ravished” “wild farmer’s” bottle of wine, the speaker 

seems to give himself over in his entirety to the “force of the image” he sees, to the possible 

insanity and drunkenness of the encounter and its fleetingness. And yet the poem’s final line, 

even as it describes the speaker’s absorption into the moment and the image, returns to a certain 

kind of separation, suggesting a photograph taken at a distance of four males, unidentified, on a 
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beach, as if he sees himself from the same vantage point that he first saw the “old hermit;” 

suggesting perhaps the afterimage of a dance, that part that hangs in the critic’s memory,  

But what it might mean to look at life through the eyes of a dance watcher—what it 

might mean to be a dance critic rather than a tourist—is most clearly articulated in “Rome,” 

which appears near the outset of the collection, and, in narrating the speaker’s observation of a 

moment of encounter between “an American in the exposed ruins” and an ambiguous “they” 

who “meet him like a face unrecognized from home,” explicitly explores the exhausting and 

difficult kind of seeing demanded by dance (Denby The Complete Poems 92). Among the 

“wreaths and noses/Waists and loose fountains” of Rome, this “American in the exposed ruins” 

seems not only out of place, a stranger, but even absurd: 

The mute wide-angle look to Europe alien;  

A stare of big men worried about their weight 

Gaze of bounty, but too clumsy to have mourned 

Or held, listening to the heartbeat which was a fate (92).  

This poem recounts the observation of a moment of observation. It views the “American” as 

“they” see him, but it makes the central characteristic of this observed foreigner the way in 

which he sees: through the “wide-angled” lens of a fancy American camera, with the “stare of 

big men” who “occupy a much larger space than their actual bodies do,” as Denby would later 

write about Americans, with a “gaze of bounty, but too clumsy to have mourned” lightly 

suggesting the role of American imperialism in the “exposed ruins” of “dead Imperial Rome.” It 

is how he sees that renders him seemingly unable to see himself or to see Italy’s “slope of 

solemn ground.” This American, “alien” to Europe, seems both to take, or take-in, more than he 

should, through his “wide-angle” and his “stare,” without really seeing its details, before the final 
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couplet reminds us that it is not just the American nor “they” who observe this moment, but the 

speaker as well: “And I to whom darling Europe is foreign/Look home from here, to its mystery, 

with longing.” It is as if observing this American, this “image of unconscious action,” has 

reminded the speaker of his own status as a stranger, startled him out of his identification with 

“Pear-brown Rome,” and into an identification with the American.  

And yet as Vincent Katz writes “Like the tourist, the narrator is a stranger here in the 

ruins but unlike him is able to perceive the mystery of their solemn ground… the narrator can 

and does look in two directions at once” (Katz). This poem draws explicit attention to the act of 

seeing and observation, to the way in which the speaker’s complex relationship to “darling 

Europe” and to “home”—his simultaneous identification with the “they” of Rome and the 

“American”—suggests the dual role of the dance critic or audience member, who both 

kinesthetically identifies with what happens on stage and yet remains incontrovertibly himself, 

whose gaze is not “wide-angled” but rather close-up, attuned to “rapid images and figures,” 

attentive to the “heartbeat,” to “Sky-hues that will return,” to “the slope of solemn ground.”   

 Indeed, Denby’s speaker is always attuned to these “slope[s] of solemn ground,” turning 

his critic’s eye, his way of seeing bodies in motion and movement, his kinesthetic response and 

simultaneous distance, not only to the people of these Mediterranean towns, but to their streets 

and their buildings, their rivers and their monuments. Many of these cities and towns are 

anthropomorphized, taking on human characteristics and movement, adding to the sense that 

these cities resemble dancers on a stage, their physical features appearing in evanescent flashes. 

“Venice” has “copper/like eyes;” she “sinks like a blond savory arm/Fleshed, a curled 

swimmer’s pale belly that presses/And loosens, and moist calves” (88). “Siena” contains “a 

tower like a still girl;” “Positano,” a mountain that “hunches blindly forward” (91, 99). The 
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Propylaea of “The Parthenon” is “spread like a male hand,” though the Parthenon, herself, is 

“womanly” (108).  

In “Florence,” the image of the river Arno becomes the licking tongue of the city:  

Delicious tongue that poisons as it kisses  

Arno, that Dante guzzled sandy and hot 

Licks streets glummer than New York’s but possessing  

Capacious idols dead magicians begot;  

Graceful as the idols, glancing limbs and fingers 

Swaying bellies thread the streets, liquidly proud 

A kissing of observant flirts who tingle 

Dangle like brass ornaments on a used bed (Denby The Complete Poems 90). 

In this image of Florence, the Arno unites the past poets and “dead magicians” who walked these 

city streets with the modern poet and the “swaying bellies” of “observant flirts,” creating the 

kind of alternative time-sense that Denby suggests is part of the experience of dance-watching. 

And this river is constantly in motion, be it kissing, licking, poisoning, or being “guzzled,” as are 

the city’s denizens, who seem to mimic their river in their “graceful” “swaying,” their “glancing 

limbs and fingers,” “liquidly proud.” The flowing of the people in the streets, those “glancing 

limbs and fingers,” also suggests Denby’s comparison of the movement of Italian youth to the 

ballet, in the way they “articulate the arms and legs,” in the way “Their necks and waists have an 

insinuating harmony” (Denby Dance Writings 569).  

Yet, even as the speaker seems able to kinesthetically identify not only with the people of 

these towns, but also with the spaces themselves, it does not seem, here at least, that, as O’Hara 

writes, “the poet himself eventually is the place,” but rather, like a dance viewer, he remains 
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always just apart. The speaker stays just outside of a total absorption in the scene, mentally 

comparing the streets of Florence to those of New York, watching the “observant flirts” from a 

distance, seeing the amorphous “shapes” “of humped tower and of floated dome.” The final 

couplet—“Alurk, the hillocks, a dwarfed peak, a shallow plain/Peasant like Arno, lie insidious in 

the blaze”—suggests even a doubled kind of watching, in which the hills, the plain, like the 

Arno, bear witness not only to the speaker who looks back at them, but also to the “confined 

landscape” and its “untamed” “Tuscan violence.”  

And the way in which these poems articulate this kind of kinesthetic attention occurs not 

only on the level of theme or content, but also formally, structurally. Throughout the collection 

one might read Denby’s use and then manipulation of sonnet form as enacting on the reader a 

kind of repetition of the liminal space in which the dance critic operates, a kinesthetic enactment 

of the middle ground between total absorption in the “rhythm” of the thing and a critical 

distance. As both Schmidt and Kodat have suggested, Denby’s use of the sonnet seems in some 

way to be a reflection of or on the Cold War environment in which these poems emerged: per 

Schmidt, Denby’s embrace of “neoclassicism” allowed him to “experiment with new forms of 

social critique;” for Kodat, the “neoclassical dedication to traditional form” permitted these 

poems to keep their “queer possibilities open” (Schmidt 132; Kodat "Reviewing" 40). Implicit in 

both of these arguments is the idea that the sonnet—its classicism, its familiarity, its conservative 

safety—allowed Denby to explore ideas or issues outside of mainstream Cold War culture, 

granting him a kind of cover for the topics which he addressed. For both of these scholars, the 

friction between form and content is the way in which this poetry responds to its Cold War 

environs.   
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But equally important in these poems is the way in which they deviate from the structure 

of the sonnet, the ways in which they twist away from a regular meter or pure rhyme. In writing 

about Balanchine’s work, Denby suggests that they are “dance entertainments meant to be 

watched by the natives of New York,” that watchers of a dance might, when it is from their own 

culture, “take their dance forms for granted and watch instead the rapid images and figures” 

(Denby Dance Writings 437). Similarly, the sonnet is one of those forms an American audience 

might take for granted, and notwithstanding William Carlos William’s belief that “Forcing 

twentieth-century America into a sonnet … is like putting a crab into a square box,” would be 

familiar with it rhythms and meters, its rhymes and gestures (Kodat “Reviewing” 58). Any 

deviation then from these habits, might pull the reader up short, jolt her out of her easy 

identification of and with the form of the poem, might remind her of the ways in which these 

poems are made for “the natives of New York,” rather than the natives of Rome or of Athens. In 

other words, to return to Denby’s description of Balanchine’s ballet, by calling these poems 

sonnets, Denby allows his reader to take the “forms for granted” and instead watch “the rapid 

images and figures.” 

In “Florence,” for example, in concert with the movement it describes, the text seems to 

move as well, to conjure rhythm and movement in the reader’s mind, passing along the speaker’s 

“kinesthetic attention” to the reader. The iambic pentameter of the first line gives way to more 

variable meter in the second, mirroring the move back in time to visit Dante guzzling “sandy and 

hot,” before returning to the present and its fairly regular meter to complete the quatrain. A 

rhyme scheme that only once settles into a true rhyme (hot/begot) elsewhere meanders in half-

rhymes that suggest, perhaps, the regularly irregular lapping of waves. The sibilance of 

“possessing” resonates with “kisses,” but, more perfectly, with “kissing” appearing several lines 
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later, mid-line, uniting the river’s intimacy with its banks and the flirts’ intimacy with one 

another. And, when the “tingle/Dangle like brass ornaments” of those young couples comes to its 

spondaic end on a “used bed,” it suggests both the end of that flowing eroticism, their cease in 

movement, and the continued jangle of those ornaments, their reverberations and ringing sounds 

carrying forward in time the actions of those young Florentines. This poem, like many in 

Mediterranean Cities, works much as Denby described Balanchine’s non-narrative dances, by 

using its “rhythmic power” to “collect… the audience’s [or reader’s] magic mind, its imaginative 

attention” (Denby Dance Writings 419-420). 

In a way, these poems’ simultaneous resistance and conformation to the form of the 

sonnet—their never-deviating number of lines, but their flexible meters, their barely if-even 

rhymes—suggest that very problem of the dance critic, the “handicap to method” as Denby was 

to write: the inability to “see the great dance effects as they happen, to see them accurately, catch 

them so to speak in flight, and hold them fast in memory” (Denby Dance Writings 537-538). If 

dance criticism is always an effort to “work backwards, so to speak, from the dance image that 

after the event is over strikes him as a peculiarly fascinating one,” to capture that which cannot, 

in fact, be captured in language, then perhaps, the sonnet similarly seems not quite capable of 

fully describing these fleeting moments which the poet, or dance critic, notes, the moments of 

fleeting disappearance, of contemporary bodies or speech imposed upon the ruins of past empire 

(539). These sonnets are “peculiar like a middle-aged man undressed” as Denby writes in “Villa 

Adriana,” always suggesting the ways in which they do not quite fit or work, even as they 

conform to their supposed structure. One might read this simultaneous deviation from and yet 

dialogue with the standard rhythms of the sonnet as Denby’s enactment upon his reader of the 

kind of simultaneous kinesthetic identification and distance that he describes in these poems: a 
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sense of expectation and regularity that is disrupted by the poems’ frequent shifts in and out of 

conventional form, while never fully abandoning it. And so Denby’s succession of effects, his 

alternating rhythms, his “logically disjointed” yet “explosively magnificent” images “gradually 

compose” into a structure that creates in the reader the liminal experience of being an American 

body among the relics of an ancient empire, of being a still body in the space of the theater, of 

being an attentive and yet uninvolved observer of life as it occurs and as it flashes past. 

Tourists, Audiences, and Kinesthetic Empathy: Kinesthesia in the Cold War  

In Choreographing Empathy: Kinesthesia in Performance, Susan Foster traces the interlinked 

genealogies of “choreography,” “kinesthesia,” and “empathy.” She argues that, in its earliest 

form, empathy was understood in kinesthetic terms: as “a process in which one’s entire 

physicality comes to inhabit the other” (Foster Choreographing Empathy 11). She writes, “the 

term ‘empathy’ was invented not to express a new capacity for fellow-feeling, but to register a 

changing sense of physicality that, in turn, influenced how one felt another’s feeling” (11). 

Moreover, she argues that it is this understanding of empathy that undergirds the 20th century’s 

theory of dance spectatorship, most evident in John Martin’s concept of “metakinesis” or “inner 

mimicry:” that viewers of “non-representational” dance would “fathom the significance of what 

they saw” and “garner some assurance as to the choreographer’s intention” though “an intrinsic 

intertwining of muscular action and emotion that prompted viewers to feel the expansive glide of 

arms sweeping across an arc as magisterial and the erratic puncturing of space by elbows and 

knees as troubled” (158). The relationship between audience member and spectator in non-

representational dance—what Denby would have termed a “dance ballet”—is thereby an 

inherently empathetic one, founded on the ability of the audience member to imagine an 

inhabitance of the dancer’s body, to trace internally their “motor sense” or “impetus.”  
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 But as Foster argues, this idea of kinesthetic empathy has also been used to assert “the 

universal capacity of dance to mean the same thing to everyone,” and by “claiming the 

universality of this process, [20th-century modern] choreographers were empowered to represent 

any and all subject positions, regardless of their histories of privilege and prejudice, as 

participating in a universal human condition” (158, 178). At the same time, “dance ethnologists” 

“collected and mastered” dances from “foreign” or “exotic” places in order to “perform…them 

as windows onto the authentic spirit of a given people” (178). She argues that, taken together, 

these two sides of “kinesthetic empathy,” and specifically its role in performance, “facilitated” 

British and American “projects of colonization” (175).  

Denby’s Mediterranean Cities seems to play with these same ideas, with this relationship 

between kinesthesia and empathy, with the way in which, like an audience member, a tourist is 

always caught between two worlds: his own experience and the experience of the other people 

and cultures at which he is looking. And, following on Foster’s analysis, the position of the 

tourist, especially of the American tourist in 1951, in the midst of post-war Europe, at the very 

moment of the Marshall Plan and its interlocking of American interests and economic recovery, 

is one that is in itself, problematic, easily falling prey, as Deveson writes regarding “Dancers, 

Buildings, and People in the Streets,” to “a tendency toward generalizations about ethnic and 

cultural difference … which overlaps in some unsettling ways with post-war American 

hegemony” (Deveson "A Time to Dance" 170).19 It would be easy to read Denby’s 

                                                
19 Especially as, during the Cold War, these ideas regarding the relationship between kinesthesia and 
empathy manifested perhaps nowhere more clearly than in the United States’ use of dance in the service 
of cultural diplomacy, arguments made eloquently by Rebekah Kowal in How to Do Things with Dance: 
Performing Change in Postwar America and Clare Croft in Dancers as Diplomats: American 
Choreography in Cultural Exchange. Croft, in particular, founds her argument on this idea of kinesthetic 
empathy, writing, “through dance, State Department efforts to use cultural diplomacy…move[ed] from an 
emotional appeal to a truly affective one as emotional, intercultural bonds manifest in and through 
bodies…The choice of dance as the best way to begin the [President’s Emergency Fund] program moved 
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Mediterranean Cities in this way: as articulating the way in which, as O’Hara writes, the 

American tourist “becomes the [foreign] city,” flattening the difference between bodies in the 

service of American interests, as a corollary to his championing of Balanchinian classicism as an 

American form.  

And yet, Denby’s understanding of kinesthesia, of kinesthetic attention and empathy, 

never seems quite as universal, as inherent to all of humanity, as such a reading would demand. 

Rather, Denby, perhaps as a result of his training in Dalcroze technique at Hellerau-Laxenburg, 

that dance form which, as Karl Eric Toepfer writes, “Wherever it operated in Europe…appeared 

as a foreign doctrine,” and of which “one became a successful product …by accepting the 

identity of a stranger to it and, quite often, to one’s audiences,” or perhaps thanks to his own 

constant status as a stranger and an outsider, both by nature of his international life and his 

sexuality, seems only too aware of the distance between audience member and dancer, of the 

difficulty in granting sustained attention to the fleeting actions of dance or of life, of 

experiencing a true moment of kinesthetic empathy (Toepfer 121).  

Rather, Denby’s poetry seems to articulate a kind of empathetic observation that remains 

always separate, always apart, never forcing involvement with or inhabitance of a body other 

than his own. These poems draw attention, through the people and events they describe, through 

their slippage in and out of classical form, to forms of difference that exist just below or inside of 

conventionality, to the ways in which gay men, foreigners, strangers, cities themselves can both 

conform and resist, can both be part of the history of civilization encoded in the sonnet or the 

ballet and remain true to their “brilliant differences.”  

                                                
from sympathy as a structure of feeling to empathy, a structure of feeling with an explicitly corporeal 
manifestation” (Croft 12). This idea is explored in more depth in “Revivals, Revisions, and Re-
Translations I: Brecht and Balanchine’s The Seven Deadly Sins in Cold War America.”  
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In “Dancers, Buildings, and People in the Streets,” Denby writes: 

For myself, I make a distinction between seeing daily life and seeing arts. Not that seeing 

is different. Seeing is the same. But seeing art is seeing an ordered and imaginary world, 

subjective and concentrated. Seeing in the theater is seeing what you don’t quite see that 

way in life (555). 

In a way then, these poems might be read as Denby’s way of transforming seeing daily life into 

seeing art, taking what he sees—as a dance critic, as a tourist—and making it into the kind of 

“ordered and imaginary…subjective and concentrated” world that exists on stage—perhaps even 

especially on the stage of the City Center Theater—offering his readers a kind of access—the 

“sharpening [of] perception,” the “sensual brilliance”—through the speaker’s attention to the 

world around him (541). These poems narrate the type of attention and empathy that might 

happen both on the city street and in the theater, asking their readers to pay attention to the 

passing experience of the tourist, the Italian, the river, or the city itself, in motion and in stillness, 

while also remaining always oneself.  

This is of course a way of seeing, a form of observation, that differs fundamentally from 

both the kind of active involvement that the United States’ government was enacting upon 

Western Europe by way of the Marshall Plan or the kind of surveillance under which his friends 

and colleagues were suffering at home. In the wake of World War II and at the outset of the Cold 

War, as the United States was increasingly inserting itself actively into the affairs, both foreign 

and domestic, of its allies and of its citizens, Denby’s poetry and his dance writing might imply 

an alternate way of being a world citizen: by “look[ing] at daily life or at art for the mere 

pleasure of seeing,” by observing people and their lives “without trying to put yourself actively 

in it,” and by paying attention to the many kind of fleeting images and differences and 
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movements and impulses which occur if you only have the patience and the endurance to notice 

them. And dance, Balanchine’s dance, might be the training ground for learning how to see in 

this way. 

Epilogue: “Aesthetics of Attention” and the New York School Poets 

Denby’s accounting of the formation of the “New York School” cited at the beginning of this 

chapter is, of course, only one of its origin myths, with others citing Donald Allen in The New 

American Poetry or Bernard Myers of the Tibor de Nagy Gallery coining the term around 1961. 

But, nevertheless, published in The World in 1974, this “paraphrase” of Denby’s description has 

been used time and again to help make sense of that term “The Poets of the New York School,” 

which never seemed quite as much a “school” as the Beats or even the Black Mountain Poets 

(with whom they were famously anthologized in The New American Poetry in 1960) and which, 

as John Shoptaw writes, “had no campus or lessons or poetics, other than the absence of a 

poetics, the very rules by which group discipline might be maintained” (Shoptaw 48). As both 

Shoptaw and Marjorie Perloff note, the term has always been something of a “misnomer,” 

effectively separating O’Hara, Ashbery, Koch, Schuyler, and their descendants out from the 

other avant-garde poetics of the 1950s, while little accounting for the content, form, or even 

relationships between their work (Shoptaw 48; Perloff 195). But Denby’s “statement” that ties 

the poets to the painters, that references the sophisticated in-jokes of this coterie, that suggests 

the “school” as a kind of “cluster” of friends and acquaintances rather than a producer of 

ponderous manifestos or treatises does seem, in a way, to define successfully this misnamed 

group, to note these poets’ aesthetic commonalities while deftly deflecting any sense that their 

poetry had overly much to do with New York itself, or with an explicitly stated common poetics.  
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This statement, however, might also be read as defining Denby’s relationship to the New 

York School as itself always at a slight remove.20 Key to Denby’s exclusion is, perhaps what 

Schuyler termed his “harsh prosody,” his affection for the sonnet, which seems at odds with the 

looser forms favored by the rest of the group. Among an avant-garde which found its influences 

in jazz and abstract expressionism, Denby’s poetry can feel oddly traditional, out of step with the 

movement more broadly. Denby shared this sense of himself as a bit apart from the center of that 

group, both in age and in aesthetic. He commented in an interview toward the end of his life that, 

“I was always writing in this old fashioned way and [O’Hara] was writing in a lively new way” 

and, elsewhere, when asked whether O’Hara, Schuyler, and himself “encouraged each other to 

write differently,” he would say: “I think we did, but I can’t remember specifically. I know we 

liked each other’s poems. And they liked mine, but they were not particularly interested in 

traditional forms…When my friends began showing me free forms, I began making free forms 

with the sonnet. Gradually, I enjoyed it” (Denby "An Interview with Edwin Denby"; Denby, 

Neuner and Klimenko). 

                                                
20 That’s not to say that Denby was not a part of that group socially—whatever he might have said about 
the matter—nor that his work was not respected in the period. He was and it was. But rather that his 
poetry has always taken a backseat to the fame of his dance writings and that, when it comes to editorial 
and scholarly work regarding the New York School, Denby never seems to quite fit. From Allen who, in 
The New American Poetry, grouped Denby in a “second generation” of post-war poets alongside 
Elizabeth Bishop, Robert Lowell, and Louis Zukofsky, despite O’Hara and Schuyler’s urging to include 
him; to Geoff Ward who calls his neglect of Denby and others in Statutes of Liberty: The New York 
School of Poets a concession to the British audience for whom he wrote; to David Lehman who, in The 
Last Avant-Garde: The Making of the New York School Poets, notes that he “must necessarily stint other 
admirable writers in [Ashbery, Koch, O’Hara, and Schuyler’s] circle” such as Denby, Denby has 
consistently been the poet whose work has been left out of discussions of the New York School’s 
aesthetics and history. Moreover, insofar as Denby’s poetry has been discussed in broader histories of the 
New York School, it is often only through O’Hara’s work, as in Terrence Diggory’s Encyclopedia of the 
New York School Poets, whose entry on Denby only mentions his poetry in O’Hara quotations, or in 
Aaron Deveson’s 2011 article, “A Time to Dance: Frank O’Hara Reading Edwin Denby,” which 
considers the “textual relations” between Denby and O’Hara’s poetry and prose (Diggory 135; Deveson 
"A Time to Dance" 161).  
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 But even so, if Denby is to be taken seriously as a part of this group—which increasingly 

he is21—perhaps it should be for nothing less than this very kind of attention that he directs 

toward the world as discussed in this chapter, for the way he turns his dance critic’s eye and pen 

toward the pedestrian occurrences and fleeting actions of everyday life. Terrence Diggory, for 

example, writes:  

Among the varieties of the New American Poetry, the New York School is best known 

for an “aesthetic of attention” … The first book-length study of a New York School poet, 

Marjorie Perloff’s Frank O’Hara: Poet among Painters (1977), opens with a chapter 

entitled “The Aesthetic of Attention.” Recently, Andrew DuBois has published Ashbery’s 

Forms of Attention (2006) … In a review of O’Hara’s Lunch Poems, Berrigan praised the 

“wide range of awareness that makes his honesty so interesting” (Berrigan 92), using 

“awareness” as a synonym for “attention”…In an essay written at the time of O’Hara’s 

death, Berkson summarized: “Attention was Frank’s gift and his requirement” (Berkson 

161). 

Similarly, we might say that “Attention was Edwin’s gift and his requirement,” remembering 

O’Hara’s assertion that Denby saw more clearly than anyone he knew. And, while both Perloff 

and DuBois trace O’Hara and Ashbery’s ideas of “attention” to painting and to painters, their 

“ability to attend to the random, the fragmented, the coincidental; an ability to organize 

                                                
21 Denby’s poetic work and his relationships to both the New York School and the broader Cold War 
literary scene has been gaining in critical attention over the past ten years, with attention given to him by 
Maxwell, Deveson, and Schmidt, as cited in this chapter. Maxwell, in particular, claims that  “Not only is 
[Denby’s] In Public, in Private [published in 1948] the first volume of poems published by a poet of the 
New York School,” but “there is an argument to be made that with more complete documentation of 
Denby’s relations with O’Hara’s circle, in addition to his position as a point of reference in the New York 
art world before, during, and after the heyday of the New York School of painting, the whole idea of 
‘New York School Poet’ (of any vintage) is meaningful only relative to the vocation of Edwin Denby” 
(Maxwell 95).  
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experience in a way suggestive of, rather than determined by, narrative” to quote Dubois, might 

equally be linked to the watching of dance. These two “boys,” and the others, Schuyler and 

Koch, were taken to the ballet by Denby: for many years, O’Hara and Denby and Edward Gorey 

were nearly nightly visitors at Balanchine’s theater on 55th Street.22  

 If, indeed, de Kooning taught the New York School Poets—Denby included—how to see 

“on the pavement the dispersed compositions—spots and cracks and bits of wrappers and 

reflections of neon-light,” then perhaps Balanchine taught them how to see bodies in movement 

and in action, how to, as O’Hara would write about Balanchine’s works, experience “a vital, 

social, exhausting and vivacious exchange between you and [the dancers], like trying to keep up 

with an exciting conversation in a foreign language” (Denby Dance Writings & Poetry 2; O'Hara 

Standing Still 69). And perhaps it was Denby who taught them, in part, how to write so clearly 

about what it was they saw: how to pay kinesthetic attention to a moment as it happens, how to 

allow its “succession of differences” to coalesce into a structure, and how to then return home 

and “tie it down in verse.”   

                                                
22 O’Hara even wrote a review of Balanchine’s work in 1955 entitled “Roma,” which seems largely 
influenced by Denby: 

There are so many elements in the ballet which share and explain what we like to think of as the 
most attractive aspects of ‘our Western heritage’: the exquisite courtesy of the principals and the 
corps, the corps’ lively decorum, the democracy of choreography wherein the girls and boys 
dance was much and as brilliantly as one another, the grand simplicity of the principals as they 
move together and apart subtly extending each other’s range of expression as in a Platonic 
dialogue (so much in this ballet is reciprocal!), and the bursting tarantella in which we see that for 
free and accomplished people gaiety cannot be vulgar (O'Hara Standing Still 69). 
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CHAPTER 3 

Dancing in the Age of Anxiety:  

Jerome Robbins’s Adaptation of W.H. Auden’s The Age of Anxiety 

 
The years that Edwin Denby spent in Europe, 1948-1952, were important ones for the New York 

City Ballet: years in which the organization began to demarcate itself as a particularly American 

ballet company, years in which it began to assert Balanchine’s particular, modernist vision of 

ballet, and years in which it slowly began to establish a certain degree of economic stability. 

They were also important years for the country as a whole, marked not only by extraordinary 

postwar economic growth, but also by anxiety and fear. Rising Cold War tensions with the 

Soviet Union produced not only anxieties about the possibility of nuclear apocalypse, but also 

fears closer to home: stoked by Senator Joseph McCarthy, domestic anticommunism had one 

portion of the country fearful of the possibility that a Soviet spy lived next door, and another 

portion, particularly artists, Leftists, and homosexuals, frightened that they would be falsely 

accused of being that spy.   

It was in 1950 that Jerome Robbins received the Dance Magazine award for best 

choreography in the ballet category for a work that seemed to capture the essence of this period: 

Age of Anxiety, based on W.H. Auden’s Pulitzer Prize winning poem of the same name and 

choreographed to the Leonard Bernstein musical adaptation.  

The work was immediately heralded not only as a success, but also as representative of 

the time in which he was living and as the most important of Robbins’s works. “‘Age of 

Anxiety’ is an extraordinarily impressive work, quite the richest in feeling, in design, in 

creativeness, that he has yet done,” John Martin wrote in the New York Times. “He has done a 

superb job of choreography,” Martin continues, it “is full of mass invention and of beautifully 
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developed, sustained ideas, and maintains a dramatic continuity for all its abstractness” (Martin 

"Robbins Appears"). In a review a year later, Martin wrote, “Based loosely on W.H. Auden’s 

poem, it is a disturbing picture of the times in which we are living and their overweening 

insecurities. Robbins has attacked the subject directly, without compromise of any sort, and he 

has done the spectator the honor of expecting him to follow” (Martin "City Group"). Walter 

Terry wrote, “The choreographer has created dance designs of sufficient physical beauty, power, 

and imaginativeness to rouse those who would ignore the theme…The choreography, of course, 

cannot be completely divorced from its dramatic line, but if it could, one would find that Robbins 

has also created a masterpiece of dance architecture, wonderfully detailed and oftentimes 

monumental in its dramatic use of spatial areas, large and small, high and low, constricted and 

horizonless” (qtd. in Reynolds 109).   

But the work fell out of favor almost as quickly. Only four years later, Martin was to 

write: 

The work itself is one of Mr. Robbins’ more experimental ones and now that the 

ingenious scheme by which he has worked out its complex idea has become transparent 

with many seeings it is perhaps a less intriguing piece than it was. Its content is 

sentimental and somewhat overwrought, and its main attraction is the novelty of its 

manner rather than the substance of its matter (Martin "Robbins Appears"). 

And Rosalind Krokover presciently wrote upon its premiere, “It is a work close to our time, a 

product that could be of this decade and no other. In some respects it is too close and this 

observer has the strong feeling that the next generation will find it remarkably dated” (qtd. in 

Reynolds 109). It was never revived after 1960.  
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Anxiety lay heavily upon Robbins in 1950. The same month that Age of Anxiety 

premiered, he had his first inkling of the weight his Communist Party membership—relinquished 

a year or two before—would have on his life, when he was barred from appearing on Ed 

Sullivan’s television show and subsequently drawn into a meeting with the FBI. That time, he 

was let off easy, with a verbal agreement that the issue would not be pursued (Jowitt 177). 

Robbins would manage to avoid testifying in front of HUAC for another two years, until the eve 

of the premiere of his second poetry ballet, 1953’s Afternoon of a Faun. 

This chapter and the following will look at these two works by Jerome Robbins: the first, 

at Age of Anxiety (1950), and the second, at Afternoon of a Faun (1953), in order to explore these 

two dance works as they relate to their literary models, to past modernist practices, and to the 

Cold War, anticommunist environment in which they emerged. I contend that these works begin 

to create a kind of Cold War (kin)aesthetic, driven, at least in part, by how they interact with the 

texts upon which they are based. Specifically, they exhibit a way of making dances that, on the 

one hand, seems to represent Robbins’ absorption into a nascent New York City Ballet abstract, 

modernist aesthetic, and on the other hand, manages to retain its connection to the socio-political 

issues of the day, producing works that, in differently veiled ways, speak to the complexity of 

their time. The works’ relationships to poetry underscore this tension, in that they tie these works 

to a history and narrative outside of the theater and outside the world of dance and music. By 

making dances “about” contemporary poems, or by translating “classic” dances into 

contemporary bodies, Robbins muddies the lines between representation and realism, between 

what happens onstage and what happens in the courthouse; and the poetry, because of its own 

tension between these spaces, becomes a key to understanding how these works both mean and 

evoke, embody and represent. 
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This chapter will look specifically at the first of these two works, Age of Anxiety. In it, I 

intend to argue that this work—the second that he choreographed for the New York City 

Ballet—serves as a transitional piece out of the more overtly politically engaged work of his 

youth and into a more subtly subversive mode. Building upon Catherine Gunther Kodat’s 

argument that, during the Cold War, the most seemingly paradigmatically conservative art forms 

held within themselves a capacity for political meaning-making, it suggests that Robbins, along 

with his artistic collaborators, embedded in this work a critique of the kinds of universalizing, 

domineering politics inherent in both the U.S. government and the Communist Party. Finally, I 

argue that an Age of Anxiety, as Robbins understood it, was—in a reading that diverges from 

Auden’s poem—not an age of anxiety about a lost or forgotten God, but an age of personal and 

political anxieties: anxiety about being Jewish, about being a communist, about being 

simultaneously too American and yet not American enough.  

Jerome Robbins: The Early Years 

Jerome Robbins was the child of Jewish immigrants from Poland: Harry Rabinowitz and Lena 

Rips. The younger of two children, Robbins was born in Manhattan and raised in New Jersey, 

where his father owned and ran a corset factory. He attended New York University for a year—

intending to study chemistry or journalism—before dropping out in 1936.  

 Robbins followed his older sister Sonia into show business. She was a professional 

dancer with Irma Duncan and Senya Gluck-Sandor, with whom Robbins gained an 

apprenticeship based on his musical and theatrical ability. Gluck-Sandor was an expressive 

choreographer, working at the interstices of ballet, modern dance, and Broadway. It was in this 

period that Jerry Rabinowitz officially became Jerome Robbins and that he began to experiment 
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choreographically: showing his work at Tamiment, a progressive summer retreat in Pennsylvania 

that incubated various artists, and at the 92nd Street YMHA.  

 He eventually made his way to Broadway—where he briefly worked with George 

Balanchine when Balanchine choreographed 1940’s Keep Off the Grass—and then to the 

fledgling Ballet Theatre (now American Ballet Theatre), directed by heiress Lucia Chase. It was 

at Ballet Theatre that Robbins had his first breakthrough role as a dancer, in the title role of 

Petrouchka, and his first big choreographic hit, in Fancy Free (1944).  

 Fancy Free, about three soldiers on shore leave and set to a new score by Leonard 

Bernstein, changed Robbins’s life forever. Deborah Jowett notes that Fancy Free differed from 

the other “American” works produced by ballet choreographers in 1940s—such as Agnes de 

Mille, Eugene Loring, and Todd Bolender—in that it “looked like what you’d see when you 

walked out of the theater into the 1944 streets” rather than a “fictionalized historical landscape... 

peopled by colorful characters” (Jowitt 86). The success of Fancy Free was to follow Robbins 

for the rest of his career, launching his Broadway career when it was adapted into On the Town 

and providing a kind of template for his later explorations of community, youth, and the 

American spirit. Robbins was the toast of the town and suddenly in demand as both a 

choreographer and director for Broadway shows.  

His decision to cast his lot with the New York City Ballet was both unexpected, given his 

longstanding association and success with Ballet Theatre, and a long time coming. He had 

admired Balanchine for many years, worked with him on Broadway, even conversed briefly on a 

ferry to Nantucket in 1945 when Balanchine told him that ballet didn’t “have to be so theatrical,” 

a conversation that Robbins likened to having “the light…turned on about what choreography 
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was really about” (Jowitt 144).1 It was a production of Symphony in C—a formal, plotless, 

abstract Balanchine ballet par excellence—with Tanaquil Le Clercq in the 2nd movement that 

precipitated his decision to write to Lincoln Kirstein and Balanchine to ask if they might have 

room for him in their company (Duberman 443; Jowitt 144).  

Jerome Robbins and the Communist Party USA 

By the time Robbins officially joined Balanchine and Kirstein at the New York City Ballet in the 

fall of 1948, he had thus already established himself as both a dancer and choreographer at Ballet 

Theatre and on Broadway. His works for Ballet Theatre, in particular, had marked him as both an 

extremely talented and particularly “American” choreographer, a reputation upon which Kirstein 

was pleased to capitalize. But there was a singular blight on Robbins’s reputation as the 

American ballet choreographer par excellence: his association with the Communist Party USA 

(CPUSA).  

As his biographer, Amanda Vaill, notes, it is hard to know who exactly recruited Robbins 

to the CPUSA, as nearly everyone in his life was somehow connected to the organization, 

including his sister and fellow dancer, Sonia, and through the first half of the 1940s, being a 

member of the party did not entail any significant political or personal ramifications (Vaill 116; 

Guilbaut 105). Well into the decade, the idea of a Popular Front that naturally included the 

CPUSA as one of many participants in a left-wing coalition, was still generally accepted and 

party membership considered a fairly standard political allegiance, especially among New York 

Jews. In the 1920s and 30s, Jewish New Yorkers formed a major part of the American Left. 

Some statistics estimate that even though only 3% of the United States population was Jewish, 

                                                
1 And parallels Balanchine’s famous statement about Igor Stravinsky’s score for Apollo: “It taught me 
that I didn’t have to use everything.”  
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Jewish people accounted for about 40% of the membership of the CPUSA in the 1930s (Sorin 

592).2  

Among Jewish writers, intellectuals, and artists, the numbers may have been even 

higher.3 The overlap between the Jewish, Communist, and artistic worlds frequently appeared on 

Broadway, where Robbins was making his living beginning in the mid-1940s, and in modern 

dance, where he had begun his career. Robbins was one of the many dance artists associated both 

directly with the CPUSA and with a variety of New Deal Works Progress Administration arts 

projects, as Ellen Graff, in Stepping Left: Dance and Politics in New York City, 1928-1942 notes, 

commenting that, in the early 1930s, dancing in works by early modern choreographers went 

hand in hand with participation in May Day parades, Communist pageants, and concerts put on 

by the Workers Dance League (Graff 13).4 Many of Robbins’s close collaborators, including 

Leonard Bernstein and Marc Blitzstein, were also part of these overlapping worlds.5  

                                                
2 Immigrant Jews, such as Robbins’s parents who had both emigrated from Eastern Europe around the 
turn of the century and who lived and worked in predominantly Jewish lower and working-class 
neighborhoods in New York and New Jersey, were particularly involved in CPUSA politics. This 
relationship emerged out of a longstanding Socialist/Jewish political strain and was augmented by the 
alignment of the CPUSA with active Jewish labor unions during the 1930s. In that period, the CPUSA 
crafted a network of schools, summer camps, and social groups that would have played a role in the lives 
of tens of thousands of Jewish immigrants (Michels 10). And, unlike for many other radical immigrant 
groups, second-generation Jews like Robbins remained involved in the American Left, especially after the 
1924 Congressional decision to end mass immigration from Europe, resulting in the number of Jewish 
socialists continuing to grow well into the 1940s (11).  
 
3 Most prominent among this group, perhaps, were the writers associated with the Partisan Review, 
including Lionel and Diana Trilling, Philip Rahv, Meyer Shapiro, Harold Rosenberg and Irving Howe, 
who like Robbins, distanced themselves from their Jewish roots while never fully escaping them (Sorin 
595). 
 
4 By the end of the decade, however, lines had been drawn between “modern dance” and “revolutionary 
dance,” with “modern dance” taking on aesthetic qualities usually associated with modernism, such as 
abstraction and formal distortion, and “revolutionary dance” maintaining its “agitprop technique” and 
“heavy symbolism” (Graff 13, 19).  

 
5 And, of course, the anticommunist attack on Hollywood was itself influenced by anti-Semitism, as many 
of the major players in that artistic space were Jewish immigrants or the children of immigrants. 
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As a result, for Robbins—Jewish, New Yorker, dancer, choreographer—to join the Party 

was an almost foregone conclusion. But Robbins’s affiliation with the CPUSA was born out of 

far more than simple proximity: he believed deeply in progressive politics and especially in the 

Party’s promise to advance the causes of minorities, specifically Jews and African-Americans. 

He attended meetings and hosted them; he went to events like the Cultural Conference for World 

Peace; he signed petitions; he made several statements to newspapers regarding the need for 

dance and dancers to become “socially and politically conscious” (Vaill 117). In 1943, at age 25, 

his career underway and in the midst of choreographing Fancy Free for Ballet Theatre, Robbins 

would officially join the CPUSA.   

By 1946, however, rising tensions with the Soviet Union soured American sentiments on 

the party and resulted in a general belief that the organization was divisive and antithetical to 

American interests (Guilbaut 105). With its ties to and ongoing defenses of Soviet policies, the 

CPUSA became the domestic target of international anticommunism. As Serge Guilbaut writes, 

1946 was the “beginning of the attempt to turn the traditional fascist/antifascist opposition into 

an opposition between democracy and communism” (106). While the First Red Scare, following 

World War I, largely targeted immigrants and participants in what was vaguely (and 

intentionally vaguely) defined as “radical activity,” the Second Red Scare went after what was, 

in some ways, a more clearly defined group: members, current or former, of the Communist 

Party USA (Delton 9).  

Although this period of anti-communism is most clearly associated with “McCarthyism” 

and the hearings that took place in front of the House Un-American Activities Committee 

between 1947 and 1955, the political apparatus that allowed those hearings was instantiated prior 
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to World War II. As Richard M. Fried, in Nightmare in Red: The McCarthy Era in Perspective, 

writes: 

What gave [“McCarthyism”] its bite was the political dynamic that obtained at mid-

century, accentuated by the anxieties germinated by the Cold War. However, anti-

communism derived its persistence from a deeply rooted cluster of values shared by 

much of American society, a set of views antithetical to Communist doctrines and 

friendly to private property and political democracy (albeit sometimes oblivious to 

imperfections in the latter) (Fried 9).  

Although the original aims of HUAC were to locate Communist spies within governmental and 

educational systems—largely as part of New Deal organizations—the group’s attention soon 

turned to the art world, specifically Hollywood, but also to the visual and literary arts and the 

performing artists of New York.6 And, because many artists, dancers, and writers did participate 

in Leftist politics in the 30s and 40s, and many were or had been card-carrying members of 

CPUSA, as tensions heated up between the United States and the Soviet Union in 1946, many 

became targets, regardless of their allegiances at the actual moment when the Cold War began.7 

The most famous of these were the Hollywood Ten, who—CPUSA members, all— in 1947 

                                                
6 Among the first casualties of the second anti-communist wave were the New Deal’s Federal Theater 
Project and its off-shoot, the Federal Dance Project, which were disbanded in 1939 for, quite simply, 
having too much of a connection to and too many employees who were members of the CPUSA (Fried 
48; Franko Work of Dance 16-17). Gluck Sandor, Robbins’s first, and most influential dance teacher, 
besides Balanchine, was the final head of the Federal Dance Project. While it is unclear if Sandor had 
CPUSA ties, his art was politically aware, including works on themes such as the Spanish Civil war and 
Langston Hughes’ poems (Jowitt 17-18). 
 
7 As Peter Wollen writes, “although they began by pinpointing Communists, they soon extended their 
attack to members of any Popular Front organization, to supporters of the Wallace Presidential bid of 
1948, to liberals who had opposed the operations of the House Committee on free speech grounds, and so 
on” (Wollen 56). Disavowal of CPUSA sympathies or memberships became a political necessity in the 
period, though many artists had already begun to drift away.  
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refused to testify regarding their political views and affiliations, or to name other members of the 

organization. All went to jail in 1950. This moment served as a launching point for the 

blacklisting in radio, television, and film of members, past or present, of the CPUSA; the 

publication of Counterattack, a newsletter listing performers’ Communist affiliations, real or 

exaggerated; and the beginning of an era in which various types of celebrities and entertainment 

professionals felt a need to assert their loyalty and condemn dissent (Fried 76-79). 

 Robbins’ political affiliations paralleled, or were perhaps driven by, American sentiment: 

by 1948, when he joined the New York City Ballet as Associate Artistic Director, he had mostly 

severed his ties with the CPUSA. During his time in the CPUSA, Robbins found the organization 

less committed to minority issues than he had assumed before joining. And, perhaps more 

determinative of his desire to extricate himself, he had been extremely disturbed by the forcing 

of Albert Maltz, one of the Hollywood Ten, to retract and apologize for publishing an article 

called “What Shall We Ask of Writers?” in The New Masses (Vail 159). The article questioned 

the CPUSA’s stance that all art needed to be, explicitly, a “weapon” of the revolution and 

asserted the need for writers and artists to create art that is art above all (Maltz 19-22). This 

topic—and the need for artists to remain politically unencumbered—seems to have been one 

close to Robbins’ heart. In his eventual testimony in front of HUAC—in which he named both of 

these reasons for leaving the organization—he also recounted that at a meeting, shortly after 

joining the party, he had been “asked in what way did dialectical materialism help me do Fancy 

Free” and that he found “the question ridiculous and outrageous” ("Investigation"). Although 

Robbins did attend the Cultural Conference for World Peace in 1949, that was the final political 

action he took until well after the height of the Cold War.  
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The “Last” Political Ballet: The Guests (1949) 

Robbins’s first work for the New York City Ballet, 1949’s The Guests, was only a modest 

success, but it started the process of bringing together these multiple influences from his life and 

new company: the American nationalist kinesthetic he had crafted for Fancy Free; a Leftist 

political consciousness; and an increasingly pared down, Balanchine-influenced aesthetic. His 

main collaborator on The Guests was Marc Blitzstein, a composer who was, according to his 

biographer, Howard Pollack, “a model of social conscience and moral integrity” (Pollack 4). 

Blitzstein, like Robbins and like Bernstein, was the child of Jewish Eastern European immigrants 

with strongly communist political leanings and the three were good friends (10, 308). Blitzstein 

and Robbins were both active CPUSA members; Blitzstein from about 1938-1949 (418). 

Blitzstein’s and Robbins’s collaboration on The Guests was a long time coming—

Robbins had originally wanted to work with Blitzstein on Fancy Free, but the composer was out 

of the country and so the commission went to Bernstein instead (Vaill 91). The origins of The 

Guests thus lie in 1946, when both men were still active in the CPUSA, increased political 

attention was being given to civil rights, and Robins had not yet joined the New York City Ballet 

(Pollack 307). Robbins apparently proposed the first version of the ballet, in which a group of 

black and white dancers would “don masks, so we don’t know which is which; and then a 

passionate pas de deux—and we don’t know who is who— the point being it doesn’t matter” 

(307). He later described it as “wanting to do something about minorities and majorities” 

(Reynolds 94). Blitzstein ran with the idea, creating a work that focused around a department-

store sponsored competition among its employees (Jowitt 150). The employees, masked, would 

compete in pairs to be the store’s new models. When it is discovered that, in the winning couple, 
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the man is black and the woman, white, the company and other employees shun and reject them 

(Jowitt 150, Pollack 307-308). 8  

In 1947, well after Blitzstein had begun composing based on this scenario—he had 

approximately forty pages of the score completed—Robbins suggested a move to a more 

“abstract” version of the narrative, much to Blitzstein’s chagrin (Pollack 308). Robbins later said 

he “wanted to see whether we could do a classic ballet telling a story with that content. I was 

already trying to move things away from those specific theater qualities—maybe because I was 

able to do them in theater. I wanted to do it in dance where it couldn’t be any other way” (qtd. in 

Reynolds 94). While Robbins’s suggestion that the literal, and highly politicized, narrative of the 

ballet be “abstracted” predated his joining New York City Ballet, the fact that Kirstein did agree 

to commission this work once Robbins officially signed on to the company encouraged Blitzstein 

to go along with the new plan (Pollack 309). It was well understood that Balanchine and 

Kirstein’s company was not the place for the original vision.  

The finished work, according to Robbins, “portrayed a social problem in terms of classic 

dance…the drama was achieved through the use of space design involving large groups. I 

wanted to get at the essence of the conflict rather than depicting a specific situation, so the drive 

was not to look individual, the gestures were not to be personal” (qtd. in Jowitt 151). The piece 

depicted two groups—that Balanchine termed the “cluded—the included and the excluded”—

who are brought together at a formal party. They avoid one another until the host brings out 

masks and gives them to the “included” group. Two extra masks are stolen by two “excluded” 

guests, who join in the “includeds’” dance. A boy and girl are attracted to one another, moving 

together softly, gently, inevitably, and dance together until the host asks for the masks to be 

                                                
8 The piece was, in many ways, the precursor to West Side Story, which Robbins choreographed and 
directed a decade later with Leonard Bernstein. 
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removed. It is revealed that they are from different groups. Chaos breaks out and they are 

separated from one another. The ballet ends as, resisting convention, the boy lifts the girl and 

carries her off (Balanchine and Mason 305-306; Pollack 309; Jowitt 150).9   

Cecil Smith wrote that the work was “a compassionate social comment, handled with a 

delicacy and restraint that make its message more affecting than the tractarian documents of 

many of our socially-conscious modern dancers” (qtd. in Reynolds 94). Doris Hering wrote that 

it was “a semi-abstract study of the bitter problem of social stratification and snobbery and its 

effect upon two young people, stated not with the dispassionateness of satire, but with the closer 

concern of social commentary” (qtd. in Reynolds 94). Walter Terry noted “a mismatch between 

the ‘definitiveness’ of the music and the ‘abstract nature’ of the choreography; nor was he 

‘convinced’ by the ‘acidulous’ signature harmony in the opening bars that contained, he 

surmised, some ‘social commentary’” (Pollack 311). 

The Guests was the last ballet piece Robbins would choreograph that engaged with this 

kind of explicit social commentary. As Cold War tensions heated up, and as the political and 

social ramifications of his membership in the CPUSA became increasingly apparent, Robbins 

began to steer clear of these kinds of outwardly and obviously political works, as did many other 

dancers, artists, and writers.  

                                                
9 This ending went through several iterations, including one that more strongly prefigured West Side 
Story, in which the couple would remain on stage until a few members from each group joined them. The 
decided-upon ending, with the couple heading off into the sunset, mirrors notes made about the work—
possibly by Robbins, possibly by Blitzstein—that they did not want the piece to be “negative,” rather, 
“there is plenty of evidence of surge and resistance to discrimination; this work is actual proof; things 
look up; maybe the pattern of bias and prejudice isn’t fully broken down in this piece— but at least there 
is a clear attempt made, with tiny slow gains” (Pollack 310). Other notes, specifically about the use of 
masks, also zero in on the idea that, as abstracted as it was, the piece was fundamentally still about the 
issues of minorities and majorities, of racial discrimination, that were central to the original scenario: 
“They are the market-place, the supposed anonymity and equality of all comers (applicants for jobs, 
university-entrance, immigration, etc.). Everyone puts them on naturally when they are not at home, when 
they go out into the social world” (309-310).  
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Cold War Politics/Cold War Ballet 

Robbins has never, as such, been grouped into the set of artists emblematic of an “aesthetics of 

indifference,” to borrow Moira Roth’s term, categorized as finding indifference a “psychological 

and intellectual way out of the impasse of the McCarthy period,” whose aesthetic decisions, have 

been described as not “courageous,” but “understandable” (Roth and Katz 46). But the fact that 

Robbins’s work was not critiqued in this way perhaps has as much to do with the assumption that 

ballet, because of its conservative and aristocratic past, is incapable of radical or Leftist political 

content as it does with the actual content of Robbins’ work prior to and after his split with the 

CPUSA. Ballet choreographers are not expected to include social critique in their work—it is a 

form rarely considered “avant-garde” or radically political—and as a result, a lack of it is hardly 

noteworthy.10 Further, the rejection of the CPUSA by Robbins and his ultimate decision to name 

names tend to solidify the operating assumption that Robbins not only walked away from any 

kind of Leftist politics, but that he was a traitor to the cause, that any future work could not 

possibly express a Leftist politics.11 

                                                
10 Mark Franko and Gay Morris each suggest, for example, that Kirstein and Balanchine’s visions of 
ballet, even as they take on the trappings of radical politics or aesthetics, are inherently conservative 
(Franko Work of Dance; Morris). Franko argues that even works like Lew Christensen’s Filling Station 
(1938), which Kirstein put forth as “about work, today” in America, expressed in fact a “right wing” 
politics regardless of its “labor theme” due to its alignment of the “ordinary working man” with the 
danseur noble, holding “the (empty) place of a prince in a poetics of the ordinary” (Franko 121). Morris 
similarly asserts that “although Balanchine’s work took on some of the attributes of vanguard art, it did 
not share vanguard goals,” in spite of Kirstein’s attempt to position it as such, and, in fact, Balanchine’s 
absorption of American themes and aesthetics into his work only furthered the decontextualization and 
abstraction of, for example, his debt to Africanist aesthetics and thereby allowed for the work’s use 
toward international American interests (Morris 52). While I think their arguments regarding the inherent 
conservativeness of the form are valid, they do not, I think, negate the fact that some of these artists did 
believe strongly in Leftist politics and in the potential for ballet to assume a progressive politics.  
 
11 Moreover, Cold War modernism as a whole, especially as it began to be increasingly coopted for state 
purposes in the mid-1950s—a topic to which I return more fully in my discussion of Balanchine’s The 
Seven Deadly Sins— has been frequently critiqued as peddling in “avant-garde goods,” to borrow from 
David Caute, without avant-garde politics (Caute 111). Abstract, non-narrative art, due to its perceived 
lack of social commentary or political interest, became emblematic of conservative values, the most 
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But, I think both the assumption that ballet cannot express political critique and the 

notion that Robbins’s work, in leaving behind the straightforward and surface-level politics of its 

earlier period, lost all of its ties to subversive ideas are flawed. Catherine Gunther Kodat has 

recently fleshed out this argument in Don’t Act, Just Dance, wherein she builds on Jacques 

Rancière’s argument, reaching back to Theodor Adorno, “that a work’s aesthetic ‘distance’ from 

‘the state of the world’ might itself be political, that “such distance represents art’s particular 

metapolitics,” in order to claim that art forms and practices that are “usually seen as 

paradigmatically representative of establishment U.S. cultural and political values during the 

cold war,” like ballet, are centrally important to Cold War culture (Kodat Don’t Act 13). Kodat 

focuses her argument specifically on Balanchine and Cunningham, choreographers whose 

eschewal of narrative and embrace of abstraction mean their work is often read as “passive or 

decorative,” and on how their works entered into international Cold War diplomacy, to 

demonstrate that their “lack of interest in telling stories” is not “a signal of their lack of interest 

in making meaning,” but is rather a politically charged “aesthetics of revelation rather than 

explanation” (71). While I would not term Robbins’s aesthetics one of “revelation”—nor do I 

think, would Kodat—I do want to build on her insistence that ballet contributed meaningfully to 

the “the cold war era’s most important contribution to the modernist project”: “the dialectical 

understanding of art as simultaneously engaged and distanced” (13, 68). 

In so doing, I want to suggest that Robbins’s work never fully lost its engagement with 

political and social issues, even as the terms of that engagement radically changed. In this period, 

Robbins continued to work with collaborators like Blitzstein, Bernstein, and Oliver Smith, who 

designed the sets for Age of Anxiety, all of whom held the same kinds of deeply-seated Leftist 

                                                
famous example being, perhaps, abstract expressionism, which has been frequently held up as “apolitical” 
and individualistic enough to be used for conservative political purposes (Guilbaut). 
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politics as Robbins, all of whom were Jewish, and all of whom were homosexual. While many of 

these men stopped expressing their politics as openly and freely in their art, the “closeting” of 

their politics did not equate with the utter destruction of them, or, in the case of Robbins, with 

the complete removal of those ideas from his artistic output. For Robbins, as for Cunningham 

and Balanchine, as Kodat suggests, there was a politics embedded exactly in the distance 

between his dance works and any apparent politics, as well as in how they engaged with the 

extant works on which they were based. By tying his works to poetic documents and to past 

modernist dance works, Robbins creates networks of allusive meaning that complicate his 

dances’ seeming absorption into the abstract, apolitical, “present Eden” of the ballet, to borrow 

Auden’s phrase. The complex, often opaque, relationships between text and bodies in his work 

allow for a subversive critique to emerge, albeit one that that requires a subtler, more nuanced 

reading than is perhaps often given to these ballets. 

Dancing in The Age of Anxiety 

The first of these poetry ballets was 1950’s Age of Anxiety, which premiered only a few months 

before the Hollywood Blacklist went into full-effect and shortly after Robbins first felt the true 

weight of his CPUSA membership. In February, shortly before the ballet’s premiere, Robbins, 

whose Broadway fame reached to Hollywood, had been banned from Ed Sullivan’s television 

program. His first meeting with the FBI followed, suggesting that his fears and subsequent 

pulling away from the party were grounded in reality (Jowitt 177).  

Age of Anxiety could hardly be called a collaboration; it was more like a transposition, or 

a translation. W.H. Auden’s poem, published in 1947, served as the base for both the music, 

composed by Bernstein in 1949, and Robbins’s dance. Although all three men lived in New York 

City, and all three men were associated with New York City Ballet—Auden via both Kirstein 
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and set designer Oliver Smith, with whom he shared a house in Brooklyn Heights—they did not 

work together on the piece in any substantive way, except that Bernstein did occasionally play at 

rehearsals (Bocher and Darius 68; Tippins).  

 According to Eric Bentley, Auden once said, “I don’t think Robbins ever got beyond the 

title,” a comment that reflects Auden’s reputed dislike of the ballet (Lawrence 152; Duberman).12   

But, contrary to Auden’s statement, Robbins did indeed read well past the title, as evidenced 

both by the dance’s adherence to the overarching plot and themes of the text as well as by his 

annotated copy of the poem.13  

Subtitled, “A Baroque Eclogue” and written in a modified Anglo-Saxon alliterative 

tetrameter, Auden’s The Age of Anxiety follows four strangers—Emble, Malin, Quant, and 

Rosetta—as they meet in a Lower East Side bar on All Soul’s Night. The characters are 

nondescript New Yorkers, average and unremarkable city denizens, rather than the shepherds or 

pastoral figures of an eclogue, but, they do all speak in a highly formal, stylized, and elevated 

manner.14 Each character represents a different Jungian archetype and those distinctions are, for 

the most part, articulated via the content of their speech. They are largely undifferentiated 

formally, speaking with the same rhythmic inflections, the same vocabulary that pulls from 

                                                
12 T.S. Eliot, on the other hand, quite liked it at its London premiere (Duberman 464). Then again, it was 
not his poem. 
 
13 Robbins’s annotated copy currently resides in the New York Public Library. While his annotations do 
appear in every section of the text, even Auden scholars might have a hard time blaming Robbins for 
putting the text down early—while celebrated with a Pulitzer Prize the year it was published, it is notably 
hard reading, even for the many critics who admire the work. As Alan Jacobs writes in introduction to the 
newest edition of Age of Anxiety, while, “many cultural critics over the decades…have lauded Auden for 
his acuity in naming the era in which we live…given the poem’s difficulty, few of them have managed to 
figure out precisely why he thinks our age is characterized primarily by anxiety—or even whether he is 
really saying that at all. The Age of Anxiety, then, is extraordinarily famous for a book so little read; or, 
extraordinarily little read for a book so famous” (Jacobs xii). 
 
14 In 1954 The Age of Anxiety was staged as a play in New York by the Living Theater Studio and in 1960 
by Theatre Intime at Princeton University, for which Auden served as the narrator (Jacobs xli). 
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idiomatic American and British English. Feeling drawn together, the characters move to a booth 

where they discuss the “Seven Ages” of man, from birth to adolescence to mid-life and death, 

and then take an intoxicated, hallucinatory voyage along a human body termed the “Seven 

Stages,” which comprises a search for “prehistoric happiness” in pairs of two. As the bar closes, 

they grab a cab to Rosetta’s apartment, during which voyage they discuss the apparent 

disappearance of a “semi-divine stranger with superhuman powers” who might rescue humanity 

from its “egregious destructive blunders” (Auden Age 83). Once at the apartment, the four dance 

and drink, celebrate the “marriage” of Emble to Rosetta, and finally disperse, Rosetta walking 

Quant and Malin to the elevator. The sexual tension between Emble and Rosetta is never 

resolved, as Emble falls asleep before they can consummate their imagined marriage. Both 

Rosetta and Malin, in the end, find a momentary resolution to their anxiety by turning, if not to 

an almighty and all-knowing God, to a kind of personal religion, then to a “personal god,” who 

is, as Edward Mendelson phrases it, “a historical person” rather than a “projected collective 

archetype” (Auden Age; Mendelson 252). Auden described the poem as an attempt to “to devise 

a rhetoric which would reveal the great vice of our age which is that we are all not only ‘actors’ 

but know that we are (re-duplicated Hamlets) and that it is only at moments, in spite of 

ourselves, and when we least expect it that our real feelings break through” (qtd. in Fuller 370).  

On Bernstein’s part, the composer was immediately struck by The Age of Anxiety, 

referring to it as “one of the most shattering examples of pure virtuosity in the history of English 

poetry,” an evocation of “our difficult and problematic search for faith,” though the idea to turn it 

into a symphony seems to have come from an anonymous friend (qtd. in Chrisholm; LaFave 42-
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43).15 In the long program note for the premiere—also printed in copies of the score—Bernstein 

described his own “astonishment” “at the extent to which the programmatic of this work has 

been carried” (Bernstein "The Age of Anxiety"). “I had not planned a “meaningful” work,” he 

continues,  

at least not in the sense of a piece whose meaning relied on details of programmatic 

implication. I was merely writing a symphony inspired by a poem and following the 

general form of that poem. Yet, when each section was finished I discovered, upon re-

reading, detail after detail of programmatic relation to the poem – details that had 

“written themselves,” wholly unplanned and unconscious (Bernstein "The Age of 

Anxiety"). 

While in later life, he would say that the piece could stand on its own without the poem, in its 

first performances, Bernstein was adamant that a knowledge of the text was essential to 

understanding the music (Chrisholm). 

In his adaptation, Bernstein kept Auden’s section titles and, using the piano to represent 

the four voices—a choice that underscores the similarity between the four voices in the text—

                                                
15 “Why don't you try a tone poem of 'Anxiety'? The four themes—their inter-relationship, paring-off 
drama—etc. Might make a good thing. And you could do it!" he or she wrote in one letter. In another, the 
friend said: 

What do you think of the 'Anxiety' idea? There is so much musical-subtlety in it, and those 
various metres brought about by the different roads the couples take and their differing means of 
transportation, to say nothing of the moods, and the separateness that becomes Oneness under 
alcohol and/or libidinal urges. You mentioned it being good ballet material, yes, but I think, first, 
it should be composed as music by itself and therefore protect it from being too obvious program 
music, and then if some clever choreographer can put the musical composition to work, with what 
added quality good music may give to the themes and material, well and good. I would rather 
have 'it' in the concert hall, where it can be less 'handled' than in the ballet school where many 
different talents brush it up. It's too good a thing for many hands (LaFave 43). 

As Kenneth LaFave notes, it is interesting that Bernstein first thought of the music as a ballet, given its 
later life as one, and suggests that, possibly, some of it was designed to accompany moving bodies from 
the start (43).  
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closely followed the moods and feelings of the poem.16 While Bernstein makes no attempt to 

mimic the tetrameter or alliteration of the poetry, the use of symphonic form—the inscription of 

the piece into a history of high art music—recalls Auden’s designation of his work as an eclogue 

(Gentry). It draws attention to the urbanization and modernization of what might be considered 

an “outdated” form. Further, each has a kind of “theatricality” as Bernstein terms it, a sense, 

from the outset, that bodies might be inserted into the work; that it might attain a second life on 

the stage. 

Robbins came to the work via Bernstein, and most accounts, including his own, suggest 

that it was Bernstein’s piece, rather than Auden’s, that had the largest impact on the finished 

product. “I heard the score and wanted to do a ballet to it,” he said many years later in an 

interview with Nancy Reynolds (Robbins "Reynolds Interview"). And, in many ways, the dance 

adheres more closely to the music than to the poem. It does not strictly follow the narrative 

gestures of the text, tracing instead the music’s abstraction of that narrative: its divorcing of the 

poem’s themes from the details of its descriptions. For example, although, as in Auden’s poem, 

                                                
16 The “Prologue” is written for two clarinets, offering, as Bernstein phrased it, “a bridge into the realm of 
the unconscious, where most of the poem takes place.” “The Seven Ages” follow as a series of variations 
without a theme, building upon an element or feature of the prior. Bernstein described this as “a kind of 
musical fission, which corresponds to the reasonableness and almost didactic quality of the four-fold 
discussion.”  In “The Seven Ages,” he wrote another series of variations, which begin to build in activity 
until reaching a “hectic, though indecisive, close.” For “The Dirge,” Bernstein made use of a twelve-tone 
row, a turn to predetermination, in a sense, in the absence of the “Colossal Father.” “The Masque” is a 
jazzy scherzo for piano and percussion, until the abrupt end of the orchestral part. A pianino continues the 
theme, with “waning energy,” into the beginning of the Epilogue. Bernstein described it as representing 
“a kind of separation of the self from the guilt of escapist living,” leaving “the protagonist…free again to 
examine what is left beneath the emptiness.” The “Epilogue” returns us to “faith,” as:  

The trumpet intrudes its statement of “something pure” upon the dying pianino: the strings 
answer in a melancholy reminiscent of the Prologue: again and again the winds reiterate 
“something pure” against the mounting tension of the strings’ loneliness. All at once the strings 
accept the situation, in a sudden radiant pianissimo, and begin to build, with the rest of the 
orchestra, to a positive statement of the newly-recognized faith (Bernstein). 

For a thorough description of the correspondences between the symphony and the poem, see Kenneth 
LaFave’s Experiencing Leonard Bernstein: A Listener’s Companion (2015). 
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there appear four characters, three men and a woman, Robbins never officially assigned names to 

specify which of the men were which, referring to them simply as “the four protagonists,” a 

gesture that mimics the music’s representation of all four as a single piano line (Robbins 

"Reynolds Interview").  

That said, the dancers—Tanaquil LeClercq, Todd Bolender, Francisco Moncion, and 

Robbins himself—seemed to have an idea of who they were each meant to represent. The work’s 

construction, particularly in the “Seven Ages,” suggests that Bolender was likely meant to 

represent Malin; Moncion, Emble; Robbins, Quant; and LeClercq, Rosetta. These parts, 

however, were mutable, and it is hard to say if they retained these roles throughout the entire 

work (Barzel; Robbins Letter to Todd Bolender).17 But the work did have clear affiliations with 

the poem and those connections come to the fore when poem, dance, and Robbins’s notes are 

looked at together.18 

                                                
17 Bolender recounts, “We already knew the story, and we would often speak of ourselves as those 
characters. Jerry would occasionally say a word or two, because he’s very good at giving sharp, clear 
characterizations of both movements and psychological states. Often by criticizing the movement you 
could get through to the character” (qtd. in Reynolds 110). Moncion says, “We spent a great deal of 
rehearsal time working out the relationships between the four. This is the substructure [of the piece]” (qtd. 
in Reynolds 110). LeClercq seemed less sure than the men that an understanding of Rosetta’s character 
would help her dancing. Having read the poem, she later said, “I can’t say that it helped me for one damn 
moment. One was poetry, and one was Bernstein and Robbins and sweat” (qtd. in Vaill 167). 
 
18 I want to draw attention to these moments of textual affiliation as I discuss the ballet, in part because 
other accounts describe in more detail the musical connections, and in part because I believe it is in its 
connection to the text that the ballet opens itself up to a variety of interpretations which are less clear 
when the two texts, literary and choreographic, are read separately. To be clear, I do not want to fall into 
the easy trap of regarding dance history purely through the lens of literary history, or forget that, as Amy 
Koritz writes, “in our cultural history of the arts, literature has been one of the ‘victors,’ dance one of 
those half-forgotten realms of human endeavor good for an occasional striking anecdote or dramatic 
illustration” (Koritz 1). That dance and dancers have had to fight long and hard and continually to be seen 
as capable of expressing the kind of complexity found in literature is not ever far from my mind, and I do 
not wish to discount the efforts made to allow dance to stand on its own as a major art form. In fact, it was 
this very need for dance in the first half of the 20th century to assert itself as an independent form that in a 
way brings Robbins’ choice to align himself so clearly with a contemporary poet into high relief. 
Although high modernism is often lauded as the pinnacle of dance’s collaborations with the literary arts, 
the frequency with which some version of the claim, “if I could say it, I wouldn’t have to dance it,” was 
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Choreographing Anxiety: Connecting Dance to Text and Text to Dance 

The ballet opens upon a “scene that might be a public place in any part of a large modern city,” 

designed by Oliver Smith (Balanchine and Mason 10).19 In Auden’s “Prologue,” Robbins 

underlined the narrator’s statement that a bar, in wartime, will always be “an unprejudiced space 

in which nothing particular ever happens,” and will give “a choice of physiological aids to the 

imagination” (Auden Robbins Copy 3).  

The four protagonists enter, walking one by one to the center of the stage, until they stand 

in a circle, facing each other. Reaching out, they touch one another, placing hands on shoulders. 

Robbins underscored in his copy of the text the idea that these strangers are “compelled” toward 

one another, and in his dance they do seem “drawn” together, pulled as if beyond their will, to 

“bec[ome] acquainted,” to share their thoughts (Auden Robbins Copy 11, 17). Todd Bolender 

recalls, after touching shoulders: 

We did a grand plié, all four of us, with knees straight forward. And then we rose up and 

we dropped our arms and then we would look—I would look at you and you would look 

away from me. And [that pattern passed] right through the line and then back again until 

                                                
made suggests that the denial of a connection to the literary arts often stood as a signifier for seriousness 
and autonomy in dance. That Robbins did choose to align himself so closely with this poem, and later, 
with Afternoon of a Faun—keeping the title, the structure, the basic outline of the plot—becomes in a 
way all the more evocative. 
 
19 Upon the ballet’s premiere, Walter Terry wrote, “I cannot offer a synopsis, for it is not a story; it is an 
experience” (qtd. in Reynolds 108). Sixty-five years later, it is harder still to offer a synopsis, let alone a 
description, as the piece fell out of repertory by the end of the 1950s. Choreographed on Tanaquil 
LeClercq, Todd Bolender, Francisco Moncion, and Robbins himself, the only surviving film features 
Nora Kaye in LeClercq’s role and Roy Tobias in Robbins’s (Barzel). The film clips are short, without 
music, and some guesswork is needed to figure out what sections appear. The descriptions that follow are 
drawn from that film, reviews written at the time of its premiere, the description of the ballet in 
Balanchine’s Complete Stories of the Great Ballets, which was published in 1951, not long after the 
ballet’s premiere, and the various textual reconstructions undertaken by Deborah Jowitt, Catherine 
Gunther Kodat, and Amanda Vaill. 
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finally it ended back at this person and then we would look at each other across [the 

circle], like that. Then we started to back away from each other and then one person 

would start off in one direction and another and another and another. And then suddenly a 

sweep of dancers would come through and they would pick up one of the people (qtd. in 

Jowitt 165). 

The first section, “The Seven Ages,” was, like the music, a series of variations, depicting the 

development of man, from infancy through youth and love to death. The text itself is also a series 

of variations of a sort, with each of the four characters chiming in to express their own take on 

the progression of life. This is both the most heavily annotated section of Robbins’ copy of The 

Age of Anxiety and the section that most closely adheres to the poem. 

The first variation, for one of the men, shows man learning to stand and walk (Balanchine 

and Mason 11). Robbins’s notes in the poem for this first age pick out verbs and bodily images—

“frown” and “smile,” “jumps” and “joins,” “coughs” and “scratched knees”—in Malin’s first 

speech and he almost always highlights either the poetic foot immediate prior to the caesura or 

the final foot (Auden Robbins Copy 30). Robbins also notes in the margins of this section a few 

thematic ideas, including that “Beauty lives in sordid…backgrounds” (31). 

The second variation was for the woman. Many years later, Melissa Hayden recalled the 

variation beginning with a piqué, passé, passé pirouette à la seconde, which suggests it is the solo 

captured on film (Weisman). It is a vibrant dance, legs darting in and out of classical positions, 

crossing and envelopé-ing joyously almost as if her energy transcends the confines of her body. 

She alternately reaches outward and then pulls tightly in, spinning in just-barely-not classical 

positions. Robbins’s annotations to the text note, among other phrases, the idea that in the second 

age, man is “threatened from all sides/Embarrassed by his body’s bald statements,” an annotation 
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that suggests the sense in this solo of being somewhat out of control, unable to fully contain a 

growing energy or body (Auden Robbins Copy 32). The dance ends as she reaches up with both 

arms and then allows them to drift downward, palms turning up as they reach chest-height. She 

looks wistfully at them as they descend (Barzel).  

For the third age, Robbins simply wrote “Sexuality” at the top of the page (Auden 

Robbins Copy 35). This section likely included the pas de deux for Kaye and Moncion captured 

on film, as well as perhaps a duet for the other two men. The pas de deux is distinctive, full of 

movements wherein the woman wraps herself around him, her leg enfolding him in attitude 

dévant, only to pull away, and then come back together. The whole section seems to be an 

experiment in yielding and resisting, finding moments of connection before pulling or being 

pulled apart (Barzel).  

In the fourth age, Robbins focuses in on the image of “the mutable circus where mobs 

rule/The arena with roars” and “the packed compulsory ring” (Auden Age of Anxiety 39). The 

part was choreographed for Bolender, but unfortunately none of it survives to know how well it 

matches Auden’s description (Bernstein Age). The notes suggest that at least two men in the 

corps de ballet entered at some point during the section, implying that perhaps the idea of a mob 

surfaced in the dance.  

The fifth variation shows the protagonists finding “material success,” all moving to a 

“fixed schedule” conforming to “timetables” and “the demands of a huge machine that they have 

no power to control” (Balanchine and Mason 12). Robbins highlighted many parts of the text for 

this section, focusing in on actions and physical images: “there he is/Standing up, and astonished 

victor/Gliding over the good glib waters;” “He fairly blooms…He learned to speak/Softer and 

slower, not to seem so eager; /His body acquires the blander motions/of the approved state” 
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(Auden Robbins Copy 41). Accounts of the dance suggest that the dancers began to strictly 

follow the metronomic beat of the music, their bodies acquiescing to time, becoming regulated. 

In the sixth age, Robbins was drawn to images of man stuck “under the guilt and grime of 

a great career,” of “Shame and Regret shov[ing] into his their/Inflamed faces” (Auden Robbins 

Copy 47). The dancers split into two groups and a sense of loss permeates until finally one of the 

four “tires. His fist moves to his mouth to stifle a yawn. He sits, curled up like a child” 

(Balanchine and Mason 12). 

The final age shows the dancer moving increasingly slowly, until he reaches out and then, 

near the wings, collapses and dies (Robbins Letter to Todd Bolender; Balanchine and Mason). 

He is covered with a long train by “Death” and then carried off, evoking the “total extinction” 

that Robbins underlined in his text (Robbins Letter to Todd Bolender; Auden Robbins Copy 52).  

While Robbins’ version of “The Seven Ages” adheres fairly closely to its textual 

predecessor, his depiction of “The Seven Stages” moves markedly away from Auden’s text. 

Fully disregarding Auden’s conception of the journey as taking place along and through a 

landscape composed of a human body, Robbins substitutes another image from earlier in the 

poem: the various characters catching glimpses of themselves in the bar’s mirrored walls. Rather 

than journeying through an imagined body-scape, they journey through a looking-glass land: a 

place of doubles, masks, and deception.  

When the four protagonists return to the stage, so do a set of doubles dressed identically 

to the original four, along with a corps de ballet wearing masks and red leotards (Balanchine and 

Mason 12; Jowitt 165). Moncion recalled these members of the corps de ballet becoming 

“obstructions,” “hurdles,” “alleys;” “turnstiles” which the dancers had to “break through;” a 

“maze” (Jowitt 165). Robbins said his inspiration for it was watching a ballet being rehearsed 
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with principals and a corps de ballet and the understudies dancing behind the corps (Robbins 

"Reynolds Interview"). It was, he continued on to say “about an idealized self,” but, it equally 

seems to be derived from the opening lines of Auden’s poem, in which Quant looks in the bar 

mirror and, evoking both Baudelaire and Louis Carroll, thinks “My deuce, my double, my dear 

image,/Is it lively there, that land of glass/Where song is a grimace, sound logic/A suite of 

gestures…What flavor has/That liquor you lift with your left hand; Is it cold by contrast, cool as 

this/For a soiled soul; does your self like mine/Taste of untruth?” (Auden Age 6). The self that 

appears in Robbins’s “Seven Stages” is idealized, but also lost, mysterious, forbidding. 

The film captures this section, the corps women in two straight lines, a series of 

arabesques and passés, separating the protagonists from their doubles. They dart through the 

lines, as if avoiding traffic, attempting to reach their twin, but never quite succeeding. A pas de 

deux forms, in front of the corps, the man dragging the woman in arabesque backwards in a 

serpentine pattern, before lifting her into a jump and turn. Separated again, they dance on either 

side of the lines of corps dancers, mirroring each other’s steps, pricking the ground and turning 

upon themselves (Barzel). These moving patterns and the four main characters alternately 

dancing together and then being separated, mimic the way the four protagonists in Auden’s text 

explore the “Seven Stages:” sometimes as a full group, but twice dividing up, two by two, to 

explore the extremities of the body. Robbins’ pen did not cover as many pages in this section of 

the text, but what he does note is that, at the beginning, “each walks alone,” sharing only “the 

feeling of remoteness and desertion… of having lost their bearings, of a restless urge to find 

water” (Auden Robbins Copy 58, Robbins’s annotations). Later, he notes a full passage that 

seems like it may have offered the vision of the protagonists under attack by the corps de ballet: 
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For the world from which their journey has been one long flight rises up before them now 

as if the whole time it had been hiding in ambush, only waiting for the worst moment to 

reappear to its fugitives in all the majesty of its perpetual fury (96). 

At the end of the section, Auden’s characters, Robbins notes, “woke up and recognized where 

they sat and who they were” (99). Accounts of the ballet suggest that, similarly, some kind of 

resolution was reached at the end of this section. 

While the film does not feature any part of “The Dirge,” the opening passage of the 

section is heavily underlined in Robbins’ copy of the text, offering a suggestion of the mood and 

themes:  

As they drove through the half-lit almost empty streets, the effect of their dream had not 

yet worn off but persisted as a mutual mood of discouragement. Whether they thought of 

Nature, of her unending stream of irrelevant events without composition or center, her 

reckless waste of value, her alternate looks of idiotic inertia and insane ferocity, or 

whether they thought of Man, of the torpor of his spirit, the indigent dryness of his soul, 

his bottomless credulity, his perverse preference for the meretricious or the insipid—it 

seemed impossible to  them that either could have survived so long had not some  semi-

divine stranger  with superhuman powers, some Gilgamesh or Napoleon, some Solon or 

Sherlock Holmes, appeared from time to time to rescue both, for a brief bright instant, 

from their egregious destructive blunders. And for such a great one who, long or lately, 

has always died or disappeared, they now lamented thus (Auden Robbins Copy 103, 

Robbins’s annotations). 
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Robbins’s notes, with their emphasis on verbs and emotions, images of “inertia” and “ferocity,” 

“discouragement” and “lament,” are focused on the impossibility of a God figure and the 

hopelessness in waiting for one. 

While the extensive notes might suggest that Robbins would adhere closely to Auden’s 

text, as he did in the similarly marked “The Seven Ages,” “The Dirge,” in fact, represents one of 

his largest diversions from the text. While “The Seven Stages,” did away with Auden’s imagery 

in favor of retaining its meaning, “The Dirge” begins to move philosophically away from the text 

as well. Although in the poem, the “colossal father” is eternally and irrevocably absent, in 

Robbins’ work, he appears, a giant, hooded figure, clomping and stuttering on platform shoes, 

moving only with “the assistance of his disciples” (Jowitt 166; Balanchine and Mason 12). The 

four travelers “fall flat on their faces,” before they and all the rest of the ensemble pay homage to 

him (Jowitt 166; Balanchine and Mason 12). In the end, he cannot sustain himself and falls, an 

imperfect construction of the protagonists’ needs and desires (Balanchine and Mason 12). Here, 

then, is where Robbins first fully divorces himself from Auden’s vision: in the poem, while a 

fully-divine, transcendent God is absent or missing, a personal God does exist and offers a path 

out of anxiety. In Robbins’s work, the only proffered God is a puppet, a sham, a failure. 

 “The Masque,” in both text and ballet, moves the four protagonists out of the realm of 

dream and imagination and back into the cityscape, into their corporeal bodies. As Robbins 

notes, the four characters, along with the ensemble, “were silent but each was making a secret 

resolve to banish such gloomy reflections and become, or at least appear, carefree and cheerful,” 

having decided that “it was time something exciting happened and decided to do their best to see 

that it did” (Auden Robbins Copy 106, 109). The company breaks into a kind of frenzied jazz, a 

desperate, physicalized attempt to push beyond exhaustion and despair by forcing their bodies to 
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act joyfully. Hands reach and grab, claw and scratch; bodies leap upward and then fall to the 

ground; legs seem to drive torsos into a crazy Charleston (Barzel). The movement is giddy, 

desperate, out of control, until, finally, it begins to slow, as if this terrible energy has exhausted 

itself, can no longer be sustained. The men drag the women through a kind a ballroom dance, 

supporting their weight as if they are too tired or too drunk (Barzel; Jowitt 166).  

 In the end, the “Epilogue” in no way resembles Auden’s text. The only annotation is of 

Malin’s thought that: “We would rather be ruined than changed/We would rather die in our 

dread/Than climb the cross of the moment/And let our illusions die” (Auden Robbins Copy 134, 

Robbins’s annotations). And, in a way, Robbins’s dancers do seem to part before their illusions 

fade: the group simply reassembles, as they did at the beginning, touch shoulders once more, and 

disperse, pausing briefly to bow to one another (Barzel; Jowitt 166; Balanchine and Mason 13). 

As Moncion remembered it, “They get together again, they touch, they do their obeisance, then 

they go away separately, into a glorious Technicolor sunset, with chimes and bells and chords” 

(Reynolds 110). Robbins refused to engage with Auden’s declaration of faith, or even 

Bernstein’s “something pure,” turning instead to the human dimension: a group of strangers 

parting.  

The Ages of Anxiety: Danced, Read, Lived  

Amanda Vaill suggests that choreographing Age of Anxiety, taking on this nearly insurmountable 

project, was a way for Robbins to “show people like the Harvard-educated Lenny [Bernstein], 

and Lincoln Kirstein, and Jacques Le Clercq’s [a professor of philosophy at CUNY] daughter 

that he was up to handling intellectually chewy subject matter,” and I largely agree, but I want to 

push the idea a little further (Vaill 166). On the one hand, by tying his work to this poem, 

Robbins provided, to borrow Susan Foster’s term, a “frame” that allowed its viewers to begin to 
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interpret the dance before ever entering the space of the theater (Foster Reading Dancing 59). 

Age of Anxiety, in comparison to Fancy Free or The Guests, was afforded by press and audiences 

an assumed additional degree of philosophical rigor—of universality, even—due to its 

connection to the literary text (Jowitt 151). As Martin was to phrase it, the ballet “tries to say 

something outside the dimensions of his art;” it was seen as tackling philosophical subjects and 

ideas generally restricted to the written arts. Although I certainly do not agree with Martin’s 

assessment that dance, or ballet, can only say certain kinds of things, I do think that the critical 

and public reception of the work was molded by its association with a poem that had been 

deemed by the literary establishment as representative of the best of American poetry (Martin 

"Robbins Appears").20   

But, on the other hand, I also want to suggest that by tying his work to this poem, Robbins 

not so much pushes this work outside the boundaries of his prior choreography, but rather pushes 

it back into the realm of that earlier work. In other words, by using the poem to frame the dance, 

Robbins manages to both create a work that moves away from the “specific theater qualities,” the 

explicit drama of his earlier pieces, while remaining connected to real world ideas and issues. 

The tie to the poem brings into high relief the ways in which the dancing bodies in this work 

locate contemporary discourses around domestic politics—for those who can read these 

                                                
20 Of course, this understanding of Auden’s poetry as American at all is up for debate, as Auden himself, 
tracing an opposite trajectory from T.S. Eliot and Ezra Pound, abandoned the United Kingdom for New 
York in the early days of World War II. His naturalization as a U.S. citizen in 1946 and subsequent 
winning of the Pulitzer Prize—awarded only to U.S. citizens—for a poem that places New York City at 
its heart, in 1948, might be seen as emblematic of the United States’ absorption of European culture 
following WWII, of New York’s new status as the epicenter of Western culture (Von Hallberg). And, 
regardless of whether Auden’s work is American or British, Robbins’s creation of an unequivocally 
American dance out of the materials of a European art form based on the newly American poem of a 
famed European poet, might be read as a way in which Robbins wrote both himself and his dance into the 
kind of transatlantic modernist artistic trajectory within which, previously, Balanchine and Kirstein had 
existed, but Robbins had not. It ties his work to a formal, abstract, even difficult, aesthetic at odds with 
his populist, even nationalistic earlier pieces.  
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connections—while simultaneously insulating it from the derogatory claim that it was a 

“political” work, or worse, a Communist one (Jowitt 151).21   

Recent studies of post-war American culture have located in Cold War politics and 

policies the nascent beginnings of what has come to be termed postmodernism. As Ann Douglas 

phrased it in one of the first major articles to address why literary studies has not better embraced 

the idea of “the Cold War” as a period: 

I am not suggesting that World War II or the cold war caused postmodernity or that each 

enterprise did not have its own agents and agendas; I tend to believe in something like 

synchronicity when it comes to sorting out the relations between base and superstructure, 

between economics, politics, and culture. I am suggesting, however, that postmodernity 

cannot be fully explained or understood outside of its cold war context; they group 

together as one "composition," as Gertrude Stein might say (Douglas 77). 

She writes, “Postmodernism involves a sometimes willful flirtation with the unknowable, even a 

calculated extension of it, and the CIA, in conjunction with the State and Defense Departments, 

matched the powers of strategic obfuscation since displayed by its ally, the transnational 

corporation. The doctrine of plausible deniability, promulgated by President Truman's National 

Security Council in 1948 and central to postmodernity, was a way of suppressing evidence and 

destroying knowledge” (74). Douglas thus suggests that postmodernism, perhaps even 

                                                
21 Without pushing too strongly on this biographical point, I do want to gesture to the fact that, like 
Robbins, Bernstein, and Smith, Auden too had a political past—and one that he rejected. This emphasis in 
the text that relief from anxiety arrives only on a personal, not on a universal level, likely bears some 
relation to Auden’s own swearing off of any relationship between poetry and politics following a 1939 
speech to the Human Relations Institute and to his conversion to Anglicanism shortly after the publication 
of the poem (Carpenter 256). This would not have been unknown to either Robbins or Bernstein and 
might have contributed to how they read, and then re-wrote, this text as they experienced their own 
increasing disillusionment with both the CPUSA and their increasing fear of their own nation’s 
government.  
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postmodernity, is founded on the disconnect between rhetoric and knowledge, between 

knowability and deniability, between individuals and the meta-narratives that shape their lives.  

 While I am not fundamentally interested in terming Auden, Bernstein, or Robbins “post-

moderns,” if in part because to do so unnecessarily severs their stronger ties to modernist 

innovators, practices, and aesthetics, it is interesting to consider this disconnect between 

knowledge and language, between bodies and the forces that control them, in relation to the 

three, triangulated Ages of Anxiety.22 Auden’s The Age of Anxiety is, as Daniel Jean suggests, a 

fundamentally “postwar text” concerned with “the need for a redefinition of human experience” 

in the wake of world war (Jean 83). And Mendelson suggests that this redefinition arises in how, 

“The poem makes a point of insisting that individuals are in part artifacts—created by 

involuntary forces of language and culture, shaped by unseen social and symbolic systems, and 

subject to the radio announcer’s impersonal voice,” and in how “Even one’s own body is not 

directly accessible because it can be perceived only after it has been translated into a symbolic 

landscape,” a reading of human experience that begins to move into a postmodern understanding 

of body and of language (Mendelson 249).  

Mendelson’s comment communicates how Auden’s The Age of Anxiety turns on the idea 

that we are all constructions of our time and space and, above all perhaps, language: that there is 

no essential truth, no “still point of the turning world…where past and future are gathered,” as 

Eliot wrote ten years earlier in Burnt Norton, rather, only subjective truths, which we may, 

                                                
22 That said, late, or at least later, Auden, like The Age of Anxiety, has been increasingly read as 
representative of a transition between modernism—to which Auden’s earlier work certainly belonged—
and postmodernism, at least in part due to its influence on the first “real” generation of postmodern poets, 
but also because of its own, intrinsic questioning of the bases of modernism. A text like The Age of 
Anxiety written as it is like a piece of theater and written during a period in which Auden was increasingly 
working in musical genres such as opera, is especially open to this kind of reading as, to quote Stan 
Smith, a “speculatively ‘postmodern’ multi-media text… which subvert[s] traditional genres” (Smith 5). 
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through our despair, occasionally locate (Eliot Four Quartets 15-16). Eliot’s “still point” is, quite 

famously, “where the dance is,” and represents the Dantean climax of his Four Quartets. 

Auden’s text also uses an image of dance as representative of a possibility for a kind of cosmic 

order, but in a way markedly different from Eliot’s and one that articulates perhaps most clearly 

the Kierkegaardian anxiety that permeates the poem. Shortly after returning to Rosetta’s 

apartment, the narrator recounts: 

Moving well together to the music, ROSETTA and EMBLE were becoming obviously 

attracted to each other. In times of war even the crudest kind of positive affection 

between persons seems extraordinarily beautiful, a noble symbol of peace and 

forgiveness of which the whole world stands so desperately in need. So to dancer and 

spectators alike, this quite casual attraction seemed and was of immense importance 

(Auden Anxiety 88). 

Dancing stands here as a precursor to sex, a precursor to the expected climax of the narrative, but 

also as an opposite to war, as an emblem of the possibility for two bodies to come together in a 

“kind of positive affection,” in “peace and forgiveness” rather than in violence. It offers the 

possibility for order and redemption rather than violence and destruction. But, before Rosetta and 

Emble can consummate this relationship, Rosetta finds that “EMBLE had gone into her bedroom 

and passed out” (98). While she “look[s] down at him, half sadly, half relieved” she thinks 

“Blind on the bride-bed, the bridegroom snores, /Too aloof to love. Did you lose your nerve/And 

cloud your conscience because I wasn’t/Your dish really? You danced so bravely/Till I wished I 

were” (98).  

Rosetta’s reflections on her and Emble’s dance imply that their dancing, their 

“extraordinarily beautiful, noble symbol of peace and forgiveness,” was as close to climax as it is 
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possible for two humans to reach, but in the end, it was no more than a symbol—it could, like 

poetry, as the narrator reminds us in the final lines of the text, “take no interest” in the “real 

world” (108). Rosetta’s change in linguistic register from the formal and ornate, “Blind on the 

bride-bed, the bridegroom snores,” with its extra alliteration, to “I wasn’t/Your dish really” 

seems to mimic Rosetta’s crash back to earth, her realization, as Auden phrases it, that “we are 

all not only ‘actors’ but know that we are;” we are not only incapable of achieving Herculean 

heights, but know they are beyond us (98, xxxiii). Rosetta, does, however, overcome her anxiety, 

not through sex or access to a universal sublime, but through turning to the Jewish God, to her 

own, personal, historically-determined, subjective God who offers her not so much a way beyond 

the real world, but a possible way to live, without answers, in that flawed urban space.  

As Mendelson phrases it, the characters in the text must “endure the disappointments of 

their nostalgia for this projected collective archetype” of God in order to “embrace” a 

subjectivity that “does not make one self-centered, but allows for a relation with another 

subject… with the God who is a person, not a myth, abstraction, or power” (Mendelson 252, 

254). The Age of Anxiety thus seems to reside at the intersection of the modernist belief in the 

sublime and the universal and the postmodernist rejection of those claims—God exists, but only 

in language, in tradition, in the subjective and the personal. It offers up a modernist answer to the 

anxiety of the age, while shying away from any belief that the answer could be universal, 

political, or communal.23 

                                                
23 The kind of Kierkegaardian anxiety expressed in this text and its purely personal resolution can thus be 
read as an early move away from modernist sublimes founded, at least in part, on Auden’s own political 
disenchantment. And, to an extent, this argument has already been made regarding Bernstein’s symphony. 
Philip Gentry, in “Leonard Bernstein's The Age of Anxiety: A Great American Symphony during 
McCarthyism,” suggests that Bernstein’s version of The Age of Anxiety is directly related to his increased 
fear of McCarthyism coupled with the poem’s disavowal of meta-narratives, of climaxes, of either fully 
human or fully divine ways out of anxiety (Gentry). Gentry contends that Bernstein’s finale, in particular, 
rather than emulating Auden’s sincere declaration of faith, contingent though it may be, is “strictly 
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Robbins’s Age of Anxiety similarly, I think, critiques the idea that grand narratives—or 

grand political ideologies—might offer answers, while simultaneously exploring the ways 

humans are shaped by these narratives. And this critique, though present in the choreography 

itself, comes to light most clearly in the interrelationship between dance and text—even perhaps 

in the way the dance, at moments, actively resists the supposed primacy of the text. This 

interaction between choreography and text, the way the text stands outside of, and at times in 

opposition to the dance, creates a tension that can simultaneously augment and destabilize the 

multiple networked meanings of the dance work.24 The “repertoire,” to borrow Diana Taylor’s 

phrasing, resists the “archive,” and the archive, the repertoire (Taylor). 

In “The Seven Ages,” for example, Robbins takes cues from both Auden’s form and 

content, tracing the progression of his characters from birth to death through a series of 

variations. But the tension between dance and text arises almost instantly: in Auden’s poem, each 

character narrates their own understanding of age, delving into their memories and imagining 

into their future, each revealing their own Jungian takes on the passage of time and the ebb and 

                                                
Warner Brothers,” “phony,” “the grand manner” used “as a self-referential, parodic, and ultimately ironic 
gesture,” revealing the “the most dispiriting lesson:” that “even after a symphony’s worth of exhausting, 
minute examination of human subjectivity…ultimately no inner truth with be discovered” (Gentry 232-
34, 327). 
 
24 By this, I do not mean to rehearse the idea that dance always escapes language or that dance/gesture 
stands always outside language, nor to assert that dance can or should necessarily be able to be written by 
language as music is written by a score. As André Lepecki articulates in his 2004 article “Inscribing 
Dance,” this question of both dance’s “self-erasure” and its excessiveness, its inability to be captured by 
writing, predates the deconstructionist theorists’—particularly Derrida’s—intense focus on disappearance 
and the trace, and can, in fact, be traced to some of the earliest documentarians of Western dance 
(Lepecki 124-139). Rather, I aim to emphasize some of the ways that the choreography of this particular 
piece plays off and against the text of the poem—not as a statement about the universal relationship of 
dance to text or text to dance, but as a way of thinking the ways a choreographer might use text as a kind 
of mobile “score” in the act of creation—an idea influenced by Alison D’Amato’s ongoing research into 
the use of “language scores” in dance creation during the 1960s and 1970s.  
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flow of bodily strength; in Robbins’s ballet, different dancers embody each the various ages and 

this sense of communal “narration” is lost, replaced by a kind of being-in-the-moment.  

This idea corresponds with Auden’s own writing on ballet in “Ballet’s Present Eden: 

Example of The Nutcracker,” written ostensibly as a review of Balanchine’s Nutcracker in early 

1954. In it he claims that dance exists in a “continuous present; every experience which depends 

on historical time lies outside its capacities” (Auden "Ballet" 393). Ballet, he continues: 

Cannot express memory…Memory distinguishes between an object and its invoked 

image; ballet deals only in the object. No character in a ballet can grow or change in the 

way that a character in a novel changes; he can only undergo instantaneous 

transformations from one kind of being to another…[And] since suffering, as human 

beings understand it, depends on memory and anticipation which are alien to the medium, 

it may be said that nobody suffers in ballet: if they did, their movement would become 

unbalanced and ugly (393-394).  

Although both Robbins and I might disagree with him in theory, and although this essay did not 

appear until several years after the premiere of Age of Anxiety, in the “Seven Ages,” Robbins’s 

dance seems to exploit this tension between “a continuous present” and “historical time,” 

between memory and body, by pulling what was memory into the present and onto the dancers’ 

bodies. While ostensibly the poem speaks to the changing body, the body’s growth and peak and 

decay, its real emphasis is not on the corporeal, but rather on the rhetorical, on the inscription of 

bodies into language and culture, that, to cite Mendelson again, the characters are “created by 

involuntary forces of language and culture, shaped by unseen social and symbolic systems, and 

subject to the radio announcer’s impersonal voice” (Mendelson 249). What the dance can do is 

physicalize: it makes palpably present the simultaneous violence and freedom encoded in 
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Auden’s text—in that translation of human body into symbolic language, in an ability to speak 

that is always contingent upon the restraints of language, and in the shaping of the body—by 

actually making it occur on the body. If, as Claire Seiler suggests, the prose sections of The Age 

of Anxiety “anchor…the text to the ‘actual world,’” then in Robbins’s dance, it is the living 

bodies of the dancers which enact that connection, drawing poetic ideas and memories into the 

corporeal realm (Seiler 269).  

In the second variation, for example, danced by Rosetta, the movement fluctuates between 

the positions of classical ballet and a looser, freer style that hovers just outside the confines of 

the form. She seems frightened of her lack of control, but also seems to revel in it, spinning ever 

faster, until finally coming to rest. As her arms float down, she gazes at them wistfully, as if 

aware that a certain freedom has been lost in this gaining of control, that in this formation and 

solidification of the self, she has become subject, to quote Gerald Nelson on the poem, to 

“language and ideas [that] are [hers], but are not” (Barzel; Nelson 117). Of course, for this 

danced Rosetta, the language into which and by which she has been created is not English, nor 

the poetic, nor the rhetorical, but the balletic, for, as Judith Hamera writes, dance “technique 

inserts its object-bodies into language, offering a common idiom through which these bodies are 

examined, described and remade…technique is, simultaneously, a lexicon, a grammar of/or 

affiliation—even a rhetoric—in motion” (Hamera 5). Robbins’s dancer becomes legible as her 

body conforms to the strictures of her language.  

That the Rosetta of the poem is a Jewish woman adds another layer to this net of meaning, 

and one that locates the seemingly abstract issue of interpellation firmly within Robbins’s own 

experience and within the political atmosphere of the day. Nicholas Jenkins argues that as Auden 

was writing The Age of Anxiety, he was particularly fascinated both by the American woman and 
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the American Jew. “The only interesting students,” he wrote to a friend, “were women, Jews or 

Blacks” (qtd. in Jenkins 50). Jenkins reads this fascination as related to Auden’s status in 

America as: 

a WASP who nonetheless, as a foreigner and a homosexual (and perhaps as a poet), could 

never fully ‘belong’. It was a predicament that gave him a strange but powerful outsider-

at-the-centre vantage point. Perhaps this explains why, besides his unusual interest in 

women’s social roles and in women poets, he also had unusually progressive attitudes 

and relations with Jews…and with African-Americans (Jenkins 50). 

Rosetta’s character, as both a woman and Jewish, but also as a Jewish woman who longs for the 

“landscapes familiar to all readers of English detective stores, those lovely innocent country-

sides inhabited by charming eccentrics with independent means and amusing hobbies to whom, 

until the sudden intrusion of a horrid corpse onto the tennis court or into the greenhouse, work 

and law and guilt are just literary words,” seems emblematic of these ideas (Auden Age 5). She is 

an outsider whose success makes her seem an insider, even as it can never fully divorce her from 

her familial and religious history. She is—as she makes clear in her final speech, when she does 

find a sort of contingent God—always and inescapably Jewish, always and inescapably weighted 

by this force of history and religion: 

Time is our trade, to be tense our gift 

Whose woe is our weight: for we are His Chosen, 

His ragged remnant with our ripe flesh 

And our hats on, […] 

[…] Though I fly to Wall Street  

Or Publisher’s Row, or pass out, or 
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Submerge in music, or marry well, 

Marooned on riches, He’ll be right there  

With His Eye upon me […] 

[…] for He won’t pretend to  

Forget how I began, nor grant belief  

In the mythical scenes I make up 

Of a home like theirs, the Innocent Place where 

His laws can’t look… (100-101). 

To be Jewish in America, and in the aftermath of the Holocaust, is an identity that cannot be 

shed. 25 That Robbins made no notes on Rosetta’s final speech might have more to do with a 

sense that it hits too close to home than with anything else, but regardless of whether Robbins 

intentionally gave this variation to Rosetta because the poem’s character locates these issues, or 

because of a subconscious or “simply” choreographic choice, it invites itself to be read in 

relation to the poem’s contents.  

The poem thus adds to the ability—even makes it possible—to read the dance as 

presenting these politicized ideas: what might have been only a dance about a woman’s changing 

body can be read as about the uneasy absorption of the individual into the language and 

                                                
25 Although Rebecca Rossen’s recent monograph Dancing Jewish: Jewish Identity in American Modern 
Dance does not address Robbins’s choreography explicitly, she does cite his reply to a question asked in 
the late 1970s about what “Jewish dance” might be. Robbins wrote:  

I don’t think I am able to do it. I am a Jew, and proudly so, and a choreographer, but in no way 
would I consider myself an authority on Jewish dance…I have used aspects of Jewish life as 
material in Fiddler on the Roof and Dybbuk Variations, but I think you will find…that my 
religious and racial inheritance are visible only in those too few instances when you consider the 
entire body of my work in the theater and ballet (qtd. in Rossen 10). 

Rossen continues on to note that the questioner “accepted Robbins’s uncertainty as a perfectly valid 
expression of Jewish identity” (10).   
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apparatus of the state, of the Jewish individual into the uncomfortable strictures of the American 

dream.26 At the same time, in its translation to dance, the poem’s proto-postmodern idea that 

bodies are shaped by language, that language is, much in the way Judith Butler understands it, 

performative, becomes manifest, takes shape on the actual bodies of the dancers. The universal 

idea becomes particularized. 

 And while Rosetta and the men are shaped by these invisible forces, are indeed, “not only 

‘actors’ but know that [they] are (re-duplicated Hamlets),” the ballet also makes evident the 

simultaneous impossibility for these grand narratives, for these forces that shape the human 

psyche, to offer real, cogent answers to our anxieties, to our central fear that there is no answer at 

all, in a way that seems to extend beyond Auden (Auden qtd. in Fuller 370). In, for example, 

danced images like those of the “Seven Stages,” wherein the figures and their mirrored doubles 

equally resemble an understudy marking behind a principal dancer (where Robbins claims to 

have gotten the image), a police chase, and person futilely attempting to pin down and question 

her own shadow, the question arises: who is the original and who is the actor? What, if any, 

truths would be attained by capturing the imposter? And what dark parts of yourself would you 

have to face to do so? Or, in the Dirge’s stumbling, bumbling God, who cannot move without the 

“assistance of his disciples,” who collapses under the weight of those disciples’ needs and fears, 

might we see a vision of an organization like the CPUSA, which offered its disciples a utopic 

vision of equality, prosperity, and possibility, only to reveal itself as incapable of any of the 

                                                
26 This idea dovetails with that of Rossen that “dancing Jewish” means not necessarily to engage with 
explicit signifiers of Jewishness, but rather to frame a work in such a way that it engages with particular 
“images, themes, or styles that have historically been associated with Jews or Jewish culture” such that, 
for certain audiences, “a Jewish reading is possible even when Jewishness is submerged” (Rossen 11). 
Similarly, Robbins’s work, both here and in Afternoon of a Faun, uses text as a frame to engage with 
themes or signifiers outside of the specificity of the dance-text in order to open up new readings to 
specific marginalized groups.  
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three; or, the United States’ government itself, which promises an American dream, only to 

persecute those who try to achieve it for all members of the society? This god is not like 

Auden’s, “always died or disappeared,” but rather fully present. It must, however, in Robbins’s 

vision be exposed as puppet and sham (Auden Age 83). The ramifications of this choreographic 

choice become more forceful when it is compared to Auden’s text: in pulling away from the text, 

it asserts its own worldview.  

In a way, the dance’s connection to the poem—to the poem’s concerns about narratives, 

religion, and the shape and shaping of the human psyche—is what makes its own narration of a 

particularly New York, Jewish trauma legible.27 The dance is abstracted from the poem, but the 

poem’s content remains an essential undercurrent to the choreography, making the dance’s 

“public place in any part of a large modern city,” specifically New York; making Rosetta’s 

history specifically Jewish; making the anxiety specifically of its age, of this moment when one’s 

political past could become one’s present nightmare. At the same time, the dance’s encoding of 

some of these ideas into its relationship with the poem rather than explicitly in the content of the 

dance distances it from the kind of “theatricality” of which Robbins was increasingly wary. The 

Age of Anxiety remains connected to a world of ideas outside of the specific dance text without 

being propaganda, “political,” or, to borrow John Martin’s word, “emotional.”28   

                                                
27 Thanks go to Lynn Garafola whose comments following a presentation at the CORD/SDHS 2014 
Annual Conference helped shape my ideas here.  
 
28 This argument dovetails in some ways with Hannah Kosstrin’s regarding Anna Sokolow’s 
choreography as able to “to navigate between working-class and elite representative spheres, and between 
being marked as a revolutionary Jewish Communist and being otherwise unmarked as a universal modern 
dance choreographer,” as well as with her suggestion that Cold War narratives occlude the impact of 
Communist affiliations on choreographers’—and especially Jewish choreographers’—creative work 
(Kosstrin 5). However, whereas Kosstrin articulates the ongoing importance of Communist movements 
on Sokolow’s work, here, I am more interested in considering the ambivalent relationship Robbins 
occupied in relation to both the organization and the United States’ government, not necessarily as a 
source of ideals, but rather as a source of political and personal jeopardy.   
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Robbins termed the piece “a ritual in which four people exercise their illusions in their 

search for security,” but it seems, unlike Auden’s, a fully failed ritual, one in which no one’s 

illusions are any more valid than another’s (Balanchine and Mason 13). The final image—the 

dispersal of the group, altered somewhat, but each still, ultimately alone—seems to be a return to 

the entirely human level, to the idea that these grand narratives are produced by, lived in, and 

dismantled by human beings. And that perhaps the only answer, in the end, is neither faith nor 

“something pure,” but simply to touch a shoulder, make a bow, and—irrevocably human and 

irrevocably fallible—walk away. 
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CHAPTER 4 

“A Different Faun and a Different Nymph”:  

The Lavender Scare and Jerome Robbins’s Afternoon of a Faun 

 
By 1953, the stakes had risen even higher for Robbins and his compatriots. Between the time 

Robbins was summoned in front of the FBI in 1950 and the premiere of Afternoon of a Faun in 

1953, politically and personally, Robbins was under attack. The domestic apparatus of Cold War 

anticommunism was in full-force and the parade of Hollywood and artistic figures made to 

confess to CPUSA connections was well underway.  

For Robbins, Ed Sullivan, the television host and gossip columnist, was to serve as the 

lightning rod at the epicenter of the storm of paranoia and anxiety that swirled through the 1950s. 

His first encounter with Sullivan, in 1950, shortly after the premiere of Age of Anxiety, involved 

an appearance on Toast of the Town. When Sullivan was informed of Robbins’s CPUSA 

connections, he promptly cancelled his appearance. Supposedly, he made an offer to Robbins 

that, should Robbins agree to speak with the FBI, Sullivan would tell the public that the 

appearance had been cancelled because music rights for the dances could not be procured. 

Otherwise, Sullivan would write in his column that Robbins was both a Communist and a 

homosexual, which was, in 1950, punishable by jail time (Vaill 172). Robbins agreed, but doing 

so did little to avert the traumas yet to come.  

On March 21, 1951, days before The King and I was to open on Broadway, Sullivan 

published an open letter in the Philadelphia Inquirer entitled “Tip to Red Probers: Supena [sic] 

Jerome Robbins.” The letter read, in part:  

I accuse. I’d suggest that the House Un-American Activities Committee supena [sic] 

ballet star and choreographer Jerome Robbins…In my office not long ago, Robbins 
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revealed that he had been a card-member of the Communist Party…Robbins can give the 

Committee backstage glimpses of the musical shows which have been jammed with 

performers sympathetic to the Commie cause…He has a wide familiarity with Commies 

of all hues. In accusing him, I also call upon him as an American to aid the Government 

in identifying conspirators who hide behind the music racks, ballet bars [sic], and musical 

comedy billing (qtd. in Vaill 193).1 

And, two years later, in 1953, Sullivan would threaten to cancel the Ford 50th Anniversary Show, 

a two-hour variety show with choreography by Robbins, set to air on CBS and NBC (Vaill 213; 

Jowitt 233).  

The 1951 attack in the Philadelphia Inquirer set off a chain of events that landed Robbins 

in the hot seat in front of HUAC on May 5, 1953. His agreeing to testify likely had at least a little 

to do with salvaging the professional opportunity that was the Ford show, but at least an equal 

amount to do with his abject fear of being outed by Sullivan or his cronies as—not only a 

Communist, not only Jewish—but a homosexual. In fear and full of self-loathing, Robbins 

named Lettie Stever, Lloyd Gough, Lionel Berman, Madeline Lee, Elliot Sullivan, Edna Ocko, 

Jerome Chodorov, and Edward Chodorov as members of the CPUSA.  

Afternoon of a Faun premiered nine days later, on May 14, 1953.  

 

Unlike Age of Anxiety, this piece, choreographed in perhaps the worst moments of Robbins’ life, 

during the months when he came to the ultimate decision to name names, has become an 

American classic, remaining in the repertory of ballet companies around the world. It was, 

                                                
1 Robbins’s calendar for that day reads, simply, “Blast!!!!” (Robbins Personal Calendar). 
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according to Walter Terry at its premiere, “a major creation of its genre,” and heralded by many 

critics as an instant classic (qtd. in Reynolds 148).2 

Citing its even more famous incarnation, Vaslav Nijinsky’s 1912 work, known by the 

French title L’Après-midi d’un faune, based on Stéphane Mallarmé’s poem (1876) of the same 

name and Claude Debussy’s Prélude à l’Après-midi d’un faune (1894), Robbins’s taking on of 

Afternoon of a Faun came with its own set of risks.3 Much as with Age of Anxiety, approaching 

this work seems, in a way, designed to challenge the idea that he was unable to tackle—no 

longer weighty subjects; that he had already proven—but the great works of ballet history. 

Robbins would never choreograph a version of the great classics—Swan Lake, Sleeping 

Beauty—but Faun he did, tying his oeuvre not to Russia’s high classicism, but to the Ballet 

Russes’s modernism and to Mallarmé’s Symbolism.  

                                                
2 Not all were in agreement, however. Emile Vuillermoz, a French critic, wrote, when the work toured 
Europe the summer after its premiere, that it was “inadmissible insolence” that Robbins had 
“transformed” the French masterpiece into “a flirt between two dance students.” “One does not outrage a 
masterpiece in this way when one comes to salute this venerable old lady, who is France, and who, like all 
old women, does not like to have anybody rummaging around among her possessions,” he continued 
("N.Y. Ballet Wows Paris but Robbins 'Faun' Is 'Outrage' to 'Old Lady France'"). Vuillermoz seems to 
have forgotten that Camille Mauclair—among others—wrote much same thing about Nijinsky’s version 
in 1912: 

[Les Russes] sont des grands artists. Ce sont aussi des gens courtois, touchés des sympathies 
françaises et désireux de le reconnaître : seulement, ils sont étrangers et ils ne savent pas très-
bien…J’admire trop Nijinsky pour me retenir d’observer qu’il n’a pas du tous compris le Faune 
tel que Mallarmé l’avait voulu : de toutes ses créations c’est la moins heureuse, et il est 
impossible qu’une danseur slave, même si intelligent, pênetre une œuvre de ce genre (qtd. in 
Järvinen 31). 
 
[[Russians] are great artists. They are also courteous people, touched by French feelings and 
desirous of knowing them: only, they are strangers and they don’t know very well…I admire 
Nijinsky too much to ignore the fact that he has not entirely understood the Faun as Mallarmé 
would have wanted: of all his creations, he is the least happy, and it is impossible that a Slavic 
dancer, even an intelligent one, would create a work of this sort.] 

 
3 Henceforth, the French title will be used to designate Nijinsky, Debussy, and Mallarmé’s respective 
works, and the English to designate Robbins’s.  
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Jacques LeClercq, a professor of philosophy at CUNY and dancer Tanaquil LeClercq’s 

somewhat estranged father, wrote Robbins two days after its premiere that: 

I never write fan letters but I must write to you here and now to tell you what a wonderful 

thing your Faun was…This has nothing to do with Tanny or her mother: I went on my 

own, and I expected a…disaster, because, so long ago, 1912 or 1913 I think, I saw that 

Nijinsky thing at the Chatelet in Paris when I was the merest of youths…By an amazing 

coincidence I had been lecturing for two hours—plus much discussion—on the Mallarmé 

poem. I thought it was utterly impossible to do a pas de deux on Mallarmé’s poem…You 

did so intelligent a job so lively so sensitive… Everything was stacked against you, and 

you emerged triumphant…What you understood so well is that the two nymphs of the 

original are one and the same. The very text, obscure as it is, proves it. I have re-read the 

text in the light of your interpretation, and how heartening it is to know that you have 

reached the core of the meaning that poor sterile Mallarmé was unable to convey and that 

all his commentators have missed. The amazing paradox of it all is that you have 

captured the spirit so utterly, when so many artists (Debussy included) have hewn all too 

unfortunately, to the mere-line (LeClercq). 

But, in a move different from my argument regarding Age of Anxiety, I want to suggest that 

while the poem certainly stands behind the work—and Robbins did indeed read the poem4 —in 

this case, Nijinsky’s dance most directly comes to bear on Robbins’s ballet and adds the most 

nuance and complexity to its reading, rather than Mallarmé’s text.  

In a way, I think, LeClercq actually misreads the work as being directly interested in 

bringing to light intricacies in the poem, or even the music: it is the intricacies of the original 

                                                
4 Likely, it was in translation, probably the 1936 Roger Fry version. 
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dance work that Robbins exploits here for his own purposes, of the work that shocked the 

audiences of the Théâtre du Châtelet in 1912. But, through the ballet’s engagement with 

Nijinsky’s dance, its relationship to the Symbolist poem emerges and, in fact, does bring to light 

certain aspects of the text.  

With this claim, I want to suggest that if Age of Anxiety might be seen as Robbins’s 

grappling with particularly New York, Jewish aspects of anticommunism, then Afternoon of a 

Faun might be read as his articulation of a gay aesthetic in the face of the U.S. government’s 

increased focus on and attack of the homosexual community through the apparatus of 

institutional anticommunism. In its relationship to Nijinsky’s ballet—and through that ballet to 

Mallarmé’s poem—Afternoon of a Faun opens itself up to two separate, but interrelated 

readings, which, when taken together, articulate an aesthetic that seems evocative of a particular 

kind of Cold War anxiety. On the one hand, by reworking a dance text by a notoriously 

homosexual artist and grounding that text on the bodies of young, American dancers in the midst 

of a heterosexual love story, Robbins assimilates the foreign object into a domestic narrative, 

crafting, as it were, a work perfectly emblematic of “Containment culture.”   

On the other hand, if, as with Age of Anxiety, Afternoon of a Faun is read as playing off 

the original modernist work(s), not only to sublimate or neutralize their explorations of explicit 

sexuality, but also to comment upon them, to make manifest the tensions embedded within then, 

then this reading expands. Specifically, I argue that in the crafting of the imagined mirror, 

Afternoon of a Faun expands upon Nijinsky’s choreography and its innovation in order to 

unravel the “Containment culture” ethos which it exhorts, to open up a space within the 

conventions of Containment culture for alternative readings and understandings.  
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Afternoons of Fauns: Read and Danced 

Much as with Age of Anxiety, the creation of Robbins’s Afternoon of a Faun was an exercise in 

translation and transposition, rather than in collaboration. Working with a poem published in 

1876, a score from 1891, and a historical ballet from 1912, Robbins did not have to contend with 

disapproving poets in the audience, but did have to feel the pressure of working with existing 

texts, which many considered masterpieces.  

In the ballet world, there is always a tension between the sanctity of the choreographer’s 

work and the mutability of dance’s oral (or bodily) tradition; between the belief that dance works 

can and should be sacrosanct texts and the reality that, in any performed art, the performer, 

stager, and director change, transform, and recreate the piece anew in every moment.5 But that 

tension usually exists most strongly in those works that are frequently re-choreographed: full-

length story ballets wherein their reliance on libretto and score seem to allow for more 

experimentation with movement. In taking on Afternoon of a Faun, a piece seemingly 

inextricably tied to its choreographer not only as creator, but also as a specific dancing body, 

Robbins seems to make a claim that this poem and this score can function in the way libretto and 

score do for the 19th century classics. And, as with story ballets, which are often described as 

choreographed “after” a historical choreographer, the original ballet—as it exists, is imagined, 

and is performed—also comes to bear on the new work, influencing its creation and reception. 

                                                
5 See Selma Jean Cohen’s Next Week, Swan Lake: Reflections on Dance and Dances, Clive Barnes’s "The 
Critics' Perspective: A Conversation," Graham McFee’s "Was that Swan Lake I Saw You at Last Night?: 
Dance-Identity and Understanding,” Susan Leigh Foster’s Choreography and Narrative: Ballet’s Staging 
of Story and Desire, and Ann Hutchinson Guest’s “Is Authenticity to be had?” among many others.  
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Stéphane Mallarmé’s L’Après-midi d’un faune (1876) 

As with Age of Anxiety, Afternoon of a Faun began life as a poem, published by Stéphane 

Mallarmé in 1876, though begun ten years earlier. L’Après-midi d’un faune was, like Bernstein’s 

score for Age of Anxiety, also first envisioned as a theatrical work. In a letter to Henri Cazalis, 

dated 1865, Mallarmé wrote:  

I’ve abandoned Hérodiade for the cruel winters: that solitary work had sterilized me and 

in the interval I’m rhyming an heroic interlude, whose hero is a Faune. 

The poem contains a very lofty and beautiful idea, but the lines are terribly difficult to 

create, for I’m making it absolutely scenic, not just ‘capable of being staged’ but 

‘demanding the stage.’ And yet I want to retain all the poetry of my lyric works, my verse 

itself, which I’m adapting for the theater…I’ll add that I’m hoping to present it to the 

Théâtre Français in August (Lloyd 51).  

While the final work abandoned the stage for two-dimensional paper, the poem is, like Auden’s, 

an “eclogue,” retaining its tie to performance in its construction as a monologue spoken by the 

faun. 

The faun—half-man, half-goat, ever adolescent of Greek mythology—narrates an 

encounter with two nymphs interspersed with descriptions of his current state. The poem begins 

in its middle of things, the faun recalling “Ces nymphes [those nymphs]” whom he wishes to 

“perpétuer [perpetuate]” (Mallarmé 46). Two main actions follow: the action of the “present” 

faun in his attempts to perpetuate and sublimate his visceral experience with the nymphs into 

words and into poetry, and the action of the “past” faun in his thwarted sexual encounter with the 

nymphs. As the faun contemplates his encounter with the nymphs in the present, he conjures 

various possibilities: that they were a dream, that they were a fantasy of his “sens fabulous 
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[fabulous senses],” or that they were real, as the sensations aroused by them could not have come 

from nature, and on his chest is left a “morsure mystérieuse [mysterious bite]” (46, 48). As he 

thinks, he recounts his first encounter with the nymphs—the words off-set by quotation marks 

and italics. Unable to resolve the mystery, the faun turns to music for an answer, trying to 

sublimate the experience into sound, and when that fails to suffice, into words, attempting to 

explain what occurred. In two more italicized segments, the faun finishes his story, explaining 

how he saw the nymphs, entangled together in sleep and stole them, separating them to ravish the 

two, one willing, the other naïve, but they fled “sans pitié du sanglot dont j’étais encore ivre 

[without pity for the sob from which I was still drunk]” (52). His only crime, he claims, was in 

separating what the gods had so well placed together. Returning to the present moment, the faun 

says “tant pis!” and knows that his ardent passion will find pleasures with others more willing, 

imagining even Venus to come to him, though he knows such a pleasure would anger the gods, 

“O sûr chatiment… [oh certain shame]” (52). And in the end, the faun, out of words and drowsy 

once more, falls back into slumber, saying “adieu” to the nymphs as they fade back into shadow 

(54).  

Structurally the poem builds through a series of long arabesques—taking the idea of 

“perpetuating” the nymphs and proposing different ways to do so—and through a series of 

paralleled doubles: the two sides of the faun’s personality, the two time periods of the text, the 

two sides of the meaning of a word, and the two nymphs. It is, as Virginia A. La Charité, writes, 

a “monologue that typographically suggests a dialogue,” a splitting of a single voice (the faune) 

into doubled speech (Charité 425). David Code suggests that the divided nature of the text 

“implicitly marks Mallarme’s own concern with the elusive generic relationship between lyric 

and dramatic verse that he experienced as irresolvably problematic from his first inklings of the 
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faun project in 1865” (Code "The Formal Rhythms of Mallarmé's Faun" 76). He continues on to 

suggest that: 

the divided body of this exceptional pastoral ‘‘character’’ can be seen as an obvious 

symbol of the mind-body duality he experiences in his pursuit of two nymphs. More 

richly, however, it might be taken as a summons to the reader to take this ‘role,’ and thus 

to experience a similar division in the encounter with poetic language itself. Reading as 

the faun, in other words, we are invited to experience directly the division between 

printed poetry’s illusory promise of materialized speech, and its factual inertness as 

writing on a page (76). 

This reading is especially evocative when brought into contact with the idea of transforming the 

written work into dance: the inertness of writing, the promise of speech, the movement of dance. 

I will return to this idea later in discussion of Robbins’s version of the ballet in particular, which, 

via Nijinsky’s work, seems to further expand on this idea with its transformation of audience into 

mirror.  

Claude Debussy’s Prélude à l’Après-midi d’un faune (1891) 

Claude Debussy’s score began as a collaboration with Mallarmé, for a performance that was to 

occur February 27, 1891 at the Theâtre d’Art, although the event never came to fruition (Kelly 

Kindle Location 984). The work eventually premiered in 1894 as a work that stood alone, but in 

relation to the published poem. In 1895, about a year after the work’s first performance, he wrote 

a letter which read:  

The Prelude to “Afternoon of a Faun” …might it be that which remains of the 

dream at the core of the faun’s flute?  More precisely, it is the general impression 

of the poem, because in following it more closely, the music would become out of 
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breath, like a hackneyed horse competing in the Grand Prix with his whole 

heart…What it follows mostly is the rising movement of the poem, and it is the 

marvelous scenery described by the text, with, in addition, the humanity brought 

by thirty-two violinists awakened at an early hour! The end, it is the final verse 

prolonged… (Wenk 151-152; translation mine).6 

He later added that the music is an “illustration très libre [very free illustration]” of the poem, but 

does not attempt a “synthèse” or summarization of it (152).  

But, while Debussy, like Bernstein half a century later, did not attempt a programmatic 

translation of text into sound, he did note the correspondences between the two works and there 

are, as in the relationship between Bernstein and Auden’s works, several structural similarities 

between the poem and the musical score.7 Most obviously, Debussy made the number of 

measures of music in his work equal to the number of lines in the poem, suggesting a closer link 

between the two pieces than, perhaps, Debussy implies in his 1895 letter (Wenk 167). Arthur 

Wenk even goes so far as to suggest that the influence extended beyond simple structural 

correspondences: Debussy was influenced by Mallarmé’s poetic and artistic theories, particularly 

in relation to the idea of evoking larger meaning through unclear allusion or allusion without a 

                                                
6 Original: Le Prélude à “l’Après-midi d’un faune,”…c’est peut-être ce qui est resté de rêve au fond de la 
flûte du faune?  Plus précisement, c’est l’impression générale du poème, car à le suivre de plus près, la 
musique s’essoufflerait ainsi qu’un cheval de fiacre concourant pour le Grand Prix avec un pur 
sang…cela suit tout de même le mouvement ascendant du poème, et c’est le décor merveilleusement 
décrit du texte, avec, en plus, l’humanité qu’apportent trente-deux violonistes levés de trop bonne heure !  
La fin, c’est le dernier vers prolongé…(Wenk 151-152). 
 
7 Arthur Wenk, in Claude Debussy and the Poets, and David Code, in “Hearing Debussy Reading 
Mallarmé: Music après Wagner in the Prélude à l’après-midi d’un faune,” provide the most sustained 
analyses of the correspondences between Mallarmé’s poetic structure and theories and that of the 
composer, with Code even arguing that Debussy achieved “a sophisticated compositional equivalent of 
the aesthetic principles pursued by the poet and his lyric protagonist, the faun” (Wenk; Code "Hearing 
Debussy" 493). 
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clear referent. Whereas Mallarmé effects this process by alluding to actions and characters 

outside the apparent scope of the poem as well as through puns and double-meaning, Debussy 

does so by alluding to harmonies without functional references and weakening the tonic-

dominant relationships throughout the work by using unresolved dominant seventh chords, 

obscuring the boundaries between tonalities, and eliminating transitional steps in traditional 

harmonic progressions (Wenk 169).  

The music begins with a haunting theme for a single flute—inspired by the poem’s 

description of the faun’s flute as “une sonore, vaine et monotone ligne [a sonorous, vaine, and 

monotonous line]”—that “generates” the rest of the piece (Kelly Kindle Locations 998-1003). 

The opening measure of music, the first articulation of the flute theme which recurs throughout 

the score, has no clear beginning, it is simply there, emerging fully formed, in no established 

key, mimicking the ambiguity of the poem’s opening line (Wenk 167). As the flute line fades, a 

sonorous, languid orchestral score emerges that continues to run underneath this melodic line 

through the second and third parts of the composition (Lederer and Debussy 27). As Barbara 

Kelly writes, the music, like the poem, builds through a series of “arabesques,” allowing “the 

flute melody [to] function…as the melodic, tonal and structural foundation of the work. The 

ornamented flute line is subject to varied repetition; just like the ever-changing orchestral 

background on which it is imposed, the melody only appears in the same shape in its first two 

statements; it is always recognizable but never fixed” (Kelly 1003-1015).  

Rejecting traditional tonality and structure, the music flows out of and through that flute’s 

melody into a vaguely tripartite series of variations that resists the clear themes and teleology of 

sonata form (Lederer 26-28). These ever-changing melodies seem to imitate the faun’s quest to 

find ways to perpetuate the nymphs, starting from the same main idea but each digressing in its 
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own individual manner in a way that recalls how, in Mallarmé’s poem, the faun switches from 

nature, to music, to text, to dream to prolong his experience with the nymphs. The final measure 

of music returns to the melody of the first measure but with two “missing” notes, as if it were a 

shadow of that original that slowly fades into nothingness, leaving only its memory, slightly 

altered (Wenk 167). 

Vaslav Nijinsky’s L’Après-midi d’un faune (1912) 

But the memory that has been most associated with L’Après-midi d’un faune is neither of the 

poem, nor of the music, though both are lauded and famous in their own right, but of Vaslav 

Nijinsky’s choreography, which premiered on May 29, 1912. The myth around this work claims 

that Nijinsky arrived at his scenario independent of the original text. According to his wife, 

Romola (in a book ghostwritten by Lincoln Kirstein), Nijinsky wished to portray “the initial 

awakening of emotional and sexual instincts” in man through a “choreographic poem” depicting 

a faun and several nymphs, and was completely unaware of the Mallarmé poem (Nijinsky 148, 

173). This statement is almost certainly untrue, but points to the historically troubled relationship 

between dance and text, as the young choreographer felt a need to assert the primacy of his 

relationship to music rather than to literature. 

 If Debussy’s music was meant to be the prelude to the poem’s exploration of memory, 

then Nijinsky’s dance takes place firmly in the moment, physicalizing the encounter between 

faun and nymphs. The dance begins with a faun sitting on a rock, about ten feet above the stage.8 

He is nearly hidden in the Bakst painting which serves as the backdrop, his spotted unitard with 

                                                
8 This movement description is drawn from a performance at Julliard in 1989 and from my own 
experience performing the work at Princeton University in 2006. The choreography is Nijinsky’s as 
reconstructed by Ann Hutchinson Guest based on Nijinsky’s own notational system, rather than the 
version as passed down through the danced tradition.  
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its phallic tail blending into the opulent greens and browns. He begins to move with the opening 

strains of music as if stretching, a young man-beast lounging in the sun. His seemingly artless 

and natural position is, in actuality, a nearly two-dimensional, decidedly unnatural, shape: his 

torso and arms face the audience while his hips remain sideways, like a figure in an Attic frieze. 

Remaining upon the rock in his contorted position, the faun examines a bunch of grapes and 

plays his flute, before returning to his somnolent state.  

Three nymphs enter sedately, followed by a fourth whose brighter steps seem to indicate 

a sort of inner elation. Although they too walk heel to toe with their torsos towards the audience 

and hips to the wings of the stage, their movement is somehow lighter than that of the faun. 

Rather than his taught musculature, his connection to earth and ground, they seem to float as if 

lighter than air. Another nymph enters, this one taller than the rest and more elegantly attired. 

The carriage of her head, as if bearing an invisible crown, clearly marks her as the leader. She 

looks behind her in evident disapproval as two more attendants rapidly enter, heads bowed in 

shame at their tardiness. The attendant nymphs begin a crossing pattern behind their leader, 

resembling the lines of women found on Greek vases, as the lead begins to disrobe to take her 

bath. As her veils fall, her feet begin to prance, suggesting both a woman testing the water before 

diving in as well as an excited thoroughbred preparing for a race.  

The faun, meanwhile, has caught sight of this beautiful image and has ventured down the 

rock. He approaches her, catching her off guard, and she clutches her final veil to her before it 

flutters to the ground. Her attendants collect her discarded garments and try to scare away the 

threatening faun but fail and seem to simultaneously realize that perhaps their mistress does not 

in fact desire rescue. They continue off, their twisted bodies never gaining in dimension but now 

exuding disapproval and dismay.  
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The two creatures—strangers? friends? lovers?—begin a slow duet in which the nymph 

moves in a quick straight walk towards one side of the stage only to have the faun catch up to her 

with a bounding jump, cutting her off before she can leave. Is she trying to escape? Does she 

enjoy this game? Her gait remains rhythmic, her nature serene. This back and forth continues 

until in the center of the stage the two stare at one another and she bends backwards in 

submission, or acquiescence, or welcome, opening herself up to the faun. She kneels, her arm 

above her head at a ninety-degree angle, and the faun slips his arms through hers so that they 

link. She looks up at him and then seems to become frightened, dropping her veil, her arm, and 

quickly exiting the stage. 

The faun grabs the scarf to himself and begins a quick run around the stage, punctuated 

by mimed shrieks of laughter. One by one the attending nymphs come and try to retrieve the veil 

only to fail, ultimately leaving him with his prize. Taking the garment gently now, he ascends his 

rock, and smells it, reveling in its odor before laying it where he himself had first reclined. The 

faun lowers himself onto the scarf and, on the last high count of music, arches upward, his head 

reaching for the sky as his hips drive into the cloth. The music begins to fade, the final “ombre” 

of the nymphs fading into darkness as the faun’s head lowers back to the veil, the lights begin to 

dim, and that prolonged last line of poetry devolves into silence (Nijinsky).  

Through all of this narrative, little “dancing,” as people understood it in 1912, occurs. 

Every movement is a variation on a walk, except for three jumps on the part of the faun. The 

virtuosity occurs in the ability to keep the body in an unnatural position while continuing to 

articulate grace, artlessness, and portray the necessary emotion. By making the movement closer 

to that which is used in daily life, rather than movement which only can be performed by dancers 

trained in a particular way, Nijinsky makes the claim that a faun does not move in the same way 
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as a prince, that a nymph does not move in the same way as a princess or a peasant girl. In 

rejecting classical vocabulary, Nijinsky separates what the dancers are capable of performing, 

emoting, and expressing from what they actually do, limiting their movement such that it hints at 

all their possibilities without revealing them.9 

Jerome Robbins’s Afternoon of a Faun (1953) 

Robbins was always clear that this own version of the ballet arose out of his “fascination with the 

original” (Robbins "Reynolds Interview"). In an interview with Nancy Reynolds, he said: 

Faun came out of a couple of sources… I grew up on all those legends of Nijinsky in 

Petrouchka, Schéhérzade, Faun. And then watching it. That dropped somewhere into my 

head. Then one day in class, little Eddie Villella, who was standing next to me as a kid, 

suddenly began to stretch his body in a very odd way, almost like he was trying to get 

something out of it. And I thought how animalistic it was…he didn’t know what he was 

doing, and that sort of stuck in my head. At another time I walked into a rehearsal studio 

where Louis Johnson was practicing the Swan Lake adagio with a student girl, and they 

were watching themselves in the mirror, and I was struck by the way they were watching 

that couple over there doing a love dance and totally unaware of the proximity and 

possible sexuality of their physical encounters. And that was curious to me. The 

combination of all those things—even Edwin Denby talking once about how long the 

phrases were in the original choreography—sort of stuck in my head. And then I started. I 

wasn’t ever quite sure whether the mirror should be straight front or offstage, right 

                                                
9 The choreography of the dance did change substantially over the years. Even in the days after its 
premiere, it seems changes occurred, with Nijinsky modifying the final masturbatory gesture from his 
hand slipping under his pelvis to sliding down his chest. He later returned to the original version (Launay, 
Barlow and Franko 55). 
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angles. I rehearsed it both ways and each way is interesting. When the dancers’ attention 

is to the side, it’s easier for the audience to watch—they are sort of looking in—but when 

it’s straight front, I think something much more arresting happens... I always thought the 

girl had just washed her hair and just had on new toe shoes and a new clean practice dress 

and came into the studio to preen and practice (Robbins "Reynolds Interview"). 

In another interview, with Rosamond Bernier, Robbins again noted Denby’s comment that there 

were “such long phrases” in the original work, and commented, “In a way it’s the same story as 

the Nijinsky ballet, with a different faun and a different nymph” (Robbins "Uncut Interview").10 

 As in Nijinsky’s ballet, the curtain rises upon a single male dancer, dressed in practice 

clothes, reclined on the floor, his back to the audience, at center stage.11 As the lights come up, a 

silken dance studio, designed by Jean Rosenthal, with barres along the walls and windows, and a 

door in the back stage right corner, is revealed. A fan, invisible to the audience, is placed in the 

                                                
10 It is important to note here, that the version seen by Robbins likely varied greatly from the version 
danced in 1912. While all ballets undergo substantial changes as they pass from body to body and dancer 
to dancer, this one, in particular, has a history of being staged in substantially different ways. Ann 
Hutchinson Guest and Claudia Jeschke’s Nijinsky’s Faune Restored, published in 1991, details the 
process of recreating the work from Nijinsky’s own notes (Guest and Jeschke). Even by 1916, enough 
changes had been wrought that Nijinsky tried to halt performances of the ballet (Launay, Barlow and 
Franko 55). In general, inherited versions of the ballet are numerous, with one branch tracing from Léon 
Woizikowski to Serge Lifar to the Ballet Rambert to the 1977 Joffrey Ballet version starring Rudolf 
Nureyev and then to American Ballet Theatre in 1982; another tracing from the collaboration of Marie 
Rambert and Lydia Sokolova (the original Nymph) to Milorad Miskovitch and Jean Babilée in the 1940s 
and 50s; a third nearly entirely re-choreographed by Serge Lifar and entered into the long-term repertory 
of the Paris Opera Ballet; a fourth by Nicolas Zvereff (who alternated in the role with Nijinsky) and 
taught to the Ballets Modernes de Paris in 1963; and a final version that was transmitted from Léonid 
Massine to the Ballets du Colonel de Basil and then to the Ballets Russes de Monte Carlo (55-56). It was 
likely this last version that Robbins would have seen on the Ballets Russes de Monte Carlo’s numerous 
US tours. It’s also possible that in the version Robbins would have seen, Massine had changed the final 
autoerotic gesture in deference to American mores. Instead, he “placed the drapery gently on the rocks 
and sat gazing into its silken folds” (Stoneley 91).  
 
11 This movement description is drawn from a variety of sources including film footage of the original 
cast, film footage of various broadcasts of the ballet, Jerome Robbins’s notes on a piano transcription of 
the score, and the Benesh movement notation of the dance made during Robbins’s lifetime.  
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wings, stage left, which causes the back wall to ripple periodically throughout the piece. Where 

the mirror in a dance studio should be, is a silk drop across the downstage edge of the stage. It 

rises, leaving only the invisible fourth wall as imaginary mirror. 

 As the lights continue to brighten, the dancer elongates himself, stretching and rolling to 

his back, développé-ing his leg up, gazing at his foot as it points and flexes. Lowering his leg 

back to the ground, he arches up, in a kind of inversion of the final image of Nijinsky’s dance. 

Lying back down, he finally turns his head to look at the audience, but what he is looking at, or 

into, is the imagined mirror. He swings himself around and sits up, continuing to admire himself 

as he does so. He folds forward into another stretch before rising and walking to the side of the 

room, still gazing into the mirror. He begins to expand his movement, the same stretches he did 

on the floor a moment ago morphing into standing stretches, and then into a series of Nijinsky-

like contractions, an animalistic shake, and a series of arabesque tendues that carry him across 

the room. His eyes always return to the mirror, giving all the movement a sense of two-

dimensionality, of being done to be seen in the mirror’s reflection—a witty play on the two-

dimensionality of the proscenium stage and on the two-dimensionality in Nijinsky’s original 

work. The movement is flattened as the dancer tries to see as much of his own body as possible 

in the mirror. 

A hand extended out in front, as if to touch his reflection in the mirror, arrests his 

movement. He grasps that hand with his other, and slowly draws the errant limb back into 

himself. Still gazing at himself, he walks backward, before spinning off into a series of chaîné 

turns, as if on the brink of losing control, catches himself, and—stretching, rolling, posing, 

looking—meanders back across the stage to lie back down in the downstage corner. One final 

cat-like reach, and back to sleep he goes, just as the first section of music draws to a close. 
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As the music shifts, the lights darken and the back curtain begins to ripple. Seen through 

the gauzy film of the backdrop, a female dancer, with long loose hair in a blue practice dress, 

pricks her way across the stage to the door. Resting the top of her pointe shoe on the floor, she 

pushes her arch over her pointe shoe—a compulsive habit for many dancers—and pops into the 

studio, arms spread wide, admiring herself in the mirror. She does not notice the boy as she 

begins to dance, like him, always with an eye to the shapes she makes in the mirror. She 

stretches her shoes again and then her movements become bigger—carefree flowing attitudes 

and arabesques—alternately with an eye to the mirror and with a sense of abandon. Pulling out 

of an arabesque, she curves her body over and then suddenly stands, her arm sweeping her hair 

back.  

The sudden movement startles the boy and they finally glimpse each other—but through 

the mirror. Shocked, they remain—she standing; he arched up from the floor—gazing into the 

glass. She finally begins to walk backwards, as if to leave, before circling around to stand at the 

barre directly behind him. She begins a series of tendues and pliés, as if at the beginning of class, 

descending as he rises and walks toward the door, his eyes lingering in the mirror. 

But he too, instead of leaving, is drawn back into this space, approaching her from 

behind, lifting her and carrying her to the center of the space as her arms circle overhead. He 

looks at her as she looks at the mirror. She stretches her foot again, turns her leg in and out, 

developés à la seconde, and then steps into a piqué arabesque. He catches her, swings her back 

and forth, into and out of the curve of an attitude line—until they stop, her leg wrapped around 

his body in an attitude dévant, faces close enough to kiss, really looking at each other for the first 

time. The moment escapes, as he positions her to see their pose in the mirror, as she adjusts to fix 

her line. They continue to dance, eyes forward, growing more vibrant and comfortable in their 
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movement together. He lifts her in a large jeté, travels the width of the stage, and as he sets her 

down, he seems to register of a sudden the way his hands have touched her body, how they’ve 

pulled at her dress, and they pop off of her, like magnets wrongly oriented. 

She walks away from him, fixing her hair, looking in the mirror, until she comes to an 

arabesque tendue, her back to him. He, as if trying to escape his body, performs a set of what 

Robbins termed “Nijinsky” poses, until he finds himself, like that faun, hand outstretched toward 

the girl, as if in an Attic frieze (Robbins Piano Transcription). Led by that hand, he walks toward 

her, and her hand reaches back, as if she can feel him coming, but she does not look. He 

approaches and runs his hand over her hair, without touching it and she, as if she can feel it, 

leans into a deep backbend, her hair falling like a veil or a curtain.  

A sudden change in mood and she is in attitude, supported by his arm. He walks in a 

circle, rotating her with him, and, now looking at one another, lowers her, through a forced arch 

into a kneeling position. They turn their heads to check their shape in the mirror. Seemingly 

satisfied, they pull each other up and he swoops her into a pirouette and then up! into a 

backwards shoulder sit. She gazes down at him and kicks her feet, as if they were playing 

together in a pool or pond: an allusion to the prancing of Nijinsky’s nymph, to the swimming of 

Balanchine’s Terpsichore in Apollo. Cradling her down, he sits her on his knee and they stare at 

one another. 

A musical shift, and she reaches out into arabesque, as if startled. She bourrés away from 

him, and they move to opposite corners of the room. They slide toward one another, arms and 

legs reaching across the expanse of space, necks contorting as they keep their eyes fixed on their 

own reflections. When they reach one another, she remains facing forward, and he wraps his 

downstage arm around her so she can rest her cheek in his hand. His other arm wraps around to 
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encircle her head and her arms reach through his. He lifts her straight up and then shifts her to 

horizontal, moving her through space as if she were swimming or floating.  

He kneels, then sets her down so that they both kneel, angled toward one another, he 

watching her in the mirror. As her head turns toward the mirror, his turns to her and he leans in 

and kisses her cheek. She watches it happen. She brings her hand to the spot he kissed and turns 

to look at him. They turn and gaze at themselves in the mirror once more, the spell broken. She 

stands and backs out of the studio, her hand leaving her cheek to stretch outward, but not toward 

him, toward her own reflection. Touching her cheek again, she leaves. He lies down, stretches 

his leg up toward the ceiling as at the beginning, and, rolling over, falls back to sleep (Robbins 

D'amboise; Robbins Afternoon of a Faun; Robbins Piano Transcription; Hollender; Balanchine 

and Mason).  

“The Lavender Scare”: Homosexuality’s Relationship to Anti-Communism 

In the period during which Robbins choreographed this ballet, anecdotes suggest that he was 

paranoid about being publicly outed as homosexual.12 His relationship with Buzz Miller, a 

dancer, was underwritten with Robbins’s anxieties in the years between his first and second 

encounters with the FBI and HUAC. According to Brian Meehan, Robbins often asked Miller 

not to stay the night, out of fear that someone might sneak into the apartment and find them, or 

asked him to check the fire escape for men taking photos from it (Vaill 216). While these fears 

were clearly exaggerated, they were also fair: the FBI had not believed his inability to name 

members of the CPUSA and continued to keep a close eye on his affairs. The summons to a 

                                                
12 And, his lawyer fed his paranoia. It seems that his attorney was working both sides of the table and 
feeding information to the government while simultaneously suggesting in letters to Robbins—who, for a 
year or so after Sullivan’s article, fled to Europe—that close friends were going to expose all of Robbins’s 
secrets (Vaill 217; Jowitt 195). 
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closed-door session of HUAC in February 1953, followed by a public session in May, did not 

come as a surprise.  

Many years later, Robbins would write: 

It was my homosexuality I was afraid would be exposed I thought. It was my once having 

been a Communist that I was afraid would be exposed. None of these. I was & have 

been—& still have terrible pangs of terror when I feel that my career, work, veneer of 

accomplishments would be taken away (by HUAC, or by critics) that I panicked & 

crumbled & returned to that primitive state of terror—the façade of Jerry Robbins would 

be cracked open, and behind everyone would finally see Jerome Wilson Rabinowitz 

(Jowitt 231). 

This passage makes clear how interlocked were the identities with which Robbins grappled—

Jewish, Communist, homosexual—throughout his life, but especially in this period.  

 And the interlocking of these identities was not a purely personal issue, but a political one 

as well. The alignment in the public—and governmental eye—of homosexuality with 

Communism was well-established and, much as anticommunism gained momentum in the early 

1950s, so too did active persecution of the homosexual community. In fact, in the same month 

that Senator Joseph McCarthy’s speech in Wheeling, West Virginia, claiming that 205 CPUSA 

members were employed by the State Department, catapulted him to national fame, Joseph 

Peurifoy, a Deputy Undersecretary in the State Department, declared in a Congressional meeting 

that the State Department did not employ any Communists. It had, however, he revealed, until 
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recently, employed 91 homosexuals, all of whom had been forced out for being “security risks” 

(D. K. Johnson 1).13  

During the Second Red Scare, communism and homosexuality were often spoken of in a 

single breath. McCarthy, for example, often referred to “Communists and queers” as a single 

entity in his speeches (D. K. Johnson 3).14 Many politicians, along with journalists and citizens, 

considered homosexuals more of a risk to national security than communists. Officials even 

claimed to be firing, in the State Department alone, a homosexual a day, and records suggest that 

during the 1950s over a thousand people were fired from the State Department for homosexuality 

(D. K. Johnson 2, 76).15 

 Three main ideas were central to the conflation of homosexuality and political disloyalty 

in the eyes of governmental officials, the press, and, ultimately, the broader public: that 

                                                
13 “Security risk” became a widely accepted code word for “homosexual” in governmental reports, the 
press, and speeches in the 1950s. As David K. Johnson writes in The Lavender Scare: The Cold War 
Persecution of Gays and Lesbians in the Federal Government:  

When pressed to give an example of a security risk, government officials typically mentioned 
those who talked or drank too freely—or did both. As one government official explained, ‘a 
chronic alcoholic—he may be perfectly loyal to the United States but, under the influence of 
liquor, will talk and reveal classified information’…In the troika of sinners routinely listed as 
security risks—the alcoholic, the loquacious, and the pervert—only the pervert was always a 
security risk….even one homosexual encounter qualified someone as a security risk, making it 
perhaps the easiest such offense to prove. It was the only one of the three to be illegal, thereby 
automatically enlisting every police force in the nation in its enforcement. It was the only one that 
warranted a full-scale congressional investigation, the only one requiring specialized security 
officers, the only category about which government departments kept specific records (D. K. 
Johnson 8).  
 

14 McCarthy, for however much his name became synonymous with the period, was not the main 
instigator of government purges of homosexuals. His own status as a middle-aged, unmarried man left 
him too open to whispers and rumors to comfortably take on “security risks” as targets (D. K. Johnson 3). 
  
15 This rate was nearly double that of firings for political disloyalty but, while cases of political disloyalty 
were openly discussed in the media and played out in public hearings, the fact that most people accused 
of homosexuality quietly resigned rather than undergo the trauma of public trials, has resulted in a lack of 
historical attention relative to the pervasiveness of the experience (D. K. Johnson 5-6).  
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homosexuals were more susceptible to blackmail, due to their fear of exposure16; that 

homosexuals and communists were similarly psychologically maladjusted17; and that 

homosexuals were naturally prone to subversiveness and secrecy, with their own “meeting 

places, literature, cultural codes, and bonds of loyalty” separate from mainstream American 

culture (33).18 It was the first point that most clearly made homosexuals a perceived “security 

risk;” it was the other two that became pervasive ideas throughout the country in the 1950s. 

Senator Kenneth Wherry, for example, stated, “You can’t hardly separate homosexuals from 

subversives. Mind you, I don’t say every homosexual is a subversive, and I don’t say every 

subversive is a homosexual. But a man of low morality is a menace in the government, whatever 

he is, and they are all tied up together” (16, 37-38).  

This terming of homosexuality as a threat to national security resulted in increasing 

surveillance of the homosexual community at large: including the FBI’s monitoring of gay bars 

and news articles related to the gay world and the Post Office’s tracking of subscribers to 

“physique magazines” (D'Emilio Kindle Location 1045-1056). The rhetorical parallelism of the 

government’s charges against Communists and homosexuals—they both could hide in plain 

sight; they both could infiltrate government and schools; they both lacked the “vigor” and 

masculinity of true American men—made the merging of the two identities almost inevitable 

                                                
16 This theory was founded on the case of a single Austrian intelligence official (D’Emilio Kindle 
Location 971-76). 
 
17 McCarthy even implied at moments that homosexuality was the psychological maladjustment that led 
people toward Communism. The general theory was that a tendency toward communism and toward 
homosexuality was linked to “early childhood development problems,” and, especially, “an 
overdependence on the mother” (D. K. Johnson 35).  
 
18 W.H. Auden, in the late 1940s, coined the term “homintern”—a play on “Comintern,” or Communist 
International—to suggest the worldwide network of homosexuals who, upon sight, or a secret code, could 
identify one another (D. K. Johnson 34).  
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(Kindle Location 1084-1089). Homosexuality became, as Christopher Reed phrases it, “the 

paradigmatic secret” of the 1950s due to its perceived relationship to both “political subversion 

and mental illness” (Reed 159). Of course, the irony that the Soviet Union also condemned 

homosexuality as antithetical to Communist ideology escaped the purview of both the U.S. 

government and the public (Reed 151). 

Homosexual Aesthetics and the Distancing of Meaning 

Against this backdrop, Robbins’s choice to rework Nijinsky’s ballet—and to transform it into, to 

borrow Emile Vuillermoz’s phrase, “a flirt between two [American] dance students”—takes on a 

new resonance ("N.Y. Ballet Wows Paris but Robbins 'Faun' Is 'Outrage' to 'Old Lady France'"). 

As Kevin Kopelson writes in The Queer Afterlife of Vaslav Nijinsky, “Nijinsky, like Wilde, 

haunts gay identity…It doesn’t mean he originated us, in the way that simple-minded 

psychoanalysts trace adult male homosexuality to aberrant oedipal scenes or lesbianism to 

isolated instances of childhood sexual abuse. It does mean that his gestural trajectory is a series 

of events in relation to which one should cultivate a complicated sense of nostalgia” (Kopelson 

5). To take on this specter of gay identity—not to mention in his most provocative, sexually 

contentious role—in this very moment when Robbins was most vulnerable regarding his own 

homosexuality invites inquiry into this aspect of the work.  

Nijinsky was, quite famously, Sergei Diaghilev’s lover, prior to his sudden marriage to 

Romola Nijinska. The creation of Faune coincided with this break, with his shift from 

“homosexual hero” to “homosexual turncoat” to borrow from Lynn Garafola (Garafola 

Diaghilev's Ballets Russes 51). But the association of Nijinsky with a homosexual identity both 

precedes and succeeds his personal, homosexual relationships. His dancing, and his dancing 
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body, both in the moment of his dancing and in the half, and now full, century since, have been 

read as existing in contrast to the “typical,” heteronormative male dancing body.  

While the association of male dancers with homosexuality was longstanding, Nijinsky’s 

dancing placed on the stage an unconventional masculinity typically associated with the 

personal, but not professional, lives of male dancers. For all the speculation about male dancers’ 

personal lives and sexualities, on stage, the male ballet dancer’s role was to be noble, to be 

princely, to be the heterosexual partner to the ballerina’s grace.19 And Nijinsky—although 

arguably the greatest technician of his time—danced in a way that was sensual, expressive, and 

verging on androgynous. A Times critic, for example, described both him and Anna Pavlova as 

having “fluttering butterfly movements;” Cyril Beaumont proclaimed “Nijinsky is not a man in 

the true robust sense of the word…An examination of his roles will show that none are allied 

with the physical strength and beauty of manhood;” Alexandre Benois described him as “half-

cat, half-snake, fiendishly agile, feminine and yet wholly terrifying” (qtd. in Koritz 132; qtd. in 

                                                
19 The idea that the male dancer should display a particular kind of masculinity reaches back at least as far 
as the early Romantic ballet. Beginning at the end of the eighteenth-century, dancers (largely men) began 
working towards a new style that blended elements of the three extant ballet genres, noble, demi-
caractère, and comique, creating a new, “all-in-one” dancer (Homans 130). Whereas the noble genre—
used to portray the protagonist of a ballet—had stressed grace, moderation, and ease, new styles of 
training and technical advancement allowed for and accented elevation, extreme turnout from the hips, 
and multiple pirouettes (127). Although this style as danced by women proved popular among audiences, 
it was often seen as too effeminate when performed by men. Jennifer Homans, in Apollo’s Angels: A 
History of Ballet, suggests that by moving away from specific styles, male dancers began to appear 
“blank” to their audiences (130).  Critics accused them of distorting and “defiling themselves and their 
art” and so, derided as effeminate and useless, male dancers in this period were often replaced in the 
corps de ballet with women en travesti (Garafola "The Travesty Dancer in Nineteenth-Century Ballet" 
35; Homans 130). For women, on the other hand, the new technique, with its emphasis on virtuosity and 
lightness, allowed dancers and choreographers to explore new themes for movement and made them the 
veritable stars of the ballet—often portrayed as objects of desire for both the men onstage and in the 
audience. Although audiences eventually became used to seeing this style of dance from male dancers, 
the idea that male ballet dancers should portray heteronormative masculinity on stage remains, for the 
most part, in effect even today.  
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Farfan; qtd. in Burt 84). His roles in Michel Fokine’s ballets, such as Petrouchka or Le Spectre 

de la Rose, toward the beginning of his too short career, required him to be a marionette or a 

ghost, characters that lacked the manly attributes of standard princely ballet roles, but that 

required a more supple, weightless, or even feline embodiment, beginning the synergistic 

relationship between his perceived sexual identity and his dancing body.20 As Ramsay Burt 

argues in The Male Dancer: Bodies, Spectacle, Sexualities, while Nijinsky’s roles in Fokine’s 

ballets were not as transgressive of sexual social norms as his later choreography would be, they 

did allow for the “express[ion of] sexuality and sensitivity (conventionally feminine) [paired] 

with extraordinary strength and dynamism (conventionally masculine)” in a way that subverted 

normative gender roles (Burt 84). 

Burt continues on to suggest that, once allowed the freedom to choreograph his own 

ballets, Nijinsky crafted a modernism, particularly in L’Après-midi d’un faune, that “challenged 

and disrupted conservative gender ideologies” (87). Kopelson similarly suggests that this ballet 

offers up an alternative to conservative conceptions of sexuality, if not gender, but that there is a 

“problem with making something of Nijinsky’s Faun. The character moves across a range of gay 

stereotypes—adolescent, masturbatory, narcissistic, fetishistic, superficial (two-dimensional), 

scandalous—leaving us to transvalue them, which is easy, and to eradicate their negative 

connotations, which isn’t” (Kopelson 164). And Peggy Farfan has more recently claimed that 

Nijinsky’s faun was “at once non-masculine yet non-effeminate,” suggesting that “This queerly 

ambiguous figure constituted a modernist challenge to hegemonic ideologies of sex and gender 

                                                
20 I say “perceived” here, as it is clear that Nijinsky desired to be seen as heterosexual, irrespective of his 
relationship with Diaghilev. The inherently problematic power dynamic between the two men invites 
some speculation regarding the degree of consent or desire present within the affair and thus I want to be 
clear that while Nijinsky was and is associated with homosexuality and homosexual aesthetics, I am not 
claiming that he self-identified as homosexual, either as the term might have been defined in the 1910s or 
as it is defined now.  
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and thus contributed to the early-twentieth-century formation of alternative sexual identities” 

(Farfan 77).  

Lynn Garafola takes this idea a step sideways, terming Faune the ballet wherein 

“Nijinsky the overt homosexual declared himself a covert heterosexual” only to sublimate those 

desires into the “the fetishism of the scarf,” which “bespoke a deep-rooted ambivalence toward 

men and women alike” (Garafola Diaghilev's Ballets Russes 57). More specifically, it does away 

with the conventional exoticism that made the presentation of lust and sex possible on the 

Western stage, making them “direct” and insistent, but full of tension and fear (58, 308). “The 

partners never touch,” she writes: 

They seem to touch, however, and at nearly every point the suggestion of contact is 

sudden and fraught with violence. Again and again the Faun turns on his prey, locking 

her in the vise of his powerful arms…In this coupling, silence, not rape, is the aim, for if 

Faune speaks of lust, it speaks even more insistently of silencing it, of destroying its 

claim on the body. This denial of nature is implicit in the very design of the ballet, for if 

geometry stylizes Nijinsky’s protagonists, it also unsexes them, as if form, like some 

higher morality, were a shield against instinct (58). 

Garafola reads the final image of the faun driving his pelvis into the nymph’s scarf, 

“not…merely a stand-in for its absent owner,” but also as symbolic of “his triumph over the 

snares of Woman, his resistance to the temptation of her flesh” (57).  

However Nijinsky’s work is read—whether as a subversion of gender norms, as a 

pantheon of homosexual stereotypes, or as a heterosexual sublimation of homosexual desires—

the relationship of this work to Nijinsky’s perceived sexuality is pervasive. Regardless of 

whether the work itself contains a homoerotic aspect, its relationship to Nijinsky’s body and 
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biography renders it a touchstone of gay aesthetics. For Robbins to transform Nijinsky’s faun 

and nymph into a pair of American dance students, who were, to quote Francisco Moncion, not 

“innocent,” but rather “provocative” and “neurotic” creates a web of meaning that expands 

beyond the surface-level narrative (qtd. in Reynolds 148). 

On the one hand, in transmuting the, to quote Kopelson, “autoerotic orgasm into a 

heteroerotic kiss,” Robbins brings Afternoon of a Faun firmly within the strictures of American 

domestic Containment (Kopelson 170). In fact, Alan Nadel’s argument that American cultural 

products between 1946 and 1964 tended to “repeat or modify the narrative that unifies the 

sexual, political, and economic aspects of containment, lodging the cold war in a gendered 

courtship narrative that is constantly trying to make impossible distinctions between Other and 

Same, partner and rival, for the purpose of acquiring or excluding, proliferating or containing 

proliferation,” seems to map almost too easily onto Robbins’s ballet (Nadel 6). If, as Nadel 

argues, Cold War literary texts “equated containment of communism with containment of atomic 

secrets, of sexual license, of gender roles, of nuclear energy, and of artistic expression,” then 

Robbins’s work, with its veering away from sexual consummation rather than towards it, 

autoerotic or otherwise, seems perfectly representative of the idea (5).  

Robbins was urged, explicitly and publicly, in his HUAC hearing to “be very vigorous 

and positive in promoting Americanism in contrast to communism,” and this work seems in a 

way to do precisely that (Hearing 1324). Robbins repeats Nijinsky’s sublimation of homoerotic 

desire into a heterosexual narrative, but takes it even a step forward. In making the Russo-

Grecian faun and the Franco-Grecian nymph into American dance students—American teenagers 

on a hot summer day—Robbins transforms the work from a scandal-inducing spectacle into a 

quiet reverie, neutralizing the potentially disruptive Otherness and autoeroticism embedded in 
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the original ballet. It can be read almost like a statement of loyalty, a pledge to remove any 

exotic, disruptive Otherness—for Nijinsky was often read not only as homosexual, but also as 

vaguely Oriental—from the ballet and turn it into the ideal Cold War American art form: silent, 

naïve, formal yet popular and comprehensible. Moreover, his decision not to use Louis Johnson, 

an African-American dancer at the School of American Ballet, in the male role—even though it 

was watching him rehearse Swan Lake that inspired the piece’s imagery and Robbins did have 

one rehearsal with him and Le Clercq while choreographing the piece—similarly seems a 

concession to the mores of the day, to the idea that American audiences could not handle a pas 

de deux between a black man and a white woman, to the elimination of any disruptive or 

resistant ideas (Jowitt 222).21 To read the ballet in this way seems to pull it in line with the idea 

that art, in the Cold War period, especially establishment art like ballet or poetry, did little, if 

anything, to challenge the status quo, instead, conforming to it, becoming part and parcel of 

“Containment culture.” 

On the other hand, this reading seems, in a way, both too easy and too out of touch with 

the rest of Robbins’s oeuvre up to this point which was—if not always explicitly political—at 

least well aware of its implications. I thus want to argue that this work seems to push against that 

                                                
21 Balanchine’s Agon, which premiered in 1957 with Arthur Mitchell and Diana Adams in the central pas 
de deux, was famously the first ballet at New York City Ballet which featured a black man partnering a 
white woman. Although the central pas de deux in Agon is, in many ways, erotic, unlike Afternoon of a 
Faun, it is also a high modernist ballet, without any sense of story or narrative, minimizing the sexual 
undertones of the dance, of the positions into which its dancers contort themselves. Nevertheless, as 
Brenda Dixon Gottschild writes, “in the racially segregated world of pre-1970s United States, this 
pairing—specifically, the arch taboo of black male and white female—was a near-revolutionary move, 
especially in the all-white, elite world of the ballet stage,” even as the casting of Mitchell was likely less 
of a political statement in 1957 than it was an aesthetic one (Gottschild 64). Agon is considered perhaps 
the most iconic of Balanchine’s “black and white” ballets—dances which are performed in the black 
leotards and pink tights of a practice studio—and Balanchine seemed equally interested in contrasting 
black and white skin in this dance as in black and white costumes (64).  
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Containment culture even as it stands firmly within it, acting as a kind of kink in the smoothly 

running machinery of the aesthetic.  

 For one, Robbins’s interest in transforming ballet’s Russo-Franco exoticisms into 

American populisms well predates his legal entanglements and even the advent of Containment 

Culture. One could even argue that this creation of, to quote Robbins “a new faun and a new 

nymph,” bred and born on American soil, wholesome yet nervously seductive, is a culmination 

of Robbins’s entire creative project with the ballet—a project that was fundamentally interested 

in creating a “democratic” American ballet. In 1945, Robbins had published an article in the New 

York Times titled, “The Ballet Puts on Dungarees,” in which he wrote that ballet, “once 

exclusively peopled by princes and princesses, ghost maidens and sylphs… has come out of the 

hothouse and become a peoples entertainment in our energetic land. A democratic people’s mark 

on the ballet is directly evidenced in is subject matter, its dancers, and the kind of audiences that 

attend it” (Robbins "The Ballet Puts on Dungarees"). He continued on to write: 

Today our culture has infiltrated the ballet from topknot to toe-slipper….Americans no 

longer feel they need a trip abroad or at least a dictionary of ballet terms to help them 

understand the ballet…This is not to say that the ghost maidens and enchanted princesses 

of classic ballet have been discarded…The touch of the exotic and the glamorous will 

probably always hover about the ballet, just as it will always keep a toehold on its classic 

origins. But the audience’s happy reaction to ballets it can understand, about people it can 

recognize, is an augury of the ballet’s future in a democracy…A choreographer can 

justifiably look to the ballet as a medium in which he can say pertinent things about 

ourselves and our world, no less than a playwright or a novelist or a movie scenarist 

(Robbins "The Ballet Puts on Dungarees"). 
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His interest then, in taking the Russo-European history of the ballet—its exoticism and glamour, 

its history as the “orchidaceous pet of the Czars”—and transforming it into a way to “say 

pertinent things about ourselves and our world,” to say something about America and 

democracy, existed well before his encounter with HUAC (Robbins "The Ballet Puts on 

Dungarees"). In fact, his most strident words about the crafting of an American ballet tradition 

coincide with the height of his involvement with the CPUSA.  

 Second, Robbins’s dance does not, in fact, fully neutralize the disruptive sexualities or 

bodies present in Nijinsky or Mallarmé’s works. Rather, the dancers’ constant return to the 

mirror, their self-surveillance, their obsession with the couple that appears in the reflection, 

engages with those works in ways that trouble the seemingly safe narrative of boy and girl in 

dance studio, delineating instead an uncontainable auto- or homo-eroticism. The mirror—and the 

dancers’ fascination with it— thus emerges as the aspect of the work that most clearly engages 

both with Nijinsky’s formal innovation and with the mythos surrounding his work. Moreover, it 

is through this evocation of the mirror that the work circles back to the innovations of 

Mallarmé’s poem, to its divide between single and double, flesh and dream, in ways that 

transform the possible meanings embedded in Afternoon of a Faun. 

The two-dimensionality of Nijinsky’s ballet is itself fundamentally tied to his critique of 

ballet conventions, to his conception that the traditional formations, movements, and the 

vocabulary of ballet and ballet mime were in fact inhibiting the performer and the artist from 

articulating true emotion or meaning. By reducing the technique of ballet to its most basic 

form—a walk—and by pushing the flattening aspect of the proscenium stage—and, in an ironic 

way, of ballet turnout—to its apex by twisting the body such that the largest amount of it could 

appear to the audience in any moment, L’Après-midi d’un faune becomes allusive in and of 
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itself. It uses restriction—much as might poetic form—in order to expand its possibilities for 

meaning.  

This kind of allusive imagery is the way in which Nijinsky’s ballet most clearly responds 

to Mallarmé’s poem: not in its reworking of narrative, but rather in its Symbolist-like 

relationship to signs and significance. Mallarmé claimed his poetry operated by “designating 

only a part or an aspect of the object instead of the whole of it by using allusions to objects that 

have not been identified, or by using unclear allusions,” an understanding of poetry closely 

related to that expressed by Jean Moréas in the “Symbolist Manifesto:” “So, in this art, scenes of 

nature, human actions, all concrete phenomena are not described for their own sakes; they are 

perceptible surfaces destined to represent their esoteric affinities with primordial Ideals” 

(Moréas; Wenk 168).22  

In L’Après-midi d’un faune, this aesthetic is manifested narratively in the faun’s attempt 

to perpetuate the nymphs’ presence, through music and parole, until he finally gives in and 

accepts his inability to do so—turning instead to imagined trysts with Venus and finally back to 

dream. It is as if in each moment of the poem, the faun attempts to sublimate this experience into 

words, into rhythm and melody, but the result is always “sonore, vaine et monotone [sonorous, 

vain, and monotone],” incapable of the true expression which can happen only in dream. But it 

also functions structurally: in the way Mallarmé builds the texts around language that bounces 

off in a variety of directions, that manipulates puns and double meanings to destabilize the 

relationships between sign, signifier, and significance. In an almost clichéd example, the faun 

sees a “vol de cygnes, non! de naïades se sauve ou plonge…". “Cygnes” as a homonym for 

                                                
22 Original: “Ainsi, dans cet art, les tableaux de la nature, les actions des humains, tous les phénomènes 
concrets ne sauraient se manifester eux-mêmes ; ce sont là des apparences sensibles destinées à 
représenter leurs affinités ésotériques avec des Idées primordiales” (Moréas). 
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“signes,” or “swans” for “signs,” transforms the nymphs from birds to women to gods, from the 

dream of a hormone-induced haze to representations of some “Idée promordiale.”   

Similarly, by stripping the dancers’ movement down to a two-dimensional walk, 

Nijinsky’s dance creates a kind of allusive kinesthetic that acts like Mallarmé’s synesthetic 

language: a danced language that is, like poetic language, multi-realizable. In its rejection of 

classical vocabulary, L’Après-midi d’un Faun becomes itself an allusion—to ancient Greece, to 

young adulthood, to life, to sleep, to dream, to dream perpetuated and fulfilled—to ideas that 

exist beyond the literal scope of the movement. Watching Nijinsky’s ballet, it is as if the 

audience sees only the aspect of these mythic creatures visible to man; the third dimension, only 

visible to other demi-gods. The knowledge that the dancers are capable of more movement, but 

are restricted, as if gods forced into human shape, brings emphasis to what is not in fact there, to 

a dimension of movement beyond the scope of the danced text. 

Robbins’s mirror picks up on this idea, alluding, like Nijinsky’s dance and Mallarmé’s 

poem, to a world that exists beyond both the confines of the dancers’ studio and the literal stage 

space of the theater. It turns the fourth wall into a mirror and the audience into denizens of a 

world beyond that crafted onstage. For the dancers, what is reflected in that mirror is more real 

than what occurs in the room: as Robbins later said about watching two dancers rehearse the pas 

de deux from Swan Lake, “I was struck by the way they were watching that couple over there 

doing a love dance and totally unaware of the proximity and possible sexuality of their physical 

encounters” (Robbins "Uncut Interview"). It is the “couple over there” who are real, who have 

the possibility for love, for lust, for transcendence, who open the dance up into a different plane, 

articulating the possibility for dance to craft alternate realities, both for its audience and for its 
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dancers, even when they are one and the same. For the audience, this idea is doubled: the dance 

creates a first new world onstage and a second new world in the mirrored dance. 

And, in so doing, the dance seems to complete a circle from Robbins to Nijinsky back to 

Mallarmé. Returning to David Code’s idea that the poem “summons to the reader to take this 

‘role’ [of the faun], and thus to experience a similar division in the encounter with poetic 

language itself,” Robbins’s dance seems to also ask audience to take on a certain “role” in the 

drama which happens on stage (Code "The Formal Rhythms of Mallarmé's Faun" 76). For, if the 

poem evokes the “division between printed poetry’s illusory promise of materialized speech, and 

its factual inertness as writing on a page,” then the dance asks the audience to contemplate the 

distinction between the realized dance on the stage and the illusory three-dimensionality of the 

mirror (76). And the audience themselves, because they in fact sit where the mirror should be, 

become the dancers, crafting a second tension between their own stillness and the movement 

projected onto their bodies.  

But the question is raised: who or what is in this evoked, alternative world? To return to 

Quant’s question in The Age of Anxiety: “My deuce, my double, my dear image,/Is it lively there, 

that land of glass/Where song is a grimace, sound logic/A suite of gestures…What flavor 

has/That liquor you lift with your left hand; Is it cold by contrast, cool as this/For a soiled soul; 

does your self like mine/Taste of untruth?” (Auden Age 6). What are the possibilities in this 

inverted world? Which body is each dancer is so absorbed by? His or her own: by the possibility 

for his or her own body to achieve perfection in that mirrored world. The interest is never in their 

partner’s corporeal body—only in the imagined body in the mirror and the shapes their bodies 

might make together. The dancers are engaged with reflections and projections—like Nijinsky’s 

faun’s scarf; like Mallarmé’s faun’s memories—rather than with one another. If the poem is a 
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“monologue that typographically suggests a dialogue,” then the dance is a dialogue that 

physically suggests a monologue; or, as George Baker suggests about the Francis Picabia/Jean 

Börlin collaboration Relâche, the dancers and their imagined reflection work “‘in concert’ not to 

fuse, but to frustrate each other…producing a scene of proliferating fragments” (Charité 425; 

Baker 331). 

 As stated above, to select a work by Nijinsky, and especially a work considered 

emblematic of a kind of non-normative sexuality, is not a neutral choice and, what I want to 

suggest is that, through the combination of the mythology associated with Nijinsky’s dancing 

body and the evocation of this alternate, through-the-looking-glass world, Afternoon of a Faun 

creates a space—restricted though it is—for a non-normative sexuality within the very strictures 

of Containment culture. The dance is, in a way, more auto- or homoerotic than it is heteroerotic, 

although that eroticism is couched in heteroerotic terms.  

If the faun in Mallarmé’s poem attempts to prolong his sexual encounter through song 

and text, but is left with only the physical mark on his chest as proof, and if Nijinsky’s faun 

performs his masturbatory act to end the tension of unconsummated desire, then what does that 

leave for Robbins’s faun? He has become the art that Mallarmé’s faun wished to create, but 

without ever experiencing the sexual act itself. Robbins’s faun—neurotic and provocative but 

chaste—has been in a way divorced, by the mirror, from his body. What brings pleasure is no 

longer the act of dancing and moving, the act of sexual consummation or discovery, but the 

image, the aesthetic, the picture in the mirror. The sexual, physical body has been evacuated and 

only the aesthetic body remains.23  

                                                
23 This reading resonates as well with Jacques Lacan’s theory of the mirror-stage insofar as the self which 
appears in the mirror is itself a “form” or aesthetic image that “fixes [the form] and in a 
symmetry…inverts it, in contrast with the turbulent movements that the subject feels are animating him” 
and thereby “symbolizes the mental permanence of the I, at the same time as it prefigures its alienating 
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In this way, that imagined mirror does not only create a second world of possibility, but 

changes, alters the dancers’ worlds, their bodies and physicalities, in the first place. The dancers’ 

bodies, as in Nijinsky’s ballet, are twisted into flattened shapes, a touch of their humanity lost as 

their eyes fixate on themselves rather than on their community or their partner. Movements that 

would be circular, become linear. Every moment of connection—when they nearly kiss at the 

outset, when she sits upon his knee, when a cheek is kissed—is interrupted by the mirror, by the 

need to see if something “looks” right. The kind of self-surveillance, even narcissism, that 

appears in this ballet replicates—makes into art—the everyday action of the ballet studio, which, 

through a combination of training and discipline, transforms adolescents’ bodies into dancers’ 

bodies, transforms New York teenagers into nymphs and fauns. The mirror both trains and 

distorts; creates beauty and curtails human connection.  

And, to push the idea a touch further yet again, if we think, as Donald E. Pease does, that 

during the early 1950s, as “liberal anticommunism” became a “homogenizing political ethos,” 

U.S. citizens increasingly began to “reperform…the state’s surveillance practices,” both upon 

themselves and upon their neighbors, then this sense of watching oneself dance, watching this 

erotic moment, and then backing away from the consummation of that moment—out of fear, out 

of a sense that it all is just too real, too dangerous—seems to take on a kind of secondary 

implication (Pease 27, 32). This kind of surveillance—by self, by partner, by audience, by 

audience behind a mirror or through the doorway—changes one’s own relationship to body, 

changes the way one moves through the world. Rather than expressing a full embrace of 

Containment culture, a total sublimation of homosexual desire into a heterosexual narrative, the 

                                                
destination” (Lacan 1165). The dancers’ fixation on the aesthetic body in the mirror might thus be read as 
playing with the idea of the Lacanian Imaginary in that their self-desire is in fact a desire for a non-
fragmented, specular “I,” a desire for a self that is as wholly unified as the self in the mirror.  
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dance creates a (small) critical distance by illuminating how, in nearly Foucaultian terms, 

surveillance—by self and by state—distorts, warps, transfigures, turns into citizens, the bodies it 

subjects. It might even force the homosexual subject to perform heterosexual desire, transform 

the auto- or homoerotic orgasm into the reflection of a heteroerotic kiss.  

To return specifically to the question of homosexuality within the broader context of the 

1950s, Peter Stoneley suggests that the tendency to sublimate the “same-sex shadings” of 

American ballet or to “redesignate” those shadings as heterosexual, long predates this work, 

being in fact an essential part of pre-1950s American ballet and found in earlier Robbins works 

such as Fancy Free (Stoneley 110). Even when a ballet “depicts a heterosexual world,” Stoneley 

writes, “viewers, heterosexual or otherwise, may enjoy it without any sense of irony or 

misgiving…queerness was so ubiquitous in the circumstances of the ballet’s making that the 

small, heterosexual figures that we see on the stage seem to cast huge, queer shadows” (110). 

New York ballet, in the 1940s, frequently “maintained the queer aesthetics of ballet, but under 

the guise of hyper-American normality,” he contends, passed off as evocative of a “national 

character” (3, 95). While Kirstein’s eventual allegiance to Balanchine’s formalism brought a 

very different aesthetic to the fore of American ballet, Afternoon of a Faun seems to blend the 

increasingly apolitical Balanchine aesthetic with the queer underpinnings of early American 

ballet.  

Thomas E. Yingling, looking specifically at Hart Crane, writes that “gay writers often 

seem to have found literature less a matter of self-expression and more a matter of coding,” as 

“from within [the] contradiction of being empowered to speak but unable to say, gay writers 

have historically hidden, erased, universalized, or otherwise invalidated not only their 

homosexual desire, but also the shape (or mis-shape) their lives have taken as a result of the 
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social taboos against it” (Yingling 25-26). While Yingling is writing specifically about white, 

highly educated gay men whose privilege to “speak” is guaranteed, though their ability to “say” 

is restricted, given Robbins’s acceptance into the bastion of high art at the New York City Ballet 

by this point, it is an apt comparison. He was certainly allowed to speak, but what he was able to 

say, as he had learned through his various encounters with the FBI was, quite clearly, limited. 

And Afternoon of a Faun, I suggest, does say quite a lot, exactly through such a series of 

codes, codes that rely upon the networked meanings of associated texts in order to reveal an 

underlying politics that stands, if not directly in contention with the surface meaning of the 

dance, then at least at an angle to it, revealing fissures in the construction of the containment 

culture into which it was birthed. It is in a way a queer aesthetic, per Yingling’s formulation: one 

that relies on meanings that exist not strictly in what the danced text “says,” but in where it 

gestures. Likewise, read this way, the dance engages with what Susan Manning has termed 

“cross-viewing,” the ability for “spectators from different social locations” to “view the same 

performance event differently” and, simultaneously, for “some spectators [to] catch glimpses of 

subjectivities from social locations that differ from their own” (Manning Modern Dance xvi). 

What for one audience may seem a heterosexual encounter strictly within the confines of 

Containment Culture, might for another seem to resonate with queer potentialities. 

Nijinsky’s ballet and body serve as the key to break this code by tying this work into both 

a history of gay and Symbolist aesthetics that, when brought to bear on this ballet, reveal 

tensions previously unseen. 24 Only by knowing what is not in the work, but what exists behind 

                                                
24 And there is perhaps a further argument to be made here about historical collisions between 
homosexuality, Symbolism, poetry, and dance, particularly with regard to British 19th century 
Aestheticism and Decadence. Peter Stoneley, for example, traces the “homosexual potential” of 
Théophile Gautier’s writing, suggesting both that it was his interest in “unusual sexual possibilities,” 
which led him to ballet in the first place and that drove Oscar Wilde and crew’s later interest in Gautier’s 
aesthetics (Stoneley 29). Ramsey Burt, on the other hand, suggests that homosexuality was not associated 
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and beyond it, can these ideas about non-normative sexualities, surveillance, and shame come to 

the fore; likewise, watching the dance without this context allows it to remain safely within the 

bounds of Containment Culture.  

 And this process of coded meaning-making becomes particularly necessary in the Age of 

Anxiety in which Afternoon of a Faun was made, when to speak clearly and openly could only 

end in the betrayal of one’s country or one’s convictions, in the loss of one’s morals or one’s 

freedom. The eliding of homosexuality with communist sympathies by the U.S. government only 

serves to further strengthen the relationship between queer aesthetics and Cold War modernism 

as the targets and creators of both were often, as with Robbins, one and the same.  

It is thus through the combination of both readings—Afternoon of a Faun as the perfect 

example of Containment Culture and as commentary upon its strictures—that the particularly 

“Cold War aesthetic” emerges. Not one that blindly conforms to political realities, but one that 

can speak through its simultaneous conformation and resistance. Afternoon of a Faun, which—in 

its simplicity, in its form—seems so distant from Robbins’s earliest works, most evocative of 

Balanchine’s dictum “don’t act, just dance,” becomes, to return to Kodat’s formulation, 

“simultaneously engaged and distanced” (Kodat 68). By being the perfect piece of containment 

culture, Robbins’s ballet does not foreclose its possibility for critique, but rather, at the center of 

the establishment itself, opens up a space for it.  

“You feel you are doing the right thing as an American?”: Political Ballet in the Age of Anxiety 

Mr. Tavenner: Well, did you acquire the feeling that the Communist Party was 

endeavoring to influence you in your product — the product of your enterprise?  

                                                
with ballet until Diaghilev’s Ballets Russes, but that Diaghilev’s connections with fin de siècle aesthetic 
and decadent movements and his acquaintance with Wilde and Aubrey Beardsley created these 
associations (Burt 78). 
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Mr. Robbins: I believe this was part of the Communist attempt. I feel that constantly you 

are subjugated to propaganda and influence to make your art carry a political message; 

that the instances of this becoming apparent to me happened over the years.  

[…] 

Mr. Robbins: …I could not understand how the Soviet musicians could be accused of 

writing — I think the word — formalistic music and bourgeois music, having to repent 

publicly and then get a benediction to move on and continue composing.  

I found this intolerable to an artist. I feel that they must be allowed to say what they want 

to say as they feel it, and that the minute they become subject to any dictums they're 

being false.  

[…] 

Mr. Doyle: In other words, you feel you are doing the right thing as an American?  

Mr. Robbins: Yes, sir.  

Mr. Doyle: Well, so do I.  

Again, I want to compliment you.  

Now, let me say this, too: You are in a wonderful place, through your art, your music, 

your talent, which God blessed you with, to perhaps be very vigorous and positive in 

promoting Americanism in contrast to communism. Let me suggest to you that you use 

that great talent which God has blessed you with to put into ballets in some way, to put 

into music in some way, that interpretation.  

Mr. Robbins: Sir, all my works have been acclaimed for its American quality 

particularly.  
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Mr. Doyle: I realize that, but let me urge you to even put more of that in it where you can 

appropriately ("Investigation").  

The above excerpts from Robbins’s HUAC Hearing reveal, perhaps better than I could ever 

articulate, the fundamental irony at the core of domestic anticommunism: that in an attempt to 

protect the populace from the supposed threat of communism, the very freedoms they sought to 

protect were violated. Reading the above exchange, Robbins’s refusal to produce clearly political 

work in the period becomes itself a political stance: it is a refusal to conform to the desires of a 

government for whom, as for the CPUSA, art was a tool to be wielded.  

But this veering away from explicit politics does not inherently mean a vacating of them. 

Instead, through both clear and coded relationships to other texts, Robbins’s ballets, and 

Afternoon of a Faun, in particular, retained a tie to ideas distinctly at odds with the kind of 

“Americanism” that Mr. Doyle sought. By reworking the 1912 ballet into a piece that lulled 

rather than shocked, Robbins managed to transport a small amount of Nijinsky’s disruptive 

modernism into the 1950s.  

Robbins’s poetry ballets, crafted in relation to poetic works and forged in the pressure 

cooker of Cold War domestic anticommunism, thus become representative not of a politically 

passive or conformist Containment Culture, but rather of a Cold War aesthetic that suppresses as 

it reveals, that in its simultaneous refusal to engage with domestic politics and close alignment 

with established artistic objects produces an interpretive lens that far exceeds the object’s 

apparent, surface meaning. 

And Robbins achieves this in a way that went largely unnoticed by those in power—and 

in a way that, had he been asked, he would have likely denied entirely. Afternoon of a Faun is, in 

a sense, the perfect modernist ballet in the vein of Balanchine: a man and a woman dance 
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together. There is no need for another story. Whatever story is found lies only in the eyes of the 

beholder. This kind of ballet—a leotard and tights, a nearly empty stage—was much like the 

dances that came to be understood as representative of American ballet, of ballet as created in the 

free world, of ballet freed from the trappings of “Russian excess.”  

This ballet, likely in part for the way that it melded Balanchine’s stripped down aesthetic 

with the humanity of Robbins’s, became a classic in its own right; an iconic dance about dance. 

As Doris Hering writes, “dancers live in a world of mirrors,” and this dance seems, in many 

ways, the ballet that gets at the heart of what it feels like to be a dancer: young, in yet out of 

control of one’s body, neurotic, alive (qtd. in Balanchine and Mason 10). It is a ballet that 

resonated and continues to resonate today at its most basic, accessible reading.  

But more is there, when teased out, when held up against the lens of the ballet it 

references, of the poem it articulates. It is not “emotional” or “political”—slurs directed at many 

dance artists by New York critic John Martin in the period—but it does insist on being more than 

just a dance between a boy and a girl on a summer day. Its networked meanings stretch forward 

and back in time, toward and away from its historical antecedents illuminating them and being 

illuminated by them.  

Read this way, Robbins’s Afternoon of a Faun might be understood as a kind of spiritual 

predecessor to late 20th and early 21st century queer choreographers’ re-workings of classical 

ballets, such as the Swan Lakes created by John Neumeier (1976) and Matthew Bourne (1995), 

or Katy Pyle’s ongoing project, Ballez, in Brooklyn, which has revisited The Firebird (2013) and 

Sleeping Beauty and the Beast (2016). While what these choreographers do is in many ways the 

inverse of Robbins’s project—taking the heterosexual storyline of a classical ballet and 

transmuting it into a homosexual one; the heteroerotic kiss into the homoerotic orgasm—the idea 
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of deconstructing an older, classic dance work, of mining it for its queer aspects, and of 

reassembling that work in a new way that speaks uniquely to its time, seems to grow out of 

Robbins’s project of the 1950s.  

Robbins’s poetry ballets, then, in their ability to stand at the center of Containment 

Culture and still, in their own small ways, resist its strictures and open up a space for dissent or 

resistance, might cast new light on his act of testifying and naming names in 1953. In Dancers as 

Diplomats: American Choreography in Cultural Exchange, Clare Croft, following Paul Gilbert, 

suggests we might see “American identity as performative,” as a “set of practices” that 

“construct and enact national affiliations” but also “exceed government guidelines and 

intentions” (Croft 28-29). Likewise, we might see Robbins’s dance and speech as performing—

as crafting—an American identity that contains these very nuances. His statements that his works 

“have been acclaimed for its American quality particularly,” that the artist “must be allowed to 

say what they want to say as they feel it, and that the minute they become subject to any dictums 

they're being false,” might take on new resonances when read against his creative output of the 

early 1950s. Not as mere pandering to a government that sought to criminalize him, his friends, 

and his family, but as gesturing towards the small acts of resistance embedded in those 

“American” works so admired by the tribunal, toward his continued saying of “what he wants to 

say as he feels it,” toward a feeling that these politics and sexualities are as much a part of 

American culture—of what an American artist might have to say—as the themes and topics 

deemed suitable by the government.  

In a way, one might say that Robbins’s return to text, and not just to text, but to poetry—

that form which most requires attention, decoding, and deciphering and yet which, like dance, 

carries its reader along in a rhythmic flow—is itself a result of these Cold War pressures, of the 
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need to find ways to suppress and reveal, to resist and conform, to retain ties to art that meant 

deeply and yet would not politically imperil. Working with poetry—the crafting of ballets out of 

poetry—allowed Robbins to erect layers upon layers of barriers between his personal self and the 

networked meanings of his dance-texts while still allowing those possible meanings to proliferate 

and to expand. Robbins’s ballets, in their coding and couching and conforming, were thus able to 

speak and to say, to reveal Cold War tensions, terrors, and anxieties, while being unambiguously 

American in feeling and in tone. They were, in a sense, the very epitome of everything the 

government feared: that deeply hidden in the bodies of American boys and girls lived the very 

kinds of disruptive thoughts and desires they sought to suppress. 
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CHAPTER 5 

Revivals, Revisions and Retranslations I: 

Brecht and Balanchine’s The Seven Deadly Sins in Cold War America 

 
On the morning of December 5, 1958—or rather, late at night on December 4—Walter Terry, 

dance critic for the New York Herald Tribune, found himself at a bit of a loss. “The critics, this 

morning,” he wrote: 

Are in something of a dilemma, for the New York City Ballet has produced an operetta 

or, perhaps, one should describe it as a music-drama with dancing. Further along in these 

columns, Jay Harrison is discussing the music. It is my duty to comment upon the 

dancing. Both of us lean toward the notion that our colleague, Walter Kerr, the Herald 

Tribune’s drama critic, might well have covered the event as a piece of popular theater. 

This does not mean that I did not respond joyously to every moment of “The 

Seven Deadly Sins” which had its American premiere (twenty-five years after its Paris 

bow) last evening at the City Center. The production, with a score by Kurt Weill, revised 

choreography by George Balanchine (who staged the original production), lyrics by 

Berthold Brecht in a new translation by W.H. Auden and Chester Kallman, and 

marvelous scenery, costumes and lighting by Rouben Ter-Arutunian, with the costumes 

executed by the peerless Karinska is an absolute knockout. It isn’t a ballet by a long shot 

but it is, in my opinion, superb theater (Terry "At City Center, 25 Years Late "the Seven 

Deadly Sins" in U.S. Ballet Premiere").  

Other critics were largely in agreement with Terry’s assessment. Miles Kastendieck wrote that 

the ballet was “a hit” and Harriet Johnson called it “beguiling, if slit with satire and irony” 

(Kastendieck; H. Johnson).  
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But John Martin, writing in the New York Times, hinted that this ballet, so well received 

in 1958, had also had a prior, less celebrated life: 

It is dollars to doughnuts that the present production of the work is a better, a profounder 

and a generally more important one than the original. Time has passed and perspective 

grown; and on the evidence of reviews of the 1933 production and of an occasional eye 

witness with a good memory, it is safe to say that Balanchine has approached the task of 

revival with a creative comment that has stripped away irrelevancies and topicality and 

given us the essence of the piece straight (Martin "Dance: Those Deadly Sins"). 

Indeed, as Martin implies, this ballet was not in fact premiering for the first time, but rather for 

the second: Its first premiere had been in Paris in 1933 as part of George Balanchine’s first post-

Ballets Russes company, Les Ballets 1933.  

Although Les Ballets 1933 did not survive past its first year, its one and only season at 

the Théâtre des Champs-Elysées was a major event in Paris’s interwar dance scene and The 

Seven Deadly Sins was the company’s marquee performance, showcasing a remarkable 

confluence of artistic and political worlds. The final collaboration between Kurt Weill and 

Bertolt Brecht, already internationally famous for The Threepenny Opera, this work brought 

together Balanchine, a noted choreographer who had defected from the Soviet Union in 1924, 

Brecht, the dedicated Marxist playwright who, after fleeing Germany in 1933, would return to 

East Berlin in 1949, and Weill, a renowned composer whose Jewish heritage had made him a 

target of the newly ascendant Nazi state. These three political exiles, finding themselves in Paris, 

banded together to produce an operetta about two American girls, set in seven American cities, 

although none had yet set foot on American soil.  
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But as Martin’s 1958 review also implies, for all the accolades awarded these three 

collaborators both in the 1930s and throughout the twentieth century, in Paris in 1933, the 

reviews of The Seven Deadly Sins were decidedly more mixed than they would be twenty-five 

years later in New York. In Le Parisien, Henry Bénazet wrote that: 

An error pollutes the base of The Seven Deadly Sins: realism, very natural in the theater, 

does not lend itself well to dance…The Seven Deadly Sins reveals a laborious inspiration, 

of which genius has no part (Bénazet).1  

In Le Figaro, Robert Brussel wrote, “The Seven Deadly Sins lasted barely twenty minutes. It was 

still too much,”2 and Genêt claimed in her “Paris Letter” in The New Yorker that the work was “a 

concoction for which no one seemed to have an appetite but yours truly” (Genêt; Dass). Lincoln 

Kirstein wrote in his diary that the piece was “boring, but intense like a nightmare,” and that he 

liked its “deliberate, shabby elegance.” He had “applauded wildly at every opportunity” 

(Duberman 166). It was after seeing this performance that Kirstein met Balanchine and invited 

him to come to New York. 

 

By the fall of 1958, the New York City Ballet had come a long way from its first performances at 

City Center ten years earlier. No longer a rag-tag group of Russian émigrés, financially strapped 

American art patrons, and dancers formerly of the Ballets Russes or one of the New York City 

opera companies, the organization was instead in the process of becoming a major American arts 

                                                
1 Original: “Une erreur vicie à la base des Sept Péchés capitaux : le réalisme, très naturel au théâtre, 
convient mal à la danse. Les allégories de vice et de misère ne sauraient heureusement inspirer un art 
qui, vivant de merveilleux, doit négliger la fange quotidienne pour créer de la grâce, de la beauté… les 
Sept Péchés capitaux révèlent un inspiration laborieuse, où la génie n’a nulle part” (Bénazet). 
 
2 Original: “Les Sept Péchés Capitaux durent à peine une vingtaine de minutes. C’est encore trop” 
(Brussel). 
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institution. And, in addition to the 10th anniversary of the New York City Ballet, 1958 marked 

the 25th anniversary of Balanchine and Kirstein’s collaboration, the often contentious, never 

easy, but artistically fruitful relationship between artistic director and patron, choreographer and 

poet.  

To mark these two events, Kirstein and Balanchine decided to revive 1933’s The Seven 

Deadly Sins for original cast member, Lotte Lenya, and rising star, Allegra Kent. Kirstein 

arranged for his friends W.H. Auden and Chester Kallman to provide a new verse translation of 

Brecht’s libretto.3 This work, which aligned itself with both a historical avant-garde and with 

contemporary literary and aesthetic icons, articulated a vision of the NYCB and its members as 

simultaneously connected to a long history of important artistic practice as well as a crucial part 

of an emerging American modernism.  

The following two chapters will move between the 1933 and 1958 versions of The Seven 

Deadly Sins in order to consider the ways in which this ballet’s revival in 1958 arose out of, 

crafted, and expressed a type of Cold War modernism. Although this ballet—in its use of 

narrative, of text, of elaborate sets and costumes—differed greatly from many of Balanchine’s 

more famous works of the period, I intend to argue that it in fact tells us a great deal about the 

complex and ambivalent politics at the heart of Balanchine’s Cold War artistic production.  

 This first chapter will serve as a backdrop to the second by considering the ways in 

which this work worked paradoxically to inscribe the New York City Ballet and its aesthetic into 

the cultural fabric of the United States. Arguing that the 1958 revival served to position the New 

York City Ballet as the rightful heir to a kind of European avant-garde—the apotheosis of a 

                                                
3 This was actually the third of Balanchine’s collaborations with Auden in the 1950s, all of which Kirstein 
likely orchestrated: the opera The Rake’s Progress for the Metropolitan Opera in 1953, the made-for-
television version of The Magic Flute in 1956, and this revival of The Seven Deadly Sins.  
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tradition that had been corrupted in the Communist states—while also as popular, even populist, 

enough to be reflective of American culture, this chapter, through an examination of the work’s 

framing, will explore how this communist dance-text helped the New York City Ballet become 

representative of American aesthetic ideals and values.  

Laying Claim to the Enlightenment: American Cultural Diplomacy in the Cold War 

When The Seven Deadly Sins premiered for the second time in 1958, the United States and the 

Soviet Union were locked in a seemingly unending Cold War. Although by the late-1950s, the 

popularity of Senator Joseph McCarthy and his particular brand of domestic anticommunism had 

begun to fade from the American public as a whole, the overall impact of Cold War politics and 

policies on cultural production had in no way diminished (Farina 203). Particularly meaningful 

in the second half of the decade was a growing understanding of the ways in which cultural 

diplomacy might act as an effective—even the most effective—tool in the United States’ arsenal 

of “cold” weapons, both at home and abroad. New ways of thinking about art as an instrument 

for statecraft had a major impact on both art production and arts funding within the United 

States.  

While the use of art as cultural propaganda abroad had its roots in WWII-era diplomacy 

in Latin America, the concentrated use of American art forms—mostly performing arts including 

musical theater and ballet, but also visual arts—as a way of advancing American interests abroad 

was closely tied to the election of President Eisenhower in 1952, who seemed, from the outset, to 

understand that, as David Caute was to write many years later, “the term ‘cold war’ can be 

understood not merely as a military conflict deferred…but also as the continuous pursuit of 
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victory by other means” (Caute 7).4 As Walter Hixson argues, Eisenhower  “quietly planned to 

elevate psychological warfare to the center of Cold War strategy” such that the early years of his 

presidency were filled with efforts to promote and develop America’s high culture exports 

(Hixson 21).5  

The goal was not to use art to directly attack the USSR, but rather to counter as George 

Kennan would say in a speech at MOMA in 1955, “the frightening extent to which negative 

conceptions about us prevail to one degree or another abroad.” Faced with the fact that, to 

continue Kennan’s thought, the country was viewed as “vulgar, materialistic nouveaux riches, 

lacking in manners and in sensitivity, interested only in making money, contemptuous of every 

refinement of esthetic feeling,” the U.S. government became invested in finding their own 

                                                
4 Although various efforts prior to Eisenhower’s election had attempted to get a comprehensive cultural 
diplomacy program off the ground, they had consistently failed, largely as a result of questions regarding 
the political allegiances of the artists represented in the exhibitions and tours. Walter Krenn’s Fall-Out 
Shelters for the Human Spirit: American Art and the Cold War masterfully covers the rise and fall and 
rise of American cultural diplomatic efforts specifically as related to the visual arts. In particular, he 
highlights the ways that domestic anticommunism inhibited the ability to use art as anticommunist 
propaganda abroad. Those same artists whose art—largely modernist abstract art—was seen as most 
indicative of “American” art, of freedom of expression and democracy, were also often affiliated—
loosely or otherwise—with leftist political organizations. An odd tension thus resulted during the period 
in which the same art that was seen at home as evidence of Communist infiltration was being sent abroad 
as emblematic of American freedoms (Krenn 6). 

The earliest example of this sort of cultural diplomacy was the 1941 Goodwill Tour of Latin 
America, organized by the Office of the Coordinator of Inter-American Affairs (OIAA), a wartime office 
created by executive order with the goal of promoting inter-American cooperation. Under the direction of 
Nelson Rockefeller, the OIAA sent two major artistic tours to Latin America in 1941: an exhibit of 
American paintings and Lincoln Kirstein’s American Ballet Caravan, one of the many predecessors to 
New York City Ballet (Krenn 18; Prevots 19). As with much of the cultural diplomacy that would take 
place after the war, the State Department was officially involved only insofar as to provide “general 
policy guidelines” (Krenn 18). The OIAA provided the funding and decisions about where and what art 
would be sent was decided largely by private groups and persons (18).  

 
5 Almost immediately, Eisenhower appointed his friend, Charles Douglas Jackson, as Special Assistant to 
the President (Prevots 12). Jackson was not only an executive at Time-Life Publications and a former 
board member at the Metropolitan Opera, but also the head of psychological warfare during WWII in 
North Africa (12).  
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cultural exports—art, dance, film—that could outshine, outclass, and overawe those of their 

Soviet counterparts (qtd. in Krenn 90).6   

Thus, over the course of the 1950s, art became the crucial weapon in a war of 

containment that was fought, not on battlefields, but rather on stages, in galleries, and on the 

pages of literary journals worldwide. In August 1953, the United States Information Agency 

(USIA) was founded, with a goal of strengthening American information and propaganda abroad 

(Prevots 12). In 1954, the President asked Congress for $5 million in order to “stimulate the 

presentation abroad by private firms and groups of the best American industrial and cultural 

achievements, in order to demonstrate the dedication of the United States to peace and human 

well-being [and] to offset worldwide Communist propaganda charges that the United States has 

no culture and that its industrial production is oriented toward war” (qtd. in Prevots 11). The 

result was the President’s Emergency Fund for International Affairs, which would sponsor many 

performing arts tours in Europe over the next several years (Prevots 11; Krenn 93). Meanwhile, 

since 1951, the CIA had been covertly funding the Congress for Cultural Freedom, under the 

direction of Nicolas Nabokov, to arrange performance, conferences, and journals overseas 

(Saunders; Prevots 8).7 

What these early 1950s governmental initiatives reveal is an increasing awareness of the 

fact that the Cold War was, really, as Caute writes, a cultural conflict in which, “despite 

America’s constant appeals to God…each protagonist was laying prior claim to a common 

                                                
6 Former US assistant secretary of state Edward Barrett estimated that by 1953 the propaganda bill for the 
Soviet Union was nearing $1.5 billion (Krenn 88). 
 
7 Most famous among these efforts was the export (and even funding) of abstract expressionism, and 
especially the work of Jackson Pollack, as exemplary of American freedom. Francine Stoners Saunders 
discusses this project in detail in The Cultural Cold War: The CIA and the World of Arts and Letters and 
Serge Guilbaut in How New York Stole the Idea of Modern Art: Abstract Expressionism, Freedom, and 
the Cold War. 
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heritage, the European Enlightenment” and in which the United States was falling behind, 

despite its vast resources (Caute 3). Caute continues: 

The struggle in the arts between classicism and modernism, realism and abstraction, 

amounted to a series of civil wars within agreed upon territory. The annual Tchaikovsky 

Competition in Moscow or the Cannes Film Festival depended on agreed values and 

skills; ballet companies in Moscow, Leningrad, Kiev, London, New York, and Paris 

shared a heritage and a choreographical language…Every Soviet ballet company 

returning from American to triumphant acclaim and without suffering the defection of a 

prima ballerina…every curtain call for the Berliner Ensemble in London, was worth a 

Red Army division on the Elbe (Caute 4-5).  

To convince a world community that the United States was more than, to quote Kennan again, 

“vulgar, materialistic nouveaux riches… contemptuous of every refinement of esthetic feeling,” 

the United States needed to build its own artists, its own dancers, operas, musicians, theaters, 

composers, directors, even chess players who could be promoted at home and compete abroad 

(Krenn 90). 

In large part, the art sent abroad was “modernist” art, or, “art for art’s sake,” and dance, 

in particular, became a key player in this kind of inter-cultural communication for its wordless, 

but “universal,” way of communication (Franko Dancing Modernism 11; Foster Choreographing 

Empathy; Kowal; Croft; Caute).8 Even though, as Walter Krenn argues, modernist, abstract art 

                                                
8 In How to Do Things with Dance, Rebekah Kowal, writing on modern dance, but in an argument that 
can be extended to ballet, articulates how in the early Cold War, a “metonymic relationship” was set up 
between “the dancing body” and the “collective body of humanity” and thus dance was seen as capable of 
“furthering the aims of the state in embodying the integration of the artist within a broadly conceived 
human community” (Kowal 29). Clare Croft, building on Christina Klein’s understanding of 
Eisenhower’s cultural diplomacy initiatives as founded on an idea of “sympathy,” suggests that “through 
dance, State Department efforts to use cultural diplomacy…moves from an emotional appeal to a truly 
affective one as emotional, intercultural bonds manifest in and through bodies…The choice of dance as 
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was often produced by artists with ties, loose or otherwise, with leftist political organizations—

such that, once certain journalists or members of Congress discovered that connection, domestic 

anticommunism actually inhibited the ability to use art as anticommunist propaganda abroad—in 

the end, these works were understood as being most emblematic of American freedom, 

democracy, and cultural excellence (Krenn 6). This development was thanks at least as much to 

the Soviet Union’s suppression of “avant-garde goods” as to any kind of organic popularity 

amongst the American populace or government, which for the most part found this kind of work 

difficult and incomprehensible. But what this art could do was assert itself as heir to a Western 

tradition of artistic excellence, as a development out of such disparate European avant-gardes as 

Impressionism, Surrealism, and Cubism that allowed it to be used abroad in this cultural battle 

(Caute). Whereas Socialist Realism looked to 19th century realism for its influences, the art the 

United States was sending abroad— most notably, abstract expressionism—seemed to emerge 

out of and develop on the pre-war European avant-garde. In positioning the United States as a 

place where artists were allowed to develop according to their own free will, allowed to express 

their own artistic visions, this art served to undermine the Soviet Union’s claim that it 

represented an apotheosis of Western culture.  

It is Caute’s comment, however, that applause “for the Berliner Ensemble was worth a 

Red Army division on the Elbe,” that pulls us into the specific history of The Seven Deadly Sins, 

for it was the author of The Seven Deadly Sins who headed up that ensemble and who was at the 

epicenter of one of the United States’ most dramatic defeats in the cultural Cold War: poet and 

playwright Bertolt Brecht. Fifteen years after escaping Nazi Germany, and following an 

extended period of living in Western Europe and the United States, Brecht famously returned to 

                                                
the best way to begin the [President’s Emergency Fund] program moved from sympathy as a structure of 
feeling to empathy, a structure of feeling with an explicitly corporeal manifestation” (Croft 12). 
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East Berlin in 1948 in the wake of a highly-publicized investigation into his communist 

sympathies by the House Un-American Activities Committee. His descent behind the Iron 

Curtain and his establishment there of the Berliner Ensemble was perhaps communism’s highest 

profile “cultural coup” of the Cold War, an unequivocal win for the communists in one of the 

most visible cultural battles of the early Cold War period (Caute 283). Thus by the time the New 

York City Ballet revived The Seven Deadly Sins in 1958, Brecht, its author, was no longer 

counted by American citizens as one of the many German intellectuals who had fled the Nazis to 

establish themselves in the United States, but rather as the one who had turned his back on 

American capitalism in favor of German communism.9 Yet Brecht’s eventual journey into the 

Eastern Bloc had begun with a voyage west in 1933, through Paris, where he encountered 

George Balanchine—whose personal compass would remain firmly pointed westward—and 

where together they made The Seven Deadly Sins.   

Les Ballets 1933: German Texts, Russian Ballets, French Audiences 

When The Seven Deadly Sins first premiered in Paris in 1933, the ballet world had as many 

rivalries and factions as it would have again twenty-five years later, when ballet became a proxy 

for Cold War hostilities. But, rather than being divided along national or political lines, in 1933, 

these divisions were artistic, or, perhaps, financial. Upon Sergei Diaghilev’s death in 1929, the 

incubator for ballet modernism that was the Ballets Russes dissolved into a variety of projects 

led by the various potential heirs to Diaghilev’s throne.10 One of those was Les Ballets 1933, 

                                                
9 For more information on the influx of European artists to the United States in the 1930s and 1940s, see 
“‘Balanchine’s American Ballet’: Re-Thinking Edwin Denby’s Dance Education.” 
 
10 Nancy Reynolds lists de Basil’s Les Ballets Russes de Monte Carlo, René Blum’s Les Ballets de Monte 
Carlo, Balanchine and Kochno’s Les Ballets 1933, the Ida Rubinstein Ballet, Théâtre de la Danse 
Nijinska, Les Ballets de Boris Kniasev, the Levitov Russian Ballet, Les Ballets de Léon Woizikovsky, 
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founded by George Balanchine and Boris Kochno—poet, dancer, artistic advisor to the Ballets 

Russes, and second in command to Diaghilev—early that year (Walker 20-21).11 The two men 

found funding in the form of British art patron Edward James who, interested in making up with 

his estranged wife, dancer and mime Tilly Losch, decided that a ballet company—with roles 

choreographed especially for her—would be a suitable gift.12 It was this Parisian company that 

Kirstein was later to call his “veritable introduction into Russian ballet…the model for our 

American venture, and no very logical or sensible one” (Kirstein Thirty Years).  

At the same moment, across the Rhine, celebrated German composer, Kurt Weill, and his 

estranged wife, the singer Lotte Lenya, were forced to flee the country in October of that year, as 

Weill’s Judaism and long-standing association with Bertolt Brecht, who was both one of 

Germany’s most influential playwrights and a well-established communist, made staying in Nazi 

Germany increasingly unwise (Spoto 109). Although Weill and Brecht had largely ended their 

artistic collaborations in 1931, as far as the public was concerned, their names were inextricably 

linked. In particular, their 1928 collaboration on The Threepenny Opera had established them as 

internationally famous: By 1933 when they fled Germany, the play had been performed over 

10,000 times in Europe and had been translated into eighteen languages (Parker Kindle 

Locations 6535-6545).  

                                                
and Les Ballets de la Jeunesse, as a sampling of the number of touring ballet companies formed (and 
dissolved) in Europe in the wake of Diaghilev’s death (Reynolds and McCormick 178-179). 
 
11 Kochno was perhaps the truest spiritual heir to Diaghilev’s artistic kingdom, collaborating with 
Balanchine in particular on the librettos for a variety of ballets, including Prodigal Son (1929), and 
continuing to advance Diaghilev’s view of ballet as a uniquely collaborative art by bringing in celebrated 
artists and composers, such as Pavel Tchelitchew, Darius Milhaud, Andre Derain, and, crucially, Kurt 
Weill, Bertolt Brecht, and Caspar Neher. 
 
12 Bernard Taper claims that James spent over a million francs on the company during the few months it 
existed (Taper 142). They still ended up divorced.  
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Their international fame did little, however, to offset their political perils. Brecht, in 

particular, had been, as Douglas Keller phrases it, “from the beginning of his literary career…an 

enemy of the established bourgeois society” and, from the early 1920s until his death, identified 

as a Marxist in both his politics and his aesthetics: a dangerous position to take as Hitler rose to 

power. Further, although Weill’s political beliefs were never as strident or firmly held as 

Brecht’s, their collaborative work espoused Marxist ideals, both theoretically, in Brecht’s 

conception of the Epic Theater, to which I turn in the next chapter, and specifically, in the form 

and content of plays like The Rise and Fall of the City of Mahagonny and The Threepenny 

Opera.13 Both plays, along with Brecht and Weill themselves, were denounced by the Nazis in 

1929 as embodying the “Jewish-Bolshevik threat” and productions of their work in Germany 

often resulted in near-riots and police action (Parker Kindle Locations 7177-7191). Brecht was 

even to claim later, likely apocryphally, that he had been “number five on a Nazi death list” 

(Lyon 6). By 1933, the inextricability of their politics and aesthetics resulted in Weill and Brecht 

leaving Berlin, with Weill landing in Paris, soon to be followed by Lenya who went first to 

Vienna, and Brecht landing in Zurich.  

Upon Weill and Lenya’s arrival in Paris, they were able to reconnect with a variety of 

friends and supporters including James and Kochno, whom they had met during a 1932 concert 

tour, and the idea emerged to create a ballet (Spoto 111). According to James, both he and 

Balanchine had been struck by the resemblance of dancer Tilly Losch to Lotte Lenya (James 

                                                
13 Douglas Keller’s article “Brecht’s Marxist Aesthetic: The Korsch Connection” traces the impact of his 
particular strain of Marxism—which differed from Bolshevism and was based on that of “Marxist 
heretic” Karl Korsch—on Brecht’s aesthetics to argue that Marxian ideas “shaped the very form of his 
theater and writing” (Kellner). With regard to the works Brecht created with Weill, Kellner suggests that 
they were “built on the Marxian principles of historical specification and critique” (Kellner).  
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Letter to David Drew, 1 March 1965). He was to write, years later, in response to a letter asking 

for details about the creation of the work:  

It happened that both Georges Balanchine and I had been struck by a certain similarity or 

correspondence of type between Lotte Lenya and my then wife, Tilly Losch. Both had full 

lips, a wide mouth, high cheekbones, a somewhat Slavic bone structure. They also had 

greenish blue eyes; Lenya’s were of a greyer green. Tilly was like the soft version, the 

gemütliche, creamy, dulcet counterpart of the harder, sterner Lenya. Thus it occurred to 

me that they could represent two sisters of opposite characters—or, at one and the same 

time, the two halves of a split personality. This is how the conception of calling them both 

‘Anna’ came into being—simultaneously with a choreographic idea of Balanchine’s, for 

two women to open a ballet together, closely united, under the same cloak… (James Letter 

to David Drew, 1 March 1965). 

Though Kochno was the one to reach out officially to Weill about working with Les Ballets 

1933, it was, from the outset, with the understanding that the work would feature Losch and 

Lenya (Spoto 111).  

Weill and James worked together to develop the scenario, all based around this image 

“that these two sisters with the same name should also be the same person—representing two 

sides of one woman’s character—that they should be represented in this way coming in together 

under the same cloak and that they should have these sorts of adventures.” James credited the 

title to Kochno (James Letter to Director of Skandinavist Teaterforlad, 1 September 1936). They 

first contacted Jean Cocteau to write the libretto, but when he turned down the offer, Weill, at 
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James’s insistence, asked Brecht to take on the project and, albeit reluctantly, Brecht decamped 

from Zurich to Paris to do so (Spoto 111).14   

 

Paris, 1933: The Seven Deadly Sins Premieres 

When the curtain opened on The Seven Deadly Sins at the Théâtre des Champs-Elysées in 1933, 

the audience would have seen, stage right, a small house, behind which sat an all-male vocal 

quartet (the “Family”), dressed as a mother, father, and two sons, arrayed beneath a giant 

photograph of the same family (Goodman 456). Stage left depicted a parlor on stilts, lined with 

pictures and pegs, in which stood Lotte Lenya and Tilly Losch (456). Between the two vignettes 

was a “giant half-circle” with seven arched doors, like a church or a stable. Each door is covered 

by tissue paper stretched thin and bearing the name of one of the sins (456-57). At the beginning 

of each section, a member of the corps de ballet, dressed in a straw boater and tights and holding 

a sign naming a sin, would burst through a door until, by the end of the ballet, the floor was 

covered in torn and tattered tissue paper (Manning "Sins" 102). Hung above the stage were 

banners illustrating each of the seven sins (Goodman 457). 

The ballet opens with Lenya and Losch huddled together under a heavy black cloak. The 

two are setting out from Louisiana to make enough money to send home to their family, who 

hope to build a “little house” beside the Mississippi River (Drew; Brecht and Weill 13).15 Lenya, 

as Anna I, sets up the relationship between the two, singing: 

                                                
14 Kim Kowalke’s article “Seven Degrees of Separation: Music, Text, Image, and Gesture in The Seven 
Deadly Sins” provides the most complete analysis of this creative process (Kowalke "Seven Degrees of 
Separation"). 
 
15 Although the choreography for this ballet was lost during Balanchine’s lifetime, the scenario—written 
by Kochno and James—and a variety of reviews give a sense of the action. While Brecht’s poems were 
the songs performed onstage by Lenya and the Family as part of the action of the ballet, in fact, Kochno 
and James’s written scenario (often spuriously credited to Brecht) which built on Brecht’s poems, but 
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My sister is beautiful, I am practical. 

She is somewhat crazy, I am sane. 

We are actually not two people, 

But rather just one single. 

We are both called Anna, 

We have one past and one future, 

One heart and one savings deposit book, 

And each does only what is good for the other. 

Isn’t that right, Anna? 16 

                                                
extended beyond it as well, had a more direct impact on the action of the dance and more clearly 
describes what the dance would have looked like. As David Drew writes, there is nothing in Brecht’s text 
itself to indicate that it was ever meant for the stage, nor does it title each section of the work (Drew 244). 
What narrative, characterization, or potential staging exists is inferred from Anna I’s occasional mention 
of her sister’s current employment: as a “solo dancer” or an “extra” in a film. The scenario, on the other 
hand, follows the music and divides the work clearly into a prologue, seven sections named for each sin, 
and an epilogue (James and Kochno). 
 
16 Original:  
 ANNA I: 

Meine Schwester ist schön, ich bin praktisch. 
Sie ist etwas verrückt, ich bin bei Verstand. 
Wir sind eigentlich nicht zwei Personen, 
Sondern nur eine einzige. 
Wir heissen beide Anna, 
Wir haben eine Vergangenheit und eine Zukunft, 
Ein Herz und ein Sparkassenbuch, 
Und jede tut nur, was für die andre gut ist. 
Nicht wahr, Anna? 
 
ANNA II: 
Ja, Anna (Brecht and Weill 14). 

 
Translations throughout this section are original to this dissertation and performed by Don Spacht, unless 
otherwise cited or noted, based on the text included with the score.   
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“Ja, Anna,” Losch replies. Throughout, Lenya, as Anna I, and the Family do most of the singing, 

Losch, as Anna II, only occasionally replies.17  

Weill’s score focuses on the psychological impact of the Annas’ journey, with each 

movement adapting popular musical forms, including the waltz, foxtrot, shimmy, march, 

tarantella, into its symphonic form, in a way that Kim Kowalke compares to “Haydn’s elevation 

of the minuet within the classical symphony, Chopin’s treatment of the mazurka, or Schumann’s 

transformation of the waltz” (Grosch 7; Kowalke "Seven Cities" 9). Threaded throughout is a 

leitmotiv, found first in the opening measure of music, but appearing in each section, tracing and 

affirming Anna’s sadness. This theme appears for a final time as Anna II acquiesces to Anna I in 

the “Ja, Anna,” that completes the piece (Kowalke “Seven Cities” 10). Lightening the 

somberness of the score as a whole is the music for the “Family,” in the style of “German 

romantic glee-club singing,” as well as of the “Comedian Harmonists” (Grosch 7; Kowalke 

“Seven Cities” 9). This all-male quartet unites the work, their four-part close harmony appearing 

in each section.18  

 The first section comprises a hymn sung by the Family. In it, they hope that Anna will 

not be lazy and will work hard. “Idleness is the root of all evil”19 they repeat over and over and 

finally pray: 

                                                
17 While Balanchine had worked with singers before, specifically in his first ballet for Diaghilev, Ravel’s 
L’Enfant et les sortileges, in that work, unlike The Seven Deadly Sins, the singers were not integrated into 
the action, nor did the dancers speak or sing (Manning 97). 
 
18 Kowalke’s “Seven Degrees of Separation” provides the most in-depth description of the score and its 
possible influences, while Stephen Hinton’s Weill’s Musical Theater: Stages of Reform provides a 
musicological analysis (Kowalke "Seven Degrees of Separation" 26-35; Hinton 199-213). 
 
19 Kowalke asserts that these lines—both “Idleness is the root of all evil” and the full verse beginning 
with “The Lord enlighten our children”—were inserted by Weill after Brecht had left Paris, and indeed, 
they do not appear in the 1933 program (Kowalke "Seven Degrees of Separation" 28; Brecht). 
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The Lord enlighten our children, 

That they will recognize the path that leads to prosperity. 

Give them the strength and joyfulness, 

That they will not sin again the laws, 

That will make them rich and happy.20 

James, Kochno, and Balanchine filled out this section for the Annas, depicting them running a 

clever scam on couples in a park. Losch would run up to a couple, pretending to recognize the 

man—intimately—while Lenya would snap a photograph, hiding under the cloak in which they 

first appeared (Manning 102). Lenya would then take the stylishly dressed woman aside and, for 

a bit of money, promise to get rid of the photograph (James and Kochno). They pull this scam on 

three couples before Losch becomes tired and takes a nap.  

The second section begins the Annas’ seven-city journey. Losch has found a job as a 

dancer in a Memphis cabaret, but desires to perform “art” rather than what the patrons came to 

see (Brecht and Weill 14). “Pride is something for rich people,” Lenya informs her, “Do what is 

asked of you, and not/What you wish they asked of you” (14).21 Balanchine’s “Pride” closely 

follows Brecht’s. Losch dances in a classical style until, forced to let go of her pride, she learns 

to dance a “vulgar” “can-can” from a corps de ballet of three women (Brecht and Weill; Royal 

                                                
20 Original:  

Der Herr erleuchte unsre Kinder, 
Daß sie den Weg erkennen, der zum Wohlstand führt. 
Er gebe ihnen die Kraft und die Freudigkeit, 
Daß sie nicht sündigen gegen die Gesetze, 
Die da reich und glücklich Machen (Brecht and Weill 14). 
 

21 Original:  
Stolz ist etwas für die reichen Leute; 
Tu was man von dir verlangt und nicht 
Was du willst, daß sie von dir verlangen (Brecht and Weill 14). 
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Pavilion 55). 

In “Anger,” the pair move on to Los Angeles, where Losch is distressed by the injustice 

she sees and gives herself over to anger, until Lenya tells her to “hold herself back” and suppress 

her feelings (Brecht and Weill 18). The ballet elaborates on this section: wearing a grey sequined 

leotard with wings and a lilac tutu, Losch performs in a Hollywood circus until, losing her 

temper, she turns a whip on the ringleader whom she had seen whipping a horse (Royal Pavilion 

55; Manning "Sins" 104).  

“Gluttony,” both in 1933 and later in 1958, was the scene most commented upon by the 

critics. It locates Anna II as a “solo dancer” in Philadelphia (Brecht and Weill 18). Her 

“contract” forbids her to gain even a “single graham”—she’s weighed daily—but her family 

promises that upon her return to Louisiana she may have “Croissants! Schnitzel! Asparagus! 

Chicken!/And a little yellow honey cake!” to appease her gluttony (19).22 Constant Lambert, the 

conductor of the work at its London premiere, recalled “the churchy four-part chorus” singing 

“here is a wire from Philadelphia…but our Anna really is quite sensible; she will know a 

contract is a contract” as “the wretched Anna” performed “slimming exercises and [was] kept 

away from the dish of fruit at the point of a revolver” (Lambert). This scene features no corps de 

ballet, just the Annas and their fruit.  

A wealthy man in Boston, Edward, provides the Annas’ next chance to earn a living, but 

Anna II falls in love with a poor man, Fernando, to whom she gives the money paid to her by 

Edward. Lenya admonishes Losch for giving one man’s money to the other—it isn’t ethical!—

and tells the poor young man that such feelings can lead only to “ruin” for her sister as love 

                                                
22 Original:  

Hörnchen! Schnitzel! Spargel! Hühnchen! 
Und die kleinen gelben Honigkuchen! (Brecht and Weill 14). 
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without profit is only lust (Ruland 387). But Lenya begins to see Fernando too—lust is a 

temptation!—and when Losch finds out, she blames her sister (double) for the whole affair 

(Brecht and Weill 20). According to Susan Manning and others, this section marked a change in 

tone. “Up until now Losch resisted as Lenya pushed her to turn a profit,” Manning writes, “But 

in the fifth episode, ‘Lust,’ the sisters' roles began to blur and reverse. By the end, the spectator 

could not distinguish which Anna was the manipulator and which the manipulated” (Manning 

103). With the biggest corps de ballet—eight women and two men—“Lust” closely follows 

Brecht’s text: both Fernando and Edward are left in Boston and the Annas depart, Losch crying, 

“It is right like this Anna, but so hard!” (Brecht and Weill 20, 22).23  

As the sisters move to Baltimore and to “Avarice,” Losch begins to articulate a kind of 

joy in her subjection. She delights in three men ruining themselves financially for her and then 

committing suicide. But, rather than allowing it to continue, Lenya rushes in to stop the “manic 

destruction of her suitors,” makes her return the third man’s money, and realizes, along with the 

family, that having men kill themselves for Losch is not, perhaps, the right kind of publicity 

(Schebera 216; Brecht and Weill; Manning "Sins" 103).24 After all, as the family sings, “naked 

greed is unappealing” (Brecht and Weill 22). 

The sisters finally arrive in San Francisco, where Losch becomes envious of those who 

are idle and comfortable, who love their lovers and are “too proud to be bought” (23). “Leave 

those pleasures to foolish people,” Lenya tells her, and the Family chimes in too: “Who wins the 

                                                
23 Original:  

Es ist richtig so, Anna, 
aber so schwer (Brecht and Weill 20, 22). 

 
24 Jurgen Schebera asserts that the first man to kill himself in “Avarice” is Edward, her wealthy lover 
from Boston, and while the casting suggests this could be true, no other description of the ballet makes 
this assertion (Schebera 216). 
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victory over himself/gains also the reward” (23). These enviable sins are embodied in the form of 

corps de ballet members who, dressed in long black cloaks and carrying white masks on sticks, 

step through each torn doorway, forbidding her to enter and sending her on her way back to 

Louisiana (Royal Pavilion 57; Manning "Sins" 104).  

 The final song returns the girls to Louisiana where, as Lenya promised, they return in 

“triumph” to their “little house” (23).  

ANNA 1 

Then we returned to Louisiana, 

Where the waters of the Mississippi flow beneath the moon. 

Seven years we were in the cities, 

To seek our fortune. 

Now we've done it. 

Now it is there, our little house in Louisiana. 

Now we return to our little house 

On the Mississippi River in Louisiana. 

Isn’t that right, Anna? 

ANNA 2 

Yes, Anna.25  

                                                
25  Original:  

ANNA 1 
Darauf kehrten wir zurück nach Louisiana, 
Wo die Wasser des Mississippi unterm Monde fließen. 
Sieben Jahre waren wir in den Städten, 
Unser Glück zu versuchen. 
Jetzt haben wir's geschafft. 
Jetzt steht es da, unser kleines Haus in Louisiana. 
Jetzt kehren wir zurück in unser kleines Haus 
Am Mississippi-Fluß in Louisiana. 
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This last scene reveals the little house that had been constructed underneath the family during the 

course of the ballet. 

When the curtain came down on this ballet, it also came down on Les Ballets 1933. The 

company folded after a single season and Balanchine made his way to the United States to join 

up with Kirstein later that year. Although several works survived from this period of 

Balanchine’s career, such as Mozartiana and Errante, and although a few other companies 

attempted to stage the Brecht/Weill piece in the intervening years, it seems neither Balanchine 

nor Kirstein thought about this work again for twenty-five years. 

 

New York, 1958: The Seven Deadly Sins Premieres Again 

After a world war and the division of Berlin, in the midst of a Cold War with nuclear weapons on 

both sides, on December 4, 1958, the curtain rose again on The Seven Deadly Sins, this time at 

City Center Theater in midtown New York City. To an audience member lucky enough to have 

been at the Théâtre des Champs-Elysées in 1933, the effect might have been that nothing, in 

twenty-five years, had changed. Standing there, under—if not the same black cloak, then one 

made to perfectly match—were Lotte Lenya and a new winsome star, Allegra Kent. The Family 

sits, arrayed beneath a “green-glass, purple-glass hanging lampshade out of mid-America (by 

way of Bavaria) in the mid-nothings, huge, puritanical, grotesque, oppressive” in the downstage 

left corner (Tallmer 204). Throughout the piece, a house will be constructed, not under, but 

around them (Terry "The Ballet Turns to Song, Dancing"). Dressed in matching outfits, Lenya in 

                                                
Nicht wahr, Anna? 
   
ANNA 2 
Ja, Anna (Brecht and Weill 24). 
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what Jerry Tallmer would call “Minnie Mouse whore shoes,” the women gaze out to the 

audience and Lenya begins to sing the new W.H. Auden and Chester Kallman translation:  

So my sister and I left Louisiana… 

Together we’ve but a single past, a single future 

And one heart and savings-account 

And we only do what’s best for one another. 

Right, Annie? 

And just as Kent begins to reply, just as she opens her mouth to sing her response, Lenya slaps 

her hand over Kent’s mouth. “Right, Annie,” Lenya responds to herself (Auden and Kallman 

Deadly Sins). 

And the ballet continues forward, resembling the original in large strokes if not in the 

minute details. In “Sloth’s” park, Kent dozes on a bench, her head on Lenya’s shoulder, mouth 

ajar (Kent "Sinful Memories"; Kent Once a Dancer... 113). Roused by Lenya’s shake, her eyes 

flash, she sits up, “a guttural gasp” (113). A quick leap into a waiting man’s arms and a light 

bulb flashes. “Extortion would follow contortion,” as Kent was to term it (113).  

“Pride’s” cabaret, full of oversized wine bottles and obedient can-can dancers in shades 

of green, sees Kent storm offstage when no one will watch her do her pretty dances in her 

winsome blue bonnet, and return, carried in, “near-naked” on a giant platter, “held aloft by 

waiters” (Kent Once a Dancer... 114; Manning "Sins" 105). Wrapped in cellophane and a 

“rhinestone-studded bikini,” that leaves nothing to the imagination, she moves, slowly, 

seductively, “from one suggestive position” to the next (Kent "Sinful Memories"; Fehl; Ter-

Arutunian Set Designs for the Seven Deadly Sins). Engaged as a bareback rider for a movie in 

Los Angeles, Kent enters for “Anger” riding sidesaddle on a “giant, white-lace horse” made of 
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the bodies of two men, against a backdrop of candy-canes. As she slips off the horse, an 

entrechat six—a jump straight up where she beats her legs together—lifts her back joyfully into 

the air. Her every move is filmed by a “cameraman who looks like Groucho Marx,” until, of 

course, she loses her temper and beats a stagehand with a riding crop (Kent “Sinful Memories”). 

“Gluttony” finds Kent on a raised dais, in a black leotard, performing “Pilates” exercises 

and ballet steps, using the back of Lenya’s chair as a barre (Kent Once a Dancer... 114; Fehl). 

Watching Lenya eat a strawberry ice cream cone, pistol trained on her, Kent wraps her leg 

around her neck and, twice, twirls her foot, then glances at it in surprise, as if it moved of its own 

accord! Kent folds herself into a back walkover and falls in front of Lenya, “begging for mercy 

and a lick of ice cream,” which of course, she is denied (Kent "Sinful Memories"). In “Lust,” a 

dingy bed appears in front of oversized floral wallpaper and Kent, earning her keep as “a paid 

companion to a grotesque man” who wears a soiled nightshirt, gives all her money to her young 

lover, a gigolo in a checkered suit (Ter-Arutunian Set Designs for the Seven Deadly Sins).  

Baltimore and “Avarice” find men not simply killing themselves for love of Anna, but 

also Kent, “wearing a flapper outfit and [her] signature white, pointy shoes…casually tell[ing] a 

young man to be off or kill himself, I really don’t care which” (Kent "Sinful Memories"). They 

die by hanging, by shooting, by throwing themselves out a window (Ter-Arutunian Set Designs 

for the Seven Deadly Sins). At the end of the scene, Lenya demands that Kent strip off all her 

finery—her clothes, piece by piece, her shoes, one at a time—until she is left in only a black lace 

bra and underwear. The clothes are placed in a little sack and sold for profit (Kent "Sinful 

Memories"; Terry "At City Center, 25 Years Late "the Seven Deadly Sins" in U.S. Ballet 

Premiere"). 

The women arrive in San Francisco with Kent still wearing only her strips of black lace. 
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The set, in a homage to Neher’s original, showcases four small doors (Manning "Sins" 105). 

Kent walks toward the first. As a discordant note rings out, the door opens and a white-masked 

man appears. She is thrown into a deep backbend. She tries the next, and the next, with the same 

result. Out the doors come parading more and more masked men in tuxedos and bowler hats and 

white-faced women wearing sparkling bikinis and high-heeled boots; their matching wigs and 

cigarette holders complete the terrifying array (Kent Once a Dancer... 111; Fehl). As Kent 

searches for a way out, the men kneel, “forming a dinosaur’s giant-size spinal column,” and she 

runs, frantic, across their backs (114). Giving into despair, Kent decides to end it all and dives 

through a giant window, crashing through and tearing the aluminum that covers it (Kent "Sinful 

Memories").  

But she is not allowed her peaceful end. Kent reappears moments later in a short black 

cape with Lenya and home they go to Louisiana. The Annas have once again made their 

fortune—through sin or in spite of it—and the drumbeat of capitalism marches on.  

Becoming America’s Ballet: The New York City Ballet in 1958 

At The Seven Deadly Sins’ 1958 premiere, John Martin commented that “To find Balanchine in 

such a mood and such a medium is strange, indeed” (Martin "Ballet: A Theatre Piece"). The 

strangeness to which Martin alludes most likely references the style of the ballet: the work’s 

reliance on narrative, on plot, on theatrical set pieces is at odds with the typical idea of 

Balanchine’s work as exemplary of a stripped-down, modernist dance aesthetic. But that 

strangeness might equally reference the very conceit of the production itself: the revival of a 

work written by a man who famously deserted the West for the embrace of East Berlin in the 

midst of Cold War America and in the midst of the New York City Ballet’s ascendance into the 

upper pantheon of that American culture the government was so eager to develop.  
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 As Martin’s comment suggests, the 10th anniversary of the New York City Ballet and the 

25th anniversary of the Balanchine-Kirstein partnership occurred at a moment when the identity 

of the company, both internally and externally, was beginning to solidify. Artistically, in these 

final years of the 1950s, New York City Ballet had become, quite fully, George Balanchine’s 

company. While his choreography had dominated the repertoire since the company’s official 

founding in 1948, it was now almost exclusively his work that they performed.26  

In particular, the company had become known for “abstract,” plotless works, such as 

Agon or Ivesiana, which were the toast of New York’s literary and artistic society. The latter half 

of the 1950s saw a particular flowering of these kinds of modernist works, with Allegro 

Brillante, Divertimento No.15, Square Dance, and Agon all created between 1956 and 1958.27  

These works were highly influential in establishing the New York City Ballet as an important 

force in “Uptown Bohemia:” among artists and writers including Frank O’Hara and John 

Ashbery, painters such as Willem de Kooning, and intellectuals writing for Modern Music, New 

Theatre, and Dance Index, who found in the work produced at City Center a “polymorphic” 

modernism, to borrow Thomas Bender’s word (Garafola Legacies of Twentieth-Century Dance 

350; Bender 54).  

                                                
26 While Robbins’s ballets were still in repertoire, his attention was more fully focused on his touring 
company, Ballets: USA. New ballets were also created in the late 1950s by Todd Bolender, John Butler, 
and Francisco Moncion, but none remained in repertory for very long.  
 
27 This period of artistic production was especially significant for the company and for Balanchine, as 
many feared he would leave the company entirely in 1956. His wife and principal dancer, Tanaquil 
LeClercq, had become paralyzed after a bout with polio, contracted in Copenhagen during an New York 
City Ballet tour. Balanchine spent much of the next year tending to her and looking for a cure, which was 
never found—she remained paralyzed from the waist down for the rest of her life. Robbins also had a 
hard time returning to the company after LeClercq’s illness, which likely precipitated his lack of attention 
to the company for the following decade.  
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At the same time as the company was asserting this unique artistic vision, it was 

increasingly drawn into discussions regarding the development of America’s cultural and artistic 

identity. In the decade since the company’s founding, the New York City Ballet had found itself 

a frequent beneficiary of the country’s new emphasis on the creation, development, and 

expansion of the United States’ cultural products. Specifically, at the moment of the New York 

City Ballet’s 10th anniversary, the company was in the midst of a careful dance with the powers 

that be in both the New York government and the State Department regarding potential funding 

and space to present their work.  

On a national and international level, from the outset of the United States’ cultural 

diplomatic actions in the early 1950s, the New York City Ballet had been a regular participant. 

By the premiere of The Seven Deadly Sins in December, 1958, the New York City Ballet had 

been on four international tours overseen at least in part by the US government: a 1952 tour to 

France funded by the Congress for Cultural Freedom; a 1953 tour to Italy, Germany, and 

Belgium arranged by ANTA; a 1955 ANTA tour to Monaco, France, Italy, Portugal, 

Switzerland, Germany, and the Netherlands; and a 1958 State Department and ANTA funded 

tour of Japan, Australia, and the Philippines, in addition to a ten-week self-organized European 

tour in 1956 (Prevots 11; Croft 209; Saunders 116).  

While Kirstein’s presence on the ANTA Dance Committee for several years in the mid-

1950s aided in securing NYCB this funding, so too did the aesthetic they had been asserting 

throughout the decade. In addition to the cultural cachet their abstract neoclassicism granted 

them, this kind of work was equally important in establishing the New York City Ballet as an 

important international export, representative of the apolitical modernism that the State 

Department and its committees found most useful to produce abroad. These neoclassical, 
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modernist ballets, which tied themselves to music rather than story, abstraction rather than 

representation—not to mention Balanchine’s own status as a defector from Soviet Russia—made 

the New York City Ballet a frequent answer to the Socialist Realist drambalet of the Soviet 

Union, which was founded on the 19th-century conventions of the three-act story ballet (Prevots). 

And furthermore, at the state and city level, by 1958, it was largely assumed that the New 

York City Ballet would be the resident ballet company of the new arts complex that was due to 

open at Lincoln Center in the early 1960s. The goal of the project was urban revitalization: a new 

complex for the “musical arts’ would replace a lower-class Upper West Side neighborhood 

(Duberman 520). Kirstein had been on the planning committee for the “Lincoln Square” project 

from 1956-1958, thanks to his friendship with John D. Rockefeller, and in 1957—over the loud 

protests of Lucia Chase, the director of American Ballet Theatre—the New York City Ballet had 

been recommended as the constituent company (Duberman 520-521). 28 Although Kirstein had 

reservations about moving the company to Lincoln Center, largely regarding the loss of the 

committed audience that existed at City Center, those reservations were overcome in 1960, when 

Nelson Rockefeller, John’s brother and at that time the governor of New York, announced that 

the state would be spending $17.5 million to build a state theater at the Lincoln Center complex 

and the city would take on the $250k annual cost of maintaining it. The New York City Ballet 

would be the chief tenant of the theater, establishing it as a representative of the artistic vision of 

the state, albeit in a less direct way than European state-sponsored companies (Duberman 543).29 

                                                
28 Ultimately, both companies would take up residence in Lincoln Center, with New York City Ballet 
performing at the New York State Theater (now the David H. Koch Theater) and ABT at the Metropolitan 
Opera House.  
 
29 The grains of this idea might, perhaps, have been planted at a dinner that happened at the Kirsteins’ 
home in early December of 1958. Kirstein, a major supporter of Rockefeller’s gubernatorial bid, had 
invited the Rockefellers over for a celebratory dinner. Afterward, they all attended the premiere of The 
Seven Deadly Sins. 
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Thus, by the end of the decade, the company, and by extension, its choreographer, were well on 

their way toward becoming both “America’s” ballet company (even though its cross-town rivals 

had the name) and “New York’s” ballet company, key components in the United States’ arsenal 

of high art exports. 

Framing the Sins: Reviving The Seven Deadly Sins in the Midst of Cold War America  

Against this backdrop then, we might fully agree with John Martin’s comment: that “to find 

Balanchine in such a mood and such a medium is strange, indeed” (Martin "Ballet: A Theatre 

Piece"). But rather, I mean to argue that, far from strange, one might read the mounting of The 

Seven Deadly Sins in this 10th anniversary year as an intentional statement about the growing role 

of the New York City Ballet in the conversations around the creation of an exportable American 

aesthetic. The framing of this piece offered up a vision of the New York City Ballet as 

simultaneously the heir to a European avant-garde uncorrupted by the advent of Communism 

and as capable of creating popular works that drew not only foreign audiences, but those at home 

as well, such that, rather than negatively impacting the company’s absorption into the country’s 

socio-political apparatus, it aided in it. In a way, this work, in its courting of both a popular and 

high-brow audience, in its ties to both Broadway and to a European avant-garde, was the perfect 

example of the kind of work the United States government was interested in promoting, despite 

its Communist underpinnings.  

 I mean to argue that this framing operated in two main ways: first, by reasserting the 

company’s avant-garde credentials, its relationship to the kinds of cultural products exemplary of 

European high culture, and second, by making explicit the company’s relationship to and 

understanding of popular culture in the creation of an American art form. Taken together, these 
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two aspects of The Seven Deadly Sins asserted the importance of New York City Ballet at the 

local, national, and international level.  

 To the first point, remounting The Seven Deadly Sins played well into the anniversary 

season that Kirstein had planned and into asserting the New York City Ballet as both heir to and 

developer of the long history of classical ballet. The bringing together of Auden and Kallman, 

Brecht, Lenya, Balanchine, and a new star in Kent, produced a theatrical event more akin to the 

spectacles of the Ballets Russes than to the stripped-down neoclassical productions that 

Balanchine usually staged at City Center.30   

The “frame” around this dance work was thus carefully contrived to highlight the 

company’s links to a European avant-garde, via Balanchine, and to the United States’ literary 

and art worlds, via Kirstein. Using this piece for the 25th Anniversary acts as a kind of reminder 

of the importance of ballet to the artistic life of the city, but also offers up a different history of 

modern American ballet: not via the de Basil Ballets Russes (who in one form or another were 

still actively touring the US), nor through Lucia Chase’s (more legitimately American in origin) 

American Ballet Theatre, but rather one that traces a route from Diaghilev’s Ballets Russes, to 

Les Ballets 1933 and its own connections to a pre-war German avant-garde, to the New York 

City Ballet on American soil.  

                                                
30 Clearly uninterested in repeating the experiment of 1933 by performing the work in German to an 
audience that likely spoke even less of the language than the Parisians twenty-five years earlier, Kirstein 
likely considered Auden the obvious choice for the job, both as he and Kallman had translated a couple of 
opera libretti into English for television productions and because he had worked with Brecht and on 
Brecht’s plays in the past (Duberman 534; Carpenter 339). Brecht and Auden had first met in the late 
1930s and worked together on an adaptation of The Duchess of Malfi for Broadway in late 1943 
(Carpenter 338). In 1945, Auden undertook the translation of Brecht’s Caucasian Chalk Circle, which 
was to be performed on Broadway. These 1940s collaborations led, for a time, to Brecht professing that 
he would like Auden to translate all of his plays, but personal—and perhaps political—differences led to 
the long-term collaboration never taking place (Emig 184). 
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Moreover, it also offers an alternate historical trajectory from the ones offered either by 

Russia’s Kirov or Bolshoi Ballets or by Brecht’s Berliner Ensemble, wherein the future of 

artistic production—the flowering of ballet and of theater—happen not under the auspices of 

communism, but in the bastion of high capitalism, New York, where the threads of European and 

American culture collide. In response to the implicit assertion that the art forms of the 

Enlightenment, that the cultural production of the West, resided most fully in those countries 

who saw Marx’s view of historical progress as their beacon, the New York City Ballet claimed 

that the apex of Western dance and theater, of the ballet that originated in the French courts and 

came of age under the Russian czars, was not the province of the communist states but of 

American capitalism. For all the applause given the Bolshoi or the Berliner Ensemble, it was the 

coming together of Balanchine and Kirstein that would provide an image of progress and artistic 

development.  

But even given their high art credentials, their ties to Russian, German, French, and 

American institutions of power and art, neither Kirstein nor Balanchine were inured from the 

popular culture of the city in which they lived. To my second point, that this work intentionally 

engaged with the trappings of American popular culture in its creation of a high art aesthetic, 

undoubtedly the biggest factor in the work’s revival, in its popular appeal, and in its ability to 

assert the New York City Ballet as a major player in the national art scene was that, when the 

idea was first broached to City Center management in January 1958, New York was in the midst 

of a Brecht-Weill craze (Balanchine and Mason 569; Kirstein Letter to Morton Baum, 24 

January 1958). Marc Blitzstein’s translation of The Threepenny Opera had, by that point, been 

playing at the Theatre de Lys since 1953. Before it closed in 1961, it would play for 2,611 

consecutive performances, Lenya would win the 1955 Tony for “Featured Actress in a Musical,” 
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and the cast recording would go on to be a bestseller nationwide, with particular songs gaining 

iconic status, including “Mack the Knife,” famously performed by Louis Armstrong and Bobby 

Darrin (Kowalke "'The Threepenny Opera' in America" 110, 112). In the months leading up to 

the Seven Deadly Sins revival, NBC would showcase excerpts of The Threepenny Opera on its 

Wide Wide World program and the New York Philharmonic would present a concert version of 

the production to a crowd of 9,500 people (Pollack 365).  

At the same time, The Threepenny Opera had, as far as American audiences were 

concerned, managed to largely sever Brecht’s politics from his theater, opening the door for a 

company like New York City Ballet to revive his work and use it to assert a relationship to both 

a historical and contemporary artistic milieu. Although in 1952 when Blitzstein first translated 

The Threepenny Opera with the intention of producing it at the New York City Opera (which 

shared City Center Theater with the New York City Ballet), the decision came under attack from 

the press, resulting in the cancelling of the production; and although the cast was concerned 

when the production finally opened off-Broadway in March 1953 that anticommunists might 

picket the theater, or, worse, that the FBI might shut down the show entirely, in the end, the 

performance premiered without a hitch and its Marxist overtones were largely ignored by the 

public that flocked to see it (Kowalke "'The Threepenny Opera' in America" 108; Pollack 355-

356). Likewise, when The Seven Deadly Sins premiered in 1958, it faced no political censure; the 

company, no reprimand. Unlike Edward James who was afraid of “anti-Communist… 

demonstrations” at the 1933 Parisian premiere, Kirstein seemed to have no such qualms in 1958 

New York; rather, it was largely expected to be a popular success (Kirstein Thirty Years 23; 

Balanchine and Mason; Kirstein Letter to Morton Baum, 24 January 1958).  
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While the public acceptance of these works had to do, at least in part, with the tempering 

of anticommunist virulence and an emerging antiestablishment resistance to those cultural mores 

by the late 1950s, the initial popularity of Blitzstein’s production of The Threepenny Opera when 

it premiered in 1953 was likely aided by the fact that, as far as the broad American public was 

concerned, Brecht was fairly unknown, as was Weill. Their fame in Europe had not, up to then, 

translated into the American context and prior performances of their collaborations had been met 

with dislike by both left and right-wing audiences. Brecht’s Epic Theater conformed to neither 

the Socialist Realist bent of the CPUSA during the 1930s, nor to popular interpretations of 

Broadway theater, leaving him out of the American theatrical conversation for the prior two 

decades (Himelstein 179-180). As a result, the public—if not the press—came to The 

Threepenny Opera with a “blank slate,” so to speak, or without preconceived notions of its 

political content.  

Further aiding in Brecht and Weill’s popular acceptance via The Threepenny Opera was 

the fact that, Blitzstein did (depending on your political persuasion) “tweak,” “dilute,” or 

“sanitize” Brecht’s lyrics, both in the theatrical production—where “May heavy hammers hit 

their faces” became the less communist sounding, but perhaps more disturbing “heavy 

hatchets”—and in the cast recording, which eliminated most of the swearing along with some of 

the more overtly Marxist imagery, in order to manoeuver the record past the Federal 

Communications Commission (Kowalke "'The Threepenny Opera' in America" 112; Pollack 

354, 358). From the late 1940s onward, original cast recordings of Broadway and Off-Broadway 

productions had become a major business, often staying on bestseller charts for over five years at 

a time, in contrast to other kinds of albums’ six-week average, and these records did much to 

promote New York City-based theatrical productions to a national audience (Wierzbicki 112). 
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Likely in response to these market forces, by the time the play closed in 1961, Lenya had 

recorded the majority of the Brecht-Weill repertoire for major US release, including Berlin 

Theatre Songs, Die sieben Todsünden, Mahagonny, Johnny Johnson, Happy End, Die 

Dreigroschenoper, and American Theatre Songs, entering much of Brecht and Weill’s music into 

the American cultural pantheon (Kowalke "'The Threepenny Opera' in America" 113).  

But it was a specific song from The Threepenny Opera that solidified Brecht and Weill’s 

place in American popular music: “Mack the Knife.” Although Bobby Darin’s 1958 version of 

the song ultimately became the most well-known, Louis Armstrong’s 1955 rendition served as its 

model, being the first version to, as Sharon Guthrie writes, transform it “from a late 1920s 

Germanic jazz piece to a swinging jazz/blues hit…provid[ing] a playful edge to the once somber 

and hypnotic” song (Guthrie 165). The off-Broadway production and Armstrong’s recording 

worked reciprocally in the mid-1950s: Armstrong encountered the song in the first place thanks 

to Columbia Records’ George Avakian, whose company had produced Lotte Lenya Sings Berlin 

Theater Songs earlier that year in response to the play’s popularity, and the chart-topping success 

of Armstrong’s recording reinvigorated the show’s ticket sales among out-of-towners and 

students (Pollack 364-366).  

Taken together—Brecht and Weill’s relative unknown in the early 1950s, Blitzstein’s 

sanitization of the lyrics, and the mid-1950s boost that popular radio gave The Threepenny 

Opera’s music—these reasons for the play’s success only further helped to detach Brecht’s 

politics from the comedy, musicality, and popularity of the production. As a result, the 1953 

production of The Threepenny Opera was able to be viewed for, as Brecht phrased it, the 

“romantic plot, the love story, the music,”—perhaps most of all Weill’s music—not its “critique 
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of society” (qtd. in Kowalke "'The Threepenny Opera' in America" 78). It had transmuted a 

German avant-garde form into a form with mass American appeal while neutralizing its politics.  

Thus, when Brecht and Weill’s artistic production—or at least a certain portion of it as 

expressed in The Threepenny Opera—was absorbed into American culture it was as a kind of 

hybridized form between the dream of a pre-Hitlerian avant-garde and the sort of mass culture 

that lived on Broadway and on the radio, enjoyed by both the liberal elite in New York and 

tourists coming in to catch a Broadway play (Kowalke "'The Threepenny Opera' in America" 

114). Furthermore, when Brecht and Weill became household names in the United States, it was 

not for their politics, but for their music, a shift in emphasis that might itself be read as a kind of 

Cold War victory for the United States. While Brecht’s disappearance behind the Iron Curtain 

had been a decided loss for the United States, the uncoupling of his politics from his plays, the 

popularity of his songs amongst the very people he aimed to critique, might be read as a belated 

victory for capitalism in the battle for the European Enlightenment.31   

A Nutcracker for the Grown-Ups: Pop Culture at the Ballet 

Kirstein’s interest then in the New York City Ballet bringing The Seven Deadly Sins into its 

repertory might be seen only as a way to latch onto this small Cold War victory, to bring this 

little bit of Broadway and popular music popularity home to roost at City Center. But such a 

reading falls prey to Martin’s error, failing to take into account that, while during the 1950s the 

New York City Ballet had indeed been best known in artistic circles for its development of ballet 

modernism, it had simultaneously been known in popular circles for something less artistically 

lofty: the success of The Nutcracker. As Catherine Gunther Kodat writes, in “Dancing Through 

                                                
31 Weill, on the other hand, likely would have loved everything about the piece’s success, according to 
Lenya (Kowalke "'The Threepenny Opera' in America" 114). 
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the Cold War: The Case of The Nutcracker,” it was The Nutcracker, that “set the stage for 

[Balanchine’s] rapid canonization as an American artist” (Kodat "Dancing" 1). It was story 

ballets, and specifically The Nutcracker that, in the public’s eyes at least, established the New 

York City Ballet as the premiere ballet company in America and as—not Russian or French—but 

inherently “American.”  

While The Nutcracker was by no means the first or only story ballet that Balanchine 

choreographed in this period, but it was, by far, the most successful. Using an abundance of child 

dancers, fanciful sets, and a charming story, this ballet shows Balanchine at his most accessible, 

charming, and commercially popular. As Jennifer Fisher points out, Balanchine borrowed 

heavily from his time spent on Broadway and in Hollywood for this production, from “The way 

Marie first meets the nephew (who will become the Nutcracker Prince)” which “suggests that 

Balanchine was influenced by the Hollywood movie convention of the ‘meet-cute’” to The 

Nutcracker’s growing tree, which cost an amazing $25,000 in 1954 (Fisher 35).32 The 

Nutcracker, which from the outset brought full families to the ballet, kept the company 

financially solvent, selling out all its shows, making the New York City Ballet more than 

$52,000 in ticket sales in its first year, and continuing to be the most lucrative production for the 

company to this day. Television broadcasts in 1957 and 1958 brought the production to the 

country at large, transforming The Nutcracker from a local, New York-based phenomenon into a 

“national ‘holiday tradition,’” and the New York City Ballet into the archetypical American 

ballet company (Kodat “Dancing” 3).  

It was not then the ballets that were sent abroad—plotless ballets set to symphonic 

music—that established Balanchine as a major, an important, and moreover an American 

                                                
32 Lest one think, however, that Balanchine was only thinking about the children in the audience, he was 
known to comment in rehearsals that the Arabian dance was designed “for the daddies” (Boal). 
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chorographer in the eyes of the United States’ populace, but rather, a large-scale story ballet. A 

work like The Seven Deadly Sins—with its fanciful and exotic sets, its titillating costumes, its 

bringing together of singing and dance, its use of a popular composer and librettist from 

Broadway—had the capacity to be the “adult” version of The Nutcracker with a similar kind of 

mass appeal, while also capitalizing on the popular success of Weill’s music on Broadway and 

the radio.  

The Seven Deadly Sins production then, staged in this anniversary year that 

commemorated both the union of a Russian and an American as well as the entrenchment of a 

permanent company in the center of New York City, might be read as intentionally bringing 

together these two sides of Balanchine’s aesthetic: a popular, nearly populist, idea of dance as 

entertainment for audiences, including children—although one would likely not actually bring a 

child to see it—who were unacquainted with the intricacies of the art form, and ballet as the apex 

of hundreds of years of experimentation, as the visualization of complex, modern, and modernist 

music, in order to suggest a new kind of ballet company.33 The Seven Deadly Sins crafts an 

alliance between high and popular art in a way that allowed the company to be used not only 

abroad as a representation of the United States’ ability to construct art in line with the kinds of 

European ballet lineages that flow from the Italians to the French to the Russians and now to the 

United States, but also at home as an accessible popular form whose roots lie on Broadway, in 

Hollywood, and on television.  

This ballet in a way solves the problem of the American musical that Raymond Knapp 

articulates in The American Musical and the Formation of National Identity: that like jazz music 

                                                
33 Robert Coleman even wrote in his review: “But a word of warning, don’t take the children. This isn’t 
exactly a fitting introduction to ballet for the small fry. That is, unless they be wise beyond their years,” a 
kind of inversion of Balanchine’s own comment about the Arabian dance in The Nutcracker (Coleman).  
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and American film, the American musical is a form that has “aspir[ed] to the status of art,” but 

has found itself consistently having to “contend with troubling issues of cultural prestige” 

(Knapp 3). He continues: 

To enumerate: the musical is a highly collaborative art form that inevitably dilutes 

whatever individual genius may contribute to particular creations; it draws heavily on 

elements of society much lower than its well-educated, more aesthetically minded elite; it 

appeals broadly to educated and uneducated alike; it responds shamelessly to commercial 

stimuli; and, worst of all, it has managed to grow largely independent of its European 

roots, from which it might usefully have absorbed that sense of aesthetic elevation 

Americans have so often found lacking in their indigenous artworks (4).  

It was exactly, he argues, this rift between “American practices and [their] European-based 

counterparts,” the musical’s attention to “market demand” and to “what audiences wanted,” that 

made this form seem “quintessentially American,” while simultaneously disqualifying it from the 

kind of international cultural competition staged as part of the Cold War (4).34 In contrast, a 

ballet like The Seven Deadly Sins wedded the “American” style of the musical to the “American” 

style of modernist, abstract art, creating a work that could appeal across and between national 

boundaries. Through this work, then, the New York City Ballet becomes, in a way, evocative of 

a very American ideal: the blending of multiple cultures within the metropolis of New York to 

produce the apotheosis of the human spirit. 

                                                
34 That is not to say that musicals were not sent abroad—they were—but rather to imply that they did not 
compete with communist artistic production on a level playing field. They were not exemplary of the 
United States taking a European form and doing it better; they were an example of the creation of a new 
form.  
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 And, in the end, The Seven Deadly Sins was as successful as Kirstein had hoped: the 

show sold out its performances in December 1958 and January 1959 and the number of planned 

performances was doubled (Kirstein Letter to Donald Ritchie, 16 December 1958). While there 

was likely some natural overlap between the New York City Ballet audience and the Theatre de 

Lys audience, the extreme box office success of this piece—as evidenced in a variety of 

correspondence between Kirstein, his friends, and City Center wherein he likens its success to 

that of the Nutcracker—suggests it did indeed draw new audiences into their midtown theater, 

expanding the New York City Ballet’s influence beyond the confines of their traditional ballet 

audiences and making an assertion that, should the company move into the big new theater at 

Lincoln Center, it would be able to fill it (Kirstein Letter to Donald Ritchie, 16 December 1958).  

The First Curtain: Conclusions and Re-Openings 

This reading of the work’s framing corresponds, in a way, with Kodat’s analysis in Don’t Act, 

Just Dance: The Metapolitics of Cold War Culture regarding Balanchine’s The Figure in the 

Carpet (1960), wherein she notes that that work, with its massive production values, was 

designed with the dual goal of “of producing another money-making hit” like The Nutcracker, 

while simultaneously pleasing its “state sponsors” through its valorization of Persian culture in a 

moment when the US government was particularly close with the Shah of Iran (Kodat Don't Act 

73, 77). 

Kodat continues on to argue that Balanchine and Kirstein were able in The Figure in the 

Carpet to craft a piece of “camp,” “a double-voiced take on its subject that simultaneously 

celebrates and mocks the terms of its articulation,” by “emphasizing ballet’s regal, elitist origins 

even as U.S. efforts in cultural diplomacy aimed to promote American as a country possessed of 

a uniquely democratic high culture reflecting the nation’s deepest values,” that undermines the 
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work’s apparent valorization of imperial power (93, 95). This analysis will lead me into my next 

chapter, which will think more deeply about how The Seven Deadly Sins itself—what the work 

does, rather than how it is framed—both furthers and undermines its own position, its own 

absorption into the cultural-political apparatus of the United States.  

But before moving on, let us turn back once more to the Sins and their carefully framed 

relationship to politics: although The Seven Deadly Sins was less obviously keyed in to U.S. 

governmental interests than was The Figure in the Carpet two years later, it was received very 

much as Kodat describes, as a popular, a critical, and even a political success.  

In late December of 1958, LIFE published a profile of Balanchine that focused on The 

Seven Deadly Sins. It opened: 

Poised on its special splendors, the classical ballet stands at the outer high-brow edge of 

American entertainment. But though it tries to remain there as airily aloof as a prima 

ballerina in a dime-a-dance hall, its disciplined elegances break away and course through 

the whole world of entertainment into the Broadway musicals, the television spectacles, 

even the circus rings. Involved in both the most esoteric and most popular extremes of the 

ballet is 54-year-old George Balanchine, the biggest man on the thriving U.S. ballet 

scene, a choreographer without an equal anywhere in the world and a peerless 

showman… his real dedication is to the New York City Ballet company where, as 

director, he has built and drilled a handsome young troupe that matches any other, 

including Britain’s Royal and Russia’s Bolshoi. To the succession of superb ballets he 

has choreographed there—they range from Tschaikowsky’s old Nutcracker to 

Stravinsky’s abstract Agon—Balanchine has now added an earthy, jazzy number called 

Seven Deadly Sins…With a show that is less pure ballet than danced drama, Balanchine 
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has a sure hit on his hands. The choreography was first-rate Balanchine, but the audience 

did not have to be high-brow to appreciate what was going on ("Balanchine: Creator of 

Dances and Dancers Who Shapes Busy Art of Ballet" 97).  

The article, published right as the work premiered, hits all the main points: Balanchine’s ballet is 

as good as that of the UK or the USSR; it is disciplined, elegant, superb; and it may be high-art, 

but it doesn’t have to be high-brow. It’s an American form with European credentials. It’s a 

piece of communist art that, transplanted in American soil, forgets its roots and fully flowers. 
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CHAPTER 6 

Revivals, Revisions and Retranslations II: 

The Seven Deadly Sins and the Politics of Nostalgia 

 
On January 24, 1958, Lincoln Kirstein wrote to Morton Baum, City Center’s chair of the 

financial committee, regarding the upcoming New York City Ballet season. “I have been talking 

to Balanchine about the new works for next year,” he wrote, among them, “Kurt Weill: The 

Seven Capital Sins (revival from 1933).”  It was, he continued, “very well recorded recently in 

Berlin, if you want to hear it” (Kirstein Letter to Morton Baum, 24 January 1958). 

 Three days later, on January 27, 1958, the first Bi-Lateral Cultural Exchange Agreement 

was signed between the Soviet Union and the United States. This agreement was the apex of a 

decade of cultural diplomacy, officially opening up borders for the touring of American arts 

organizations—and specifically dance companies—to the Soviet Union, and Soviet companies to 

the United States (Hixson 153; Prevots 11-12; Krenn 93). Within months, Soviet ballet 

companies would be landing on American soil—the Igor Moiseyev Dance Company arrived in 

New York in April 1958 and the Bolshoi Ballet made their first US visit in July 1959—and 

Kirstein would be under substantial pressure to send the New York City Ballet beyond the Iron 

Curtain (Caute 478-481).  

Ultimately, while the NYCB would neither participate in one of these cultural exchange 

programs nor move into their new, state-sponsored home at Lincoln Center until 1964, it would 

have been clear by the time The Seven Deadly Sins premiered in December 1958, that the 

Bolshoi Ballet’s well-publicized tour, due to land on American ground in a short six months, 

would be not only an artistic, but a political, Cold War volley into the very heart of the country 

and that the New York City Ballet was, in many ways, the instrument of the defense, the 
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domestic company whose art would stand strong against the invaders. And so, the Cold War’s 

terms of engagement had changed yet again: cultural battles were no longer taking place only in 

surrounding territories, but in the center of New York and Moscow, on stages at City Center and 

the Bolshoi Theater.1 

 

Against the backdrop of the signing of the cultural exchange agreement and building on the 

argument presented in the previous chapter, this chapter moves away from considering the 

cultural and historical framing of the 1958 revival into a deeper analysis of The Seven Deadly 

Sins itself, in both 1933 and 1958. For, although the frame around the piece was crucial to the 

work’s positioning of the company as representative of a truly American ballet—to its assertion 

that the company that performed it was tied in to both a popular and a high-art culture—such 

framing does not fully account for the transformation of the work, for its critical acclaim and its 

popular success, for the way in which it expressed a politics paradoxically in-line with that of the 

United States’ cultural-political apparatus.  

Rather, the very fabric of the piece had equally changed in the twenty-five years since its 

last performance in its construction, its performance, and its politics. Specifically, I intend to 

argue that in the twenty-five years between the first and second premieres of the work, the 

relationship between George Balanchine’s choreography and Bertolt Brecht’s text fundamentally 

transformed, altering the reception of the work and, more critically, its meaning. The 1958 

revival moves the dance from an ancillary position to a dominant one, creating a nostalgia that 

undermines the original text’s political critique while simultaneously transforming an artwork 

                                                
1 Walter Hixson’s chapter “From the Summit to the Model Kitchen: The Cultural Agreement and the 
Moscow Fair” in Parting the Curtain: Propaganda, Culture, and the Cold War, 1945-1961 gives an in-
depth analysis of the impact of this agreement on theatrical events, film and education (Hixson). 
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that was conceived as a political weapon into art for art’s sake. In this way, Balanchine 

complicates the dichotomy between 1930s realist art and 1950s postwar formalism, not by 

reworking The Seven Deadly Sins in the vein of postwar abstraction, but rather by recuperating 

the political work of the 1930s in such a way that it gains a new life.  

That said, the dance cannot—does not try to—entirely mitigate the text’s impact, instead 

it creates a performed event wherein archive and repertoire, dance and text, actively and 

constantly reverberate off one another, creating and refracting a multiplicity of meanings. With 

this work, Balanchine and Kirstein, in staging an explicitly communist text, create a ballet that is, 

perhaps, the ideal expression of Cold War containment, while simultaneously interjecting into 

the seemingly apolitical space of Cold War ballet a discordant note that might complicate our 

understanding of the New York City Ballet’s aesthetics in the late 1950s.  

 Building on the work of the previous chapter, this chapter will contrast the 1933 work 

with the 1958 revival. It argues that in the 1933 version the dance served to illustrate Brecht’s 

text rather than challenge or critique it, such that the subservient relationship of dance to text 

reaffirmed the work’s relationship to communist politics and to the contemporary German 

environment from which it emerged. The 1957 work, alternately, reworked the dance-text 

relationship, first by inserting a nostalgic distance into the piece and second through its silencing 

of the dancer, so as to undermine the Marxist politics embedded in Brecht’s text, bringing the 

piece in-line with American domestic policy. In so doing, this chapter considers the 1958 

revival’s relationship to Cold War modernism in order to explore how this piece’s meanings 

proliferate, dance and text encountering and reverberating off one another in multiple and varied 

ways.  
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Conflict and Collaboration: Dance and Text in The Seven Deadly Sins 1933 

Unlike in Edwin Denby’s writing or Jerome Robbins’s ballets, in The Seven Deadly Sins, poetry 

and dance do not stand outside of, apart from, or behind one another, but rather they exist 

together, in the same time and the same space, playing with the same music and the same sets. 

They are, in a way here, equals, neither one subordinated to the other, each providing, actively 

and simultaneously, their own rhythm in gesture, in speech, in song. They do not evoke one 

another, or reference one another, but rather reverberate off one another, two arts whose 

similarities and differences come on display as they encounter one another in the present 

moment.  

This aspect of the work may seem like an espousal of the particularly Brechtian idea of 

the Epic Theater, in which he argued for a radical separation of the elements, a refusal of a total 

work in favor of individual elements which operate in their individual spheres. “So long as the 

expression ‘Gesamtkunstwerk’ (or ‘integrated work of art’) means that the integration is a 

muddle,” Brecht writes in “The Modern Theater is the Epic Theater, “so long as the arts are 

supposed to be ‘fused’ together, the various elements will all be equally degraded and each will 

act as a mere ‘feed’ to the rest” (Brecht and Willett 37). Such a view was the opposite of 

Balanchine’s ethos: that the ballet should allow the spectator to see the music and hear the dance; 

that ballet might achieve the fully integrated work of art such that there is no separation between 

body and sound.  

The irony in Brecht’s rejection of the Gesamtkunstwerk is that, like many artists, he often 

espoused loftier—or perhaps simply harder to pull off—theories than he practiced and, in 

practice, Brecht frequently resisted ceding the primacy of his text to an interloper—even if, as in 

the case of opera, that interloper was music. As a result, in his theatrical works, it was common 
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for his text to become the dominant component of the finished production, leading in large part 

to his falling out with Kurt Weill in the mid-1930s. And, indeed, when Brecht’s poems 

encountered Balanchine’s dance, both in 1933 and again twenty-five years later, one emerged the 

dominant party, subsuming the other into its service. In 1933, the winner of this power struggle 

was Brecht’s text; in 1958, Balanchine’s dance.  

The Manager and the Artist, or Realism and Pure Choreography 

As with many collaborative processes, in 1933’s creation of The Seven Deadly Sins, conflict was 

more prevalent in the rehearsal room than artistic communion. To begin, Brecht disliked being 

asked to write a piece based on someone else’s scenario, and perhaps especially to write a 

ballet—a minor art at best, in his opinion—for performance at the bastion of French upper class 

elegance that was the Théâtre des Champs-Elysées (James Letter to David Drew, 1 March 1965 

110-111; Hirsch). And, while all the men involved had vast experience with collaborative 

processes—Balanchine and Kochno at the Ballets Russes and Les Ballets 1933 and Brecht and 

Weill in their Weimar era collaborations—their aesthetics were markedly different, with 

Balanchine and Kochno tied to the Franco-Russo, Wagnerian aesthetics of Diaghilev and Brecht 

and Weill to the German roots of their Epic Theater. Politically, Brecht was a dedicated 

communist, whereas Balanchine and Kochno were staunchly anti-communist Soviet defectors.2  

                                                
2 Brecht was also at first unconvinced that the psychological scenario worked out by Kochno and James 
would work as a Marxist critique—though he ultimately came around to the idea (Hirsch 111; Kowalke 
"Seven Cities" 6). Weill may have been aware of Brecht’s interest in producing Charles LeCoq’s operetta 
Gironflé-Girofla which focuses on identical twin sisters and used that work as a jumping off point to 
pique Brecht’s interest in this one (Kowalke 6). 
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And personally, Brecht and Weill had, by this point, ceased to be frequent collaborators. The 

Seven Deadly Sins was the last of their collaborations. 3  

This friction is noted in a letter that Weill sent Brecht a few weeks before the premiere 

and that gives a sense of the kind of power struggle happening not only between the men in the 

rehearsal room, but also between text and choreography as they were in the process of creation: 

A small clique has developed among the devotees of the old Russian ballet, for whom our 

ballet isn’t ‘ballet’ enough, not enough ‘pure choreography’. Because of that there were 

tremendous fights during the last few days and I succeeded in getting one man ‘put on 

ice’. Though Balanchine is swaying between two factions, he has worked excellently and 

he has found a performance style, which is very ‘balletistic’, but still sufficiently realistic 

(Weill).  

The dichotomy set up in this letter between the realistic and the “balletistic” is key to 

understanding the critical reception of this work and the power dynamic that emerged between 

text and dance in this first version.  

In fact, this letter could have been as easily written about the conflict between “text” and 

“dance” (or author and choreographer) as about the struggle between the “realistic” and the 

“balletistic,” as, for Weill, “realism” likely maps onto, even if it predates, Brecht’s formulation 

in “The Popular and the Realistic,” as “laying bare society’s causal network/showing up the 

dominant viewpoint as the viewpoint of the dominators/writing from the standpoint of the class 

which has prepared the broadest solutions for the most pressing problems afflicting human 

                                                
3 And that’s not even accounting for the variety of complicated romantic relationships tied up in the work: 
Lenya and Weill were in the process of divorcing; Weill was having an affair with Casper Neher’s wife 
Erika; Losch and James were separated; Losch and Lenya were having an affair; and Lenya was also 
involved with Otto Passetti, who was singing in the chorus (Hirsch 112). Balanchine, for once, was 
romantically uninvolved.  
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society/emphasizing the dynamics of development/concrete and so as to encourage abstractions” 

(Brecht and Willett 109). Brecht’s text and Weill’s music are exemplary of such an idea, 

representative of what Rancière terms “critical art,” or art that “aims to produce a new perception 

of the world, and therefore to create a commitment to its transformation,” in that they actively 

critique capitalism, productivity, and self-exploitation in lyric and song (Rancière and Corcoran 

Kindle Location 2680).  

Brecht’s text, in particular, grapples with these issues. In their division between two 

voices and two bodies, his verses separate the labor of the body from the profits of that body and 

cast that productivity as counter to the “sins” of love, art, and pleasure. As Lauren Nussbaum 

writes, this text presents “systematic self-exploitation as a particularly self-alienating outgrowth 

of capitalism,” or, to borrow Felicia McCarren’s phrase, “The Seven Deadly Sins reminds its 

public of the ‘human motor’ pumping away at the heart of mechanized industry” (Nussbaum 

229; McCarren 157). Using Auden’s translation, McCarren makes the argument that in dividing 

Anna into two bodies—dancer and singer— Brecht “uses the theme of dance and the body of the 

dancer to express alienated labor” and “critiques the Taylorist theory of productivity while 

ironically applying it to dance” (152). More precisely, perhaps, Richard Ruland cites Brecht as 

commenting that, “One of the two Annas is the Manager, the other the artist. One is the sales 

woman, the other the article sold," articulating the transformation of Anna II that takes place 

throughout his verses (Ruland 387). The text as a whole deeply critiques capitalism, productivity, 

and a kind of Protestant work ethic as creating people who, in the end, lack completely a sense of 

moral right or wrong but who succeed in attaining material goods and possessions—or better yet, 

in becoming those very goods. 
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In contrast to Brecht’s work, which all held at its core a similar engagement with the 

“state of the world,” Balanchine’s mid-1930s “pure choreography,” as with much of the work 

created under the auspices of the Ballets Russes, tacitly avoided any such direct engagement, 

focusing fully on its aesthetic innovation. As Lynn Garafola writes, the modernism of the Ballets 

Russes and by extension, Les Ballets 1933, while invested in the same kinds of investigations of 

subjectivity, primitivism, and technology as other modernisms, was at its core an aesthetic 

project, invested in “redefin[ing] the vital inheritance of classicism” while abjuring 19th century 

conventions, crafting a style that she terms “choreographic neoclassicism” toward the end of the 

1920s (Garafola Diaghilev's Ballets Russes viii).4 Neoclassicism, Garafola writes, lost the 

subversive nature of modernism in that it no longer aimed to provide a “vision of the future,” but 

rather an “attitude toward the past” (141). In particular, Balanchine’s “pure choreography” was 

rarely as interested in providing a “new perception of the world,” as it was in offering a new 

perception of the past, or a new perception of ballet as a form. This divide between the political 

and the aesthetic project—or perhaps better said, the assumed divide between them—would 

follow The Seven Deadly Sins throughout its multiple incarnations.  

Critical reviews from the ballet’s premiere make it clear that, in 1933, the victory in this 

power struggle between realism and pure choreography, between abstract dance and politically-

inflected language, went to Brecht and Weill; that Balanchine, “swaying between two factions” 

                                                
4 Specifically, the 1920s brought what Garafola terms three different types of modernism to the Ballets 
Russes: “lifestyle modernism,” which was connected to Jean Cocteau’s aesthetic theories, “retrospective 
classicism,” which dealt with the aristocratic culture of the French grand siècle, and “choreographic 
neoclassicism,” which developed out of Soviet dance avant-gardes (Garafola Diaghilev’s Ballets Russes 
98). The last of these—“choreographic neoclassicism”—came to the Ballets Russes via Bronislava 
Nijinska and Balanchine who had each recently been in the Soviet Union and thus reflected some of the 
avant-gardisms of that locale. But whereas Nijinska’s works questioned gender, social, and class 
hierarchies, Balanchine’s, like “retrospective classicism,” used modernism to reaffirm the conservative 
values of artistic and social order as well as religious orthodoxy (130, 141). 
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as he was, ended up coming into line with Brecht and Weill’s vision. Reviews consistently note 

both the politics and a kind of German aesthetic in the work, the way in which the work aligned 

with Brecht and Weill’s previous creative output, and its difference from Balanchine’s typical 

ballets. La Revue Musicale termed it “something between opera and ballet, a kind of dramatic 

and satiric operetta” and “profoundly German” in flavor, such that it came as a “surprise” to “an 

audience little accustomed to the formula used on the other side of the Rhine” (Prunières 43). 

Henry Benazet, in Le Parisien, condemned its “realism,” terming it “an error” which “pollutes 

the base of” the work (Bénazet). Le Figaro called the ballet of “a Germanic style already old 

fashioned, sad, dreary, dull” and Paris-Soir wrote that the ballet “gives us tangential contact with 

a kind of aesthetic of despair, or at least of disappointment, which has flourished, if one dares to 

call it that, since the war in Germany” (d'Houville; Ferroud). The details of the choreography, 

when mentioned at all, were discussed in terms that subordinated it to the text’s power. 

 At least some of this critical commentary must be owed to the fact that—in 1933 but still 

today—dance is often understood as secondary, even tertiary, to text and to music, especially 

within the context of opera, as well as to the fact that the songs were, literally, performed in 

German. The original program even described the performance as “Spectacles sur des poems de 

Bertolt Brecht,” or “Performances on Bertolt Brecht’s poems,” foregrounding the primacy of text 

(1933 Program; Brecht and Weill; Marx 286). Moreover, in 1933 Paris, Brecht and Weill were 

better, or at least as well, known as Balanchine, thanks to their successful run of The Rise and 

Fall of the City of Mahagonny earlier that year. Read consistently as a sort of “immorality play,” 

as something “between a ballet and an opera, a sort of dramatic and satiric operetta,” by critics in 

this version, the dance fades somewhat into the background of this first rendition of The Seven 
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Deadly Sins, even though it was performed under the auspices of a ballet company (Genêt; 

Divoire).  

Choreographic Realism: Transforming the Epic Theater into the Total Work 

But while it might seem reasonable to understand these critical reactions as stemming only from 

the simple fact of the music and lyrics, such an interpretation unnecessarily marginalizes the role 

of the dancing and choreography to the work’s overall effect, or, rather unfairly privileges a 

linguistic determinism over the aesthetic construction of the work. Instead, I wish to argue that 

this understanding of the work’s “realism,” and its relationship to the politics and aesthetics of its 

poet rather than its choreographer, emerge equally from the fact that, as Susan Manning writes, 

“in 1933, Balanchine competently staged” the “social/psychological parable” that Weill, Brecht, 

and Neher imagined, that the dance operated in service of text and music (Manning "Sins" 108).  

By this I do not mean to imply that the choreography in 1933 put forth an explicitly 

Marxist agenda, even if the poetry did, but rather that in the 1933 version, Balanchine was, in 

both formal and narrative terms, working within the context of a vision articulated by Brecht, 

Weill, and Neher. While Lenya was later to comment that Balanchine’s 1933 version of the 

ballet was not in a “Brechtian Epic style,” Balanchine does make an effort to straddle that line 

between the “pure choreography” of the Ballets Russes and the “realism” of Brecht’s Epic 

Theater (Lenya "Lenya Paris-New York"). In fact, it is perhaps by rejecting Brecht’s Epic 

Style—by insisting on the need to bring text, dance, and music together rather than separate 

them, to find that space between their two aesthetics—that Balanchine created a work that 

elevates the text to the dominant category, that maintains the political valence of the work. 

In The Seven Deadly Sins’ original form, it seems clear that Balanchine found it 

important to work within the confines of the text, music, and set as they came to him, to 
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assemble them into a single whole rather than disparate entities, to find that middle ground 

between his own aesthetic interests and the ideas presented by his collaborators. Such an attitude 

likely derives from his time choreographing for the Ballets Russes, where large collaborations 

were standard fare and a choreographer often needed to juggle a librettist, composer, set 

designer, and not least of all, dancers. As Garafola writes, by the time Balanchine was coming of 

age, “Diaghilev had simplified narrative” but had not “abjured it,” continuing to commission 

literary librettos and insist that his choreographers make use of them (Garafola Diaghilev's 

Ballets Russes 136). While Balanchine did begin, in the late 1920s under Diaghilev and even 

more so under Kochno at Les Ballets 1933, to experiment with the kind of neoclassical 

modernism that was his hallmark twenty years later, he was also used to and comfortable with, 

under pressure, assembling a variety of disparate texts, sets, and music into a single coherent 

whole (138). It was his job, as Weill phrases it, to create a “a performance style, which is very 

‘balletistic’, but still sufficiently realistic,” to blend realism with pure choreography, to articulate 

Brecht and Weill’s vision (Weill).  

In order to craft a dance that served the text and the music, that could transform the Epic 

Theater into the Total Artwork, Balanchine worked closely with Kaspar Neher, whose sets 

served to maintain the montage-like elements of Brecht’s poems, with the James/Kochno 

scenario, which while predicated on the Brecht text, fleshed out Anna II’s psychological 

development more clearly, and, of course, with Weill’s music, which brought together German 

symphonic tradition with popular forms to depict Anna’s psychological disintegration (Shull 

208; Drew 247). By both drawing on these influences and letting them shape the structure of his 

choreography, Balanchine worked in the service of Brecht’s critical art.  
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Perhaps as important to the overall impact of the 1933 version of The Seven Deadly Sins 

as representative of Brecht’s aesthetics and politics as the text itself were the sets and costumes 

crafted by Brecht and Weill’s long-time collaborator Kaspar Neher. Neher’s designs did far more 

than merely contribute to the work’s general atmosphere: They upheld the formal and narrative 

aspects of Brecht’s text while also driving home the text’s political engagement. Neher’s designs 

blended old and new, sacred and profane, much in the way of Brecht’s libretto. The set, as 

Manning reminds us, resembled a medieval stage, representing “multiple spaces sequentially 

(that is, the seven cities in succession on the bare stage) and simultaneously (that is, both the 

back of the house in Louisiana and the cities of the sisters’ journey at once)” (Manning "Sins" 

102). This aspect of the set brings attention to the morality play aspect of Brecht’s text as well as 

to the way he mixes the sacred and secular—even slang—in his poetry, an idea also underscored 

by Balanchine’s own mixing of ballet technique with gymnastics and acrobatic movements. 

Costumes, on the other hand, were explicitly contemporary. The clothing worn by the dancers 

was like that worn at the moment in Germany, an aspect of the production that plays with the 

tension between the morality play of the past and the contemporary indictment of Western 

capitalism.  

But the sets also influenced the choreography itself, shaping Balanchine’s choreography 

in such a way that it mimicked formal aspects of the text. Specifically, the seven doors, which 

appeared around the stage, captioned with the names of the various sins, through which a man 

holding the name of a sin jumped at the beginning of each section, created a choreographic 

requirement for Balanchine. This choreographic interaction with the set, which causes the tissue 

paper covering the door to tear and crumple, is more than arbitrary: it suggests the montage-like 

nature of Brecht’s libretto. It creates harsh breaks between the scenes that suggest less a 
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progression from city to city than a jump-cut, a rapid change of angle and perspective. Although 

character development and progression occur, they do not happen linearly or with an 

Aristotelian, or neoclassical, sense of unity of time, rather, the violent ripping of paper from a 

door frame signals the abrupt transition from one year to the next, one city to the next, one sin to 

the next.  

Balanchine’s choreography also closely followed Brecht’s narrative, as filtered through 

the James/Kochno scenario, specifically in the dance’s focus on the changes that take place in 

Anna I, tracing her transformation from, as Brecht phrased it, “the artist” into the “article sold,” 

tracing the degradation of the artist from actor to object (Ruland 387). This close relationship 

was in spite of the fact that Balanchine likely understood little of the text—at least in Brecht’s 

original form. Lenya was to say years later in an interview that “Balanchine didn’t speak a word 

of German and not very much French either. It had to be translated into Russian and from 

Russian back to French. Balanchine read the story and was asked if he understood it now, and he 

said ‘No, but I’ll do it!’ So he did it” (Lenya "Interview with Lotte Lenya"). The timeline 

suggests that when Balanchine received a rough French translation of Brecht’s verses by George 

Ribemont-Dessaignes, he realized the text did not provide enough in the way of staging or 

narrative and asked for a more expanded narrative which was provided by James and Kochno 

and later published as the ballet’s scenario (Shull 208; Drew 247).  

Nevertheless, the 1933 choreography closely mimics the James/Kochno and Brecht texts, 

illustrating both action and psychology, depicting in movement Anna I’s change from the girl 

who might suggest to her sister that it would be “better” to return in six than seven years, to the 

one who finds it “right, but so difficult” to leave her lover, to the one who, broken, concedes 

“Yes, Anna,” their fortune has been made. While, in the early episodes of the ballet, Anna I, as in 
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the texts, clearly dominates and overwhelms Anna II, by the later episodes the two sisters—or 

two halves of a single person—seem to exchange places, with Anna II fully participating—

gleefully, even—in her own prostitution and Anna I finally needing to stop her before she ruins 

all their plans. This transition, borne out choreographically in the difference between, for 

example, Anna I holding a revolver to Anna II’s head to force her to perform her exercises in 

“Gluttony” and needing to take money away from Anna II in “Avarice,” follows the socio-

psychological parable at the heart of Brecht’s text and James and Kochno’s elaboration of it: that 

the market economy transforms and corrupts those forced to participate in it, that the need to 

provide for family by any means necessary fundamentally alters the character of the person 

participating.  

Finally, perhaps most relevant in terms of the piece’s overall impact, of its understanding 

by audience and critics alike as representative of Brecht and Weill’s Germanic aesthetic and 

Marxist politics, was that, technically, Balanchine seems to have mimicked—as he was to do 

again twenty-five years later—the style of German expressionist choreographers who were, like 

Brecht and Weill, key components of the Weimar artistic milieu, and who were also creating 

dances and dance techniques that sought to complicate the idea that dance was purely decorative. 

Although generally known for mining jazz and Africanist traditions to extend ballet technique, in 

this work, Balanchine turned to gymnastics, Dalcrozian eurhythmics, mime, and German 

expressionist dance for his influences (Sazonova;  "Danse, Ballets 1933 Et Ballets Russes De 

Monte-Carlo").5  Kurt Jooss’s work, in particular, was at the forefront of critics’ minds—and 

                                                
5 For more on Balanchine’s indebtedness to Africanist dance practices, see Brenda Dixon Gottschild’s 
The Black Dancing Body: A Geography from Coon to Cool, Gay Morris’s A Game for Dancers: 
Performing Modernism in the Postwar Years, 1945-1960, or Sally Banes’ Writing Dancing in the Age of 
Postmodernism. 
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likely Balanchine’s as well—when watching The Seven Deadly Sins, as his company had been 

seen in both Paris and London in the weeks before Les Ballets 1933’s appearances (Divoire; 

Bénazet; Genêt).6 Jooss was interested in combining the kinds of “expressive movement” 

popular in German concert dance, with ballet, as he was learning it in Paris (Siegel 16). He was, 

as Kate Elswit writes, “trying to offer a bridge between absolute dance’s ideal that physical 

movement could be expressive in itself without the need for external narrative, and the kind of 

dance found in the state operas, where dance was meant to realize and decorate stories told 

primarily in other ways,” or, to borrow Weill’s terms again, to bridge “ballet’ and “realism” 

(Elswit 150). While Jooss and Balanchine would have had little, if any, interaction during their 

careers, it is not impossible that they would have met in this period and seen each other’s work.7  

The Seven Deadly Sins’ use of acrobatics, mime, and modern dance techniques—as well as of 

masks, which were extremely common in German expressionist dance—seem to be indications 

that Balanchine was thinking about the techniques and styles of dance that might correspond 

with Brecht and Weill’s form of theater, aesthetically, culturally, and politically. Principal dancer 

                                                
6 Like Brecht and Weill, Jooss fled Germany in 1933. His most famous work, The Green Table, 
premiered in Paris in 1932, winning first place in a choreographic competition presented by the 
International Archives of Dance and that success was followed by seasons for his company in Paris and 
London in 1933. 
 
7 The Seven Deadly Sins, in particular, seems to have some clear connections to Jooss’s most famous 
work, The Green Table, which would have been performed in Paris around the same time as Balanchine 
was working on Sins. Technically, both explored the welding of ballet technique to other dance forms; 
structurally, both opened and closed with an image of a social group—“The Gentlemen in Black” in The 
Green Table; the Family in The Seven Deadly Sins—whose decisions create the traumas that follow, but 
who never feel the brutal effects of their choices themselves; and politically, each articulated a Marxist 
ethos that locates capitalism as the driving force behind the world’s ills, be they on the grand scale of war 
or on the personal scale of the psyche (Jackson; Elswit; Manning Ecstacy and the Demon). While it is 
only conjecture that Balanchine was choreographically inspired by Jooss, it does seem clear that The 
Seven Deadly Sins corresponded—intentionally or otherwise—with the dance work that became, as 
Elswit phrases it, “the most well-known dance associated with the Weimar Republic,” in contrast to the 
kind of French modernism and neoclassicism that Balanchine had explored up to this point (Elswit 128; 
Garafola Diaghilev's Ballets Russes 141). 
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Tilly Losch’s own training in both ballet and modern dance with Grete Wiesenthal and Mary 

Wigman in Vienna—training that would have been similar to Jooss’s—may have further aided 

Balanchine’s choreographic imagination (Jackson; Battaille 333).  

 Thus, while text and dance in this original version operate together on stage, the dance is 

working to illustrate, to fill out a vision of a specific set of collaborators with a specific goal—

one likely entirely unrelated to Balanchine’s own politics and opinions. It takes up formal and 

narrative aspects of the text and, moreover, seeks to align all aspects of the work into a single 

aesthetic: one that mines the tropes of contemporary German theater and dance in order to point 

directly at a world that exists, in Germany, in the United States, in France. It is, unambiguously, 

a “critical work,” to use Rancière’s phrase, a “realist” one, to use Weill’s, and Balanchine’s 

choreography actively participated in crafting that effect.  

Nostalgia and Silence: Re-Working Dance and Text in 1958 

Twenty-five years later, however, the tables had turned. No longer was Balanchine working in 

the service of anyone’s vision but his own, and the various collaborators—Auden and Kallman, 

Lenya, and designer, Rouben Ter-Arutunian—were working in the service of a dance production 

rather than a political end. This reworking of the dance-text relationship appears in two key 

ways: in the use of nostalgia in both dance and text to undo the critical capacity of Brecht’s 

poetry and in the silencing of the dancer through the reallocation of Anna II’s lines to Anna I. 

These textual and choreographic moves create a distance between what the text says and what it 

does, allowing it to speak, but neutering its impact. 

That said, the end result was not vacated of a politics, but rather was imbued with a 

different one: in transforming a “realist,” “critical,” theater work into a nostalgic and fantastical 

dance piece, in undermining the overt politics at the heart of Brecht, Weill, and Neher’s work, 
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these collaborators assert the ability for art to transcend the politics of its creators, to become “art 

for art’s sake” rather than “art for politics’ sake.” In other words, what I mean to argue in the rest 

of this chapter is that the very reworking of the ballet in this manner is itself a political act—

albeit one that is counter, even opposite, to its original politics—even as it both minimizes and 

refuses its own politicization. Thus, in contrast to Robbins, who, in the act of tying his dance 

works to poetry complicates those ballets’ relationships to politics, crafting a subversive critique 

of “the state of the world”—to borrow Rancière’s phrase—via the dance’s relationship to text, in 

The Seven Deadly Sins, Balanchine and his collaborators use the interaction of dance and poetry 

to undermine, not necessarily the world, but the text itself. And, to produce this kind of spectacle 

that, on the one hand neutralizes the text’s politics while, on the other produces a political 

statement of its own regarding the freedom of American art just as Soviet ballet is about to land 

on American ground, is itself exemplary of the kinds of doublings of meaning that define these 

Cold War dance-text relationships.  

From Factories to Motels: Translating The Seven Deadly Sins for an American Audience 

The most literal change to the relationship between dance and text, or better put, between text 

and production, did not begin in the rehearsal studio, but rather on the page in Auden and 

Kallman’s translation of Brecht’s text. For Auden and Kallman, when translating opera libretti—

which they considered The Seven Deadly Sins—the central tenet was that, as they write in 

“Translating Opera Libretti,” first published in 1962, “the music is…infinitely more important 

than the text” and, therefore, “the translator must start with the premise that his translation must 

demand no change of musical intervals or rhythms in order to fit it” (Auden and Kallman 

"Translating Opera Libretti" 485). Thus, while the collaborators recognized that “Die sieben 

Todsünden is not a traditional opera in which, as Mozart said, ‘poetry absolutely has to be the 
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obedient daughter of music’, but, like all the Brecht-Weill collaborations, a work in which the 

words are at least as important as the music, and its language is that of contemporary speech and 

full of popular idiom,” they still made a variety of adjustments to Brecht’s text so that it could, in 

its new language, be sung, and, more crucially for our purposes, better align with the stage action 

(Auden and Kallman "Translating Opera Libretti" 484). They even re-titled the work a “Ballet-

Cantata,” foregrounding the musical and danced parts of the work, rather than the written, 

suggesting that the text was, in this case, quite literally fitted to the dance and the music, rather 

than dance and music to text, inverting the relationship from 1933.  

 In so doing, the text itself was, if not profoundly changed, then at least somewhat altered 

in terms of its tone and meaning. As Nirmal Dass and Ranier Emig point out in their analyses of 

Auden and Kallman’s later translation of The Rise and Fall of the City of Mahagonny, the two 

translators often made changes to opera libretti that extended beyond simply allowing the poetry 

to be sung—or, rather, the changes they made to opera texts often went beyond simply ensuring 

musical fluency and extended into the fabric of the work and its meaning. Dass, in his book 

Rebuilding Babel: The Translations of W.H. Auden, suggests that Auden’s theory of translation 

paralleled Walter Benjamin’s in its understanding of translation as a way to “improve the source 

text” by allowing it “to exist on a higher, purer level” (Dass xvi). Dass continues, “Auden’s 

strategy…that of omission, addition, and emendation” results in “a target text that is completely 

tamed and subordinated to the discursive order of English” (xvi). In the case of Mahagonny, 

some of the specific “omissions, additions, and emendations” are the changing of various 

characters’ names, the addition of scenes and moving around of songs within the text, the 

transformation of Americanisms and “pidgin English” in the original into more standard English, 
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and the softening of stilted, formal German into a more colloquialized register (Dass 89, 95; 

Emig 182-183).  

 Auden and Kallman took a similar approach in their translation of The Seven Deadly 

Sins, making changes, large and small, significant and less so. Perhaps most obvious is that they 

follow the James/Kochno scenario and the Weill score in assigning names (“Prologue,” 

“Epilogue,” and the Seven Sins) to the texts’ sections, a move that privileges the text’s 

relationship to the performed arts of dance and music rather than their totality as poems (Auden 

and Kallman Deadly Sins). They also changed the names of a few characters—wealthy Edward 

becomes Adam and both Annas become “Annie”—and objects: a German honey cake becomes a 

southern biscuit with honey (Auden and Kallman Deadly Sins). 

In “Translating Opera Libretti,” Auden and Kallman comment upon this last change, 

writing that “A contemporary American diction is called for [in The Seven Deadly Sins], but it 

must not be too specifically so or the mythical element will disappear. Thus, while the translation 

must not contain words which are only used in British English—haus must be translated as home 

not as house—it would be wrong, although the family are said to live in Louisiana, to translate 

the German into the speech of American Southerners” (Auden and Kallman "Translating Opera 

Libretti" 492). They continue on to almost immediately contradict themselves in order to write: 

In one chorus the family lists various delicious foods.  

Hörnchen! Schnitzel! Spargel! Hühnchen! 

Und die kleinen gelben Honigküchen 

that is:  

Muffins! Cutlets! Asparagus! Chickens! 

And those little yellow honey-buns! 
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Though Americans do eat all of these, they do not make a characteristic list of what 

Americans, particularly from the South, would think of with the greatest greedy longing. 

Accordingly, we changed the list to: 

Crabmeat! Porkchops! Sweet-corn! Chicken! 

And those golden biscuits spread with honey! (492). 

Thus in the attempt to maintain the sense of “greedy longing” evoked in a German audience by 

the “Honigküchen,” they undo the tension—the strangeness—in the text that arises from the odd 

collisions of German and English, of a German writer who has never been to the United States 

writing about the American South.  

Elsewhere, however, the changes are more significant, altering the tenor of the text. In 

“Sloth,” for example, the Family chants repeatedly “Müssiggang is aller Laster Anfang!,” or, 

“Idleness is the root of all evil” (Brecht and Weill). Auden and Kallman transform the proverb 

into “Lazy Bones are for the Devil’s stockpot,” a translation that changes the register of the line 

from religious to colloquial, from locating the source of sin in the human to locating it in the 

infernal (Auden and Kallman Deadly Sins). Later, in “Anger,” Auden takes a cue from the 

James/Kochno scenario and transforms Anna I’s first lines from:  

Whoever prevents injustice, 

Nobody wants him anywhere, 

Whoever gets angry about brutality, 

He can go and hang himself. 

Whoever can't bear sordidness, 

How can he be tolerated? 

Whoever owes is blameless, 
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He atones on earth.8 

to: 

If you take offense at Injustice, 

Mister Big will show he's offended;  

If a curse or a blow can enrage you so, 

Your usefulness here is ended. 

Then mind what the Good Book tells us 

When it says: Resist not Evil. 

Unforgiving Anger 

Is from the Devil (Auden and Kallman Deadly Sins).  

This translation makes the text map more clearly onto the action of the ballet, confirming the 

relationship between dance and text rather than allowing for their separation. It, in a way, forces 

a reading onto Brecht’s work via the action of the play creating within the text an emphasis on a 

specific injustice performed by “Mister Big,” rather than on a broader, economic injustice. 

Anna’s anger is relocated from the social, political sphere to the personal and psychological.9   

                                                
8 Original: 

Wer dem Unrecht in den Arm fällt, 
Den will man nirgends haben, 
Und wer über die Roheit in Zorn gerät, 
Der lasse sich gleich begraben. 
Wer keine Gemeinheit duldet, 
Wie soll der geduldet werden? 
Wer da nichts verschuldet, 
Der sühnt auf Erden (Brecht and Weill 12). 

 
Thanks to Kathleen Komar for this translation. 
 
9 Interestingly, one of the most significant changes to the text appears only in the version published in The 
Tulane Drama Review in 1961. In that version, Auden and Kallman change Anna I’s lines in “Lust” from 
what was performed in 1958 and was very close to Brecht’s text—“Then I’d meet him as bad luck would 
have it./There was nothing going on. Naturally!/ Until Annie found out and, worse luck,/Blamed the 
whole affair on me”—to the really markedly different: “So I bought him a one-way ticket/Which it broke 
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Finally, in “Lust,” a verse is changed from “And she shows her little white 

backside,/Worth more than a little factory,” to “Now she shows off her white little fanny,/Worth 

twice a little Texas motel” (Auden and Kallman Deadly Sins). The translators explain this 

change by stating that, “in American English, ‘a little factory’ makes no impact. Some other 

comparison must be thought of,” but, rather, it seems that the issue is more so that “a little 

factory” makes too much of an impact: it is too explicitly political (Auden and Kallman 

"Translating Opera Libretti" 492). While the “motel” which they substitute for the “factory” 

implies Anna’s prostitution, it shifts the nature of the critique, undoing the alignment of factory 

workers, prostitution, and capitalism in Brecht’s original.  

These changes, small and large, continue throughout the text and contribute to a sense of 

the translation, as Dass writes regarding Mahagonny, tampering with “the original’s elusive 

play” (103). Although it does in many ways retain, as Jerry Tallmer noted in the Evergreen 

Review, “subtle tinges of alienisms, Germanisms, anachronisms, jazzisms, Bible Belt-isms, pop-

song lyricisms, and, where appropriate, plain bone-bare bitter-end New Masses sarcasm,” it also 

undoes some of Brecht’s work by relocating emphasis and tone, and by softening the unsettling 

depiction of America (Tallmer 205). As Emig writes concerning Mahagonny, “the effect of this 

normalization… is that the topicality of Brecht’s alienating Americanisms, designed for a 1920s 

Berlin audience, gives way to what amounts to a safe nostalgia that actually appeals to an 

American audience” [emphasis added] (Emig 182-3). The text is made less abrasive, less 

                                                
his heart to use. (Naturally!)/But when Annie found out my trick, it/Looked like broken bones for me!” 
(Auden and Kallman Deadly Sins; Auden and Kallman "The Seven Deadly Sins of the Lower Middle 
Class: Ballet Cantata"; Auden and Kallman The Seven Deadly Sins). The New York Public Library holds 
the script used in the 1958 production in the Jerome Robbins Dance Division and Auden and Kallman’s 
typescript translation with edits for publication in the Berg Collection.  
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confrontational, more in-line with how this late 1950s American audience might like to imagine 

Brecht’s pre-war writing.  

From Illustration to Nostalgia: Distancing Dance from Text in 1958 

But this nostalgia that enters into Auden and Kallman’s revision of the text does not end there, 

rather, it appears in every aspect of the 1958 work, from text to set to choreography, 

fundamentally altering the relationship of the text to “the world.” Nancy Reynolds, in her article 

on The Seven Deadly Sins, hints at this idea, suggesting that the piece’s improved reception in 

1958 was related to “a datedness that distanced the audience, so that the moralizing and decadent 

atmosphere were clearly stage phenomena, and not specters from nearby Hitlerian Berlin” 

(Reynolds 192).  

And indeed, it was the idea of the “period piece,” even “nostalgia” itself that appeared in 

nearly every review of the 1958 work. Walter Terry in the New York Herald Tribune wrote, 

“‘The Seven Deadly Sins’ has succeeded in projecting a nostalgic commentary upon another 

period, upon a half-forgotten form of theater, sound and movement;” Miles Kastendieck noted its 

“nostalgic references;” John Martin commented that Balanchine “put [the work] more deeply 

into that period” of “German expressionism and German jazz and between-wars cynicism;” and 

Jerry Tallmer wrote that “A whole war and Reich and quarter of a century after its origin, it 

still—and I strongly suspect more than ever—invokes a nostalgia with a miraculous three-way 

stretch into past, present, and future; fact, fiction, and fantasy; old world, new world, and worlds 

beyond the corruptions or liberations of either. It is, in short, a construct of poetic vision, 

whatever the remaining intentions of its author, Bertold Brecht” (Terry "The Ballet Turns to 

Song, Dancing"; Kastendieck; Tallmer 204; Martin "Ballet: A Theatre Piece").  
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Speaking about the piece many years later, designer Rouben Ter-Arutunian recalled that 

the set he created “captured an atmosphere, the atmosphere of a period. It contributed to the 

sound, to the subject matter. It was a distillation of that period, Germany, Berlin, in the ‘30’s” 

(Ter-Arutunian Interview with Rouben Ter-Arutunian [Ed. Joan Kramer] 164). Unlike Neher’s 

1933 set and costuming, which juxtaposed the historical space of the medieval stage with 

contemporary clothing and props, Ter-Arutunian, on Balanchine’s instruction, sought to evoke 

the Berlin of his own youth, the glitz and glamour of the cabaret with the women’s patent leather 

boots and “diamond-studded bras,” the “slightly cubist-futuristic shapes” of the German 

Expressionists, the bourgeois misery of the house constructed piece by piece under “a boring 

lampshade covered with a fairly ugly-colored brownish-yellow material, and a bit of fringe” 

(150-151). Although the cities to which the Annas travel in the text are United States locales, on 

stage, even as the sets change, they remain always in an imagined Berlin. It was undoubtedly a 

work of the past, a reflection on—not a world that exists—but a world that has been irrevocably 

lost.  

Even the music changed a touch in tone and tenor over twenty-five years, becoming more 

like what might have been expected of that imagined lost Germany. Lenya, twenty-five years 

older herself, could no longer sing the music in the original key and so, starting with the 1956 

recording, she transposed the music a fourth below the pitch in which it was written (Grosch 8). 

The result is a less operatic, more cabaret style of music (Kowalke "Seven Cities"). This change, 

though, like Auden and Kallman’s tweaks to the words, seemingly minor, softens the discordant 

interplay of music and text, the friction between the Americanisms and slang of the poetry, the 

popular jazz forms in the music, and the symphonic and operatic register of the score.  
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And Balanchine’s choreography as well played with these ideas of past-ness, of nostalgia, 

specifically by returning to the German expressionist style he had first explored twenty-five 

years earlier. Although he claimed he remembered little of the choreography when he first 

returned to the piece, “working with Weill’s score and the libretto, a great deal came back” to 

him (Balanchine and Mason 570). While some of what came back were specific choreographic 

moments—for example, the deep backbends Anna II makes in front of the masked men in 

“Envy,” which recreate Tilly Losch’s particular penchant for that movement—more so, what 

Balanchine seems to indicate, is that he returned to the style of the piece, to the borrowings from 

Ausdruckstanz and other German choreographic styles. But, like Ter-Arutunian’s memories of 

Berlin, these choreographic memories were themselves filtered through time and space and no 

longer bore the same relation to their subject. While the masks and acrobatics, the modern dance 

forms and pedestrian movements, twenty-five years earlier had signaled, exactly as Reynolds 

writes, “nearby Hitlerian Berlin,” they now signaled instead a time and place long past, an era 

not just of fear and terror, but of an artistic flowering that was destroyed by the oncoming war. 

These were no longer contemporary dances, but rather choreographic relics of the past preserved 

and revived for new audiences. 

And this nostalgia brings with it a kind of distance: not the critical distance at which 

Brecht might have aimed, but rather a distance from the present space and present time. For, 

while Reynolds suggests that the original work evoked “specters of nearby Hitlerian Germany,” 

the problem was not, per se, specters or ghosts, but rather the very contemporaneity of that 

Germany, of that world that was depicted on stage. In 1933, the dance work presented bodies on 

stage that were too real, too present and embodied, not in fact, specter-like enough to mitigate 

the social and political critique embedded in the text. Twenty-five years later, however, the 
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characters and scenes on stage were indeed ghostlike, were indeed apparitions of a past that 

might have once existed. Although the characters in Brecht’s text were explicitly written as 

American—as two girls from Louisiana who traverse the United States—the production’s 

nostalgic embrace of all that might evoke Berlin circa 1933 detaches the poetry’s content from 

the world that exists outside the theater doors. The visual and the aural contradict one another: 

the ear hears “Soon we/Found a/Job that was going/A job as dancer in a cabaret,/A job in 

Memphis, the second big town we came to” but the eye sees cancan dancers in green ruffles, 

German burghers and bankers surrounded by giant bottles of champagne, a dancer exchanging 

her blue bonnet and modest dress for a rhinestone studded bikini, the likes of which could surely 

only exist in Europe! 

Nostalgia is, in a way, the opposite of Brecht and Weill’s realism: it is an attitude toward 

the past and the distant, not the close and present and proximal. And it stands, as Marcos Piason 

Natali elegantly articulates in “History and the Politics of Nostalgia,” as “a sort of political 

crime” in a Marxist universe (Natali 13). As Natali writes:  

With the peculiar spin Marx would give Hegel’s principle of perfectibility, the yearning 

for the past dismissed by both Kant and Hegel was no longer primarily an intellectual 

shortcoming; it became an explicitly political problem—an obstruction to social 

justice…The very word traditionally used to refer to the left in English and other 

European languages—variations of ‘progressive’—emphasizes commitment to the future, 

while the words that describe the left’s adversaries—‘conservative’ and ‘reactionary’—

suggest devotion to the past (13). 

If, as Marx proposes, “history is the narrative of progress toward an improved state,” then 

nostalgia is a yearning for a less just society, one less developed than that in which we live (18). 
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To engage with nostalgia then, as The Seven Deadly Sins does, is to present an explicitly anti-

Marxist aesthetic.  

Moreover, if, as Gerald W. Creed writes, “the term nostalgia only resonates when two 

criteria have been met: when there is no chance of going back and when improvement is 

evident,” then the dance also acts to suggest that, for as much as there may be a desire to return 

to the glamour and artistic fervor of 1930s Berlin, no one would really want to do so, further 

minimizing the connection the text makes between American capitalism and moral degradation 

(Creed 37). Thus, the nostalgic return to a lost Germany in 1958’s re-imagined Seven Deadly 

Sins inserts a wedge between the text and “the world” both by distancing it from its use of 

America as a stand-in for the excesses and trauma of capitalism—by implying that, for all its 

aesthetic interest, America now is an improvement on Germany then—and by engaging in an 

aesthetic that is precisely counter to that of Brecht and Weill that is itself a position with regard 

to the past, not the present or the future. It minimizes the political critique present in the poetry 

and subordinates the text to the agenda of the production as a whole, to the dance’s engagement 

with past rather than present. 

 And, to push the idea a bit further, this action suggests that dance—art—of the “right” 

sort, might be able to recuperate the art of artists whose politics are presumed counter to the 

United States’ interests, might be able to turn a work of “political” even “communist” art into 

“art for art’s sake.” It presents and then solves the problem with America’s overseas arts 

programs: that the same artists whose modernism was being used abroad to promote American 

culture often had themselves links to leftist, even communist, political organizations. With The 

Seven Deadly Sins, Balanchine’s production takes a work that was unambiguously Marxist in 

message and transforms it into something else entirely: a work that uses the attributes of a 
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political work in order to make a purely aesthetic statement. It even suggests, against the 

backdrop of dance’s increased presence as a player in international cultural diplomacy, the 

ability for dance to undermine language, for dance to act, just as the government suggests, as a 

kind of universal language that can override and neutralize the claims of a Communist 

government. And what, after all, better expresses the freedom of speech and expression inherent 

in American art than to allow a Marxist work to be performed?  

The Silent Dancer and the Outspoken Singer: Detaching Brecht’s Text from Balanchine’s 

Dancer 

But, while the nostalgia newly embedded in this work rests at least in part on the ways in which 

Balanchine’s choreography remained the same between 1933 and 1958, on its borrowing of a 

style from that period and even particular movements from the original version, the 

choreography did also change and, in that change, the relationship between text and dance was 

troubled in another, more literal, way, in a way that perhaps further complicates the politics of 

the work itself. When Lenya slaps her hand across Kent’s face in the opening scene, inhibiting 

Kent’s ability to speak “her” lines and then speaking them herself, it asserts a changed power 

dynamic between the two women: a power dynamic that might be understood as evocative of the 

relationship between dance and text more broadly, or even between the arts and the 

governmental powers that seek to co-opt them for their own purposes.  

The physical silencing of the dancer was not, of course, the only choreographic change, 

but I want to suggest that it was the foundational one, the one that impacted all the others to 

follow. Discussing many of the choreographic changes in the 1958 version, Susan Manning 

writes that the 1958 version “de-emphasized the narrative interest of The Seven Deadly Sins by 

presenting the two Annas as a static emblem of a manipulative relationship;” it “neglected the 
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reversal and blurring of roles between the two Annas” (Manning "Sins" 108). Rather, Anna I 

“remained firmly in charge” throughout the work and Anna II is presented “as a corrupted 

innocent from start to finish” (105). She does not undergo the psychological transformation 

indicated in Brecht’s text or Weill’s music or in the 1933 choreography—from reluctant to 

gleeful—but rather remains throughout, if not a fully equal partner in her subjugation, then at 

least an active participant. Manning continues on to suggest that the 1958 version of The Seven 

Deadly Sins reveals Balanchine’s preoccupation with “the paradoxical identity of the dancer as 

both subject and object by framing the dance as spectacular self-presentation;” Anna, from 

beginning to end, is “a star” who both controls and is controlled by her audience (111). 

But, while I agree with Manning that this version of the work presents an Anna who 

changes less than the Anna of the 1933 version and that this later work presents Anna as both 

subject and object of her own manipulation, I disagree somewhat with the idea that this 

relationship is inherently static and I think that the reading of the relationship between the Annas 

can be pushed further. The silencing of Kent, the reallocation of her lines to Lenya, the way that 

Lenya always responds to her own questions, speaking not necessarily “as” Kent, but “for” her, 

changes how we should read Kent’s actions throughout the work. Rather than viewing her as 

simply a “corrupted innocent” always at the hands of her sister’s manipulations, always, as 

Balanchine was to phrase it, led around “on a golden chain,” how might we see her as, in these 

moments of “spectacular self-presentation,” resisting that very chain (Lenya "Interview with 

Lotte Lenya")? In other words, might we read in some of these moments a resistance to her 

sister’s dominance, an attempt, if not to escape that golden chain, then at least to make it her 

own?  To bend it to her will? 
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While in the 1933 version of the ballet, Anna II changes over the course of the entire 

work, becoming more and more like her double, her oral responses becoming more and more 

acquiescent to the demands of sister and family, until, finally in “Avarice,” she exceeds them 

both, in the 1958 version, I want to suggest that Anna II exceeds the boundaries of her sister and 

family’s words almost from the beginning. Unable to speak, unable to answer the questions her 

sister poses, her only choice is to answer physically, to answer with her body. 

In contrast to Manning’s reading, I think Kent does undergo a transformation during the 

work, for—while it does not happen in language—there remains a shift following “Lust.” 

Toward the beginning of the work, in “Pride,” for example, when Kent, rather than sullenly 

learning the cancan from the other girls in the club, storms offstage only to return the most 

lascivious of them all, arrayed on a platter like a piece of fruit for the bankers who watch her, she 

suggests a sense of control over her own fate: if you can’t beat them, join them. In “Anger,” her 

first entrance shows her riding a horse, made, through the magic of stagecraft, out of two other 

dancers, on whose backs she rides, joyfully displaying herself to the audience, the director, and, 

of course, the cameraman, poised to capture her every movement. These moments are, as 

Manning notes, moments of self-spectacularization, and they are also—albeit very small—

moments of agency. As Manning writes, dancers are both subject and object, they make 

decisions within the framework of set choreography, within the vision of a (usually male, 

especially in ballet) choreographer. For Kent, as Anna II, the ability to display herself in these 

ways, to move her body in these sensual, spectacular ways, means she is not simply participating 

in the scheme her sister sets for her, but also displaying a little bit of choice—choice that might 

have been presumed taken from her when Lenya’s hand slapped across her mouth that first time.  
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After “Gluttony,” however, when Anna I holds a gun to her head; after “Lust,” when her 

prostitution becomes literal and when her own lover wants her only for her money, when Anna I 

not only forces her into sin, but then steals the man she loves; after “Avarice,” when Anna I takes 

the clothes from her back, stripping her bare rather than letting her strip herself as she does in 

“Pride,” something changes in Anna II. Not only is her voice stolen from her, but so too are her 

belongings, her feelings, her ability to control that single thing over which she ever had control: 

her body. Her suicide attempt in “Envy” then seems one last attempt to reassert control over her 

own body, over her own movement. She cannot speak her despair, but she can take action on it: 

She can use her body as a weapon to escape the control of a sister who will never stop speaking.  

But Anna II is not allowed to commit suicide. Her speaking sister finds her and, as if 

nothing had happened (for, in the linguistic realm of the piece, it had not), sings “Now we're 

coming back to you, Louisiana, Where the moon on the Mississippi is a-shining ever” (Auden 

and Kallman Deadly Sins 129). Her attempt to exert some modicum of physical control over her 

own life is thwarted.  

Resisting Narrative, Resisting Politics: Dramatizing Cultural Diplomacy 

This relationship—between singer and dancer, speaker and mover—can be interpreted as 

Manning does, as a relationship between a choreographer and a dancer—a woman kept silent to 

enact the words of her director—and thus as a reflection on issues of “power and powerlessness,” 

“autonomy and anonymity” (Manning "Sins" 111). But, might it also be seen as emblematic of a 

relationship between text and dance, between words and movement? Of the ways in which text 

seeks to dominate and confine the excesses of the body? Of the ways in which it is impossible—

as Anna II finds when she jumps through that window—for dance to fully escape the confines of 

language and yet of the ways in which it does resist and exceed the parameters language places 
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upon it? When Kent jumps through that screen, she asserts the ability for the dance not to simply 

illustrate Brecht’s text, or James and Kochno’s text, but to express its own, separate reaction to 

the content and context of the work.  

 To push further still, might we even read this work as not just about dancer and 

choreographer, or dance and text, but about dance and the state, or dance and politics? Might we 

see in the ways that the dance both—through nostalgia, through Anna II’s self-presentation—

resists the narrative and politics put forth by the text and yet is always pulled back into the sphere 

of that text—through Anna I’s retrieval of Anna II following her suicide—a kind of 

dramatization or presentation of the relationship between the state and the dance companies it 

sponsors, cultivates, and sends abroad as “cultural ambassadors?”  

Kodat makes the argument that with 1961’s The Figure in the Carpet, Balanchine, in his 

“awkward suturing of the opening scenes of the ballet and their abstract evocation of art-making 

as a communal enterprise to a second half seemingly at pains to naturalize the trappings of 

monarchical absolutism disconcertingly implied that, in the spreading cold war U.S. imperium, 

the democratic project was useful chiefly for producing decorative cover—a way to cushion the 

footfalls of the genuine powers-that-be” (Kodat Don't Act 95). She suggests that an analysis of 

this ballet “that emphasizes the camp aspects of its representation of both the shah’s regime and 

cold war cultural diplomacy…draw[s]…out a deeply contextual critical self-reflexivity too 

seldom acknowledged in cold war modernist dance” (104). In other words, it stages the context 

of its making—as a piece in honor of the relationship between the United States and Iran—and, 

in so doing, questions that very process.  

Similarly, I want to suggest that in the pairing of a text that “speaks” for the dancers with 

dance movement that both undermines that speech but also cannot escape it, Balanchine presents 
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a work that seems to interrogate the relationship between politics and dance, or between politics 

and art more broadly. On the one hand, this 1958 work might be read as a deep critique of the 

very politics espoused by Brecht and his poetry, or, at least, of those nations which align 

themselves with Communist politics. This staging of a situation wherein a dominant, 

authoritarian figure sings, loudly and often, about the need for her subordinate to sacrifice her 

self, her body, her morality for the good of the family, wherein she is forced to dance in one way 

and not another, wherein all that Anna II ever earns is taken from her and given to someone else, 

wherein she tries to escape through death itself and cannot, invites comparison to that Russia 

from which Balanchine fled and whose dance companies were about to land on U.S. soil just as 

this work premiered.  

Although Balanchine was later to say that he did not leave the Soviet Union “out of moral 

principle,” but simply because he had been offered a tour in Europe, there is no doubt that 

following Lenin’s death in 1924, there was little room in Russia for the kinds of experimental 

ballets that Balanchine was creating (Kendall 213). In the years following Stalin’s ascent to 

power, choreographic experiments in the USSR faded in favor of what was termed “drambalet,” 

or, “multiple-act, narrative ballets” similar in style to 19th century productions (Ezrahi 46). 

Drambalet was, as Christina Ezrahi writes, “an attempt to make the expressive nature of ballet 

more verbal,” to make it capable of “expressing the verbal content of…political propaganda” 

(50-51). The Seven Deadly Sins then, which places that very verbal propaganda on stage and then 

undercuts it, might be read as a rebuttal to this very idea, an illustration and condemnation of the 

ways in which political regimes—particularly communist political regimes—attempt to co-opt 

dance for their own purposes and the ways in which dancers and their bodies are both shaped by 

and might resist those ideas. Read in this way, the piece almost goes beyond Nadel’s theory of 
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Containment Culture, which equates “containment of communism with containment of atomic 

secrets, of sexual license, of gender roles, of nuclear energy, and of artistic expression,” such that 

not only are the ideas Brecht put forth contained and transformed within the dance work, but 

fully and completely disavowed (Nadel 5). To present this work in this way in the months before 

Prokofiev’s Romeo and Juliet and Stone Flower, excerpts from The Red Poppy, The Flames of 

Paris, and Spartacus, and of course, Swan Lake and Giselle were to be presented as emblematic 

of the best Soviet ballet had to offer might very well be read as a challenge to the concomitant 

literariness and politics of those ballets (Ezrahi;  "Program: The Bolshoi Ballet")  

 On the other hand, the critique the dance seems to make of authoritarianism, of artistic 

censorship, of regimes that demand bodily sacrifice for their own gain, could almost as easily be 

applied to the government under whose auspices it was created; the dance could be equally read 

as a critique of the US government’s own desire to send the New York City Ballet to the USSR 

as representatives of their political agenda. How, after all, is it that different for the US to want to 

send “abstract,” “modernist,” “non-verbal” and “universal” art abroad as evocative of American 

freedom than it is for the USSR to send their literary ballets to America as representative of 

Soviet creativity and culture?  

Thus, even as the dance seems, in the ways in which it undermines Brecht’s text, in the 

ways it depicts both an attempt to escape the politics of the text and in the ways in which it is 

conscripted back into its service, to present a kind of conservative politics, it still allows for a 

kind of dissensus, to borrow Rancière’s term, to emerge, a nuanced engagement with the issues 

of control, power, and agency that the text—even as it espouses a very different political 

system—raises. The revival of the ballet, by altering the way in which dance and text relate to 

one another, thus achieves a kind of multiplicity of meaning that is emblematic of what we might 
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term Cold War modernism, even as it rejects and neutralizes the politically explicit content of 

Brecht’s poetry. In other words, The Seven Deadly Sins is in no way apolitical, in fact, it is 

deeply and carefully politically engaged and, while in many ways it professes a politics that may 

seem in tune with governmental desires, it still allows room to question those policies and to 

consider their relationships to art, to freedom, and to democracy.  

“Her Open Disapproval of Injustice/Was So Widely Disapproved:” Cold War 

Modernism/Modernist Politics 

Of course, part of what makes The Seven Deadly Sins so representative of Cold War modernism 

is the very fact that this reading I have just performed—that maps so nicely onto the relationship 

between dance and text as it plays out in this work, that demonstrates the ways in which these 

two forms might manipulate and play with one another and the politics embedded in that play—

was in no way how the piece was read in the moment of its creation. Or, rather, if certain 

audience members did read it in this way, did find a deeply troubled politics within the work, 

they would not have discussed it in these terms.  

 As Roland Végsö writes in The Naked Communist: Cold War Modernism and the Politics 

of Popular Culture, “Although scholars disagree about the exact moment of the victory of 

modern art in America, it is clear that by the second half of the fifties (especially after 

McCarthy’s demise) it was no longer acceptable in mainstream discussions to equate modern art 

with Communism,” or really, politics at all (Végsö 87). By 1958, Balanchine and the New York 

City Ballet were part of this modern art milieu, part of the increasing establishment of modern art 

as a key part of American culture, both at home and abroad. This version of The Seven Deadly 

Sins, then, presented under the auspices of Balanchine’s style of modernism, must have been 

assumed vacated of its politics, stripped of its incisive critique of society.  
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Végsö continues on to identify the paradox at the center of American cultural diplomacy 

during the Cold War, that “on the one hand, it asserts that art is not political” and, on the other, 

“it also claims that art is anti-Communistic” (Végsö 82). He continues to say that:  

The problem of Communism, thus, enters the field of aesthetics in a slightly displaced 

form: it is not directly Communism that is a threat, but reducing art to mass culture 

through a populist political message. Due to this displacement, ‘politics’ as such becomes 

a threat to art … Accordingly, the function of art is defined as the revelation of an 

apolitical freedom (Végsö 82-83). 

Of course, as Végsö admits, this kind of “apolitical freedom,” “the politics of apolitical art,” can 

be as “easily translated into an anti-Communist message” as into its inverse: “the rejection of 

anti-Communist politics” (82).  

In a way, The Seven Deadly Sins of 1958 resides right at the seam of this paradox. On the 

one hand, as part of its production, Brecht’s text, which would have likely been censored only a 

few years earlier, is performed, its ideas and images allowed to reverberate within the space of 

the theater, even to make their way out into the city streets of New York. On the other, the dance 

work chafes against the boundaries of the text, exceeding it, changing it, and questioning its 

content and its context. The work taken as a whole seems to simultaneously affirm and deny its 

relationship to the world outside the theater, to assert its very disinterest in the politics of its 

words, while putting forth a new politics in its movement, in the very fact of its revival. 

 What happens in the course of this work is that neither dance nor text can fully bend the 

other to its will, can fully contain all the disparate meanings that emerge in dance, in text, in their 

intersection and interaction. It seems that this tension is what resides at the very epicenter of 

Cold War modernism, of an aesthetic that is in no way apolitical, but that asserts its 
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antipoliticalness as proof of its value as art. In a way, 1958’s The Seven Deadly Sins, which 

mines the archive of 1930s political art for its content and its context, its matter and its form, 

serves as a particularly valuable case study in how to think this kind of political distance, how to 

think the ways that refusing politics is in itself a politics of its own, and how that politics is not 

necessarily always reactionary and conservative.  

For The Seven Deadly Sins is nearly unique in Balanchine’s oeuvre, but it might perhaps 

serve as the exception that proves the rule. Of the 103 new works Balanchine choreographed for 

the New York City Ballet over the next twenty-five years, only seven would use music with 

text.10 Most of the rest of those ninety-six works were abstract, were modernist, were bodies 

articulating music in all its complexity. But they were not devoid of a politics.  

The Seven Deadly Sins articulates that very idea at the center of Cold War modernism: 

that a lack of narrative is not a lack of meaning and a resistance to text is not necessarily a 

resistance to critique. What the fraught relationship between text and dance in The Seven Deadly 

Sins does is make manifest the ever-present tension at the heart of any dance: its existence in a 

world that is created and circumscribed by language and its ability to exceed those boundaries, to 

gesture toward a world, toward a way of being, toward a possibility that exists beyond the 

confines of that which can be understood in a linguistic register. That is itself a powerful politics: 

one that suggests dance and the body’s ability to disrupt even the most clearly articulated ideas. 

This work suggests that, for Balanchine, formalism, abstraction, dance itself, in both this work, 

but also in his others, were not simply ends in themselves, but ways to question the supremacy of 

the word, ways to question the idea that dance could be—or should be—co-opted into the agenda 

                                                
10Liebeslieder Walzer (1960), A Midsummer Night’s Dream (1962), Requiem Canticles (1968), Choral 
Variations on Bach’s ‘Von Himmel Hoch” (1972), a revival of L’Enfant et Les Sortilèges (1975), a live 
version of Noah and the Flood (1982), and Perséphone (1982). 
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of the state, the idea that dance could be bent to serve the verbal discourse of a political regime. 

As the Bolshoi Ballet prepared to travel across the Atlantic for the first time and as preparations 

were underway to send an American dance company to the Soviet Union, such a message 

embedded at the heart of this work might be read as an indictment of both the country and 

culture Balanchine had left and of the one he had adopted, of both sides of this Cold War, in 

which his person, his work, and his dancers’ bodies were perceived not as art, but as weapons in 

the arsenals of powerful men.  
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EPILOGUE 

“Poems are made by stealing lines, but you can dance Apollo” 

TO THE NEW YORK CITY BALLET 

 Marabout de mon Coeur aux seins de mandarine—Emile Roumer 

Oh dancers of New York, arranged by Balanchine, 

You are more beautiful than groves of evergreen; 

You have esthetic distance, like the blue-white sea 

Outside the port-hole: Agon, or Symphony in C. 

Shall I compare you to some other ballets? 

Your Stars and Stripes inspire me in voluminous ways, 

And always I respond, when asked where I would go 

If able: to the Bolshoi? Nyet; to the Kabuki? Noh. 

No matter where you book yourselves, I’ll pack my bags and follow— 

Poems are made by stealing lines, but you can dance Apollo. 

 --Kenneth Koch: 1961 

 
When, in early 1962, the New York City Ballet published the commemorative program that 

opened this dissertation, it was at the end of a decade of poetic and danced conversations: a 

decade during which poets and choreographers used the tension between text and movement to 

interrogate questions of art, individual freedom, and government, during which the company’s 

relationships to the worlds of music, literature, and politics shifted and changed.  

And it is these collaborations, confrontations, and conversations that have been at the 

heart of this dissertation. From the founding of the New York City Ballet in 1948, through the 

mid-decade creative work of Edwin Denby and Jerome Robbins, into the 1958 performance of 
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The Seven Deadly Sins, and now into this publication, this project has considered these artistic 

productions in terms of what they tell us about the relationship between poetry and dance and 

what they might mean for our understanding of Cold War modernism. Simultaneously, it has 

also suggested a similar arc through the political perils of the Cold War: from its advent in 1948 

and the instantiation of the Marshall Plan, through the House Un-American Activities Committee 

Hearings in the mid-1950s, to the arrival on US shores by the Bolshoi Ballet in early 1959 and 

the heating up of tensions between the United States and the USSR in the early 1960s.  

To be more specific, over the course of these pages, this text has taken on Edwin Denby’s 

late-1940s dance writings which asserted the New York City Ballet as an American institution, 

Jerome Robbins’s explorations of poetic materials in 1950 and 1953 against the backdrop of his 

own investigation by the House Un-American Activities Committee, Denby’s 1956 

Mediterranean Cities which applied a kind of kinesthetic watching to the American tourist 

experience, and George Balanchine’s undercutting of Bertolt Brecht’s politicized language in his 

1958 version of The Seven Deadly Sins, in order to argue that, over the first ten years of the New 

York City Ballet, a decade during which the Cold War became an omnipresent political fact, both 

domestically and abroad, the company was the site for a variety of works that considered the 

relationship between past modernisms and modern politics, between words read or spoken and 

movements danced. Although these works are more different than they are similar—each 

assuming a different stance on how dance and poetry might interact, from Denby’s use of 

kinesthetic attention in his writing, to Robbins’s translation of words into dance, to Balanchine’s 

simultaneous use of movement and text—they each reveal a friction and tension that challenges 

standing assumptions about the politics at the heart of Cold War modernist production, reaching 

back toward past modernist practices to consider the state of their current world. 
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And so, coming at the end of the decade and the end of this dissertation, this program 

might be read as a kind of culmination, a final curtain call for these kinds of productive 

confrontations. Indeed, part of what is so interesting about this collection is an inherent friction: 

from the vantage point of literary history, this combination of writers makes little sense—they 

belong to different artistic schools; they represent both uptown and downtown aesthetics; they are 

not even all recognized as primarily poets, let alone important ones. Kirstein likely brought W.H. 

Auden, Daryl Hine, Chester Kallman, Robert Lowell, William Meredith, James Merrill, Marianne 

Moore, and Saint-John Perse to the project; Denby would have sought out Bill Berkson, Rudolph 

Burckhardt, Diane DiPrima, Leroi Jones (Amiri Baraka), Kenneth Koch, Joseph LeSueur, and 

Frank O’Hara. It contained, on the one hand, a decorated, established group of poets, with three 

Pulitzer Prizes, three National Book Awards, and a Nobel Prize in Literature, not to mention the 

additional three Pulitzers and National Book Awards that would be won in the coming years, and, 

on the other, a selection of New York’s increasingly acclaimed avant-garde. 

Moreover, the writings ran the gamut from old works to new, poems later refined and 

published elsewhere to one-off occasional pieces. Auden and Perse provided excerpts from 

previously published works, sections from The Magic Flute and Amers, respectively. Meredith 

wrote “Dialogue at the Ballet,” which he published in The Wreck of the Thresher, and Other 

Poems three years later; Merrill revised his short verse as “Watching the Dance” in 1966’s Nights 

and Days; and Moore republished “Arthur Mitchell” in Tell Me, Tell Me: Granite, Steel, and 

Other Topics. O’Hara and Berkson collaborated while abroad in Paris on “Notes from Row L,” so 

named for Denby’s favorite vantage point at City Center Theater, a prose piece in alternating 

voices that seems heavily influenced by Denby’s dance criticism; Le Sueur and Burckhardt 

likewise contributed prose; and Di Prima and Jones, prose-poems, or prose formatted to resemble 
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verse (Berkson). Kallman, Hine, Lowell, and Koch’s new poems never seem to have appeared 

outside this publication (Kirstein and Denby).  

And yet, what is clear is that no matter how different these writers were in age or in style, 

they all attended performances at the New York City Ballet frequently enough to make clever 

jokes and references to their company and its repertoire. Many poems, like Koch’s which 

precedes this epilogue, reference specific ballets: Jones mentions Agon; Hine, La Sylphide; 

Berkson and O’Hara, a variety including Firebird, Ivesiana, and Episodes. Others note specific 

dancers, as in Marianne Moore’s ode, “Arthur Mitchell;” 

Slim dragon-fly 

 too rapid for the eye 

  to cage 

contagious gem of virtuosity 

make visible, mentality. 

Your jewels of mobility 

reveal 

 and veil 

  a peacock-tail. 

And several specifically note the role Balanchine played at the company, as in Lowell’s “Poet to 

Dancer:” 

My verses cannot comment 

on your immortal moment, 

or tell you what you mean; 

only Balanchine 
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has the razor edge, 

and knows that art of language. 

From dance history’s perspective, on the other hand, this program does seem to suggest a 

particular aesthetic vision and the concerns of these writers do not seem so far apart. All are 

concerned with clarity and formality, with questions of sight and attentiveness, with the intense 

present-ness and ephemerality of the ballet. And, specifically, many of these writers seem 

concerned with the very tension between dance and text at issue in this dissertation. Jones writes, 

for example: 

Whatever beauty it has, as flesh, simple 

meat, there is a sense that prolongs what  

for the most part might be considered  

ephemeral. That is, a performance, stops. 

Unlike the demon Guttenberg produced. 

Or O’Hara who writes that “Ballet is the most modern of the arts. It is made up exclusively of 

qualities which other arts only aspire to in order to be truly modern: daring, risk, chance, 

personality, individual and unique beauty. No two dancers dance alike, but poets, painters, 

musicians and sculptors have found a way to be alike.” Or Burckhardt who notes the “moments 

that will never happen quite the same again and you’re glad you were there when they did.” 

These poets’ and artists’ words reveal the continued dialogue between poetry and dance that 

existed throughout the Cold War and, moreover, the friction between the two. While the United 

States government might have increasingly found in the ballet a seemingly biddable art, one that 

spoke no words and expressed no politics, these writers located instead the ballet’s slipperiness, 
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its individuality, its tension between flesh and ephemerality, its ways of escaping and resisting 

language, political or otherwise.  

But while this program marks a kind of apex of this relationship between poetry and 

dance at the New York City Ballet, a monument to the interchange between these forms in this 

period, this program also marks a moment of transition for the company, a move away, perhaps, 

from its status between multiple worlds, at the intersection of multiple kinds of politics and 

aesthetics, toward a new status at the center of Cold War cultural diplomacy. Only six months 

after the publication of this program, the New York City Ballet found itself in Moscow, finally 

worn down by the State Department’s desire to see this particular company, with its Russian-

raised artistic director, in the USSR as a demonstration of the American ballet’s innovation and 

excellence. Undertaking its most dramatic and mediatized tour, covered extensively by press on 

both sides of the Atlantic, the New York City Ballet found itself in the middle of one of the most 

significant moments of the Cold War: the Cuban Missile Crisis.1  

The 1962 USSR Tour was only the first of several ways in which the company became 

increasingly absorbed into the cultural establishment in the early 1960s: in 1963 it received a $4 

million grant from the Ford Foundation to develop ballet education across America, allowing the 

School of American Ballet fully to live up to its name; in 1964 it moved to Lincoln Center thanks 

to, as Governor Nelson Rockefeller reminded patrons on its opening night, a vote by the New 

York State Legislature; and in that same year, the company raised ticket prices and built in a 

subscription program as it left behind the popular price policies of City Center and began to 

appeal more fully to its uptown and upper class audiences.  

                                                
1 The details of this tour, its impact, and the various political and aesthetic negotiations at play are 
detailed in Clare Croft’s recent Dancers as Diplomats: American Choreography in Cultural Exchange.  
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Thomas Bender, following Sally Banes, argues that as the New York City Ballet 

became—at last and officially—a “national institution” and one of the major arms of Cold War 

diplomacy, it began to drift away from its place at the center of the many artistic, literary, and 

political networks that existed in New York (Bender 70). Simultaneously, these kinds of dance-

text collaborations that pushed at the boundaries of Cold War modernist aesthetics largely faded 

into memory: Denby essentially ceased publishing; Robbins founded his own company in 1958 

and left the New York City Ballet for nearly a decade before returning in 1968; Balanchine, on 

his new, large, made-for-dance stage, focused ever more intently on work that featured his 

newest muse, Suzanne Farrell, and that exemplified the plotless abstraction for which he was 

best known.  

But the exchange between poetry and dance did not end in 1962 or 1964, it just moved 

downtown. The experimentations at New York City Ballet ushered in a new generation of 

choreographers and poets who found inspiration in one another, using the tensions and affinities 

between dance and poetry to navigate a rapidly changing world. From Merce Cunningham and 

John Cage (a dancer and a poet) who used chance operations to push the boundaries of both 

forms, to New York School Poets Kenneth Koch and Frank O’Hara, who became devotees of 

downtown dance as much as ballet, to the groups of poets and choreographers associated with 

the New York Poets Theater, the Judson Dance Theater, and the Judson Poets Theater, including 

James Waring, Jackson Mac Low, Diane diPrima, and Fred Herko, who used poetry and 

choreography to actively critique the very materials of dance itself, the interplay between dance 

and poetry continued throughout the rest of the twentieth century, opening up space for new 

aesthetics, politics, and possibilities as the anxiety of the 1950s gave way to the revolutions of 

the 1960s. 
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